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By email and mail 

Kathleen King 
City of Los Angeles, Department of City Planning 
221 North Figueroa Street, Suite 1350 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
Email: kathleen.king@lacity.org  

Re: Comments on the Mount St. Mary's University Chalon Campus Wellness Pavilion 
Project; April 2014; ENV-2016-2319-EIR; SCH #2016081015 

Dear Ms. King: 

On behalf of the Sunset Coalition' and the Brentwood Residents Coalition2, we 
object to the approval of the Mount St. Mary's University (MSMU or University) 
proposed expansion project at the Chalon Campus (Project). Both groups strongly 
oppose the Project and the effects it will have on traffic, fire safety, parking, public 
safety, aesthetics, air quality, noise, and other issues. 

Through extensive research done by the Sunset Coalition and Brentwood 
Residents Coalition, it was discovered that the University has been violating its permits 

1  Sunset Coalition is an unincorporated organization founded by concerned residents and 
organizations and represents the thousands of individual residents from Pacific Palisades to 
Brentwood impacted by the unprecedented number of large development projects that threaten to 
impact traffic, safety, and the environment in the Sunset Corridor between the 405 freeway and 
the Pacific Ocean. The organization includes Residential Neighbors of Archer, Brentwood 
Residents Coalition, Brentwood Hills Homeowners Association, Upper Mandeville Canyon 
Association, Bel Air Skycrest Property Owners' Association and Bundy Canyon Association. 

2  The Brentwood Residents Coalition is a grass roots, non-profit advocacy group whose purposes 
are to preserve and enhance the environment and quality of life in Brentwood, to protect the 
integrity of residential neighborhoods, to assist with planning, to uphold zoning and municipal 
codes, to encourage traffic safety, and to educate the public on issues that affect quality of life 
and the environment. 
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for decades by increasing enrollment and commercializing the Campus with no requests 
for expansion or the proper CEQA review that would accompany such requests. This 
intensification of use has added hundreds of car trips to the local substandard hillside 
streets, created traffic hazards and parking shortages, and increased fire risk. On May 29, 
2018, these organizations submitted a detailed letter to Councilmember Bonin and 
Planning Director Bertoni to request that revocation proceedings be immediately 
commenced to revoke, partially revoke, or further condition MSMU's deemed approved 
CUP (see attached). The letter set out the extensive factual and legal basis for this 
revocation request. 

Given the University's past history and continuing violations, the revocation 
request must be processed without delay even though portions of that revocation request 
are relevant to the Project that the Draft EIR analyzes. While the revocation request is 
being considered no further allowances or expansions can be permitted. Therefore, the 
Project should be denied entirely outright. 

However, if the Project is further considered, we ask that you address the points 
raised in the Revocation letter, including but not limited to the following: 

1. The enrollment assumed in the project description is inaccurate and must be 
reassessed based upon documented past approvals limiting enrollment to 750 
(Revocation Letter, pp. 11-24); 

2. Events that commercialize the campus and that are not consistent with the 
educational mission of the University must be prohibited, including but not limited 
to non-student events such as camps, weddings, filming, leasing/renting the 
facility (Revocation Letter, pp. 24-29); 

3. Mitigation measures for traffic and parking impacts have been tried but have not 
worked because they are not enforceable or effective (Revocation Letter, pp. 35-
45); 

4. It would not be possible to use certain roadways for construction and fire route 
access because they are private and are substandard (Revocation Letter, Enclosure 
1, p. 3); 

5. MSMU first year students are not allowed to have cars on campus so rental car 
services and Transportation Network Companies such as Uber and Lyft will 
generate trips to and from campus that have not been accounted for in the traffic 
analysis. 
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6. Valet service as proposed not only does not work as it has been tried in the past 
but also adds traffic by requiring valet employees to be added to other staff traffic 
trips. 

Furthermore, we are herewith submitting a traffic analysis prepared by Allyn D. 
Rifkin of the Rifkin Transportation Planning Group, RTPG. Among other points, this 
detailed traffic analysis identifies significant underestimations and inaccuracies in the 
Draft EIR's traffic analysis including the following: 

1. Trip generation numbers are unsubstantiated and must be based on traffic 
surveys of other similar projects; 

2. Detailed operations analysis should assess traffic impacts including spreading 
to off-peak traffic hours; 

3. Peak hour traffic flows must be evaluated to determine if local streets are 
limited by roadway widths; 

4. Construction impact mitigation must be detailed further and include a 
cumulative impact analysis; 

5. Enrollment may not exceed a cap of 750 under prior approvals yet the analysis 
assumes a higher baseline of enrollment. 

These and other significant flaws in the Draft EIR's analysis must be remedied and 
recirculated for further comment. 

CONCLUSION. 

Even after mitigation, the Project will result in significant and unmitigated 
negative impacts on Brentwood and the residents who live in the area. The City must 
reject this project in its entirety and instead address the concerns in the letters submitted 
by neighborhood residents in response to this Draft EIR. Only the no project alternative 
would avoid unacceptable significant impacts that are created by the Project. 

Thank you for consideration of these comments. 

Sincerely, 

Zze.,,X4 

Douglas P. Carstens 
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Enclosures: 

1. Chatten-Brown & Carstens LLP Letter to Councilmember Bonin and Planning 
Director Bertoni dated May 29, 2018 

2. The Rifkin Transportation Planning Group Letter to Sunset Coalition and 
Brentwood Residents Coalition dated June 12, 2018 



ENCLOSURE 1 
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May 29, 2018 

Honorable Mike Bonin 
Councilman, CD11 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012-4801 

Vincent Bertoni 
Director of Planning 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2601 

RE: Request for Revocation — Conditional Use Authority — Case No. CPC 4072 — 
Mount St. Mary's University - 12001 Chalon Road, Los Angeles, CA 90049; 
Deemed-Approved CPC-1952-4072-CU-PA 1; ENV-2016-2319-EIR 

Dear Councilmember Bonin and Director Bertoni: 

On behalf of Sunset Coalition and Brentwood Residents Coalition (BRC), we 
hereby request that formal revocation action be initiated in accordance with the 
provisions of sections 12.24.Z and 12.27.1.B of the Los Angeles Municipal Code to 
revoke the current conditional use authority for Mount St. Mary's University (referred to 
as "University," "Chalon Campus," and "MSMU"). 

The University has violated conditions of its Conditional Use Permit (CUP) and it 
has been operated in a way that adversely affects the public health, peace, or safety of 
persons residing or working on the premises or in the surrounding area, adversely impacts 
nearby uses, violates provisions of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, and violates 
conditions imposed by prior discretionary land use approvals. 

Sunset Coalition is an unincorporated organization founded by concerned 
residents and organizations and represents the thousands of individual residents from 
Pacific Palisades to Brentwood impacted by the unprecedented number of large 
development projects that threaten to impact traffic, safety, and the environment in the 
Sunset Corridor between the 405 freeway and the Pacific Ocean. The organization 
includes Residential Neighbors of Archer, Brentwood Residents Coalition, Brentwood 
Hills Homeowners Association, Upper Mandeville Canyon Association, Bel Air Skycrest 
Property Owners' Association and Bundy Canyon Association. 
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The Brentwood Residents Coalition is a grass roots, non-profit advocacy group 
whose purposes are to preserve and enhance the environment and quality of life in 
Brentwood, to protect the integrity of residential neighborhoods, to assist with planning, 
to uphold zoning and municipal codes, to encourage traffic safety, and to educate the 
public on issues that affect quality of life and the environment. 

As detailed further below, the Brentwood community first sought revocation of the 
University's CUP to operate a school in a residential neighborhood in 1996, through the 
Bundy/Norman Place Committee and the Brentwood Homeowners Association. That 
revocation request was based on the University's (1) renting and leasing of the Chalon 
Campus for outside events in violation of the Municipal Code and (2) exceeding 
enrollment limits imposed through a 1984 CUP for a parking structure on the 
University's campus. 

The community presented a comprehensive list of CUP violations and followed it 
up with a full traffic study that provided evidence to the city of detrimental impacts from 
excessive campus operations. Unfortunately, Bob Rogers, the city planner who reviewed 
the case, failed to address the community's concerns stating he found insufficient 
evidence to support the initiation of a revocation action. He recommended University 
staff meet with affected residents to resolve long simmering traffic issues and stated that 
if additional evidence were submitted regarding uses not permitted by conditional use 
grants or evidence of excessive traffic, the city planning department would further 
consider initiation of revocation proceedings. 

The substantial evidence provided with this letter is more than sufficient to 
establish the CUP violations that Mr. Rogers failed to recognize. We provide a detailed, 
evidence-based history spanning 90 years of problems due to University expansion, 
enrollment increases outside events, commercial use of the campus, and generally 
wholesale intensification of use. This intensification has led to traffic congestion, 
hazardous driving and roadway conditions, parking shortages, and the exacerbation of 
fire hazards that make all residents of this residential neighborhood less safe. 

This evidence documents the University's longstanding pattern and practice of 
creating significant negative impacts on the community by its actions as well as its 
unreasonable failures to act. The University has promoted a multitude of different self-
imposed but futile "mitigation" measures that have had little if any effect. There has been 
little success due to the failure to control impacts in the most effective ways, i.e., by 
limiting enrollment and commercial events. Because of MSMU's illegal intensification of 
use in violation of CUP and zone variance conditions, with continuous increases in 
enrollment and outside events and ongoing unmitigated traffic and safety impacts, we are 
requesting revocation of the University's deemed approved CUP. 
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I. BACKGROUND. 

A. Legal Background. 

Revocation of a conditional use permit is provided for in the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code when various conditions are met. 

LAMC Section 12.24.Z provides: 

If the applicant fails to comply with the conditions of any conditional use or other 
similar quasi-judicial approvals granted pursuant to this section, the Director or the 
appropriate Area or City Planning Commission..., upon knowledge of the fact of 
non-compliance, may give notice to the record owner or lessee of the real property 
affected to appear at a time and place fixed by the Area or City Planning 
Commission or Director and show cause why the decision granting the approval or 
conditional use should not be repealed or rescinded.... [T]he Area or City Planning 
Commission or the Director may revoke, temporarily suspend or impose further 
restrictions on the conditional use or other similar quasi-judicial approval. 

(LAMC Section 12.24.Z.) 

LAMC Section 12.27.1.B provides: 

[T]he Director may require the modification, discontinuance or revocation of any 
land use or discretionary zoning approval if it is found that the land use or 
discretionary zoning approval as operated or maintained: 

1. Jeopardizes or adversely affects the public health, peace, or safety of 
persons residing or working on the premises or in the surrounding area; or 

2. Constitutes a public nuisance; or... 
4. Adversely impacts nearby uses; or... 
5. Violates any provision of this chapter; or any other city, state, or federal 

regulation, ordinance, or statute; or 
6. Violates any condition imposed by a prior discretionary land use 

approval including approvals granted pursuant to ... this Code.... 

(LAMC Section 12.27.1.B.) 

The Municipal Code refers to a "public nuisance" created by a permitted use and a 
use that unreasonably "adversely impacts nearby uses." Such a use is a private 
nuisance. A nuisance may be both a public nuisance and a private nuisance at the same 
time. (Newhall Land & Farming Co. v. Superior Court (1993) 19 Cal. App. 4th 334.) A 
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private nuisance is the unreasonable, unwarranted, or unlawful use by an individual of his 
or her own property so as to interfere with the rights of others. (Wolford v. Thomas 
(1987) 190 Cal. App. 3d 347, 358.) 

A claim for private nuisance involves three elements: interference with use and 
enjoyment of property, invasion of a property owner's interest in the use and enjoyment 
of the land, and actions of 'such a nature, duration or amount as to constitute 
unreasonable interference with the use and enjoyment of the land.' (San Diego Gas & 
Electric Co., 13 Ca1.4th at p. 938.) So long as the interference is substantial and 
unreasonable, and would be offensive or inconvenient to the normal person, virtually any 
disturbance of the enjoyment of private property may amount to actionable private 
nuisance. (Monks v. City of Rancho Palos Verdes (2008) 167 Ca1.App.4th 263.) 

A public nuisance is one that encompasses the foregoing definition of private 
nuisance and affects an entire community or neighborhood or a considerable number of 
persons, even though the extent of the annoyance or damage may be greater for some 
individuals than for others. (Civ. Code, § 3480; People ex rel. Gallo v. Acuna (1997) 14 
Cal. 4th 1090, 1104.) 

The University operates and maintains its campus in such a way as to create both 
public and private nuisances as described below. 

B. The Chalon Campus of Mount St. Mary's University. 

1. Existing Condition. 

a. The Chalon Campus Setting. 

Mount St. Mary's University is located at 12001 Chalon Road in the Brentwood 
neighborhood within the City of Los Angeles. The 45-acre Chalon Campus is set along a 
ridge crest on the southern flank of the Santa Monica Mountains. 

The University's entrance is accessible only from Bundy Drive and Chalon Road, 
approximately 2 miles north of Sunset Boulevard. Immediately south and adjacent to the 
Campus along Chalon Road is the Carondelet Center, a large building that serves as the 
provincial headquarters for the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet, a separate entity from 
MSMU (although ingress and egress is shared with the University). 

The Chalon Campus is bounded on three sides by undeveloped open space owned 
by the University. The Getty Center is located .5 miles southeast and owns open space 
which abuts the Campus. MSMU's irregularly-shaped and steeply sloping property is 
located at an elevation above surrounding properties on the east, south and west, all 
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zoned RE15-1-H, low density residential. The Campus and properties to the north are 
zoned RE40-1-H, low density residential. 

b. Street Conditions. 

The narrow, winding hillside roads leading to the Chalon Campus are designated 
as substandard hillside local limited streets. Allyn Rifkin, former Chief of LADOT, 
Bureau of Planning and Land Use Development, explains in his report that the roads 
accessing the Chalon Campus are designated as "local" because they are "very narrow, 
windy, lacking sidewalks, and with limited sight-lines." The roads (Bundy Drive, 
Norman Place, Chalon Road and Saltair Avenue to the north of Sunset) range between 30 
to just 19 feet wide. "[These roads... 'are intended to accommodate lower volumes of 
vehicle traffic. '" And the "sections of roadway below 20-feet are substandard by any of 
the City applicable standards and unsafe for two-way traffic." (See Allyn Rifkin, P.E., 
report, "Traffic and Circulation Issues — Regarding the proposed Mount St. Mary's 
University Expansion," May 23, 2018, Enclosure 1, p. 3, emphasis added.) 
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Indeed, these local roads are so narrow in places that cars traveling in opposite 
directions have difficulty passing each other, especially where vehicles are parked on one 
or the other side of the street. The driver of one vehicle is frequently forced to quickly 
pull over to the side to allow the other vehicle to pass. This unsafe roadway condition is 
commonly experienced by neighboring Bundy Canyon residents. 

The situation is even more challenging and dangerous when MSMU's buses, 
shuttles and large delivery trucks are navigating these hillside roads to or from the 
Campus. As Rifkin explains, large vehicles like buses necessitate wider widths than on 
these narrow local roads. 

c. Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone. 

What makes the location of the Chalon Campus even more precarious is its 
hillside location within a designated Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone (VHFHSZ). 
The designation is based on the area's vegetation density, slope severity and several other 
factors that heighten the risk and severity of fire. The designation requires responsible 
authorities to identify measures that will limit or halt the rate of fire spread and reduce the 
intensity of uncontrolled fire through vegetation management and the implementation of 
development standards to minimize loss of life, resources and property. 

In that manner, fire-safety risk must be managed through sensitive planning 
focused not only on fire prevention and mitigation, but also ready access for fire fighters 
and safe egress for residents and visitors if evacuation is necessary. Unfortunately, the 
University has a long history of violating development conditions on enrollment and 
events intended to protect the safety of its students, faculty and staff, as well as the 
hundreds of neighboring resident families, during fire emergencies and at other times. 
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2. History of Fires near the Chalon Campus. 

Brentwood north of Sunset Boulevard is an area of severe fire danger, as fires in 
the past have shown. Residents must share the same narrow evacuation routes of Bundy 
Drive, Norman Place, Saltair, and Chalon Road as all persons located at MSMU. 

a. The 1961 Bel Air Fire. 

On November 6, 1961, the infamous Bel Air Fire, fueled by strong Santa Ana 
winds, destroyed 484 homes, 21 other buildings and burned 16,090 acres in Bel Air and 
Brentwood. Thousands of people were forced to evacuate. The 405 freeway was newly 
constructed and thought to be a great manmade barrier, but embers from the massive 
flames jumped across it. The Los Angeles Fire Department called The Bel Air-
Brentwood Fire one of the worst fires in the history of Los Angeles. (See Los Angeles 
Fire Department Historical Archives, http://www.lafire.com/famous  fires/1961- 
1106 BelAirFire/1961-1106 LAFD-Report BelAirFire.htm, see also The Los Angeles 
Fire Department-produced documentary film "Design For Disaster," 
http://www.scpr.org/news/2011/11/07/29756/50-years-ago-today-bel-air-fire/.)  In 
response to that tragedy, Los Angeles banned wood shingle roofs and adopted one of the 
most stringent brush clearance policies in the country. 

The Chalon Campus suffered significant damage in the Bel Air Fire. One-fifth of 
the Campus and part of the Carondelet Center were destroyed. According to the Mount 
Archives Blog, "At one point, the Chalon Campus was almost completely surrounded by 
fire." (See "Fire on the Mountain," The Mount Archives history blog, July 5, 2011, 
Enclosure 2, emphasis added.) The possibility of the entire campus going up in flames 
was so close to reality, the local evening news (wrongly) reported that the College had 
burned to the ground. 
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The Bel Air Fire was not the first time the Chalon Campus faced fire danger. Two 
or three times in the past, "the College was in imminent danger of destruction by brush 
fire, going right back to the beginning in the 1930s." (Id., emphasis added.) 

b. The Many Fires Threatening Brentwood over the Past 15 
Years. 

Thankfully, the Bel Air Fire was the only fire that caused significant damage to 
the Chalon Campus. Since then, however, the University (as well as the Carondelet 
Center) has been impacted by a number of area fires, some of which were so threatening 
that full evacuations were required. That should not be a surprise because the threat of 
hillside brushfire has dramatically increased in recent years. 

Just focusing on the past 15 years, there have been far too many warnings to 
ignore. On May 4, 2004, a fire broke out in the kitchen of the Carondelet Center. The 
residents were evacuated to neighboring Mount St. Mary's University. As reported in 
MSMU's magazine, "...the road to the College had been closed because of the fire 
engines and possible danger.... Father George O'Brien recalled wondering if there was 
a brush fire—not uncommon in the surrounding hills. " (See "Remarkable Service to Our 
Dear Neighbors," The Mount, Summer 2004, Enclosure 3, emphasis added.) 

On July 9, 2009, a brush fire broke out above the Getty Center's parking facilities. 
Before it was contained, it quickly burned through 80 acres forcing the Getty Center and 
MSMU to evacuate: "College was not in session but 100 staff members were being 
evacuated along with 200 other people attending a conference... The school used campus 
shuttles to take them out... " (See "L.A. Fire Forces Evacuation of Getty Center, Mount 
St. Mary's College," Fox News, http://www.foxnews.com/story/2009/07/09/1a-fire-
forces-evacuation-getty-center-mount-st-mary-college.html,  emphasis added.) 

• On September 4, 2010, a small fire scorched 10 acres of brush on the east side of 
the 1-405 freeway at Getty Center Drive. The next day, the fire reignited brush along the 
freeway, forcing firefighters to get back on the hillside and closing one lane of the 
freeway over the Sepulveda Pass. A city fire dispatcher reported that firefighters had 
remained on site all night in case of just such a flare-up: "We're baby sitting this whole 
thing. We always have flare ups." (See "Bel Air Brush Fire Flares Up Again Next To 405 
Freeway," Beverly Hills Courier, http://bhcourier.com/bel-air-brush-fire-flares-up-again-
next-to-405-freeway/,  emphasis added.) 

On Friday afternoon, September 14, 2012, fire erupted in the Sepulveda Pass near 
the Getty Center burning for two days and destroying 70 acres, the largest fire in the area 
since the Bel Air fire. The Getty Center and the University voluntarily evacuated using 
Chalon Road because of the location and direction of the fire: "A fast-moving, rapidly 
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growing brush fire along the Sepulveda Pass was causing students and staff to evacuate 
Friday afternoon from Mount St. Mary's College near the Getty Center." (See 
"Sepulveda brush fire: Mount St. Mary's College evacuating," LA Times blog, 
http ://latimesblogs.latimes.com/lanow/2012/09/sepulveda-brush-fire.html.)  

The September 2012 evacuation clearly illustrates the risk to all area residents. 
Chalon Road connects the Getty Center with Mount St. Mary's University at the top of 
Norman Place. Hundreds of vehicles exiting from both campuses poured onto the narrow 
and winding hillside streets of Chalon Road, Norman Place and Bundy Drive. As Ellen 
King, a former Norman Place resident recalls, the resulting gridlock left local residents 
blocked and stuck in their driveways and unable to evacuate: "We residents were left 
alone twiddling our thumbs. Once MSM was gone so were the [fire] trucks." (See Ellen 
King email, April 17, 2017, Enclosure 4, emphasis added.) 

That terrifying experience should be a lesson learned—and not forgotten as the 
University now seeks to expand its Chalon Campus. And that lesson was reinforced again 
on September 16, 2014, when a brush fire ignited in the1200 block of Getty Center Drive 
in the Sepulveda Pass, burning 80 acres and forcing the Getty Center to evacuate. More 
than 200 firefighters battled the flames as Getty visitors and staff were evacuated. 

By 2017, it was clear we had entered a new era in fire danger—as evidenced by 
the many recent threats in the immediate area, in the region, and across the state. On May 
28, 2017, an accidental blaze sparked by brush clearance workers in Mandeville Canyon, 
approximately 1.5 miles from the Chalon Campus, was declared a "major emergency." 
The fire charred 55 acres, forced evacuations, and took three days to attain full 
containment. (See "Mandeville Canyon 'major emergency' fire near Getty Center 95 
percent contained," Daily News, https://www.dailynews.com/2017/05/29/mandeville-
canyon-major-emergency-fire-near-getty-center-95-percent-contained/.)  

Then on December 6, 2017, the Skirball Fire struck—the most damaging fire in 
the area since the 1961 Bel Air Fire. The blaze began as a brush fire near the 1-405 and 
Skirball Center Drive. It burned for 10 days, scorched 422 acres, injured three fire 
fighters, destroyed 6 and damaged 12 structures, closed schools and cultural facilities, 
caused multiple evacuations and shut down the 1-405 freeway and Sepulveda Boulevard. 
Evacuation orders covered a 3.2 mile range and many neighboring residents evacuated, 
while others were on mandatory evacuation watch for three days. Mount St. Mary's 
transported its students to its Doheny Campus. 

Had the winds been blowing westward—as during the Bel Air fire and is typical 
during wind-driven fire events—the Skirball Fire could have easily crossed the 405 to 
threaten the Chalon Campus. Luckily, the winds chose another route and heroic 
firefighters managed to tame it before they changed course. Reasonable public safety 
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decisions, however, cannot be based on the hope that favorable wind conditions will 
spare the area when the next brushfire erupts. 

3. Realities of Living in a Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone. 

Just eight months before the Skirball Fire, a neighbor living within 500 feet of the 
Chalon Campus received a notice of non-renewal for fire coverage. It read, "The property 
listed above poses an unacceptable risk for wildfire." (See Liberty Mutual Insurance 
letter, April 15, 2017, Enclosure 5, emphasis added.) The insurer listed the conditions 
justifying denial of coverage: "close proximity to native and/or non-native flammable 
vegetation, wind patterns relative to fire fuel during typical wildfire season, and poor 
road accessibility for firefighting/emergency response equipment." 

Following the Skirball fire, experts opined that the state has seen its most 
destructive year of wildfires in its history: "Researchers warn that 2017 is a sign of 
what's to come... The study concluded that property loss was most likely in 
neighborhoods with low to intermediate densities and in areas with a history of frequent 
fire" such as Mount St. Mary's. (See "After California's most destructive fire season, a 
debate over where to rebuild homes," LA Times, http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-
me-ln-rebuilding-in-hazard-zones-20171216-story.html.)  

Experts and elected officials weighed in on the realities of living in areas prone to 
wildfire. The majority of California's 10 largest wildfires have occurred in the last 
decade. California Governor Jerry Brown described the ongoing blazes as "the new 
normal." (See "How much did climate change affect California's wildfires? Depends on 
where you are." Vox, https://www.vox.com/energy-and-
environment/2017/12/12/16762120/los-angeles-california-fire-climate-change.)  
According to Joe Edmiston, Executive Director of the Santa Monica Mountains 
Conservancy, "Southern California has moved into a climate regime resulting in all-year 
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wildfire danger." 

The dire combination of high fire danger and substandard hillside streets leading 
to and from the Chalon Campus, create a dangerous situation not only for the 
University's constituents, but also for many neighboring families along the evacuation 
route. With the history of fires in this Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone, the 
increased risk due to climate change, and the substandard hillside streets that must be 
used in any evacuation, more students, more events, large buses and shuttles, and more 
traffic has been a recipe for disaster. 

C. History of Chalon Campus Entitlements. 

1. 1930-1983: Promises Made. 

Mount St. Mary's University was established as a College in 1925 and became a 
University in 2015. At its inception, the institution was housed at St. Mary's Academy at 
Slauson and Crenshaw in Los Angeles. In 1928, the University purchased a property 
consisting of about 33 acres of land from the Los Angeles Mountain Park Company 
located in the Santa Monica Mountains (Brentwood), which became the site for the future 
Chalon Campus. The Chalon Campus opened in 1930 and in 1962, the University also 
opened another location, known as the Doheny Campus, located just south of downtown 
Los Angeles. 

In the 1920's, the area surrounding the Chalon Campus was blanketed with an "A" 
zoning designation, which qualified as residential area and permitted only single-family 
homes. On October 20, 1928, Mount St. Mary's applied to the City of Los Angeles for a 
permit to establish a college for girls on the subject property. The "Application For 
Special Permit" stated that "Property is now included within Zone A, which does not 
permit schools. Said change will not be materially detrimental to public welfare because 
of its use as an educational institution of the highest order." (See Application For Special 
Permit, October 20, 1928, Enclosure 6, emphasis added.) Later that year, during a public 
hearing, in front of the City Planning Commission, a representative of the University 
stated, "they will have between 150 and 200 students and the maximum number will be 
500, about 75 of the students will be resident and 75 will be day pupils." This statement 
was confirmed by one of the Commissioners "it is the intention to have a minimum of 
150 students and a maximum of 500 students." (See Planning Commission Hearing 
transcript, 1928, Enclosure 7, emphasis added.) 

On December 5, 1928, the City Council denied a report and recommendation from 
the Planning Commission, under Case No. 3066, that recommended that the property 
purchased by the College be classified in the "B" zone, thereby permitting the 
establishment of Mount St. Mary's College by right. Instead, the City Council partially 
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adopted a report from the City Planning Committee, which stated that "...in view of the 
special circumstances that attach to the property and in order to protect the adjoining 
property to the fullest extent, that the action of said Board (i.e., Board of City Planning 
Commissioners) in recommending that the property be placed in the "B" zone be not 
concurred in and that the City Attorney be instructed to prepare an ordinance under the 
terms of Section 4 of the Zoning Ordinance, allowing the establishment of said college on 
the property therein described..." subject to the following condition - "That the plans 
for the buildings and the location of same be approved by this Council prior to the 
issuance of building permit." (See Zone Variance approval, December 5, 1928, 
Enclosure 8, emphasis added.) 

On January 4, 1929, the City Council approved Ordinance No. 62642, granting an 
exception (i.e., variance) from the provisions of an earlier Ordinance, No. 42,666 that 
became effective on October 21, 1921. (See Ordinance No. 62642, January 4, 1929, 
Enclosure 9, emphasis added.) Ordinance No. 42,666 (New Series) passed by the Los 
Angeles City Council, provided for the creation of five zones in the City of Los Angeles 
("A", "B", "C", "D" and "E"), with the subject property placed in "A" zone by the 
adoption of Ordinance No. 58283 which became effective on September 2, 1927. As 
mentioned previously, Zone "A" only permitted single family dwellings by right. This 
zone variance was granted "...but only so far as such exception is necessary to establish 
a college on that certain property..." (Id., emphasis added.) 

In accordance with the condition of Ordinance No. 62642, which required that the 
City Council must approve any plans for new buildings, on December 22, 1939, a permit 
for a Faculty Building was approved. (See Faculty Building approval, December 22, 
1939, Enclosure 10, emphasis added.) In 1944, the University concluded the purchase of 
an additional 17 acres of land, adjoining the campus to the north. (See Application For 
Conditional Use, March 14, 1952, Enclosure 11 and Mary Germaine McNeil, "History of 
Mount St. Mary's College, Los Angeles, California: 1925-1975, Enclosure 12, p. 63.) 

On June 1, 1946, under Ordinance 90,500 for the City of Los Angeles, the 
Comprehensive Zoning Plan became effective (see Los Angeles Zoning Code, 1946, 
Enclosure 13) and the property occupied by Mount St. Mary's College was classified 
under R1 One-Family Zone, subsequently changed to the RE40-1-H "low density 
residential" Zone in 1982. (See Zone Change Recommendation Report, May10, 1982, 
Enclosure 14.) 

In addition, Ordinance No. 90,500 placed "Educational Institutions" under the 
authority of the Planning Commission as a Conditional Use. (See Los Angeles Zoning 
Code, 1946, Enclosure 13, p. 49.) Section 12.24 B.9 of this Ordinance states that "Any of 
the ... uses existing at the time this Section (i.e. Section 12.24) became effective, shall be 
deemed to have been approved by the Commission and nothing in this Section shall be 
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construed to prevent the enlargement of existing buildings for such uses if all other 
regulations of this Article are complied with, including the conditions of any special 
district ordinance, exception or variance heretofore granting authorizing said use." (Id., 
emphasis added.) 

Additionally, under the newly adopted Zoning Code, Section 12.24.A.1, 
conditional uses for Educational Institutions required a mandatory public hearing: "Uses 
for which at least one public hearing shall be held include: airports or aircraft landing 
fields; cemeteries; educational institutions; and golf courses (except driving tees or 
ranges, miniature courses and similar uses operated for commercial purposes)." (Id., 
emphasis added.) 

In 1949, MSM built a swimming pool, bathhouse and tennis courts on the 17-acre 
lot. It was not until 1952, however, that the University applied for a conditional use for 
those structures and uses already existing. In its application, the University wrote, 
"Inadvertently Parcel A was used for swimming pool, bathhouse, and tennis courts, as we 
did not realize at the time that it was not included in the original application for zoning. 
This was brought to our attention recently when a building permit was being taken out 
for a proposed building." (See Application For Conditional Use, March 14, 1952, 
Enclosure 11, emphasis added.) 

On May 23, 1952, the City Council, under Case No. 4072, Conditional Use for 
expansion, approved plans to allow the addition of 17 acres of new land to the existing 
College site for future expansion and the construction of athletic facilities. (See City Plan 
Case 4072-CU, May 23, 1952, Enclosure 15.) Condition No, 3 states "This grant shall 
only apply to school use involving educational subjects which are in conformance with 
the State Educational Code, religious services, or religious educational activities." (Id., 
emphasis added.) 

An exhibit to the 1952 Plot Plan contains a list of 161 then-existing parking spaces 
required for the buildings on the Chalon Campus at that time. (See Plot Plan, Exhibit A, 
1952, Enclosure 16.) City records also show that additional buildings were constructed 
between 1952 and 1984: two Facilities Management Buildings (1952 and 1964), 
Carondelet Hall (1958), William H. Harmon Theater and Humanities Building (1965), 
Jose Drudis-Biada Art Gallery and the Fine Arts Building (1974) and Yates, Aldworth 
and Burns Houses (1984.) 

On March 5, 1964, the City approved a plot plan for a new Arts and Humanities 
building as a replacement for the old Arts Building, which was destroyed by fire in 1961 
The report stated, "The parking requirements for the Science Building, the Humanities 
Building, the Chapel and the Residence Hall, were found to be 161 spaces. As shown on 
Exhibit `24-1,' the school will be able to accommodate 201 cars, including the new 
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proposed parking area." (See Approval of Plot Plan Report, March 5, 1964, Enclosure 
17, emphasis added.) It is important to note that the report also addressed enrollment: 
"This new building is not intended to house any additional students but to accommodate 
the existing enrollment." 

In 1979, the City Planning Commission approved a plan for four temporary 
housing units, to be located on an existing parking area behind the tennis courts. (See 
City Planning Commission Approved Plan, August 29, 1979, Enclosure 18.) 

2. 1984: More Promises Made for a Modest Expansion of 
Facilities— Expressly Disavowing Any Increase In Enrollment. 

On January 26, 1984, the City Planning Commission approved plans for the 
construction of a Faculty Residence Hall facility. Condition No. 1 stated, "There shall be 
no increase in student enrollment beyond 750 students, until a parking structure is 
constructed at the southern end of the campus. In lieu of this, when an increase in 
enrollment beyond 750 students is contemplated, the college may apply to the City 
Planning Commission for a review of the adequacy of existing and any proposed on-
campus surface parking." Staff Report Comments noted "The new residence hall is 
therefore being built to increase the number of students living on-campus, not to increase 
enrollment." (See City Plan Case 4072-CU, January 26, 1984, Enclosure 19, emphasis 
added.) 

The Staff Report also stated, "It should also be noted that, at the southern end of 
the campus, there is a proposed future parking structure. While no new parking is needed 
at the present time, future changes in enrollment could create a demand for more 
parking." (Id. emphasis added.) 

Further, the Staff Report concluded, "That staff has recommended that any future 
expansions of enrollment be predicated upon the construction of the future parking 
structure at the southern end of the campus. While it is true, as the applicant has noted, 
that the proposed faculty residence hall contemplates a net addition of 10 parking spaces 
on-campus, with no increase in student enrollment, there would be no inherent control in 
this approval to insure that enrollment would not grow in an ad hoc fashion, apart from 
the condition relating future increases to the proposed parking structure." (Id., emphasis 
added.) 

On March 26, 1984, The Blurock Partnership, an architectural firm representing 
Mount St. Mary's University, sent a letter to the Los Angeles Planning Department 
notifying the City that " [al t this time, the Mt. St. Mary's College would like to begin 
construction of this proposed parking structure." The letter further suggested, "If the 
current ratio of students to parking available is used, the enrollment on campus could 
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increase to 1037 from 750 with the additional 188 spaces (244-56 existing)." (See The 
Blurock Partnership letter, March 26, 1984, Enclosure 20, emphasis added.) 

In the process of reviewing the application for the proposed parking structure, on 
April 18, 1984 the City Planning Department issued a Mitigated Negative Declaration 
(MND.). The project description in the MND included no increase in enrollment, 
describing the project as, "Conditional Use for a 4-story, 80,000 sq. ft. parking structure 
for 244 cars located on the Mount St. Mary's College campus on 45.5 net acres, zoned 
RE40-1-H" The MND "concluded that no significant impacts are apparent which might 
result from this project's implementation. This action is based on the project 
description." (See MND, April 18, 1984, Enclosure 21, emphasis added.) 

The Mitigated Negative Declaration was further supported by an Initial Study 
Traffic Analysis, signed by the Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT). 
The LADOT Analysis concluded "Impact of Traffic Generation: Not Significant. 
Provided that no enrollment increase is allowed." (See LADOT Initial Study Traffic 
Analysis, April 4, 1984, Enclosure 22, emphasis added.) 

On July 12, 1984, the City Planning Commission conditionally approved plans for 
a multi-level parking structure on the University's site with 244 parking spaces, which 
later was amended to allow 268 spaces. Bob Rogers, Senior City Planner, signed the Staff 
Recommendation Report. Amongst the various conditions imposed, Condition No. 3 
stated, "That the ratio of parking to students shall not be less than 1/4  parking spaces for 
each student enrolled at Mount St. Mary's College." (See City Plan Case 4072-CU, July 
12, 1984, Enclosure 23, emphasis added.) 

Based on the project description in the Initial Study Traffic Analysis and MND 
and as recommended by City staff in the January 1984 CUP, the condition related only to 
`future increases to the proposed parking structure." It did not permit an enrollment 
increase, which would have required an additional environmental review and traffic 
analysis, disclosure of potential significant impacts, and mitigation measures under 
CEQA. 

This is further evidenced by the July 27, 1984 letter from the City Planning 
Commission to the University: "Please be advised that the City Planning Commission on 
July 12, 1984 conditionally approved the plans for a multi-level parking structure on the 
Mount St. Mary's College site ...Condition No. 4 revised to permit 268 spaces." (See City 
Plan Case 4072-CU, July 27, 1984 Enclosure 23, p. 1, emphasis added.) 

3. 1984-1995: Promises Broken. 

Despite the validly and prudently imposed conditions on the Chalon Campus, the 
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University has continuously—and illegally—acted without the requisite permission to 
increase its enrollment, expand the number of special events, and even going so far as 
renting-out campus facilities for large revenue-generating events. Similarly, illegal was 
the University's unilateral decision to expand its programming by offering evening and 
weekend classes, thereby operating seven days a week from early morning to late 
evening, without requesting the requisite approval. 

The very substantial intensification of use has negatively and significantly 
impacted the surrounding residential community's quality of life. 

Accordingly, in 1995, the Brentwood Homeowners Association (BHA) and a 
group of neighbors who were most immediately affected by the University's operations 
(the Bundy/Norman Place Committee "BNPC"), filed a request with the City to initiate a 
formal revocation of the University's conditional use authority. The BHA/BNPC letter 
was written by James J. Crisp, a former City of Los Angeles Associate Zoning 
Administrator. The request was based on the provisions of Section 12.24-J of the Los 
Angeles Municipal Code and by evidence of long-term and ongoing commercial use, 
significant traffic and noise, endangering public safety and other impacts created by the 
University's illegal intensification of use. (See James J. Crisp letter, August 29, 1995, 
Enclosure 24.) 

The BNPC letter referred to the renting and leasing of the campus facilities for 
outside events and stated, "use of the site for commercial use stands in direct violation of 
past and current provisions of the Los Angeles Municipal Code and there is no indication 
that any effort to reduce or eliminate these activities is being voluntarily undertaken at 
the present time. To the contrary, these commercial activities have been consistently 
promoted and expanded." (Id., p. 6, emphasis added.) 

The letter also raised the issue of enrollment not being in compliance with the 
1984 CUP for parking structure "Potentially and knowingly violating the Conditions of 
Operation imposed under a Plan Approval dated July 12, 1984 which limited parking on 
the site to 268 automobile parking spaces and enrollment to a maximum of 1072 
students." (Id., p. 7, emphasis added.) 

The impacted neighbors further complained about the lack of response and 
cooperation from the University in addressing the serious concerns: "Records and 
information received from the "BHA" and "BNPC" indicate that individuals and groups 
from the community have consistently tried to reach some degree of compromise or 
problem recognition from college representatives since at least 1989. All efforts have 
failed with the college representatives taking no initiative to resolve concerns or mitigate 
potential and real problems. Therefore, revocation is both needed and necessary with no 
other form or reasonable dialogue or solution available or acceptable to the parties 
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involved." (Id., p. 6, emphasis added.) Upon receiving this request for revocation of 
MSM's conditional use permit, the City initiated an investigation that was led by Bob 
Rogers, Principal City Planner. 

During the time the City was reviewing the case, the neighbors and the Brentwood 
Homeowners Association submitted an additional letter with the results of a very 
comprehensive traffic study that was commissioned by the Association. The letter stated, 
"Both BNPC and BHA believe the results are highly pertinent to your and the City's 
determination regarding the previously submitted request for revocation of the CUP of 
Mount St. Mary's College and, further, buttress our contentions, made so often over the 
years, that the College, in conjunction with the Carondelet Center, are the source of 
traffic volumes far in excess of what the canyon can bear ...The results were impressive 
(or appalling, depending on your point of view!). Between 2,500 and 2,700 vehicle trips 
through the canyon take place on weekdays as a result of the College and Center's 
operations. Even on an unremarkable Saturday or Sunday, 1,700 vehicles pour through 
the neighborhood each day. The volumes mean residents must put up with, on average, 
one car going by each and every minute of every waking hour and, for many of those 
hours, well over two cars per minute." (See BHA letter, November 2, 1995, Enclosure 
25, p. 1, emphasis added.) 

The University formally responded to the various complaints raised by impacted 
neighbors: "With regard to rentals, the College rents its facilities, mainly in the summer 
months, to selected outside groups which have educational purposes. The sole rentals not 
strictly for educational uses are for weddings and receptions held in our chapel." (See 
MSMC letter, November 7, 1995, Enclosure 26, p. 2, emphasis added.) 

MSM also addressed the enrollment issues: "The total enrollment of the College 
was 1,935 students in the fall of 1994, but students attended different programs split 
between the two campuses. On the Chalon Campus, the College enrolled 790 students in 
the weekday B.A. program, 744 of whom were full time. Our Weekend College program 
enrolled an average of 235 students for the 1994-1995 academic year. The remaining 
students were enrolled at our Doheny Campus... I was concerned that the analysis 
appears to have been completed using an incorrect enrollment figure. As I noted above, 
the actual enrollment at the Chalon Campus is considerably lower than that of the entire 
College." (Id., pp. 1-2, emphasis added.) 

Upon completion of the investigation, Bob Rogers submitted a report to the 
Councilmember with a recommendation and a conclusion: "Based on my research, there 
is insufficient evidence to support the initiation of a revocation action. However, it is 
recommended that the school meet with the residents to try and resolve long simmering 
traffic issues. Should additional evidence be submitted regarding uses not permitted by 
the conditional use grants or excessive traffic, this office will give further consideration 
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to initiation of revocation proceedings." (See Bob Rogers report, January 25, 1996, 
Enclosure 27, p. 2, emphasis added.) 

Bob Rogers also commented on the enrollment issue: "In 1984 ... the Commission 
did not specifically limit enrollment in its approval, but in approving the plans for the 
parking structure, they imposed a condition requiring 1/4 parking space per student. In 
a Plan Approval, dated July 12, 1984, enrollment was limited to 1,072, based on 268 
parking space. "(Id., p. 4, emphasis added.) It is important to note that Bob Rogers was 
the same Senior City Planner who signed the Staff Recommendation Report for that 
approval in 1984, which included the enrollment limit. 

Within a few months following the Rogers Report, the issues raised by the 
impacted neighbors continued and they were forced once again to return to the City to 
ask for help, "The neighbors sent another letter to Braude in June 1996, stating that their 
concerns were not fully addressed by Rogers. They asked for a hearing on behalf of 
surrounding neighbors." (See "Neighborhood Concerns Over Traffic to Chalon Causes 
Formation of a New Committee," The Oracle, December 1996, Enclosure 28, emphasis 
added.) As a result, a special group was formed (called the "Town and Gown" 
committee) to address the concerns of the community and "to find cooperative solutions 
to problems." The committee was made up of the most impacted neighbors, BHA, 
MSMU and Council office representatives. 

Through the "Town and Gown" committee, the University was forced to address 
and to attempt to mitigate the significant traffic impacts to the neighboring community. 
One of the proposed solutions, was an agreement between MSMU and the BHA, to 
establish a bi-directional traffic "loop," whereby all vehicles were required to travel up 
Bundy Drive to Norman Place to access the Campus and down Chalon Road to South 
Bundy to exit the Campus. This traffic-flow pattern was intended to disperse traffic 
impacts, so that residents living along Norman Place and Bundy Drive would be 
impacted equally by the University's traffic. MSMU's self-imposed measures, including 
the "loop," all failed. 

4. Mount St. Mary's University Draft EIR Circulated in April, 
2018. 

In August 2016, Mount St. Mary's held a Public Scoping Meeting announcing 
plans for the expansion of its Chalon Campus. According to the Draft EIR (ENV-2016-
2319-EIR) circulated in April 2018, "The current fitness facilities are not adequate for the 
existing number of students on Campus; the proposed Wellness Pavilion would offer 
fitness programming that would be able to serve the existing student body." 
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a. The University's "need" is based on a self-imposed 
hardship. 

The University proposes to demolish its existing 1,030 square foot Fitness Center, 
including tennis courts, swimming pool and several surface parking lots containing a total 
of 226 parking spaces approved in 1952 and replace it with a 38,000 square foot, 2-story 
Wellness Pavilion, which will have a recreation and practice gym, multi-purpose rooms, 
exercise rooms, physical therapy lab, dance and cycling studios, offices and support 
space, tennis courts, outdoor pool area and 281 parking spaces. 

The document goes on to say that the University intends to rent its Wellness 
Pavilion for events that will draw 50 to 450 attendees from outside the campus. As 
conceded in the DEIR, "Events hosted on the Campus throughout the year draw visitors 
beyond the student body, staff and faculty already on Campus." 

The proposed use is not permitted by the applicable CUP, nor is it a deemed 
approved use. In 1952, when the City approved plans for the addition of these 17 acres of 
new land to the existing College site for future expansion and the construction of athletic 
facilities, it was under the condition that " filhis grant shall only apply to school use 
involving educational subjects which are in conformance with the State Educational 
Code, religious services, or religious educational activities." (See City Plan Case 4072-
CU, May 23, 1952, Enclosure 15, emphasis added.) Renting or leasing campus facilities 
for outside or revenue-generating events is not a "school use" and is therefore not 
permitted under the terms of the CUP—nor can it be treated as a deemed approved use 
because the CUP is expressly limited to school uses within the residential zone. 

The University makes the circular argument that the proposed fitness facility with 
increased capacity and intensified uses is necessary to serve (1) the current student 
enrollment—despite the fact that the current enrollment is substantially greater than the 
enrollment cap previously approved by the City, and (2) the substantial expansion of 
special events necessitated by the illegal enrollment expansion. Thus, the asserted "need" 
is nothing more than a self-imposed hardship that can be remedied by compliance with 
existing enrollment limitations. As courts have made clear, that type of self-imposed 
hardship is not a proper basis for granting special privileges or deviations from applicable 
zoning requirements. (City of San Marino v. Roman Catholic Archbishop (1960) 180 
Cal.App.2d 657, 673; Broadway, Laguna, Vallejo Ass'n v. Board of Permit Appeals of 
City and County of San Francisco (1967) 66 Ca1.2d 767, 778.) 

b. The DEIR also fails to recognize the project would 
significantly increase enrollment. 

The Draft EIR's Project Description is fundamentally flawed because it fails to 
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recognize that the project would result in a substantial increase in student enrollment to 
2,244 students. The DEIR incorrectly states that the project would not increase 
enrollment on the Campus, nor would it create any need for a future increase in the 
maximum enrollment. 

The DEIR fails to recognize that the City has only approved enrollment for 750 
students. To avoid that inconvenient fact, the University relies on a 1984 CUP that has 
been improperly construed as authorizing an increase in enrollment. The DEIR states that 
"condition number three of City Plan Case No.4072-CU dated July 27, 1984 provides as 
follows: 'That the ratio of parking to students shall not be less than 1/4  parking spaces for 
each student enrolled at Mount St. Mary's College.' The Campus currently provides 561 
spaces, which results in a maximum enrollment for 2,244 students (561 x 4 = 2,244)." 
(DEIR, Project Description, 11-12.) Enrollment of 2,244 would be a 200% increase over 
the 750 enrollment permitted in January 1984. 

However, according to Allyn Rifkin, the City's Transportation Bureau Chief at the 
time the 1984 CUP was approved, there was no request for an enrollment increase in 
1984 and, if there had been, further environmental review would have been mandated 
under CEQA: "From the project description it is clear that the request was to build a 
parking structure and not for an enrollment increase. That is how the City should have 
processed the entitlement. If the City instead permitted an increase of enrollment to 1,072 
students (a 43% increase without additional traffic analysis and new environmental 
review), that would have been a critical error." As Mr Rifkin explains, the July 1984 
CUP was approved based on an initial transportation study that was found sufficient by 
LADOT for purposes of environmental review "provided that no enrollment increase is 
allowed." Thus, the 1984 CUP did not authorize an increase to the then existing 750 
student enrollment cap. 

As Mr. Rifkin also explains, the DEIR contains an even more extreme error, relied 
upon by the University in claiming that the 1984 CUP increased the enrollment cap to 
2,244—even though (1) no enrollment increase was sought and (2) the traffic review was 
conditioned on the assumption that no increase from the 750 student cap would be 
granted. The DEIR' s erroneous assumption that the 1984 CUP implicitly increases the 
750-student enrollment cap to 2,244 is based on a gross misreading of the 1984 CUP: 
"The current MSMU Draft EIR includes a misleading assumption which asserts that the 
ratio of 1 to 4 parking spaces to students applies to all of the parking on campus...If the 
permit was to provide for increased student enrollment, LADOT would have required 
further assessment of the added vehicle trips to determine the need for a traffic study and 
ultimate assessment of traffic impacts." (See Allyn Rifkin report, Enclosure 1, p. 1, 
emphasis added.) 
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Indeed, the University's theory is absurd. One would have to assume that the City 
would allow every single parking space on campus to park four students and leave no 
parking for any other use, including for all of its buildings: Mary Chapel, Rossiter Hall, 
St. Joseph Administration and Saver Science Center, William H. Hannon Theater, 
Humanities Building, Jose Drudis-Biada Art Gallery (open to the public) and the Fine 
Arts Building, the Charles Willard Coe Memorial Library, Carondelet Hall, Brady Hall, 
Facilities Management Buildings, Fitness Center, Yates, Aldworth and Burns Houses, 
pool, tennis courts, or to park its 176 staff and 273 faculty members, Doheny students 
attending Chalon classes, guests, deliveries, etcetera. 

Despite the lack of any City approval for an enrollment increase, the University is 
already far in excess of the 750-approved enrollment. According to the Draft EIR, total 
enrollment at the Chalon Campus in 2016 reached 1,498 (down from 1,561 in 2015). The 
maximum number of students living on Campus is 470. MSMU employs 176 staff 
members (administration, maintenance, executive, etc.), 63 full-time and 210 part-time 
faculty teach at the Campus, 42 external and internal events with outside visitors. (DEIR, 
Project Description, 11-12 —11-13.) These numbers exceed by far anything ever 
contemplated by the City in any of its approvals. 

It is clear that the Project Description in the Draft EIR is flawed in that it claims a 
deemed approved enrollment of 2,244 students and a deemed approved right to lease or 
rent its facilities to outside uses. The DEIR must be held in abeyance to allow the 
Campus to begin to operate legally so the community and experts can assess the actual 
impact of the legally operating enrollment numbers and events that are associated with 
the University's mission as required by its current entitlements. 

D. INTENSIFICATION OF USE. 

As described above, enrollment increases and campus facility expansions have 
contributed to substantially intensified use of the Chalon Campus. Making the adverse 
effect of these changes more pronounced is the fact that the University has also increased 
its commercial and non-educational activities over time. 

1. Unpermitted Increases in Enrollment. 

After Mount St. Mary's University was established as a "small college for girls" in 
1925, the institution's leaders chose to relocate its campus from downtown Los Angeles 
to a residentially zoned hillside area in the Santa Monica Mountains in a wildfire zone. 
During a 1928 public hearing, in front of the City Planning Commission, a representative 
of the University stated that "they will have between 150 and 200 students and the 
maximum number will be 500, about 75 of the students will be resident and 75 will be 
day pupils. " (See Planning Commission Hearing transcript, 1928, Enclosure 7, emphasis 
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added.) This statement was further confirmed by one of the Commissioners: "it is the 
intention to have a minimum of 150 students and a maximum of 500 students." 

However, City decision makers were concerned about the impact of an educational 
institution on the neighboring residential area and stated that "... in view of the special 
circumstances that attach to the property and in order to protect the adjoining property 
to the fullest extent.. " the requested zone variance should be subject to a condition 
requiring ongoing planning review: "That the plans for the buildings and the location of 
same be approved by this Council prior to issuance of building permit." (See Zone 
Variance approval, December 5, 1928, Enclosure 8, emphasis added.) 

The first building on Chalon Campus was built out by 1931 as " ... 13 resident 
students, and 45 commuter students became well situated within the campus. As the 
number of students gradually increased, so did the desire to structurally expand the 
college." (See "Mount Celebrates 55th Year," The View, 1955, Enclosure 29, emphasis 
added.) By 1950, MSMU has grown, "...from one room at St. Mary's Academy with an 
enrollment of 25 students, to a group of 5 buildings in the Brentwood Hills with a student 
body of 561." (See "Quarter Century Notes Changes—One to Five," The View, October 
12, 1950, Enclosure 30, emphasis added.) 

In the span of 25 years, the University's curriculum expanded from music, 
languages, history and art to include elementary teaching, pre-nursing, home economics, 
secondary teaching, social welfare, cancer research, physical education, drama and a 
four-year nursing program. (See "New Mount Departments Reflect Changing College 
Curriculum," The View, October 12, 1950, Enclosure 31.) In 1957, the University opened 
its second campus, downtown Los Angeles, which later became known as the Doheny 
Campus and started offering a variety of programs and degrees. In the spring of 1980, the 
University began offering evening classes on its Chalon Campus. 

In the years following the addition of the Evening College, the University 
continued to increase enrollment at both campuses and expanded its curriculum by a 
multitude of programs. By academic year 1982-83, "Enrollment at Mount St. 
Mary's ...totaled 1,099 in the spring and increased to 1,252 in September 1983." (See 
"Mount St. Mary's at a Glance," MSMC Magazine, Fiscal Year 1983, Enclosure 32, 
emphasis added.) The MSMC Magazine also reported that, "In May 1983, the College 
awarded 80 Associate in Arts degrees, 191 baccalaureate degrees, and 69 graduate 
degrees and teaching credentials." 

In addition to tuition revenue, MSMU relies on other funding sources, such as 
private gifts and grants. The University is a member of the Independent Colleges of 
Southern California (ICSC). According to Wikipedia, the ICSC is "an association that 
secures 'money and other resources' for its seventeen member institutions." (See 
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https://en.wikipedia.orgiwiki/Category:Independent  Colleges of Southern California.) 
"As you know, the ICSC fund supports 15 local liberal arts colleges and universities 
through contributions from the business community. The size of the gift allocated to an 
individual college is related to the size of the enrollment." (See "How to Read Mount 
St. Mary's Development Report," MSMC Magazine, Winter 1983, Enclosure 33, 
emphasis added.) In other words, MSMU has a vested financial interest in expanding 
enrollment, regardless of the resulting impacts to the surrounding community. 

It became evident the continuous increase in enrollment exceeded the physical 
capacity of capital improvements on the Chalon Campus and in 1984, the City granted 
two approvals to expand the University's facilities: (1) residence hall with a one-story 
garage and (2) multi-level parking structure. The January 1984 CUP for a residence hall 
stated, "The College, for the past five years, has maintained a constant enrollment of 
between 700 and 750 students... The new residence hall is therefore being built to 
increase the number of students living on-campus, not to increase enrollment." (See City 
Plan Case 4072-CU, January 26, 1984, Enclosure 19, emphasis added.) 

The July 1984 approval for a multi-story parking structure for 268 spaces included 
a condition limiting the enrollment number on Chalon Campus to the number of parking 
spaces available in the approved structure, as "there would be no inherent control in this 
approval to insure that enrollment would not grow in an ad hoc fashion, apart from the 
condition relating future increases to the proposed parking structure." (Id., emphasis 
added.) 

Based on the review of various documents in the City's files, there's no evidence 
that the University ever applied to the City for approval to increase enrollment above 
750. However, as reported in The Winter 1985 MSMC Magazine, a University 
publication, "Official enrollment for the current academic year is 1,222 students... 
Students currently enrolled...at the Chalon Campus total 833, of whom 354 are in 
residence." (See "At A Glance," MSMC Magazine, Winter 1985, Enclosure 34, 
emphasis added.) 

In 1992, the University further expanded its enrollment by offering a Weekend 
College program on the Chalon Campus, "The program enrollment is expected to reach 
400 by the Fall of 1994, up from its current enrollment of 142." (See "Weekend Program 
Offers Full Degrees At Reduced Rates," The View, Spring 1993, Enclosure 35, emphasis 
added.) 

The University continued unpermitted expansion in enrollment and by 
1995, "MSMC 's enrollment has increased by more than 20% over the last three years. 
Our total of 1,935 students...represents an all-time high (for both campuses]." (See 
"Mount St. Mary's," Los Angeles Times, February 21, 1995, p. B4, Enclosure 36, 
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emphasis added.) In this article, the President of the University also stated, "It was 
dismaying, however, that Mount St. Mary's College, the only women's college right here 
in Los Angeles, was overlooked in the sidebar about enrollment increases." 

By 2006, the decades of overcapacity expansion in enrollment at the Chalon 
Campus resulted in such an impact to the residential community, the University was 
forced to relocate, "all of the nontraditional programs...and Weekend/Evening College 
program from the Campus to the Doheny Campus between 2006 and 2008 (reduction of 
approximately 400 students in all programs total)." (DEIR, Project Description, II-11, 
emphasis added) 

Currently, according to the University's website, MSMU offers Undergraduate 
Bachelor Programs in more than 30 majors and concentrations (Chalon Campus), 
Undergraduate Associate Programs, Graduate Programs (in business, creative writing, 
nursing, health policy and management, physical therapy, education, psychology, 
religious studies, humanities and film & television), as well as Weekend/Evening College 
(Doheny Campus). The 2018 DEIR states that as of fall 2016, total student enrollment 
was 3,554 for both campuses, and of these, 1,498 students were enrolled on the Chalon 
Campus. 

Over the last 90 years, Mount St. Mary's has morphed from a "small college for 
girls" into a large educational institution and events center that is still located in a remote 
residential neighborhood. 

2. University-Related Activities and Events Have Grown in Size 
With Unauthorized Enrollment Increases. 

Every year, the University hosts a large number of activities and events on the 
Chalon Campus that are related to its educational program and mission. Some of these 
events, such as open house, student orientation, move-in day and commencement, are 
operational in nature. These types of events are a normal part of providing educational 
services. 
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Additionally, the Chalon Campus offers a multitude of educational, social and 
cultural events aimed at enhancing the program curriculum, fundraising and generating 
new business. From a land use perspective, these types of events are more intensive 
because they are not limited to students, staff and faculty, but also bring to campus a 
large number of family member, guests and other visitors. 

As the University has expanded over the years, increasing its enrollment and 
program offerings in violation of its approvals, these types of events have grown in 
number and size. Given the remote location of the Chalon Campus in a low density 
residential zone, even these "internal" (a term the University uses) campus events have 
become very impactful to the neighboring community. 

Currently, according to the 2018 DEIR, some of the events hosted at the Chalon 
Campus include the following: student orientation (1,000 attendees), admitted students 
day (300 attendees), residence move-in days (500 attendees), Mary's Day (500 
attendees), open house (500 attendees). (DEIR, Project Description, 11-13.) 

3. Unpermitted Commercial Activities Have Increased Over Time. 

a. Leasing and rental of facilities for commercial, non-
educational purposes. 

The 1952 Conditional Use was approved with the following condition: "This 
grant shall only apply to school use involving educational subjects which are in 
conformance with the State Educational Code, religious services, or religious 
educational activities." (See City Plan Case 4072-CU, May 23, 1952, Enclosure 15, 
emphasis added.) A review of City records indicates that no authority has ever been 
granted for the commercial exploitation of the campus property by leasing or renting 
campus facilities. Indeed, the only use ever permitted is limited to "school use involving 
educational subjects." 

Despite that limitation, the University has a long history of advertising and 
profiting from leasing its facilities for commercial, non-academic program events and 
activities. Currently, in the "Campus Events" section of its website, the University 
advertises the availability and benefits of its location and facilities: "Our mission at the 
Office of Campus Events is to help you find the perfect place for your conference, special 
event, workshop or meeting, and work with you to ensure the total success of your event." 
(See https://www.msmu.edu/resources-culture/campus-events.aspx.)  

The University especially promotes its facilities for summer rental when regular 
classes are not in session. We "market our college in order to bring in different resources 
during the summer. We have groups that come in and hold conferences and workshops, 
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and stay in residence the dorms... We should have over 200 in residence and I'm really 
looking forward to meeting this group. Then there's a group of about 200... So, although 
most of our summer groups are education-related, they're not the sort of groups we can 
host during the school year, since all require residency." (See "An Interview with Lisa 
Melou," The Oracle, 2008-2009, Enclosure 37, emphasis added.) 

In addition, the University advertises the availability of a 350-seat William 
Hannon Theatre, a 4,800 sq. ft. Conference Center, and the "classic" Mary Chapel with 
seating for 350, as well as many conference rooms at the Chalon Campus. As mentioned 
above, housing is offered for long term events during summer months (May to July). 

Over the decades, the University has been the site of hundreds of commercial 
events, bringing in tens of thousands of visitors and vehicles that all have to traverse the 
local narrow and windy roads. A sampling of past events includes weddings, large 
national conferences with hundreds of attendees, film festivals, movie screenings, Mount 
Orchestra festivals, High School Choral Festival (with "hundreds of high school 
choristers from the Los Angeles area"), Concerto Competition for High School Students, 
Invitational Youth Chess Tournament, multi-day yoga retreats (with up to 500 attendees a 
day), workshops, art exhibitions, wine tastings, etc. These are just some examples of the 
plethora of commercial events and non-program related activities that take place on the 
campus. (See MSMU Events, Enclosure 38, emphasis added.) The continuous use of the 
Chalon Campus for such events has detrimentally impacted the surrounding residential 
community by adding to traffic burdens already heavy from education-related functions, 
thereby creating additional noise, pollution, traffic and safety hazards. 

Mary Chapel, located on the Chalon Campus, has routinely been available for rent 
and lease for weddings. Generally, weddings take place on weekend afternoons or 
evenings, lasting late into the night and attracting scores of visitors from outside areas not 
fainiliar with the local hillside streets—or the risks inherent in the windy, view-limited 
roads—or local traffic patterns, often causing problems for neighbors. 

The University has previously conceded it has used the campus for weddings and 
implicitly acknowledged the impact by promising to limit future weddings to only 
students and alumni: "Representatives of the Mt. St. Mary's administration did admit 
there were numerous weddings in the chapel for a short period following the Northridge 
earthquake, pending repairs to Saint Monica Church. They indicate that weddings are 
now limited to registered students enrolled in the school's B.A. program or alumni of the 
institution." (See Bob Rogers report, January 25, 1996, Enclosure 27, p. 4, emphasis 
added.) 

Regardless of who uses the Chapel for wedding events (alumni or not), the 
significant negative impacts of the additional visitors driving through the residential 
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neighborhood is considerable. Following the City review in the 1990s, the University 
continued to allow weddings at the Chapel, despite many complaints from its residential 
neighbors. Most recently, the DEIR addressed this issue: "The Campus wedding 
ceremony and wedding reception policy has been updated to no longer allow wedding 
receptions on the Campus and restrict the number of wedding ceremonies permitted 
annually on Campus." (DEIR, Project Description, II-11, emphasis added.) The problem 
is that the area is not compatible with events like weddings, which is why the use has 
never been permitted. 

The Jose Drudis-Biada Art Gallery is another Chalon Campus attraction that is 
advertised to draw visitors. The gallery is open to the public on most days of the week, 
including the weekends, and has an ongoing exhibition program. (See 
https://www.msmu.eduiresources-culture/jose-drudis-biada-art-gallery/hours-and-
directions!)  

Since 2013, the University has rented out its facilities to accommodate the annual 
"Ready to Run" Campaign Training for women interested in running for political office, 
which usually takes place on Saturdays and attracts at least 200 attendees. Individual 
general tickets were $110 per person this year and the sponsorship packages varied from 
$10,000 to $30,000. (See https://www.msmu.edu/ready-to-rwi/sponsorshin-packages.)  
The event, which starts at 8:30 am, brings dozens of speeding cars onto local narrow 
roads on what otherwise should be a quiet Saturday morning in a low density residential 
area. In fact, the adverse traffic impacts were so significant that the University was forced 
to move the event to its Doheny Campus after several impactful years "in order to help 
alleviate neighborhood traffic from the event." (See Chalon Neighbor Newsletter, 
January 2016, Enclosure 39, emphasis added.) 

During the spring 2016 semester alone, the following events were advertised in the 
"Chalon Neighbor Newsletter:" 

• Sunday, Jan. 17: C.G. Jung Retreat (approx. 50 outside guests) 
• Wednesday, Jan. 27: Cokie Roberts event (approx. 200 outside guests) 
• Wednesday, Feb. 4: Live at the Mount Admission Event. Annual event held for 

high school students to introduce them to the college experience, (approx. 280 
outside guests, and about five school buses.) 

• Friday, Feb. 19: High School Choral Festival (approx. 200) 
• Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 27-28: Music Teachers Association of California open 

house/student evaluations (approx. 600 over two full days, with parents) 
• Sunday, April 10: Admitted Students Day (approx. 800) 
• Sunday, April 24: National Coalition of Girls Schools (approx. 150) 
• Saturday, April 30: Expanding Your Horizons conference (approx. 250) 
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The variety of commercial use activities and events, which are not permitted under 
the CUP, impose significant, unmitigable adverse impacts to the residential 
neighborhood. 

b. Commercial filming. 

Commercial activities are prohibited in the Residential Estate (RE) Zone where 
the MSMU campus is located. (LAMC section 12.07.01 [Stating "No building, structure 
or land shall be used and no building or structure shall be erected, structurally altered, 
enlarged, or maintained except for the following uses" which do not include commercial 
activities.] Commercial filming is not a permitted use and for good reason, it brings large 
trucks with large crews to filming locations. It exposes neighbors to excessive traffic, 
noise, light-intrusion, and assorted other impacts inherent in film production. 

Throughout the years, the University has rented out the Chalon Campus for 
movies and TV shows, music videos and commercials. According to the Internet Movie 
Database IMDb and a report from Film LA, Inc., the Chalon Campus has been used in 
over 20 movies, TV shows, music videos, pilots and commercials, including but not 
limited to: "Falcon Crest," "Less Than Zero," "Death Becomes Her," "The Glass 
House," "90210," "Modern Family," and "Monk." (See Film LA and IMDb Titles with 
Filming Locations, Enclosure 40.) As evidenced by the University's financial statements, 
during the time from July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2016, it has reported over $800,000 in 
revenues from such filmmaking activities. (See MSMU Form 990, July 1, 2010 — June 
30, 2016, Enclosure 41.) 

Renting out its facilities for filmmaking is obviously a lucrative side business for 
the University: "One of the ways that Mount St. Mary's College raises money is by 
renting its campuses as a location for movies, television and commercials... The 
majority of actors who come to Doheny or Chalon really enjoy our campuses. They really 
are, in general, very generous with their time and understand that filming is an 
interruption to our regular business." (See "An Interview with Lisa Melou," The Oracle, 
2008-2009, Enclosure 37, emphasis added.) But that is no justification for violating the 
land use limitations designed to protect the residential neighborhood from the impact of 
such non-permitted uses. 

The negative, unmitigable impacts from filming are so significant that, even the 
University's own students are adversely affected. A letter, written by a resident student, 
published in MSMU's student newsletter, describes the problem: "The television show, 
MONK, seemed to invade the entire campus... Crews arrived at six in the morning the 
first day, seven the next. Rattling generators and crashing equipment were unwelcome 
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early morning wake-up calls. Even worse was the situation with parking... and still at 
eleven o'clock Tuesday night ...." (See "Solitude Lost...Monk Set on Campus," The 
Oracle, April 28 2003, Enclosure 42, emphasis added.) Filming activities also have other 
negative impacts on the adjacent residential community. A 2016 email from the 
Brentwood Homeowners Association alerted Brentwood residents that "Next Wednesday 
and Thursday... there may be simulated gunfire associated with filming taking place on 
the campus of Mount St Marys University." (See BHA Weekend Update, December 9, 
2016, Enclosure 43, emphasis added.) 

This use is a clear violation of the Community Plan, which protects residential 
neighborhoods from incompatible commercial uses. The restriction is even more 
important for a campus located deep in the Santa Monica Mountains, within a high fire 
hazard zone, where access is limited by substandard streets. 

II. The Adverse Impacts of MSMU's Unpermitted Enrollment Increases and 
Intensification of Use. 

For decades Mount Saint Mary's University has knowingly caused more 
significant negative and dangerous impacts on local residents, by its self-interested, 
continuous increases in enrollment and intensification of on-campus activities. It has 
done so, without ever providing the public and the City any analysis of the resulting 
impacts, and opportunity for comment and independent review thereof, as should have 
occurred under CEQA. 

Together, the enrollment expansions and intensification of use have created an 
intolerable situation in the Brentwood area along the roads used by University students, 
faculty, and guests. These effects are manifested in the significant traffic impacts, parking 
shortages, and fire risks that are currently unacceptable and would be made worse by 
continued uncontrolled operations. 

A. Significant Traffic Impacts Occur and Are Made Worse by MSMU 
Actions. 

1. The University has already induced far more traffic than can be 
accommodated in this hillside residential neighborhood. 

Ninety years ago, the University was permitted to operate a "small college for 
girls" in a quiet residentially-zoned canyon located deep in the Santa Monica Mountains, 
which was accessible only by substandard hillside streets. Today, after years of expansion 
and intensification far greater than necessary for the "small college" that was permitted to 
invade this residential hillside neighborhood, the University has forced the substandard 
local streets to bear more than 2,000 vehicles on any given day. The University draws to 
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its campus hundreds of student and visitor vehicles, University shuttles and buses, large 
delivery trucks, and even large tour and event buses. For years now, the University's 
ever-expanding traffic demands have made a mockery of the formerly "small" school's 
promise it would not burden the neighboring residential community. Unfortunately, the 
community has also been consistently burdened by University students and visitors 
engaging in unsafe driving practices—putting everyone at risk. 

a. The increased volume of traffic has unfairly 
institutionalized the neighboring residential area. 

The incongruity of the neighborhood's residential zone status and the operation of 
an educational institution—even just a "small college"—raised concerns from the 
beginning. At a 1928 Planning Commission hearing a resident testified the he "objects to 
the amount of traffic, the entire amount will pass behind his house to get to the school 
and he will have between 50 and 200 cars pass morning and night and the additional 
traffic will be objectionable; that the traffic must pass behind his house and he will catch 
the dust from the dirt road." The concern was and remains compelling. As one of the 
Planning Commissioners summarized it, "the protestants took the position that this 
property was purchased by them under the representation that it was to be used for single 
family residential use only and that the cars used by the day pupils will cause noise and 
dust and traffic congestion and will commercialize the district." (See Planning 
Commission Hearing transcript, 1928, Enclosure 7, emphasis added.) 

The same intensification that exacerbated the overflow-parking problem 
(discussed below) also caused increased traffic congestion. This was one of the main 
complaints raised by residents in the August 1995 revocation request: "This amount of 
traffic on a deficient street system raises the potential for accident or injury to an 
unacceptable level of risk; and has direct traffic related impacts of accident, injury, 
noise, lighting and general disturbance on residential properties." (See James J. Crisp 
letter, August 29, 1995, Enclosure 24, p. 5, emphasis added.) 
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The revocation request was supported by a comprehensive traffic study stating that 
the residents' "contentions, made so often over the years, that the College, in conjunction 
with the Carondelet Center, are the source of traffic volumes far in excess of what the 
canyon can bear... The results were impressive (or appalling, depending on your point of 
view!). Between 2,500 and 2,700 vehicle trips through the canyon take place on weekdays 
as a result of the College and Center's operations. Even on an unremarkable Saturday or 
Sunday, 1,700 vehicles pour through the neighborhood each day." (See BHA letter, 
November 2, 1995, Enclosure 25, p. 1, emphasis added.) 

One band-aid mitigation measure was agreed upon in the 1990's in negotiations 
between City Council District-11, Brentwood Homeowners Association and the 
University. A bi-directional traffic "loop" was intended to mitigate University-induced 
traffic by dispersing the number of vehicles traveling on the local streets leading to 
Chalon Campus: "Why has the Mount asked that we drive up Norman Place and down 
Bundy Drive? In the early 1990's a few surrounding neighbors began to voice their 
concern through letters and phone calls about the Chalon campus' traffic volume. In 
1992, the addition of Weekend College created an increase in traffic. 'This was the straw 
that broke the camel's back,' said Jill Perry, Director of Public Relations." (See 
"Neighborhood Concerns Over Traffic to Chalon Causes Formation of a New 
Committee," The Oracle, December 1996, Enclosure 28, emphasis added.) 

To implement the loop, the University required that "All vehicles traveling to the 
Chalon Campus ... must turn north on Bundy Drive from Sunset Boulevard, RIGHT ON 
NORMAN PLACE, left on Chalon Road and right into the Mount St. Mary's College 
driveway. When exiting the College, all vehicles must turn RIGHT ON CHALON ROAD 
and left on Bundy.... The Speed limit is 25 mph on these streets. This traffic route has 
been made in agreement with the Brentwood Homeowners Association. Help the College 
maintain a good relationship with its neighbors." (See "What's Happening," The Oracle, 
February 2, 1998, Enclosure 44, emphasis added.) To induce compliance, the University 
implemented a $75 citation penalty and/or loss of parking permit privileges. (See MSMU 
Student Handbook, 2017-2018, Enclosure 45, p. 85.) 

Unfortunately, the University has not effectively enforced the "loop" requirement 
and the traffic impacts remain substantially unmitigated. After receiving neighbor 
complaints that students were not honoring the loop requirement, the University installed 
a camera at the Chalon Campus entrance "to monitor violations of the policy mandating 
the prescribed routes for traffic traveling to and from the Campus... Those in violation 
are fined $75.00." (DEIR, Project Description, II-11, emphasis added.) The University 
also paid for the installation of a "radar speed traffic calming sign." 

But its efforts have been futile. Even at the outset of the program a Norman Place 
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resident reported that "I have a few cars to report coming down Norman. Two today —the 
other a couple of days ago." The University representative's email reply confirmed that, 
"I just wanted to get back to you and let you know we were successful in identifying two 
of the three vehicles you noted below, and the students have been referred to Student 
Affairs. " (See Community Emails, September 2012, Enclosure 46, p. 1, emphasis added.) 
But another Norman Place email described more "loop" violations as well as dangerous 
driving, and complaining that "[w]e 're being patient, we 're working with you all, but at 
the same time—feeling frustrated. " (See Community Emails, April 2013, Enclosure 46, p. 
2, emphasis added.) 

As illustrated by yet another email from a neighbor, non-compliance with the 
mandated traffic "loop" created dangerous conditions not only for the neighbors, but also 
the University's own students, "This morning at 6:30 am, we heard a crunch. Sure 
enough two students, one coming down Norman, one going up, crashed into each other. 
Phil went out to make sure everyone was ok, and it seemed so and amicable as they 
exchanged information. Just thought, I'd give you the heads up. It's dark and poorly lit 
up here now at that time in the a.m. Not sure how you can make these kids understand 
why they shouldn't speed, or turn down Norman?????" (See Community Emails, 
October 2013, Enclosure 46, p. 3, emphasis added.) 

In addition to not being able to enforce "loop" compliance with its own students, 
the University lacks effective control over the many large delivery trucks arriving at the 
Chalon Campus: "I just caught the HUGE Semi-truck heading down Norman right now. 
It seems nothing has changed and the disrespect to our neighborhood continues... The 
truck is too massive, the hill too steep for it to come down on Norman." (See Community 
Emails, February 2010, Enclosure 46, p. 4, emphasis added.) The response from the 
University confirmed the ineffectiveness of the loop monitoring: "I've checked with 
Security, and there were about 4 trucks that left our campus about that time. Do you 
recall what type of truck it was, so we can follow up with the appropriate vendors? Any 
additional information you can provide will help us as we talk to them." (Id., emphasis 
added.) 

b. The students' often-dangerous driving exacerbates the 
impacts. 

Even apart from the adverse impacts of traffic congestion, residents have faced 
safety concerns because college-age students simply drive too fast and without due regard 
for the hazards of speeding on the substandard roads. This too has been a constant, 
decades-long problem: "The Mount girls drive fast; they drive much too fast along 
Bundy... We've been lucky this year, only two little dogs — family pets — have been killed; 
but unless something is done, unless you slow down, it won't be too long until a child 
follows his dog into the street — then the score, thanks to you — will be three dogs and a 
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child. Bundy is a residential street, not a speedway. Why should the Bundy residents —
mothers especially — be terrorized because of our selfishness." (See "Perspective," The 
View, November 20, 1947, Enclosure 47, emphasis added.) 

The students' dangerous driving habits have been likened to a deadly sport: 
"Mount students fail to realize the responsibility of safe driving that has come upon them 
in the last few years. They do not regard Bundy Drive as a hazard, but merely as an 
obstacle course... Today students drive a road bordered with residences; they dodge 
children who spring from behind bushes at the shoulder of the road and dogs that dash in 
front of cars." (See "Attention Wanted-- All Mount Drivers," The View, April 19, 1955, 
Enclosure 48, emphasis added.) Thus, in 1957, after accidents occurred on Chalon Road, 
the University tried to address the consequences of unsafe driving by its students: 
"Recent accidents on Chalon Road have called the Student Council to establish a Traffic 
Safety Committee." (See "Council Initiates Safety Committee," The View, December 13, 
1957, Enclosure 49, emphasis added.) But that did not solve the problem. 

In 1959, the City paved Norman Place to provide access to the Chalon Campus. 
The inevitable result of that paving was highlighted in a morbidly satirical commentary 
published in The View, the University's newsletter: "The Mountie coming down the hill 
is also in a hurry. There are some children who live at the bottom of Norman Place, so, 
not being accustomed to the fact that their once quiet, peaceful street is now a direct 
routed freeway from Bundy Drive to the Mount play in the aforesaid street. If the Mount 
girl hurries, she may get there in time to kill one of them. After all, a really astute and 
observant driver can gain 15 points for each moving object he or she is able to wipe out 
of existence." (See "Our New Road; High, Wide and...," The View, December 15, 1959, 
Enclosure 50, emphasis added.) 

By 1960, LAPD had received so many complaints that "Officer Leo Long of the 
West Los Angeles Police Department came up to the Mount to inform the administration 
of the many complaints being received at the police station concerning the careless and 
rapid driving of the Mount students along Bundy, Chalon, Bowling Green, and Norman 
streets. Particularly heavy are the complaints from the Norman Place area where the 
children play on the street for lack of backyard... The parents are incensed over the 
driving of the students." (See "Careless Drivers Censured," The View, October 4, 1960, 
Enclosure 51, emphasis added.) 

However, the traffic burden was not limited to daytime driving. As one University 
alum reminisced about her time at the Campus in the 1960s, "the traffic jam up Chalon 
Road on Saturday night so our dates could get us in before lock-out." (See "Three Years 
of Challenge," MSMC Magazine, Spring 1986, Enclosure 52, emphasis added.) And with 
weekend traffic comes dangerous driving: "Two policeman had to leave their posts ...to 
catch a speeder on campus two Saturdays ago. The speeding on Bundy Drive and 
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Norman Place has been so flagrant as to prompt residents of these streets to complain to 
the Los Angeles Police Department." (See "Speeder Pays," The View, October 31, 1962, 
Enclosure 53, emphasis added.) 

As recognized in The View, "the situation is pretty serious when the people who 
live on these streets have to register formal complaints to the college... because the 
students persist in speeding, persist in turning left where a sign explicitly says right... the 
situation is a lot worse when parents have to organize mothers to stand by groups of 
children to protect them from the drivers who are rushing to college... " (See 
"Rationalize," The View, November 3, 1964, Enclosure 54, emphasis added.) 

A year later, The View again reported on the problem: "Traffic lawlessness can 
become an epidemic at the Mount... Today we remind you again that speed laws and stop 
signs are reasonable demands...Police officers have reported that Mounties have trouble 
reading the sign at Saltair -- it says Stop." (See "Traffic again," The View, February 9, 
1965, Enclosure 55, emphasis added.) 

By 1967, the University tried to mitigate the problem by posting traffic signs 
around the campus and on nearby roads: "The 'No Left Turn' sign at the bottom is not 
mandatory... Very few realize that there is an unwritten law that you go up Norman 
Place and come down Chalon... Norman Place is not the Indianapolis Speedway... There 
have been more near-fatal accidents at the two blind curves on Norman than any other 
place." (See "Do You Have a Right to Turn Left," The View, October 13, 1967, 
Enclosure 56, emphasis added.) 

This unfortunate University tradition of unsafe driving has been the source of self-
parody by students: "Drivers also get a peculiar enjoyment out of the agility of many 
Mount students and Norman Place inhabitants who leap out of the way of cars bearing 
the Mount emblem. Try walking down the hill some day, and see if your attitude of 
driving changes any." (See "Sliding Away," The View, April 28, 1969, Enclosure 57, 
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emphasis added.) 

The University attempted to mitigate hazardous driving on campus by installing 
speed bumps in 1979: "Many Mount students, as well as faculty members are 
discouraged by MSMC's attempt to stop the alleged 'speeding problem' here — the bright 
yellow speed bumps drivers cannot miss seeing on the road to the Mount." (See "Speed 
Bumps 'Drive' Students Mad," The View, 1979, Enclosure 58, emphasis added.) 

As the University is well aware, the safety problems have gotten worse over time. 
One email describes a persistent problem: A "black car blew through one of the Norman 
stop signs on the way up the And...small car who almost hit me as she turned down 
Norman and I was turning back into my driveway... What more can be done to stop 
this ...? ... These are dangerous situations-especially since I was almost body injured a 
couple of months ago... Also-no security vehicle from MSM has been spotted lately." 
(See Community Emails, April 2013, Enclosure 46, p. 2, emphasis added.) 

c. MSMU's buses, shuttles and trucks exacerbate the 
problems. 

The DEIR proposes a mitigation measure that has already been implemented 
without success—busing and shuttling. 

As Allyn Rifkin explains, the substandard roads cannot safely accommodate large 
vehicles: "these substandard roads in a high fire area [] are inadequate for the amount of 
current and future traffic generated by Mount St. Mary's University." (See Allyn Rifkin 
report, Enclosure 1, p. 4.) 

Moreover, busing and shuttling have been tried and failed. In addition to 
exacerbating traffic conditions on the local residential streets, shuttle and bus programs 
had problems with schedule times and late arrivals. The Transportation Services 
addressed students concerns, "... will make every effort to meet the needs of the students, 
from Chalon, Doheny, and the University of Judaism. 'We take the students at both 
campuses, and UJ very seriously. In fact, we have gone as far as to provide a shuttle 
service for those few students who have classes early in the morning. For instance, we 
provide an early shuttle to accommodate only two or three students. At times you will see 
a shuttle with only about 3 students riding on it.'" (See "Transportation Concerns," The 
Oracle, November 5, 1999, Enclosure 59, emphasis added.) 

In addition to "regular" MSMU traffic clogging and endangering the narrow local 
roads, The University hosts large events that bring hundreds of visitors and guests to the 
Chalon Campus. The Inauguration of the new University president is one example of how 
large and impactful these events are to the community, "The overall guest list for the 
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Inauguration tops an estimated 1200 people. 'We have tried to make this as convenient 
as possible... Students can park at Doheny and at a Park n' Ride lot near Chalon...with 
shuttles running constantly.'" (See "Doud's Inauguration Marks the End of an Era," The 
Oracle, October 10, 2000, Enclosure 60, emphasis added.) 

The University's unpermitted commercial uses result in large tour and event buses 
coming to the Chalon Campus. In addition to not following the mandated traffic "loop," 
these massive buses frequently end up getting stuck on the local narrow winding roads. 
An email from a resident describes an incident when multiple large buses heading to the 
Chalon Campus for an outside event got stuck in front of his house on his particularly 
narrow street, "You should inform the homeowners of such events and you should make 
sure these buses do not come through streets like Saltair." (See Community Emails, July 
2015, Enclosure 46, p. 5, emphasis added.) 

A picture is worth a thousand words: 

The University's representative addressed this issue of large buses getting stuck by 
explaining that there was a miscommunication between the University and the event 
organizers. 

The history shows that there is no effective mitigation for the University's 
intensified use of the Chalon Campus. The exponential and non-permitted increases in 
enrollment and special events have created significant traffic impacts on the residential 
neighborhood. The supposed mitigation efforts have done nothing to improve the 
problem. Inadequate measures such as street signs, speed bumps, shuttle and bus 
programs, housing students off campus, bi-directional traffic flow, street cameras, radar 
speed traffic calming sign, moving programs and events off Chalon Campus have been 
merely cosmetic—used to create the false impression of real solutions. But none of these, 
nor the combination of all of them together, have been enough to relieve the aggravation 
and safety hazards suffered by residents in the area. 
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B. Significant Parking Impacts Already Occur and Are Made Worse. 

There has long been a shortage of onsite parking for University students, faculty 
and staff. MSMU's perpetual intensification of the Chalon Campus by increasing 
enrollment, special events and programming has necessitated the use of local substandard 
hillside streets for overflow campus parking. The adverse impact on the hillside 
neighborhood is well documented in the City's files. 

The neighborhood's vulnerability to excessive campus development was evident 
as far back as 1928. The original zoning variance that permitted the University to operate 
as a college in this residential zone included a condition intended to control impactful 
development, requiring " [t]hat the plans for the buildings and the location of same be 
approved by this Council prior to the issuance of building permit." (See Zone Variance 
approval, December 5, 1928, Enclosure 8, emphasis added.) Over the years, as the 
University built-out the Chalon Campus and constructed multiple buildings, the City tied 
code-required parking to each building to protect the neighborhood from problems 
associated with overflow parking. 

In 1964, the University applied for approval of a new Arts and Humanities 
Building and for additional parking area. (See Approval of Plot Plan Report, March 5, 
1964, Enclosure 17, emphasis added.) This building was a replacement for a building 
destroyed in the 1961 Bel Air fire. The report stated, "The parking requirements for the 
Science Building, the Humanities Building, the Chapel and the Residence Hall, were 
found to be 161 spaces. As shown on Exhibit 'A-1, ' the school will be able to 
accommodate 201 cars, including the new proposed parking area." 

The historical documents reveal that the University was already experiencing a 
shortage of parking, as students were humorously complaining about the difficulty of 
fmding available spaces: "It might be sporting of the Mount to advertise... if it plans to 
continue with the delightful parking situation it has created...Or at least it might add a 
few courses to its curriculum. Courses like 'Hitch-hiking LA' and 'The Subtle Art of 
Ride-Bumming.' There are rumors that some of you have been complaining about the 
difficulty of piloting an automobile to within hiking distance of the Mount... Why just 
think of those poor kids at UCLA who have to park in eight-story air-conditioned lots, 
right near their classes." (See "About Parking," The View, May 26, 1964, Enclosure 61, 
emphasis added.) 

In November 1968, the University announced that more parking would become 
available: "January 1969 will mark the opening of the $80, 000 parking lot on the Mount 
campus. The site, located behind the swimming pool, will facilitate approximately 150 
cars in a three level lot." (See "Parking Lot Ready for 1969," The View, November 4, 
1968, Enclosure 62, emphasis added.) While the new parking lot was being constructed, 
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one of the existing lots became structurally unsound adding to the parking shortage: 
" Please move your car; it's about to slide down the hill. ' True, the lower parking lot is 
slipping away and may soon be part of the 'great ravine.' But dozens of cars 'slide' down 
the hill every day, heedless of pedestrians, parked cars, and falling mountain sides, 
gaining break-free speed as they go." (See "Sliding Away," The View, April 28, 1969, 
Enclosure 57, emphasis added.) 

During this time, students were forced to use tennis courts for parking: "For some 
time, the parking situation had been critical; even the tennis courts in front of the 
swimming pool as well as behind the garages had become temporary parking areas when 
college events brought numbers of visitors on campus." (See Mary Germaine McNeil, 
"History of Mount St. Mary's College, Los Angeles, California: 1925-1975, Enclosure 
63, p. 307, emphasis added.) 

Over the next several years, the University continued to increase enrollment by 
accepting more resident students than its facilities could accommodate: "At the beginning 
of this 1977-78 school year...Director of Residence was faced with the problem of lack of 
sufficient dorm facilities at the Mount... This year however, there are not nearly enough 
rooms to meet the demands of the number of students who desire residence at the Mount, 
and consequently a number of Mount students were forced to temporarily reside at the 
Holiday Inn of Westwood." (See "Holiday Inn Becomes Temporary Residence," The 
View, October 1977, Enclosure 64, emphasis added.) 

The University then attempted to mitigate the dorm shortage by adding more 
students per room: "Because of a shortage of dorm facilities to accommodate this year's 
325 resident students...Director of Residence was forced to convert single rooms on First 
Floor Brady to double rooms, giving each inhabitant half as much space as before." 
(See "First Floor Brady Goes Double," The View, November 1977, Enclosure 65, 
emphasis added.) 

This large increase in resident student enrollment once again resulted in parking 
shortages. A University student addressed the parking issue with humor: "There's a new 
class being offered at the Mount, Beginning Hill Climbing. You get zero units, and many 
students are finding themselves unwillingly enrolled. This new class is needed because of 
the parking situation... The solution to the parking situation may be costly, but something 
must be done." (See "New Class at Mount," The View, November 1977, Enclosure 66, 
emphasis added.) 

In 1979, the City approved temporary housing to accommodate additional resident 
students. The temporary structures replaced existing parking behind the tennis courts and 
eliminated 20 parking spaces—reducing parking capacity even further. (See City 
Planning Commission Approved Plan, August 29, 1979, Enclosure 18.) To address the 
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parking shortage, a Parking Committee was formed, comprised of representatives of 
University resident and commuter students and its Parking Board. 

That same year an article asked, "Where Have All the Parking Spaces Gone?" and 
affirmatively stated what the title implied: "There appears to be a tremendous amount of 
concern regarding the parking situation at the Mount." (See "Where Have All the 
Parking Spaces Gone?," The View, 1979, Enclosure 67, emphasis added.) Some of the 
commuter students were forced to use Chalon Road, where they experienced problems 
that are common to today's University commuters and neighborhood residents: "[AJs I 
drove along Chalon Road I was puzzled at all the cars parked on both sides of the 
street... but I soon realized that these cars were the cars of students who had not been 
able to find parking spaces on campus. The parking situation... is BAD...there are more 
students coming to the Mount this year... there are actually not enough parking spaces to 
accommodate all of the students' vehicles." MSMU' s representative confirmed that 
"Parking at the Mount is a difficult situation..." (Id., emphasis added.) 

As a result of the Parking Committee's deliberations, the University attempted to 
mitigate the parking problem by (1) directing students to park on Chalon Road, where 
they would be shuttled to the campus and (2) renting parking space from the University 
Synagogue and shuttling students to the campus. However, the students complained that 
this was ineffective because "the shuttle bus schedule was poorly publicized to the 
commuters." (Id., emphasis added.) 

In the end, the University's Parking Committee was unable to mitigate the parking 
crises: "It is estimated that 80 cars belonging to Mount St. Mary's College students will 
be forced to park along Chalon every Monday and Wednesday of the school year. The 
problem is simple — a lack of sufficient parking space on campus. The solution is clearly 
more complex, but the tuition paying student body deserves better efforts than the present 
non-action that is based on the assumption that the college is doing the best it can. The 
shuttle bus from Chalon Road is an appropriate effort to bring a commuter student closer 
to the classrooms without the uphill hike." (See "Mount Faces Crisis," The View, 
November 1980, Enclosure 68, emphasis added.) 
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The shortage of student parking became so dire that the "Director of Business and 
Finance... counts as many as 150 cars parked along Chalon Road this semester." (See 
"Parking Problem Confronted," The View, March-April 1981, Enclosure 69, emphasis 
added.) To try and further resolve this problem, the University attempted to add more 
parking spaces by restriping existing lots and thus creating more, but smaller spaces: 
"During the spring semester break, the parking spaces behind the Art Building and 
Chapel were restriped, creating an additional 34 spaces." (Id., emphasis added.) 

In addition, the University's faculty and staff were instructed to park tandem on 
campus, with a low-cost/low-tech method for extricating blocked vehicles—the blocking 
driver was instructed to leave a note on the windshield of the blocked vehicle. As the 
University explained, "This is designed so that when someone wants to leave, he knows 
who owns the blocking car." (Id., emphasis added.) 

Blocking other cars was apparently a common practice on the campus, as the 
parking shortage was a daily struggle for students, staff and faculty. The University's 
representatives also considered adding a new parking lot behind the existing three level 
lot: "The idea is to cut the slope existing between each level. Then a retaining wall would 
be built, and a few more spaces would be gained. If this slope is removed...about 70 
additional parking spaces will result." (Id., emphasis added.) Another less expensive 
option was restriping all three levels of the existing lot, as well as replacing the temporary 
resident structures, which were located on one of the parking lots and taking up parking 
spaces. 

The parking crisis and student housing shortage continued until 1984, when the 
University applied to the City for two separate approvals: (1) a faculty residence hall with 
three dwelling units and a one-story parking garage, and (2) a multi-level parking 
structure. As with past City approvals for new buildings, the parking requirements were 
tied to the approved buildings. The Staff Report Comment section of the Jan 1984 CUP 
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for the residence hall stated, "By Code, the proposed residence hall will require seven 
additional parking spaces. This includes two parking spaces for each of the three 
dwelling units, and one additional space for three guest bedrooms (the latter requirement 
is so low because more than 60 guest rooms are located elsewhere within the campus." 
(See City Plan Case 4072-CU, January 26, 1984, Enclosure 19, emphasis added.) 

The residence hall and one-story garage were approved in January 1984 and in 
March, the University returned to the City proposing a multi-level parking structure for 
268 parking spaces, which was approved in July 1984. The CUP tied enrollment to the 
number of available parking spaces in the approved structure to mitigate the risk of 
overflow parking on residential streets. 

According to transportation engineering expert and former LADOT official Allyn 
Rifkin, "There is no basis in City of Los Angeles entitlements to calculate student 
enrollment based upon the number of parking spaces provided." (See Allyn Rifkin 
report, Enclosure 1, p. 3.) 

Once the parking structure was built, MSMU continued to expand enrollment over 
the next several years. Additionally, in 1992, the University added a weekend program 
offering classes on Saturdays and Sundays. By 1995, "MSMC's enrollment has increased 
by more than 20% over the last three years. Our total of 1,935 students in associate, 
baccalaureate and graduate degree programs represents an all-time high!" (See "Mount 
St. Mary's," Los Angeles Times, February 21, 1995, p. B4, Enclosure 36, emphasis 
added.) The Chalon Campus was over capacity and parking became an issue once again: 
"Parking on the campus is also difficult ...I used to be able to pull up and get a space, 
now not always. When I asked about it, I was told that enrollment was up, but no 
allowances were made for that increase." (See "The Bumpy Road of Commuter Life," 
The Oracle, December 1995, Enclosure 70, emphasis added.) 

In January 1996, following a request for revocation from the community, Bob 
Rogers, Senior City Planner submitted a report to the City. Remarkably, the report denied 
the existence of any overflow parking problem—contrary to the real-world parking 
conditions described by everyone else: "A visit to the campus clearly established that 
there is no problem with overflow parking from the school using Bundy Drive to park 
Because of very steep terrain in the area any off campus on-street parking would be at an 
elevation well below campus and would require a very substantial uphill hike to the 
school." (See Bob Rogers report, January 25, 1996, Enclosure 27, p. 5, emphasis added.) 

It is clear that the conclusion of Rogers' report was mistaken. Indeed, later the 
same year, the University's own Transportation Coordinator described the parking 
problem that somehow eluded Mr. Rogers' view: "It is as bad as it's ever been." (See 
"Increase in Cars Causes Overcrowding in Student and Faculty Parking Areas," The 
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Oracle, November 1996, Enclosure 71, emphasis added.) The article continues, "As 
students and faculty trek up the Mount, they encounter daily the difficulty of finding a 
parking space... The parking pandemonium was reflected... when the fire department 
penalized the Mount for letting students park on the road." (Id., emphasis added.) 

The parking shortage was so serious that the University hired extra security guards 
to help students find parking spaces. The illegally parked students were not ticketed "as 
long as they did not block others or the fire lanes." The commuter students were often, 
"...circling 45 minutes for a space, before sometimes resorting to parking illegally" and 
some "...have not purchased their parking permits because they do not feel the college 
can guarantee them a parking spot." (Id., emphasis added.) 
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By 1998, the University implemented a carpool program in a further attempt to 
mitigate the ongoing parking shortages resulting from its over-enrollment and 
unpermitted special events: "Tired of looking for parking spaces or of taking the bus to 
school everyday? Well, now your frustration can come to an end because the Mount has 
started the Student Carpool Program. According to the ...brochure, the purpose of the 
carpool program is to 'reduce parking congestion on the Chalon campus in a way that is 
beneficial to everyone." (See "Reaping the Benefits of Carpooling," The Oracle, 
February 2, 1998, Enclosure 72, emphasis added.) 

Another parking problem faced by University students was the too-narrow parking 
spaces. As one student lamented, "much of the problem must be attributed to a really bad 
parking lot. The parking spaces are tiny at best and ridiculously close together. The 
aisles are so narrow that anything larger than a clown car has to make a series of 
complicated maneuvers just to get in or out." (See "Careless Drivers, Beware!," The 
Oracle, September 24, 1999, Enclosure 73, emphasis added.) 

It appears that during this time, the University was bursting at the seams due to its 
non-permitted enrollment increases and parking shortages on the Chalon Campus. That 
caused another problem that also impacted parking—a housing shortage. The 
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University's enrollment swelled to such an extent that there was no more room for 
students to board on the Chalon Campus: "[T./there was no housing available on campus 
(the waiting list for on-campus housing is approximately ten students long), the only 
available housing being at the University of Judaism, about fifteen minutes from 
campus." (See "Battling Bureaucratic Run Around," The Oracle, September 9, 1999, 
Enclosure 74, emphasis added.) 

Given the lack of parking on the Chalon Campus, students housed at the 
University of Judaism were shuttled to the Campus and told that the University's 
Transportation Services "...will make every effort to meet the needs of the students, from 
Chalon, Doheny, and the University of Judaism." (See "Transportation Concerns," The 
Oracle, November 5, 1999, Enclosure 59, emphasis added.) 

As the University increased enrollment and special events, the parking issues 
worsened: "There are significantly more cars in the lots this year, making parking 
especially more difficult. I've noticed that empty spaces are hard to find. Many students 
are forced to park illegally, often blocking in other cars or parking lot entrances. There 
also seems to be an increase of cars parked up and down Chalon and Bundy." (See 
"Buses, Parking, Senioritis," the Oracle, October 10, 2000, Enclosure 75, emphasis 
added.) 

By 2006, the University made some changes to the traffic flow and the layout of 
parking spaces: "In a continuing effort to improve our campus environment and provide 
adequate parking for Students, Faculty, and Staff, the following changes have been made 
to the Chalon campus: Additional parking spaces have been added along the Fitness 
Center and behind Carondelet residence hall. The road along the tennis courts, leading 
up to the Fitness Center is now a ONE-WAY route going north." (See "To the Mount 
Community," Chalon Student News, January 20, 2006, Enclosure 76, emphasis added.) 

Limiting parking permits to selected students was another attempt by the 
University to mitigate its self-induced parking shortage. The 2012 Student Handbook 
stated, "Parking is limited on the Chalon campus, so only resident students in their 
second year or above may buy a parking pass... Commuter students of any year are 
eligible to buy a parking pass and may buy a parking pass and may park in lot G in front 
of the tennis courts and gym, or in the commuter parking structure." Instead of allowing 
first year resident students to park on campus, the University provided a car rental 
service, "Need a car on campus? The Hertz On Demand Car Sharing service is great for 
students living on campus who may need a car for meetings, run errands or head out to 
have fun with friends. Rent by the hour, or by the day." (See MSMU Chalon Campus 
Student Handbook, 2012, Enclosure 77, emphasis added.) 

The most recent Student Handbook (2017-2018) refers to parking on Chalon 
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Campus as a "privilege" and states, "The registration of a vehicle on campus and 
purchase of a parking permit does not guarantee a parking place, but affords the 
registrant the opportunity to park in designated parking areas when space is available... 
Everyone pays for parking. There is no free parking — everyone Is required to pay to park 
on MSMU campuses." (See MSMU Student Handbook, 2017-2018, Enclosure 45, p. 84, 
emphasis added.) 

The Student Handbook also addresses parking on local residential streets: "In 
addition, we ask that students not bring cars to campus with the expectation that they can 
be parked on the streets or public areas of our neighboring communities within a two 
mile radius of the Chalon campus only. Mount St. Mary's University requests that 
Chalon commuter students refrain from parking in the neighborhood, including 
Chalon Road, Norman Place and Bundy Drive for the safety of the community." (Id., 
pp. 85-86, emphasis added.) 

Remarkably, the DEIR refers to overflow parking on the local residential streets as 
if it's part of an approved parking plan: "On-street parking is unrestricted on the 
surrounding local streets near the Campus. In addition to on-site Campus parking, 
Campus users currently park on Chalon Road along with non-Campus users. 
Approximately 107 parking spaces are located within a quarter mile walking distance 
from the Campus along Chalon Road. MSMU monitors the number of cars parked on 
Chalon Road throughout the day and night, maintaining a daily/weekly parking log 
during the school year." (DEIR, Project Description, II-8.) 

But overflow parking on the substandard neighborhood streets has an obviously 
negative and well-documented impact on the environment. The only reason prior 
entitlements were granted was because mitigating conditions required sufficient onsite 
parking to prevent overflow parking. (See Allyn Rifldn report, Enclosure 1, pp. 2-3.) 
Consistent with the need to prevent overflow parking on neighborhood streets, the 2017-
2018 Student Handbook asks students to refrain from parking in the neighborhood. But as 
decades of abuse have revealed, the University has used the neighborhood streets as its 
own overflow-parking lot to facilitate its unpermitted expansion of enrollment, 
programming and special events. The University very well understands that further 
intensification on the campus will just make the problem worse—although that seems of 
little concern to the University. 

Yet the DEIR proposes to "mitigate" the crush of traffic by the proposed increase 
in outside commercial events—which would bring hundreds more visitors to the 
campus—by hiring a valet parking service: "Parking for all events is provided on the 
Campus. As described above, if events are scheduled for over 50 people during the day 
and could impact parking on the Campus, MSMU provides on-Campus valet parking" 
(DEIR, Project Description, 11-13.) While a valet benefits the University by making it 
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easier for visitors to simply drop-off their vehicles at a valet station, it does nothing to 
mitigate the use of neighborhood streets as a de facto parking lot for commercial events, 
nor does it reduce traffic congestion on the substandard hillside streets. 

It is evident from a long history of parking problems on Mount St. Mary's Chalon 
campus as the University has continued to increase enrollment and lease and rent its 
facilities for many small and large outside events, its informal attempts at "mitigation" 
measures have proven ineffective. These failed measures include the following: restriping 
of parking spaces; narrowing parking space; parking in undesignated parking areas, such 
as tennis courts; carpooling; busing; parking on local streets; car rental sharing; renting 
parking from offsite facilities; shuttles; tandem parking; eliminating a traffic lane for 
parking spaces on one side of the roadway; valet parking. Thus, none of these are true 
mitigation measures. Further, mitigation measures must be effective and enforceable. 
(Lincoln Place Tenants Ass'n v. City of Los Angeles, (2005) 130 Cal. App. 4th 1491, 
1508.) The University's ineffectual attempts to resolve parking issues created by its over 
intensification of use and event scheduling are neither. 

While MSM continuously attempted to address the parking problems that it had 
itself created through its persistent and unpermitted increases in enrollments  it mostly 
ignored the severe and cumulative impacts on the surrounding community: congestion 
on the local substandard streets, dangers from speeding students, a growing impossibility 
of evacuating both the campus and the residents during fire or earthquake emergencies. 
For decades MSMU has knowingly worsened these impacts on local residents without 
seeking City review that would be open to the public. 

III. Conclusion: Revocation of MSMU's CUP is Necessary, Appropriate, and 
Long Overdue. 

As shown above, Mount St. Mary's University displays a history of 
noncompliance with permit conditions and a willful disregard of adverse impacts it is 
creating to its neighbors. While certain aspects of MSMU's activities might be "deemed 
approved" because they existed prior to 1946, that "deemed approved" status does not 
insulate it from having that approval fully or partially revoked. 

The provisions of Los Angeles Municipal Code sections 12.24.Z and 12.27.1.B for 
revocation are well met. The University's continual expansions and intensification of 
operations have created conditions that "jeopardize[] or adversely affect the public health, 
peace, or safety of person residing or working on the premises or in the surrounding 
area." MSMU's careless operation "adversely impacts nearby uses" who are affected by 
the significant parking, traffic, and fire safety hazards identified above. 
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The University's unpermitted expansions and commercial operations violate 
provisions of the Los Angeles Municipal Code and conditions imposed by prior 
discretionary land uses approvals. 

Thus, we request that pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal Code section 12.24.Z 
and 12.27.1.B you immediately initiate proceedings to revoke MSMU's conditional use 
permit allowing its operations. The evidence we present here is a mere sampling of the 
evidence of the intensification of use and severity of impacts that are discussed and is not 
exhaustive. We reserve the right to submit additional evidence to supplement the record 
in the future. 

Because revocation is appropriate, the University's current application for a CUP 
that relies upon its deemed approved status and contains significant materially misleading 
information in its EIR project description must be held in abeyance while this revocation 
request is evaluated. No further approvals should be granted to an entity such as Mount 
St. Mary's University that has already made it abundantly clear it does not, and will not, 
respect the conditions that have been placed upon it by prior City approvals, and that does 
not have due regard for the adverse impacts its operations have on its surrounding 
neighbors. 

The Brentwood community has suffered impacts from Mount Saint Mary's 
University for long enough. We request a prompt response to this application to initiate 
revocation proceedings. 

Sincerely, 

Doug as P. Carstens 
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Allyn D. Rifkin, PE 
Rifkin Transportation Planning Group 

4455 Los Feliz Boulevard, Suite 1403 
Los Angeles, CA 90027 

(323) 664-2805 [t] 
(323) 697-1594 [c] 

May 23, 2018 

David Wright, Sunset Coalition 
Wendy-Sue Rosen, Brentwood Residents Coalition 
11845 Chaparal Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90049 

Via email: zofia.wright@gmail.com  

Traffic and Circulation Issues — Regarding the proposed Mount Saint Mary's University 
Expansion 

Dear Mr. Wright and Ms. Rosen: 

This is a summary of my review of traffic issues and impacts related to the current operations 
of Mount Saint Mary's University (MSMU) and the proposed expansion of the Chalon campus 
at 12001 Chalon Road in Brentwood. I have 30 years of experience in the field of 
transportation engineering and planning and until recently I held the position of Chief of the Los 
Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) Bureau of Planning and Land Use 
Development. In that role, I was responsible for managing a staff of 38 professionals and 
serving as the key department liaison between the development community and City Council 
on traffic mitigation and transportation planning issues, including supervision of the completion• 
of numerous project EIRs for the City of Los Angeles. I also have extensive 
experience working closely with residential neighborhood associations and developers to 
negotiate consensus on traffic mitigation measures in association with proposed development 
projects. Attached is EXHIBIT 1 with a complete summary of my credentials. 

As you know, having reviewed school traffic issues regarding the Archer School and the 
Brentwood School in concert with your neighbor homeowner associations, I have specialized 
knowledge of school expansion programs in Brentwood and related traffic congestion issues 
affecting the Sunset Boulevard Corridor west of the I- 405 Freeway. Further, I held the 
position of Transportation Planning Bureau Chief for the LADOT in 1984, when MSMU 
submitted their application for conditional use for a parking structure. The application was 
reviewed and commented on by my department. It is important to note that the review at 
that time was in no way intended to be a finding of entitlement for increased attendance 
of the campus. 
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Review of Prior Documents 

As mentioned above, I was Transportation Planning Bureau Chief at LADOT in 1984, when the 
Initial Study Traffic Analysis document (EXHIBIT 2) was signed by LADOT Traffic Engineer 
Charles King, and, at that time, I was his immediate supervisor. With direct knowledge of 
procedures in place at LADOT, I am especially qualified to interpret the findings of the Initial 
Traffic Study Analysis and the associated approval for the parking structure. 

In an effort to evaluate the background for MSMU's current operational conditions, I have 
reviewed a number of historical documents that have been submitted to or issued by the City 
in reference to past entitlements and the current application for expansion (ENV-2016-2319-
EIR). The Initial Study Traffic Analysis report by LADOT from March 28, 1984, was issued in 
response to an application to build a 244-space parking structure on top of an existing parking 
lot (EIR Case No: 113-84-CUZ). The important note on that document is that LADOT, 
pursuant to CEQA, did not require a traffic analysis of the requested permit and recommended 
a finding of NOT SIGNIFICANT impact for traffic "Provided that no enrollment increase is 
allowed." During that time, MSMU's enrollment was approximately 750 students (see the 
January 1984 CUP for the Faculty Residence Building). From the project description it is clear 
that the request was to build a parking structure and not for an enrollment increase. That is 
how the City should have processed the entitlement. If the City instead permitted an increase 
of enrollment to 1,072 students (a 43% increase without additional traffic analysis and new 
environmental review), that would be a critical error. 

Additionally, the July 1984 CUP approval was for a parking structure only --- with a condition 
that tied the ratio of students to the number of parking spaces in that structure. It did not 
address the remaining parking spaces on campus that were required by code. The current 
MSMU Draft EIR includes a misleading assumption which asserts that the ratio of 1 to 4 
parking spaces to students applies to all of the parking on campus. 

Contrary to what MSMU asserts, LADOT issued the "NOT SIGNIFCANT" traffic impact 
determination for the July 1984 CUP with the condition that enrollment would not increase. If 
the permit was to provide for increased student enrollment, LADOT would have required 
further assessment of the added vehicle trips to determine the need for a traffic study and 
ultimate assessment of traffic impacts. 

Parking Requirements for Universities 

As stated above, there are documents in the current application for expansion that stipulate the 
parking garage entitles the University to expand the number of students. In the field of 
transportation planning and engineering, as it applies to the City of Los Angeles, there is no 
documentation or guidelines that the provision of parking spaces generates additional traffic. 
Thus, the number of parking spaces is not considered a determination of the amount of traffic 
impact. Generally, the provision of adequate parking is a mitigation of neighborhood traffic 
impacts with regards to parking over-flow. 

EXHIBIT 3 is a summary of a national data base (Institute of Transportation Engineers) 
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regarding existing parking demands for universities. On average, the peak demand for parking 
at urban universities exceeded 0.22 parking spaces per student. A conservative practice 
would be to compare parking needs to the 85th percentile data (statistics which are exceeded 
only 15% of the time) implying a parking demand of 0.29 parking spaces per student. These 
data included all visitors to the surveyed universities — including students, staff and visitors. 

In comparison, the City parking requirements for learning institutions are not calculated upon 
the number of students, but rather, based upon an analysis of allocated square feet. 
Generally, the City requires only one space per 500 square feet with Auditoriums and 
administration office space treated separately (see EXHIBIT 4). There is no basis in City of 
Los Angeles entitlements to calculate student enrollment based upon the number of 
parking spaces provided. 

Existing Roadways Are Inadequate for Current Traffic 

EXHIBIT 5 shows the route to the campus from the Sunset Boulevard Corridor, namely Bundy 
Drive, Norman Place and Chalon Road. According to the Circulation maps from the latest 
adopted Brentwood-Pacific Palisades Community Plan and the Circulation Element of the 
Citywide Plan, all roads to the MSMU campus are designated as local" roads (see EXHIBIT 
6). This appears to be in conflict with more recently adopted designations from the Baseline 
Hillside Ordinances (Ordinance No. 181,624 and Ordinance # 168,159), wherein these roads 
are designated as "Hillside Limited Streets." In both of these criteria, the intention of these 
roads is that they "are intended to accommodate lower volumes of vehicle traffic." 

The City standard for determining roadway width is based upon the street designation. 
documented in the recently adopted Complete Streets Design Guidelines. EXHIBIT 7 is a 
summary of what the City expects for "local" roadways pursuant to the recently adopted 
Complete Streets Design Guidelines in which the requirement is for 36-foot wide streets. 
EXHIBIT 8 shows that the requirement for Hillside Limited Streets is that the paved part of the 
street be at least 20-feet wide. 

During my field investigation, I measured these roads and found the roadway width to narrow 
from 30 feet wide (nearest to Sunset Boulevard) down to less than 19 feet wide on Norman 
Place in its approach to Chalon Road which is the entrance to the campus. As evidenced by 
pictures of the route which are attached in EXHIBIT 9, these roads are very narrow, windy, 
lacking sidewalks and with limited sight-line. Those sections of roadway below 20-feet are 
substandard by any of the City applicable standards and unsafe for two-way traffic. 

MSMU proposes to add shuttles and busses to accommodate increased student population 
and events. The addition of busses to the mix of existing traffic would necessitate wider 
roadway widths as well as engineering design accommodations such as pavement thickness 
and minimum sight-line requirements. As evidenced by pictures in EXHIBIT 10, large busses 
bringing visitors to the MSMU campus got stuck on Saltair Ave, a very narrow, substandard 
road. 
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Additionally, these substandard roads in a high fire area, are inadequate for the amount of 
current and future traffic generated by Mount St. Mary's University. 

Consideration of Other Major Projects in the Sunset Corridor 

There have been two major development project approvals with significant impacts on the 
Sunset Boulevard Corridor: Archer School and Brentwood School — both expansions of 
existing school sites. EXHIBIT 11 is a summary table of expected traffic impacts for these 
sites as reported in the Archer School Traffic Study. Traffic conditions projected to be Level of 
Service (LOS) E or F (unacceptable according to City Policies) at the following 6 intersections 
in the Sunset Corridor: 

Bundy Drive 
Saltair Avenue 
Barrington Avenue 
Barrington Place 

- Church Lanet1-405 Freeway 
- Veteran Avenue 

All of these intersections are also expected to be traversed by MSMU students, faculty and 
visitors. The Draft EIR must take these cumulative impacts into consideration using the proper 
baseline of enrollment permitted. 

SUMMARY 

In conclusion, from the documents I have reviewed, the July 1984 CUP approval did not 
include any condition allowing an increase in enrollment and MSMU appears to be operating 
with an enrollment number in excess of any City approvals. 

The increased enrollment on MSMU's campus without the City's review and imposition of 
mitigation measures has added to the unacceptable traffic conditions in the Sunset Corridor. In 
my opinion, based on the current traffic and extent of substandard roadways serving access to 
the MSMU campus from Sunset Blvd, the proposed expansion of the University will be 
significantly impactful to the community. 

Please contact me if you have questions. 

Very truly yours, 

Allyn 9.--R4in, PE 
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EXHIBIT 

Allyn Rifkin, P.E. 
Experience and Qualifications 

Mr. Rifkin has over 30 years experience in the field of transportation engineering and planning. 
Included in that experience are assignments in both the private and public sectors, ranging from 
consultant for developers to research for the Automobile Club of Southern California. Until 
recently, he was the Chief of the Los Angeles Department of Transportation's Bureau of Planning 
and Land Use Development, responsible for managing a staff of 38 professionals and serving as 
the key department liaison between the development community and City Council on traffic 
mitigation and transportation planning issues. He supervised the completion of numerous project 
EIRs for the City of Los Angeles. His latest projects focused on transit oriented development along 
various rail alignments in the Los Angeles area. As a private consultant, Mr. Rifkin has worked 
closely with residential neighborhood associations and developers to negotiate consensus on 
traffic mitigation measures in association with proposed development projects. Other consultant 
efforts of interest include assistance to the Eagle Rock neighborhood in the formation of the 
Colorado Boulevard Pilot Community Parking program and to County Supervisor Yaroslaysky in 
the initial proposal to convert Olympic and Pico Boulevards into a one-way pair. On the Westside 
of Los Angeles, Rifkin has worked with the Brentwood Homeowners and other neighborhood 
groups seeking traffic mitigation of expanding private schools along the Sunset Boulevard corridor. 

Professionally, Allyn is active in the Urban Land Institute (ULI) and the Institute of Transportation 
Engineers (ITE), and has served as the president of the ITE'S largest Chapter of ITE, the Southern 
California Chapter, with over 1,100 members. In addition to serving on the ITE National Transit 
and Transportation Planning committees, he has been instrumental on national steering 
committees for the ITE Trip Generation Committee and the Urban Goods Movement Committee. 
He has lectured extensively on the topics of traffic impact mitigation and on neighborhood traffic 
controls. 

His college education began with a B.S. in Systems Engineering at UCLA and led to an M.S. in 
Transportation Engineering at Northwestern University. Rifkin is nationally recognized for his 
expertise in travel demand forecasting. His more recent work has involved traffic plans to relieve 
congestion in various hot spots of development in Southern California including the South Coast 
Plaza area of Orange County, Downtown Los Angeles, Westwood, the LAX Transportation 
Corridor (the initial area in Los Angeles to adopt a traffic impact mitigation fee), and Warner 
Center. 

He was involved in the creation of five transportation trust funds with current balances exceeding 
$23 million for transportation improvements. In his role as mediator of development traffic impact 
Mr. Rifkin launched a neighborhood traffic safety program currently exceeding $1.5 million in 
neighborhood traffic controls and negotiated pedestrian safety mitigations from the Los Angeles 
Unified School District. 
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EXHIBIT 2 

INITIAL STUDY 
TRAFFIC ANALYSIS 
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Statistic 
Peak Period 
Number of Study Sites  
Avera•e Size of Study Sites 
Averane  Peak Period Parki. Demand 0.22 vehicles per school panulatn 
Standard Deviation 0.07  
Coefficient of Variation 32%  
Ranje 0.14-0.31 vehicles per schoolpooulation  
85th Percentile 0.29 vehicles per school population  
33rd Percentile 0.18 vehicles per school population  
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EXHIBIT 3 — NATIONAL PARKING DATA FOR UNIVERSITIES 

Land Use: 550 
University/College 

Average Peak Period Parking Demand vs. School Population 
On a: Weekday 
Location: Urban 
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EXHIBIT 4 

City of Los Angeles 
Summary of Parking Regulations 

R
eg
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ar

  P
ro

vi
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on
s  

Se
c.

  1
2.

21
A

4 

Use of Building (or portions of) Commercial uses Ratio (spaces/sq. ft.) 

1. Health or Athletic Club, Bath House, Dance Hall/Studio, Gymnasium, or similar 
(e.g. amusement) 

I per 100 

2. Restaurant, Cafe, Coffee Shop, Bar, Night Club, or similar 1 per 100 

3 Small Restaurant, Cafe, or Coffee Shop (1000sq. Ft. or less) 1 per 200 

4. Take-out Restaurant (no eating on the premises) 1 per 250 

5. Retail or Discount Wholesalers 1 per 250 

6. Retail Furniture, Major Appliances, or similar 1 per 500 

7. Auditoriums: Church, High School, College, Stadium, Theater, and similar assembly 1 per 35 or 
1 per 5 fixed seats 

8. Elementary School, Child Care 1 per classroom or 
minimum 1per 500 

9. Commercial School: Trade, Music, Professional, or similar 1111111111111111111111111111111111111 

a) Classrooms and assembly areas 1 per 50 or 1 per 5 fixed seats 
whichever is greater 

b) Classrooms with heavy equipment 1 per 500 

10. Philanthropic Institution, Government Office, or similar 1 per 500 

11. Commercial or Business Office 1 per 500 

12. Medical Office, Clinic, or Medical Service Facility I per 200 

13. Hospital 2 per bed 

14. Sanitarium or Convalescent Home 1 per 500 or 
min 0.2 per bed 

15. Warehouse or Storage (for Household Goods) - first 10,000 sq. ft. 
- beyond 10,000 sq. ft. 

1 per 500 
(plus) ] per 5000 

16. Other Business or Commercial (not listed above) 1 per 500 

S
pe

ci
al

 P
ro

vi
si

on
s  17. Auto Dismantling Yard, Junk Yard or Open Storage in the M2 or M3 zones [Sec. 

12.19A4 (b)(4)] 
6 for the first acre, I per 

12,000 sq. ft. for the second 
acre and 1 for each acre over 

two: 

Zoning Section - Department of Building & Safety (LA 0115) 
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EXHIBIT 5 - ACCESS ROUTE TO MSMU CAMPUS 
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EXHIBIT 6 - CIRCULATION ELEMENT for BRENTWOOD/PACIFIC 
PALISADES COMMUNITY PLAN 

Generalized Circulation 
Brentwood - Pacific Palisades Community Plan Area 

0%.0 Major Class II "..0 Collector ism City Boundary 
e\a. Secondary Local 11 j  Community Boundary 

Private 
"4.0 Proposed 
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EXHIBIT 7- CITY OF LOS ANGELES STANDARD STREET CROSS SECTIONS 
for a LOCAL STREET 

2 STREET CLASSIFICATIONS Complete Streets Design Guide 

Local Street Standard 

Local streets are intended to accommodate lower 
volumes of vehicle traffic. Local streets have one lane 
in each direction and have parking on both sides of the 
street. 

Roadway Width: 36 ft. 

Right-of-Way Width: 60 ft. 

Typical Number of Lanes. 1 lane in each direction 

Typical Sidewalk/Border Width• 12 ft. 

Target Operating Speed: 20 mph 

60• 
12 38' -- 17 

18' 18' •: 

I I 

Local Street Limited 

These are local streets that lead to a dead-end rather than providing through traffic. 

Roadway Width:3 0 ft. 

Right-of-Way Width: 50 ft. 

Typical Number of Lanes:I lane in each direction 

Typical Sidewalk/Border Width: 10 fL 

Target Operating Speed: 15 mph 

50' 
• 10' •- 301 10 • 

- 15' — 15` 
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EXHIBIT 8 - CITY OF LOS ANGELES STANDARD STREET CROSS SECTION 
for a STANDARD HILLSIDE LIMITED STREET (example) 

• 
DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY/ DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 

?PRELIMINARY REFERRAL FORM FOR 
13 BASELINE HILLSIDE ORDINANCE No. 181,824 
0 HILLSIDE ORDINANCE No. 168,159 

Date 05/17/21316 cPc-1 9 5.2 7.422? 
Addams: 12001 W CHALON ROAD 

District 6/W1448137  

Blast 

APR: 4422333027 

PCS No.: 

'Rolm/ dirterevelendiCtgazdesmseplob4MabeftiikulitUnta4ficlatttaitCnbAssauraritiPtft02101.44....de. 
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EXHIBIT 9 - PHOTOS OF ACCESS ROUTE 

Bundy Drive 

Norman Lane 
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MSMU Buses Turning onto Norman Lane 

RTPG 

Neighbor Traffic Concerns on Bundy Dr 
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EXHIBIT 10 — MSMU BUS STUCK ON SALTAIR 

July, 2017 
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EXHIBIT 11- SUNSET BLVD INTERSECTION LEVELS OF SERVICE 

IV.K Traffic, Access, and Parking 

Table IV.K-8 
Future (Horizon Year 2020) Base Conditions Intersection Level of Service-Non-Event Day 

NIS EIW 
ID Street Name 1 Street Name 

Analyzed 
Periods 

Future (2020) 

V/C LOS 

1 ICItrfwood Ave. Sunset Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.535 A 
3-4 P.M. 0.485 A 
5-6 P.M. 0.370 A 

2 Kanter Ave. 1  Sunset Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.746 C 
3-4 P.M. 0.781 C 
5-6 P.M. 0.571 A 

3 Bundy Dr. ' Sunset Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.581 A 
3-4 P.M. 1.167 F 
5-6 P.M. 1.344 F 

4 Saltair Ave Sunset Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.665 e 
3-4 P.M. 1.058 F 
5-6 P.M. 1.215 F 

5 Barrington Ave. Sunset Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.961 E 
3-4 P.M. 1.449 F 
5-6 P.M. 1.474 F 

6 Bamngton Pt. Sunset Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.815 D 
3-4 P.M. 0.966 E 
5-6 P.M. 0.997 E 

7 Church Lit 1-405 SB Ramps 7-8 A.M. 0.675 B 
3-4 P.M. 0.793 C 
5-6 P.M. 0.883 D 

8 Church Ln. Sunset Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.927 E 
3-4 P.M. 0,785 C 
5-6 P.M. 0.861 D 

-9 1-405 NB Ramps Sunset Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.857 D 
3-4 P.M. 0.544 A 
5-6 P.M. 0.554 A 

10 Veteran Ave. Sunset Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.726 C 
3-4 P.M. 0 798 C 
5-6 P.M. 1.022 F 

11 Bundy Dr. (W) San Vicente Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.573 A 
3-4 P.M. 0.678 B 
5-6 P.M. 0.709 C 

12 San Vicente Blvd. Montana Ave. 7-8 A.M. 0.786 C 
3-4 P.M. 1.022 F 
5-6 P.M. 0.993 1 E 

13 Barrington Ave. Montana Ave. 7-8 A.M. 0.481 A 
3-4 P.M. 0.788 I C 
5-6 P.M. 1.121 F 

14 Barrington Ave, San Vicente Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.671
- 

 B 
3-4 P.M. 0.725 I C 
5-6 P.M. 0.453 i A 

City of Los Angeles 
SCI-1. No. 2012011001 

Archer Forward; Campus Preservation and Improvement Plan 
February 2014 

Page IV.K-34 
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 G+ More 

The Mount Archives b10:4 
History blog of the Mount Saint Mary's University community 

Tuesday, July 5, 2011 

Fire on the mountain 

comment about preserving archives from fire is timely. This 

November 6 we'll mark the 50th anniversary of the Bel Air Fire. 

Nothing makes a statement about the devastation more than this sad snapshot of 

the shrine of St. Therese of Lisieux on the eastern edge of the Chalon Campus. 

The shrine was built in 1946 and dedicated on October 3 that year, the feast day 

of the beloved Carmelite saint known as the Little Flower. 

She watched over the Circle for the next 15 years until that Monday of 

midterms week, when a spark from a construction site turned into a raging 

orange hell of wind and flame. After the fire did the unexpected and jumped the 

new 405 freeway in the Sepulveda Pass, the Mount was directly in its path. 

Featured 

http://mountarchives.blogspot.com/2011 /07/fire-on-mountain.html  
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The fire raced up the eastern canyon, turning a row of eucalyptus trees at the 

edge of campus into a wall of torches. Windborne cinders ignited the wooden 
eaves of Rossiter Hall and St. Therese's shrine as it headed south along the 
canyon wall. 

Only Rossiter's walls were left standing. The fire mostly skipped St. Joseph 
Hall but renewed its fury on the Carondelets' House of Studies (now Carondelet 

Center), burning off portions of the pantiled roofs as it continued into the 
residential streets below. The fire also blew west, destroying the Mount Bowl, a 

beautiful outdoor amphitheater, and the Marian Hall of Fine Arts, which housed 

the music and art departments with all their instruments and equipment. At one 
point, the Chalon Campus was almost completely surrounded by fire. By all 

accounts, there was a lot of heroism in saving the campus. 

Remarkably, the College was closed only one day, thanks to cleanup efforts by 

scores of students, faculty, staff and volunteers. St. Therese got a new shrine the 
following spring. Funds were raised, buildings rebuilt and one of the biggest 

disasters in California history faded into memory. 

Could it happen again? Of course. In fact, the Bel Air Fire of 1961 was actually 
the second or third time the College was in imminent danger of destruction by 

brush fire, going right back to the beginning in the 1930s. The threat goes with 

being the last outpost before the chaparral begins. It goes with Chalon's 
spectacular location. 

Yes, I worry about this room full of paper. I'm marking a little anniversary of my 
own this week. Two years ago, a brush crew from the Getty Center ignited the 
chaparral east of the campus. Returning from a trip to Doheny, I saw the fire as I 
drove up the hill. I raced up Bundy, hoping to get at least a few things out of the 
Archives before the campus was evacuated. But I was turned away at the gate. 

Fortunately, it was a windless day, and fire crews were able to stop the flames 
at the ridgeline. The College Archives was safe. 

But as 1961 showed us, it doesn't always work out that way. Archives 
preservation is a millennia-old story of almost complete loss, and all I have to do 
is smell a hint of smoke on the breeze to be reminded. St. Therese, pray for us. 

Posted by  J lay the Archivist at 10:02 AM 

Reactions: 

G. 

Follow 

http://mountarchives.blogspot.com/20  I 1 /07/fire-on-mountain.html 
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M TURN 

Remarkable Service to Our Dear Neighbors 
By Sister Joseph Adele Edwards, CSJ '58 

Tuesday, May 4, dawned in its usual 
spring way. By 7:45 a.m., most of 
the sisters at Carondelet Center had 

finished breakfast. A few were still sitting in 
the main first floor dining room when their 
meal was interrupted by the fire alarm. That 
sound was not unusual because of occasional 
test alarms. However, when the sisters heard 
the hand bell ringing, they knew something 
was wrong. 

The "something" was a serious fire in the 
kitchen. Flames shot up through the stove 
flue and blazed upward to the second floor 
and attic, eventually burning through the 
recently retied roof. 

Within minutes, fire engine sirens were 
heard by the Center's neighbors, including its 
nearest ones at Mount St. Mary's College. 
Father George O'Brien recalled wondering if 
there was a brush fire—not uncommon in the 
surrounding hills. When the sirens sounded 
closer, he checked from a nearby fourth story 
window and saw flames and smoke rising 
from the Center's roof. 

Larry Smith, vice president for Information 
Support Services and Francis Salandanan, 
his assistant, were the first college neighbors 
to arrive on the fire scene and help. They 
were immediately directed to assist with the 
evacuation of the physically and mentally 
infirm sisters living on the second floor above 
the kitchen. They checked each room to be 
sure no one was left behind. 

The Center health care staff, under 
the direction of Renee Denenfeki, nursing 
supervisor, and 1995 Mount nursing 
graduate, had already activated fully and 
in a timely manner their emergency plan. 
Sisters in wheelchairs, walkers, and even 
some in beds were swiftly and carefully 
moved outside across from the fire line 
and onto the west side road. 

News of the disaster traveled quickly to 
other college personnel—students, faculty, 
and staff—who were on campus. Just as 

quick was the offer to bring the evacuated 
sisters to the Mount's Campus Center. Eight 
o'clock classes, including the nursing ones, 
had already begun before the road to the 
College had been closed because of the fire 
engines and possible danger. Upon hearing 
that the sisters were coming to the Campus 
Center, Sister Carol Purzycki, CSJ, asked 
Assistant Professor of Nursing Patricia 
Melnick to send her students to assist. Along 
with some of the firefighters, the students 
pushed the sisters in wheelchairs up the hill, 
Meanwhile, College shuttles were driven to 
the Center to help with the evacuation of the 
physically mobile sisters. 

Besides sheltering the sisters, providing 
for their meals became another necessity. 
The Mount's Food Service, under the direction 
of Mary Grogan, went into action. Not only 
did they provide snacks, beverages, and 
lunch for the evacuees, but the staff also 
prepared and brought lunch to the sisters 
at the Center who did not have to evacuate. 
(The College Food Service continued to 
supply meals for the sisters at the Center 
until repairs were completed.) 

Upon hearing of the fire, President Jackie 
Doud drove from the Doheny Campus to the 
Chalon Campus. She wanted to make sure 
the College was responding in whatever way 
it could to alleviate the problems and needs 
of its special and "dear neighbors." 

Along with what had already been done, 
the scene in the Campus Center certainly 

illustrated that response. Even before the 
sisters arrived, some of the maintenance men 
carried couches to be used as beds from the 
commuter lounge to the Center. Others 
removed a stall door in the restroom to allow 
for wheelchair access. Once the sisters 
arrived, Mount students, faculty, and staff 
carried food to the sisters or just sat and 
chatted with them. The Campus Ministry 
Team prayed with and sang to the sisters. 
Some students read to or played checkers 
with them. Several sisters sat and read the 
latest issue of The Oracle, the student 
newspaper. 

While some sisters seemed disoriented, 
the majority appeared calm and grateful to be 
there. Sister Eleanor Wagner commented, 
"It's like a surprise party and come as you 
are." Two sisters who had formerly ministered 
at the College—Sister Mary Gerald Leahy 
(R.I.P.) of the Biological Sciences Department 
and Sister Mary Adrienne Kennedy as 
registrar—said it was great to be back at the 
Mount. Sister Barbara Cotton, who served in 
the Institutional Advancement Division, happily 
stated, "I had a handsome fireman push me 
up the hill." 

By mid afternoon, conditions at the Center 
were considered safe enough for the sisters 
to return to other floors and wings of the 
building. Several who were physically able 
either moved to the College convents at 
Chalon, neighboring convents, or relatives' 
and friends' homes. 

May 4, 2004, was undoubtedly a day to 
remember, especially with gratitude that no 
one was injured and the building was saved. 
It was also a day that witnessed the living out 
of the third goal of the College's current 
Strategic Plan to become a culture of 
remarkable service, combined with the 
charism of the Sisters of St. Joseph of 
Carondelet, as the Mount Community provided 
"remarkable service" to its "dear neighbors" 
in the Carondelet Center community. 

The Mount Summer 2004 3 
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From: Ellen King <ellenkingart@gnnail.com> 
Date: Monday, April 17, 2017 at 10:49 PM 
To: Stefanie Michaels <stefaniemichaels©gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: Getty Fire 2012 

My name is Ellen King. 
I am a former resident of Norman Place. 

We actually had two fires in the vicinity of our homes. 
The bigger but equally scary was when we were asked to be ready to evacuate. 
The fire engines came up the hill and asked that we park our cars facing out to be ready in an 
instant to go. In the meantime, all of Mt. St. Mary's was evacuated along with the Getty. We 
residents were left alone twiddling our thumbs. Once MSM was gone so were the trucks. 

I was interviewed by channel 4 news and asked about being afraid of the fires. OF COURSE I 
WAS AFRAID!! It was the 2nd one in a very short period of time. I never slept well again after 
that. Between the students cars screeching around the bend at breakneck speeds and fires 
requiring evacuation of students first, not residents, I never felt safe again. 

So I moved away from an area I loved because the school was ignoring our pleas of decency! 

Ellen King 
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Liberty Insurance Corporation 
i'r,rs 9099 

Ouver, New Hain .bite tiNg21 Uberty  
[ut_u_al  

(800) 225-8285 

April 15, 2017 

1221 N 'NOR PL 
LOS AN(3EI.E.S + 1900494540 

Rh: Policy Number H37-268-415904 70 5 
I .oration Address: 1221 N NORMAN PL 

LOS ..k.NIG171.ES , CA 
Kxpiration Dare: 6/4 /2017 

Dear 

We an writing to notif} you that the property listed above poses an unacceptable risk for wildfire due to one or more of 
the following conditions: 

• Close proximo. to native and/or non-native flammable vegetation 
• Wind patterns relative to fire fuel during typical wildfire seitson 
• Poor road accessibility for tiretightingjemergency response equipment 

t)ue to this wildfire risk, the pulicy listed ahoy e will not be renewed effecii‘ r 12:01 AM on (,/4/2017. This notice 
complies with the pro. isions of your policy. 

l'his notice does nol of other policies you may have with Liberty Mutual Insuranci., with the following exceptions: 

• If you ha% an carthquakt covering IN:: property, we will tol he able to continue that coverage. California 
'arthquake °\uthorir rule preclude us from writing earthquake coverage on any property that we do not 

primaril3  insure. 
• are extending liabilit}  from this policy to another property :sudi as. . rental pr /{terry;, that liabilk coverage 

will laps  v when this polic% is not retie Wed. Please contact customer se-vice to discuss atlable options for 
1-.41111mi-1y. i bili COA eragt. 

notify v-aur in.Nrrgageos in the event 4.,t a disc- if crYverav,e. fAlowir g mortgageff- arc- 
r .41:1 .1.11 .-1: 

N 

\ 

de,:i \iuti ii Taut Irripact vg or hrt: C%ivcrage rhrr /ugh anothei • )rrt r. I low. vtr. shvuld kive 
difficult% r,l)1 rtv ttuAtralcc, rot: aria % for ri vcrawc rue I' AIR Plan Ass(.ciattoit. 

PielSe rt.10 rtim -.or mr1r,..: 

Slue( rt Ii. 
Libert, Mutual ITHar,al,r.  

.11[111! .1,11111,1161 Ap! 9ziij1 I, 111, 41114  11111311 if 
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Ore:nr -me '11,fir' 
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APPLICATION-FOR  
riP 

°'.*!&,) THE 1.30;11? I) 01? CITY PLANNING.. (OMMISSIONERS: 

is 
The petitioner  are the owner  of the following described real estate•  

Include Book and Page Number as recorded in the county records) 

Situated at  
(Give street number) 

xit 11/4-e-14  

le property in the block in which the above described property is situated is now devoted h the 
to wing uses: 

)eperibe fully all existing uses) 

a amp of which is hereto•attached and by reference made a part of this peti 

acquired by petitioner on the day et' 19 ; sat  
deed restricted affecting its. use:  to wit: 

(Here set out restrictions or state that none exist; if there were ev 
expired; state former deed restriction) 

. Said property was 

property has the following 

restrictions and the same have 

Petitioner proposes to erect on the ,ove property. (State fully proposed building or structure 
and accompany with plans if formula d) 
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MARGINAL GUALITK 13(L1MENT DISCLAIMER 

WE =MT THAT THIS RERRCCULTIGN MAY 117T BE UP '10 °UR 
Mama. STAI.DARDs. THIS WAS THE BEST AVAILABLE CUP( AT 

TIME. IT WA,  •-"NINTIMED. 

LyiSri Schwickerath. Acting 
Custodian of Records 
Dept. of City Plarming 

L. A. Al ,,r:F 
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The petitioner 80104 the following reasone for the change requested herein: 
,tfleid set fortli -ftillyrefteinti why.the-ehange•recptested is necessary' fOr the .preservation or enjoyment 
of Atibetantliil property 006= of petitioner) 

Property is how included within Zone A, which does not 
permit lichpols. 

Said change will not be materially detrimental to public welfare because of its use as 

an educational ihstitution lat .-the-highest order. 

Said change will not be injurious to adjacent property because buildings and ground3 

will be beautiful, and their use dignified. 
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HARGIARL ,I,tAt Ire DC0312/I DISCI.A.Uty 

REGFHT THAT THIS REPHOCUCTICH MAY NIT HE UP 10 OUR 
AC,FMAL STAMARDS. 'RCS HAS ME sem• Avstisals o:ey 
•nW. ^IHE IT VAR H/CATILMED. 

Lam_, Acting 
Cusfodiao of. WOrels 
rept. of City Planning 

on the repr esentA ti on that .this wan A %One property. 

11r.. G•Ordon ,stated has property. "in .thl. Santa 
Monica 'Land 'and' Water OOmpeny. tract and he intended to•.huild• 
permanent home directly opposite this -.improienerit and he %wild 
see thle.,in preferenee to any other Vier to the west,/it. 
be.; straighr in, frent -of him; ̀ that the residence rbstriatial.o there 
are not. material Deceits° '.tho high value:or the ground .prohibits 
the :building' of .a 05000 'home on a 020;000 lot; ,that that he ohjeota • 
to the' amount of traffic, the entire amount will. pass behind his 
house- to' get .to• the sehool and he Skill •have betwesn 50 and 200 
cars pas: morning and night and the additional traffin will be. 
objeotionablev t hat the traffic must pass behind his • houisie .and 
he will .catch the dust from the dirt road; ' 

In response" to queations from the Commianioner; the Sister 
stated they will have between 150 -and 200 students. •eild .the;stattimint 
humher will be :500;  •about '75'. of the student's. wili he resident and 
73 will .be • day pupils. • . 

• • 
• ir, Campbell stated -that if • this 33 I/3'.aores :were,  atibdivided: , 

-the:lets would not be smaller then one-half acre "and" they could. " 
not possibly have: e'd much traffic as would resnit froM thip . • ' 
College; that ha bought. his property. a years .a.go• and -received 
a deed •Whi eh,  he. exestined.:prier to - Diii•.'purohitaer. "he..1:1Ohked:bil 
four leers ..to ,:find a plade.*.ete ho wanted .th 1:14a ,and:valfen he 
iwiw,this, he took it within: 'and.24 hours nd• he:.intpeOte to-Ail.re.there. 1 
the rest of his - lire and he objects to any school ,O011.age . 
in the district; that 'fromhis• •preperty 06l .dentil - is . Ediont• • 

or 2 Miles and-  this property • is. about' 100 yards, '''thettearest 
point might be 150 yards away; 'that he oennOt see -Cooetdeutiki• beeause 
there are two rows of. hills intervening. :and in a straight line. • 
Occidental, would •be d  of - a mile. ' • . • . ' • 

11. D. Lan:fair stated he has lived t here" Since 1921 and he 
'D.ae Campbell' and• corners with Mr, Stone; 
that 'the;ro atriot ions in the deed call fora reaidenee, ecfninitutil47' 
and he supposed it would be such; "that in. thelnet tour:or-nits 
yenrs there has been innumerable 'parties, looking for Sites: for 
sanitariums and -  ° stelles• and .he always .felt secure battens° he. 
knew they:were 'prohibited and. he.:preteste on• the grounds of any - 
echooi coming "in or. anything that Would change thin..tO.tOtything 
but a residential' district; that the- property: igt:tonmilvitible• "- " 
for anything other the,n•reeidenDea.'te-COMO there; that  
:1r pod 0.7500 for 41 . .191714n. COMPlete' a building 'site stud 
eXpandeu 4.3.P.0,1 to grade and ;Elk that if tUis,...dnet,ttutdi*In 

• :permitted, -.they .)0.11::.otine . in 11krid-_-03r :for • a :jitnitS.0*,and.;.:Ottuhr • .: • 
- thimds outside of the.•reeidenkial. #70; and he ,f kiake-; . 0:*otadLc1:10   
detrinter.4:4q• to `...a.° prvperty "tn: hate 'any U.011,..txttriertis.t, , - • 
ailrease ie. - high:. 6140 r.--t;i4ential use'  and there° -. .;•• 

nothing "better An the•.!±*3:*.#71.410014403,hat.: Cocldent a: p eye 
the Other ,acilicias ite?•t*ii • . shut Off •.h.T. row of /flUit lar:•otests4,very heartily 
• •• 

. •Ia zeicouUSor-,to:f rillsi.wifi**71414.: :6140LOWidititiAlleklvs 
stated s t the ttist;'4i,Cr' ,Ut'4#0.004tt , litaegIftOttt'tlt 

1Ltrt•OitoUs"::0040," Aiti4 um d151,44:i2 • 

'•::XP.-• • 
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MARGINAL (JUALITY DOCtZ MuAvian 

NORMAL STANDARDS. 
*fL- 

nas WAS RUE BEST AMIABLE COPY AT
It; 0 WE REGRET THAT THIS RSPB:M=10N MAY tRYr BE UP TO OUR C 

of of Words 
rect. of .C.1=LtiLimmi.a.m.s.sinamemt 

itwoNow.....r-...,~#0...0.01•,,...,,,w...i0.,,,„,......-,,„„,„.......,.
, ' 

wi varrti. 
(Citu of )on'Angtiro 

(California 

10L)87 (1928) Jicoember o, 1923 

y Attorney (has ;elle) 
.City Planning Commission 

woar1. of 'l:lt..la in a. not i  

Los Angeles Mountain Vark ompany 
10611 Zhalon ciad 

Alitle 1 Oa, 4ot tj,rniu 

Ureic Lini's; 

At the meeting, off' toe Counoll hold this day, the .1:013. W-
int;,report of the Ji ty i1. ruing Committee was adopted: 

'In the matto,r vi' the report ox the Board °X k:ity Planninp• 
:.lommiesioners reoommending tut the request tri' the Los Angeles Loantnih. 
Park Company, aszing that tbi 1..ount Larys College be permitted to 
be established. on a sire traot or land north OX Lovoarly tioule- 
ito'd ut i‘o rmarl be gran WI, and that, the said property bo placed 
in a i" one lu c,raer that college rnt ht be established. thereon; 

.2,ortneittee, atter conaucan..,; u. ittalritig, in connection Wi Ui this 
matter, recommends, in view o f the special oiroumatanoes that t.,,ttach 
to tne froperty and in order to protcot the to:Opining property te the 
:ullest extent, that the aotIon of said !Ward in recommendineL that 
the p.,•oport:i es placed in "fill  zone be not oonourred !n and that the 
City

. 
 ..,ttorney oe instructed to prepare 7Z ordinance under the terms 

,section 4 of the Zoning Orlinance, allowing the establishment of 
sato 2ollege on the property therein u.esoribeu • aria shown on the at- 
tile); Br.•• t oh , said ordinanoe to •Tsontain the .collowin.1 Provisioxiu; 

Thai. the plItns for the, tfuilain,:s Lwi the locution of 
sale be approved by this Council prior to the issuanoe 
ef 

ie rurtl,er .,voommena tf whorl spid orilnance is tranemitto4 to the 
,;0,11,.1!1 t''%.t IL oubn,ittea 1.o i.e City ilanninp; Commission “.1.,  itch 
oonsider-tivn and reoemmenuation 0.ha that upun the publication 
th ,! ordinance to a De;5artmeht of ,ntildins: and :5ar.3ty be instruct- 
ed To iloessal-y ormits." 

aeOpoottlai:i 

feer41/Anyi„:,,,i Ji 4  AI, 

it
ty fllork 

C, m i A 11, Lt.; A N E 1.9 2". 

4.10/1411"-• 
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WE REGRET THAT THIS REPRODUCTICN WY NON BE UP 79 .CL1R 
NC F. STANDAIDS. MILS WAS WE BEST AN/ARABLE CCM AT 
lug rim IT VAS KUltiFil. 
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Z...0,R.1. N. G._ 

APPLICATION FOR CONDITIONAL USE 

TO THE CITY PLANNING. COMMISSION: . 

The undersigned .._ —Mount...$6.14rytt gplkg,"„_- q. Corporation  
(Print Name of Owner or Lessee) 

hereby requests that you approve the location of the following use: 

(For riling Refer to.Requirernents and Instructions) 

(Specify Type of Use) 

on property situated at .... 
(Street Address) 

Amnie. 
4se•iiwoon.N.E....oLloterse.ction...°L-..........._.. -Street -end ...Chalon.loasil...andann4.-Drime......_. Staost. 

Exact legal description (Lot, Block and Tract) of said property being: 
! 

 3.2.,apd 33r portion..of Division.1 oLaegion 34 Tract, 9479 
• 7 •

-FUrther-,legal .elescription-att4  bPsi  -to this...app.licatiow. r•• 

17-1  1 

A map' sr.owing said property and surrounding property together with Property Owners' List are attached 
hereto dad made a part of this application. 

I. Describe the type of use and improvements proposed; how the proposed use and improvements are. •';'. • 
to be designed and arranged to fit into the development of adjacent property and neighborhood; and , 4%; 
why there is a need for such use. 

bcpansion of Mount St. Marys College facilities requires the use• of • thia 
piece of land for athletic purposes — wincing pool, bathhouse,recreation robins ` 
athletic fields, tstc. 

Inadvertently Parcel A was used for swimming pool, bathhoube, and tennis, warts}; 
as we dill not -realize it the 'Ulm that its wr nCt'ihaltideal i.n tlia 
application for zoning. This was brought to our attention recently When a build 
ing permit was being taken out for a proposed building. 

u Ad/ gi 4 6 6=st6 





the proposed use and improvements _ 
ljacent property and neighborhood; and 

:es requires the ustrof-this 
mca, bathhouse,reereation reams'. 

g pool, bathhoute, anCtehnis cenrtOr 
A .ifidluded in-the driiiial" 
attentien'reeently. i&en 4 bnildp;; " 
tiding. • 

Adr ga 44 ) 





"iTATE OF CALIFORNIA, 
C

ITY OF LOS 
l OF LOSGANGEL 7

ES. 
.-/- • --- I,  

We, _ _Mount St!  Mari.  Is Collms - A corp_oratign_ _____ 
(Print Name in Fall) 

we are *ogee 
being duly sworn, depose and say that I am the owner of the property involved in•-this-applie - 
and that the statements and 'information herein contained  are in all respects true and correct to the 
best of my knowledge and belief. --.._  

our _114  Signedki!er,semeg 42.-C44‘.• 

/„.  

DrarhaW . 
(Phone Number) 

POPX...C40-04. 44s-499  Aagt.144  o_DATt  f  
(Mailing Address of Applicant) 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this __If- day of af_,...44, 19.-1-: 
ac. Zf.444----__  NETWY  PUBLIC  IN AND f (A.Trii WAIN OF . 

(Notary Public) LOS ANGELES, STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
MY Commission Expires September 12, 1952 

This is to certify that the foregoing application has been inspected by me and has been found to be thorough 
and complete in every particular. 

Receipt 
Mi. Date j Map & List Date Received b&City ./,:janni 'Comm ion ,,,q''' -',` " 1  .... 

//- / •-,... 
Application ..-10111----  

(For the City Planning Commission) 
• : -, 

We; the undersigned gyiNERS of PROPERTY included within a 300-foot radius of the boundaries 
of the property involved in this application, believe it should be granted. (Attach extra sheets if neces- sary. These signatures are desirable but not demanded). .  
BED (LEGAL DNNETOPTION1 
Number Name Address Tract Block Lot on Alap i . p , . . . . . 

41131-Ii/Al. #44SZNa 

-ay.: - -k:' 0 2-i"-' -f.zv, --e---t-ze--'4A- 7 

(,-ai, 4, 

._ 3_ .151A,2 ._...1604 Oire44......ataca-c1:4014-  
4.(t,W —i< -4ci-i9 N'iL----  AV_ _?litierktdr65-:.12.t W_Aar.-"Al 
e ) 

------/A-A-ka- ;_S•xt -d-=4-pi-ehl . ,A1 riV,Z1-. ff 

.2136 Hanley AT®.- _As 49 
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PARCEL 

Being portions of Blocks 32 and 33 of- the.Santa Monica Land and Water - 
09sPanY Tract, as per map recorded in Book 78, Oges 44 to 49 inclusive, 
Miscellaneous Records of said County described as follows : 

Beginning at a 2-inch pipe se+ in concrete at the northerly 
terminus of the center line of Bundy Drive, as dedicated by nap 
of Tract 9479, recorded in Book 164, pages 40 and 41, Map 
Records of said County, said point being the northerly end of a 
curve concave easterly having a radius of 1,000.00 feet, as shown 
on said. map ( a radial to said curve at said pipe bearing S.75°  
23' 15" W. by record, but bearing S. 75°  13' 15" Z. for the pur- 
pose of this description), said point being also the northwest 
coiner of Parcel One described in deed to Mount St. Mary's College, 
recorded in Book 9428, page 90, Official Records of said County, 
said point being also the beginning of a compound curve concave 
easterly, having a radius of 112.00 feet ( a radial to said curve 
bearing S. 75° 13' 15" U4); thence from the true point of begirk- 
hing northerly on said curve 93.06 feet to the end thereof; thence 
tangent to said curve N. 32°  49' 40" E. 48.63 feet to the begin- 
ning of a tangent curve concave northwesterly, having a radius of 236.00 feet; 
thence northwesterly on said curve 119.51 feet to the end thereof 
and the beginning of a compound curve concave westerly, having a 
radius of 847.25 feet; thence northerly on said curve 319.90 feet 
to the end thereof; thence tangent to said curve N.17°491  08" W 
184.00 feet to the northwest corner of this parcel; thence N.59° 
55' 42" E. 978.98 feet to the northeast corner of this parcel; 
thence S. 44° 27' 19w E. 263.26 feet, S. 14°06' 20" B. 305.92 feet 
and S. 35°  33' 45" E. 272.00 feet to a 2-inch pipe set in concrete 
described in deed to Security-First National Bank of Los Angeles dated 
September 12, 1944, and filed for record concurrently herewith, said 
*ipe being the southeast corner of this parcel; thence 70° 141  51" W. 
258.56 feet to the northeast corner of Parcel One described in said 
Book 9428, page 90; thence S.70° 24' 45" W. 261.02 feet to a point; 
thence S. 659  38' 46" W. 831.70 feet to the true point of beginning. 

Parcel A is a portion of Lot 12, Division 1 of Region 36, and is shown 
on the OFFICIAL MAP OF THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, filed in the Office 
of the Recorder of said County, in Book 1, at page 20, of Official Maps. 

Basis of bearings used in this description is that course in the center 
line of Bundy Drive at its intersection with Chalon Road, shown on the 

„.mina N. 220  09' 18" W. 
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for the general secondary credential to June 30, 1952.6  
Reverend Mother Mary Pius Neenan and Mother M. Killian Cor-

bett, provincial, visited the college in the fall of 1943. Among the 
literary guests of the year were Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Sheed. Mr. 
Sheed gave a lecture on Catholic Action. Mr. Charles Rann Kennedy, 
the well-known playwright, and his wife gave scenes from Shakespeare 
and from Sheridan's plays. The sodality hosted a visit from Most Rev-
erend Joseph McGucken, auxiliary bishop of Los Angeles, who presided 
at a program dedicated to Mary Immaculate and concluded the day 
with Benediction of the Most Blessed Sacrament. 

Generous donors contributed toward the new stained-glass win-
dows, which were being installed in the chapel in 1944. On Mary's 
Day, Mrs. C. D. Sate, president of the Mothers' Guild, presented the 
college with a check for $425, the cost of one stained-glass window, in 
addition to their annual scholarship gift and an additional $1,000 
cleared by contribution toward a gift of a $100 war bond. 

Onriette Lebron continued the Mount tradition of excellence in 
creative writing this year by receiving a top paper award for her short 
story in the Atlantic Monthly contest. 

On May 29, 1944, Mother Marie de Lourdes, president of the col-
lege, concluded the purchase of an additional 21.7 acres of land ad-
joining the campus on the north for $10,000. This addition increased 
the college property to approximately fifty-five acres. 

Reverend Edward J. Whelan, S.J., president of Loyola University, 
celebrated the Baccalaureate Mass and conferred hoods on the grad-
uating seniors on Sunday, May 28. The commencement exercises fol-
lowed on Tuesday, May 30, 1944, at 4:00 P.M., at which Archbishop 
John J. Cantwell officiated and the Reverend Thomas McCarthy, Ph.D., 
delivered the address. Twenty-three secular students and sixteen re-
ligious received their bachelor's degrees, while two candidates were 
awarded master of music degrees. 

An educational tour program, which included some of the cultural 
and historical highlights of the area, was a part of the 1944 summer 
session. The students thus had the opportunity to visit the Huntington 
Library and Art Gallery, the La Brea Pits, the County Museum at 
Exposition Park, and Olvera Street. 

The 1944 fall semester brought an appreciable increase in the 
student registration: a total of 237 students, of whom 100 were reli-
gious. Sister Alice Marie Cheap returned from the Catholic University 
of America with her master's degree in chemistry, and Sister M. Ger-
maine McNeil was sent to the same university to obtain her doctorate 
in medieval Latin. Other new faculty members this year included Mr. 
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ZONING ORDINANCE No. 90,500 

Sec. 12.24—Conditional Uses Permitted by Com-
mission 

A. LOCATION OF PERMITTED USES—Wherever it is 
stated in this Article that the following uses may be permitted in a 
zone if their location is first approved by the Commission, said uses 
are deemed to be a part of the development of the Master Pian or its 
objectives and shall conform thereto. Before the Commission makes its 
final determination a public hearing by the Commission shall be man-
datory for certain uses and optional for others: 

1. Uses for which at least one public hearing shall be held 
include: airports or aircraft landing fields; cemeteries; educational 
institutions; and golf courses (except driving tees or ranges, minia-
ture courses and similar uses operated for commercial purposes). 

2. Uses for which a public hearing is optional include: 
churches (except rescue mission or temporary revival); schools, ele-
mentary and high;• and public utilities and public service uses or 
structures. 

B. ADDITIONAL USES PERMITTED—The Commission, 
after public hearing, may permit the following uses in zones from 
which they are prohibited by this Article where such uses are deemed 
essential or desirable to the public convenience or welfare, and are in 
harmony with the various elements or objectives of the Master Plan: 

1. Airports or aircraft landing fields. 
2. Cemeteries. 

,fro(- c 3. Development of natural resources (excluding the drilling for 
or producing of oil, gas or other hydrocarbon substances) together 
with the necessary buildings, apparatus or appurtenances incident 
thereto. 

4. Educational institutions. 
5. Governmental enterprises (federal, state and local). 
6. Libraries or museums, public. 
7. Public utilities and public service uses or structures. 
8. • Large scale neighborhood housing projects, provided they 

comply with all the yard requirements on the boundary of the prop-
erty and with the height and lot area regulations of the zone•  in 
which they are located and in no case cover more than forty (40) 
per cent of the buildable area of the site (excluding accessory 
buildings). 

9. In the "Al", "A2" and "RA" Zones, new self-contained 
communities with town lot subdivision, provided adequate open 
spaces and municipal facilities, utilites and servces are made aval-
able in a manner satisfactory to the Commission. Upon the approval 
of the location and design of any such self-contained community, 
the Commission shall initiate any rezoning of the affected area 
which, in its judgment, is necessary or desirable. 

Any of the above uses existing at the • time this Section be-
came effective, shall be deemed to have been approved by the 
Commission and nothing in this Section shall be construed to pre-
vent the enlargement of existing buildings for such uses if all other 
regulations of this Article are complied with, including the condi-
tions of any special district ordinance, exception or variance here-
tofore granted authorizing such use. 

49 
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PLAN and ENV. 
AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

CIZ d OF LOS ANGELES 
CALIFORNIA 

MAY 2 5 an 

CITY PLANNING 
COMMISSION 

DANIEL P. GARCIA 
►REsIDENT 

J. S. KRUEGER 
VICE•PREGIDENT 

STEVE HARRINGTON 
CARL MASTON 
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RAYMOND I NORMAN 
sEcagmair 

DEPARTMENT OF 
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CALVIN G HAMILTON 
DIRECTOR 

TOM BRADLEY 
MAYOR 

 

May 10, 1982 

Honorable City Council 
City of Los Angeles 
Room 395, City Hall 

CITY PLAN CASE NO. 29840 - COUNCIL DISTRICT NO. 11 

The City Planning Commission recommends the change of zone 
described in the attached report of its action. This case is 
presented in accord with the provisions of Section 12.32 of the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code. 

After due consideration', the Commission found that this change of 
zone would be justified under the requirements of Section 97.2 of 
the Los Angeles City Charter. The Commission therefore recommends 
that your Honorable Body approve this change. 

The, complete City Plan Case file and an ordinance approved by the 
Commission to effect the change are being transmitted for your 
consideration and appropriate action. 

CALVIN S. HAMILTON 
Director of Planning 

4RJ 

Raymon . Norman, Secretary 
City Planning Commission 



File No. 82-0950 

TO THE COUNCIL OF THE - 1 
CITY OF LOS ANGELES 

Your PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT Committee 

reports as follows: 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. That the FINDINGS of the Planning Commission BE ADOPTED. 

2. That the accompanying ordinance, approved by the Commission and 
approved as to form and legality by the City Attorney, changing the 
zone and height districts within the Brentwood-Pacific Palisades 
District - Area No. 9, as follows, BE PLACED UPON ITS PASSAGE: 

(a) From RE15-1-H to RE20-1-H on Area No. 4. 
I ' 
(b) From RE15-1-H to RE40-1-H on Area No. 6. 

77N (c) From RS-1 to RE15-1 on Area No. 7. 

CD (d) From RS-1 to RE15-1 on Area No. 24. 

I !,:7) • (e) From RE15-1-H to RE40-1-H on Area No. 25. 

CD (f) From RE15-1-H to RE40-1-H on Area No. 27. 
yq 

Applicant: Commission's Own Initiative CPC 29840, 

3. The Council FINDS that this project is categorically exempt under 
CEQA pursuant to Article VII, Class 5(12) of the Los Angeles City 
CEQA Guidelines. 

SUMMARY 

On July 6, 1982, the Planning and Environment Committee considered an 
ordinance transmitted by the City attorney and the Planning Commission 
changing the zone and height districts in the general vicinity northerly 
of Sunset boulevard between the San Diego Freeway and Mandeville Canyon 
within the Brentwood-Pacific Palisades District. 

Respectfully submitted, 

PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 

V 
AE1:am 
7-8-82 
Enc: CPC 29840 

Ordinance 
CD 11 

ram No 42 
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Area 
No. Area Location 

Proposed Zone and 
Height District Changes 

6 North of Chalon Road, east 
of Bundy Drive, west of 
extension of Norman Place 
(Mount St. Mary's College). 

REIS to RE40 

7 Both sides of Bowling Green and 
Bundy, South of Octagon Street, 
and west of Barrington and 
Mar zella, north of Greenock 
Lane, east of Crestline Drive. 

RS to RE15 

24 North of Sunset, both sides of 
Homewood, south of Elkins and 
both sides of Kenter, south of 
Bonhill. 

RS to RE 15 

25 Southwest corner of Elkins 
Road and Homewood Road 
(Department of Water and 
Power property). 

REI5 to RE40 

26 South of extension of 
of Leonard Road, east 
of Elkins Road, west of 
Kenter. (Kenter Elementary 
School). 

RE15 to RE40 

27 North of extension of 
Kenter Way, east of Kenter 
Avenue, west of Tigertail. 

RE15 to RE40 

See the attached Summary of Zoning Regulations for an explanation of these zones. 

The hearing is to allow interested persons and the affected property owners to speak, 
question or present information concerning this matter. This is the only public hearing 
required or anticipated prior to a decision by the City Planning Commission and persons 
wishing to speak on this subject should do so at this time. 

The City Planning Commission invites your testimony or written comments. Written 
communications should be received in the City Planning Commission Office as soon as 
possible. In order that all viewpoints may be presented, speakers at the public hearing 
may be limited in the length of their presentations. Because of time constraints and to 
minimize repetition, the Commission encourages presentations by representatives of 
organized groups, in lieu of many individual speakers. 

IF YOU ARE NO LONGER THE OWNER OF ANY PROPERTIES IN THIS DISTRICT,  
PLEASE FORWARD THIS NOTFCE OF HEARING TO THE NEW OWNER.  



-3- 

The complete background file is available for public inspection in Room 561-1, City Hall, 
200 North Spring Street, Los Angeles. Copies of the Brentwood-Pacific Palisades 
Community Plan is available in Room 605, City Hall, 200 North Spring Street, Los 
Angeles. Should you have further questions, please contact Herb Glasgow at City Hall or 
call 485-5386. 

RAYMOND 1. NORMAN 
Secretary 

7346D/0181A 
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
CALIFORNIA 

comeassioNins 

WM. J. RAVENsCRoPT 
PRESIDENT 

CLARK J. MILLIRON 
VICE.PREGIDENT 

ROBERT W. HARPER 
KrPo. rs.INSEY 

EDMUND P. MCKANNA 

EDITH S. JAMESON 
SECRETARY 

DEPARTMENT • 
CITY PLANNII 

Set CITY HALL 

LOS ANGELES 
MICHIGAN 5211 

CHARLES B. BEM 

%,. 

a 

Safety 
cps ; g 

f 1 4.-A 4.! 4 C 
(" 

FLETCHER BOWRON. 
M AY O R 

May 23, 1952 

City elan Case 4072 

'77 
 v

fi 
41,1- • "i 44 6 r- - rT, 

L 3tzl Sister Agnes Marie President 
Mount St. Mary's College 
12001 Chalon Road 
Los Angeles 49, California 

Department of Building and 
Room 200, City Hall 

Board of Public Works 
Room 173, City Hall 

Greetings: 

As required by Jection 12.24 of the Municipal Code, and without a 
public hearing, the City Planning Commission, on Thursday, Nay :42, 
1952, considered a conditional use application to add to the existing 
college site at 12001 Chalon Road. This property is described as 
being Blocks 32 and 33, portion of Lot 12, Division 1 of Region 36, 
Tract 9479, more particularly noted in the application. Since it 
will be in harmony with the objectives of the Master Plan, the addi-
tion was approved, subject to the following conditions: 

1. Inasmuch as it appears that in the future development 
of the applicant's property and of other property contiguous 
thereto, it will become necessary to extend Bundy Drive 
along the westerly line of applicant's property and that 
one-half of the width of said street should be dedicated 
from applicant's property and since the applicant is not 
prepared to record a subdivision tract map at this time 
which would otherwise be a condition upon which this 
Conditional Use would be granted, the applicant shall forth-
with record an agreement in the office of the County Recorder 
that in consideration of being  permitted to extend its school 

//144,-----ko t q F14-6J'-414-ori_ /0/43 is-  7  

( 

- L. 
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Qity Plan Case 4072' May 23, 1952 

11 
• 

facilities onto the subject property without filing and 
recording a subdivision tract map at this time, applicant 
will dedicate the one«half width of Bundy Drive along the 
westerly line of the subject property by joining with the 
owners of contiguous property on a subdivision map at such 
time as such owners desire to stibdiVidel  or applicant will 
make such dedication whenever the City Planning Commission 
deems it necessary for the development of contiguous property 
and that said dedication will be improved in accordance with 
specifications of the City Engineer without expense to the 
City 

2. That all the requirements of the Comprehensive Zoning 
Ordinance be complied with in the development of this site, 
unless otherwise modified by the City Planning Commission. 

3. That this grant shall only apply to a school use in-
volving educational subjects which are in conformance with 
the State Educational Cadet  religious services, or religious 
educational activities. This grant does not apply to any 
such activities conducted in tents or temporary structures. 

4. That a precise plot plan showing the location of all 
buildings on the property'involved, parking areas, walls, 
fences, hedges, driveways,- and paved parking areas, be 
submitted to the City Planning Department for approval prior 
to the issuance of any and all subsequent building permits 
or certificates of occupancy. 

5. That the applicant shall comply with all the regulations 
of the Department of Building and Safety, regarding the use 
of existing buildings, and proposed buildings, before any 
of these buildings are used for the parochial school purposes 
herein requested. 

Enclosed please find an agreement form which should be filled out and 
recorded in order to comply with the requirements of Condition No. 1 
of this grant. After this agreement has been recorded, will you please 
send us a copy for our files. 

Your attention is called to the provisions of Section 12.24-E that this 
approval is conditional upon the privileges being utilized within one 
hundred and eighty days (180 days) after the effective date.ofthe ap-
proveli and if such privileges are not utilized,. or construction work 
is not begun wit to said time and carried on diligently to completion 
of at least one usable unit, the authorization to establish the use 
shall become void. 





Edith S. Jameson 
Secretary 

AppRnyFD ptIrs,K1p.t to the CITY 
I, ..... . 

FOR THE COMMISSIO 

ESJ/mms 

Encl. 

C. 

City Plan Case 4072 .3. May 23, 1952 

.; 

This conditional use grant does not waive the necessity of securing 
any other required permits or licenses. If any condition of this 
grant is violated, or if the same is not complied with in every re-
spect, then this conditional use shall be subject to revocation, as 
provided for in Section 22.02 of the Municipal Code. In the event 
the property is sold, leased rented or occupied by any person or 
corporation other than the apiiiicanti- it is incufabit-er -that they be-
Eid-Vise OT -the cohdIzions of rtra-gtaht. Unless an appeal is filed 
with the City Clerk, the Commission's determination in this matter 
shall become effective ten days from the date of this communication. 

Very truly yours, 
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YO. 4072

DECISICF' DATE: MaPon rJ; 1P64 
APP:ROVAL OP .PLOT PUN FI;PfIRT - 

4!5; t-af: 
 the Cummissior; appr;ved a Conditional Use application paroi,.tinft ;'3a constructiov, 

 and operation of a colle7e by a covporation no7f. as 11A-;;.nt Szo Mary is College. 

C:".ditian :loci, of this grant :'e wired the recordation of an agreement 
the eYett ttlat tbe applicant would dedicate One.

,balf the width of iLrdy DrYue ::Jlong the
sterIy line of the property and improve this tladicati_on to.the specifications of the City En3ineer without expence to the Cityo On Wune 13: 
 1952, the applicants recorded such 'an agree- Mont ol th* office of the County Recorder° 

Or ,)ctober 1R: 
 1967, Tract No. 19719 was recorded indicating that one- k -Lif the :dth of Bundy Drive:  -along the westerly line of Mount TAt Erarps JolleTe., 'led been dedicated, 

-:tlount 

 

Si Vary's College is now proposing to erect a new Arts end 
Humanities building os a replacement for the old Arts Building whieh wasostroyed by riee some time ago*  They propose to build the new Arta and Humanities Puilding on the.southeast side of the existing Fteicnce Building afi L1-4 addition to'itc  This new bni/ding is not in-tonded to ho;se anr additional students.but.to 

 accomodate the existing enrollment. They also propose to pave a new area for additional parkin g,. 

A complete plot plan showing buildinas end pa
-,king areas of the College and an elevation plan of the new Arts end aomenlv:16; naildiu

g  are 11(...iN  being submitted foz+ final approval by the OommisSion. The parkinf.; re:?airementz for the Slcienoe BujldIog
:  the Sumenities Building:  the gt:pel and the FL:isidence Han; .xere found to be /Si spaces,. As .shown on 7.xltibit

th& school will be able to aocomoate 201 cars
:, includina Y

- )^: 
new proposed perkinz areg capaity: 34 carti)1, All new perking 

igpsces will be improved in aoeordsnoe with zoning regulationa 
iltter curefua

c) the no:3mitted plot plan the provid
5rq of :L 

.

:'̀
L
i Vile N5- quiremnts and the suitatAs locaticrn on the ai3mcolf: 

site of th roposed Ttuildn't. e. the Staff recompends favorsh 
foideratIon of this mcuesta 

v , 

CCity Plannin'g liesistant 
onitg Plans See.tion 
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ULM Ml9Wes toffy rianrung Department , 
Room Bel 

• fit • 

CITY PLAN CASE NO. 4072 BRENTWOOD-PACIFIC PALISADES 
DISTRICT 
COUNCIL DISTRICT NO. 11 
Bk. 2, Page 490 
Grid AZ/37 

DECISION DATE: January 26, 1984 
TIME: After 9:30 A.M. 
LOCATION: Van Nuys Woman's Club 

14836 Sylvan Street 
Van Nuys, CA 

To: City Planning Commission 

From: Zoning Plans Section 

Requested by: Mt. St. Mary's College, Chalon Campus 

Subject: APPROVAL OF PLANS - FACULTY RESIDENCE BUILDING 
Ir. 

Property 
Involved: Located at 12001 Chalon Road, east of Bundy Drive. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS  

RECOMMENDATION  P. 1 
STAFF REPORT 
Request  P. 2 
Comments  p. 2-3 
Conclusion  P. 3 

EXHIBITS: 
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CITY PLAN CASE NO. 4072 page 1 

RECOMMENDATION  

ACTION RECOMMENDED BY THE STAFF: That the Commission 

Consider the Staff Report. 

Approve the construction of a faculty residence hall, a one-story 
parking garage and a relocation of 39 parking spaces, subject to 
the following conditions: 

1. There shall be no increase in student enrollment beyond 
750 students, until a parking structure is constructed at 
the southern end of the campus. In lieu of this, when an 
increase in enrollment beyond 750 students is contemplated, 
the college may apply to the City Planning Commission for a 
review of the adequacy of existing and any proposed on-campus 
surface parking. :on 

37Arif sere g̀t  
2. The faculty residence hall shall contain not more than three 

dwelling units nor bedrooms, including three bedrooms to 
be used as guest rooms. 

The faculty residence hall pill not exceed three stories in 
height, and the garage building shall not exceed one story 
in height. 

. 4. The subject property:stial; be deieloped substantially in 
accordance with.-the plariSi'Exhibit ZP-2, attached to City 
Plan Case No:' 4072, on file 'in the,Lois Angeles City Planning 
Departmeexcept(as the subjec roperty may be required 
to meeV'the'Pro„xisiont-set do by the Municipal Code and 
the„ctinditigns,hereih. 

5. (rior tRi.the issuance,,dibuilding permits, detailed develop-
nt.tatins, inclu4n a complete landscape plan, shall b 
emitted to tWDepartment of City Planning for appro 

6. eve Ap1rki6g spaces shall be provided 
fac frisidence hall. 

7. This approval shall be utilized within 
effective date of approval. If at 
is not completed by that date, 
void. 

FEE PAS 
6.0910 No..a2.0.6/./.... Date.. 

Recommended-  by : 
BYw 

adjacen 

William E. Lille erg 
Senior City Planner 
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STAFF REPORT 

Request: 

The Commission has received a request from Mt. St. Mary's College 
(Chalon Campus) for approval for a three-dwelling unit apartment 
building, containing 32 bedrooms, including several guest rooms, 
to be used for housing faculty and staff presently located elsewhere 
on the campus. The housing used elsewhere will be made available 
for students living on-campus. 

Comments: 

The proposed structure would be three stories in height. To the 
north would be a one-story garage structure. let into the earth 
bank on the north side. The requested faculty residence hail 
would also entail a minor reconfiguration of campus parking, as 
explained below. 

The college, for the past five years, has maintained a constant 
enrollment of between 700 and 750 students. The college is planning 
to keep enibllment steady at its current level in the foreseeable 
future. The new residence hall is therefore being built to increase 
the number of students living on-campus, not to increase enrollment. 
The construction of the new faculty residence hall will open up 
rooms in Rossiter Hall, located approximately at the center of the 
campus, which can then be occupied by students. 

By Code. the proposed residence hall will require seven additional 
parking spaces. This includes two parking spaces for each of the 
three dwelling units, and one additional space for three guest 
bedrooms (the latter requirement is so low because more than 
60 guest rooms are located elsewhere within the campus). The 
proposed new residence hall is being built on the northern-most 
parking lot within the campus which currently contains 39 spaces. 
Eleven new spaces would be contained within the proposed garage 
building, for a net loss of 28 spaces on the site. The lost 
spaces would be replaced on a lower lot (see Drawing AS-5 in the 
exhibits) through the removal of several temporary trailers and 
a portion of a dilapidated building. This will create 38 new 
parking spaces at that location resulting in an overall campus 
gain of 10 parking spaces (or three more than the seven required 
for the new residence hall). 

In addition to increasing the net existing number of parking 
spaces on the campus by 10, the relocation of parking from the 
northern-most lot where the residence hall will be constructed 
to the more southerly location will place that parking in a more 
convenient location and it should be more fully utilized. It 
should also be noted that, at the southern end of the campus, there 
is a proposed future parking structure. While no new parking 
is needed at the present time, future changes in enrollment 
could create a demand for more parking. The future parking 
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structure will be constructed if and when the need for it 
becomes apparent. 

The requested faculty residence hail will have no discernible 
impact on any surrounding development. The Mt. St. Mary's campus 
is located atop a leveled ridge. The campus is straddled on both 
sides by precipitous canyons which are uninhabited. The nearest 
development is to the west of Chalon Road and Bundy Drive. 

At the specific location of the proposed residence hall at the 
northern end of the campus, the view to both the east and west 
is composed of plunging canyons which then rise precipitously 
to ridge lines along which no development is visible. To the 
north, the topography rises steeply, again with no visible 
development (the garage building would be let in to this north 
rising slope). The sole direction in which development is visible 
is to the south, the campus itself. 

Conclusion: 

It is the staff recommendation that, with the recommended conditions, 
the requested addition of a faculty residence hall and reconfigura-
tion of parking be approved. In consideration of the severe 
topography on three sides of the subject site, in combination with 
the total lack of any visible development to and beyond the ridge 
lines in these three directions, the proposed development will 
have no impact of any type on surrounding off-campus developments. 
The relocation of the existing parking lot from its present position 
to a more centralized location, will be beneficial since it will 
promote a greater utilization of the parking spaces. 

The staff has recommended that any future expansions of enrollment 
be predicated upon the construction of the future parking structure 
at the southern end of the campus. While it is true, as the 
applicant has noted, that the proposed faculty residence hall 
contemplates a net addition of 10 parking spaces on-campus with 
no increase in student enrollment, there would be no inherent 
control in this approval to insure that enrollment would not grow 
in an ad hoc fashion, apart from the condition relating future 
increases to the proposed parking structure. 

JJP/ad 
1-5-84 
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March 26, 1984 

    

) 
The Blurock Partnership 

Mr. Ricardo F. Torres 
City Planner 
Los Angeles City Hall 
Los Angeles Planning Dept. 
200 North Spring St., Room 561 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Re: Mt. St. Mary's College 
Parking Garage 

Gentlemen: 

On Janurary 26, 1984 the City Planning Commission approved the plans 
and staff report concerning the construction of a Faculty 'Residence 
facility on the Mt. St. Mary's Chalon Campus. In the approved staff 
report and on the plan, there was a reference to the construction of 
the proposed parking garage. 

"It should also be noted that, at the southern end of 
--the campus, there is a proposed future parking structure. 

While no new parking is needed at the present time, future 
changes in enrollment could create a demand for more parking. 
The future parking structure will be constructed if and when 
the need for it becomes apparent." 

At this time, the Mt. St. Mary's College would like to begin construction 
of this proposed parking structure. If the current ratio of students to 
parking available is used, the enrollment on campus-could increase to 
1037 from 750 with the additional 188 spaces (244-56 existing). The 
parking garage is being constructed over an existing parking lot at the 
southern entrance to the campus which will better facilitate "commuter" 
students traffic from the surrounding area. 

The current siting and configuration of the parking garage is the result 
of recommendations made at a meeting with City Geology Specialists of 
the Los Angeles Grading Department of the Department of Building and 
Safety. 

This site is located at the closest possible position to the Academic 
Center of Campus and any other location would unnecessarily increase 
traffic to the northern   

Architects and Planners / 2300 Newport Boulevard I Newport Reach i California 920153 1 17141 673-0300 





TH BLUROCK PARTNERSHI 

Mr. Ricardo F. Torres 
3/26/84 
page two 

 

The BItirock Partnership 

If you need any additional information, please don't hesitate to 
call me. 

Very truly yours, 

Alan E. Smith, AIA 
Senior Partner 

AES:gw 

Architects and Planners 1 2300 Newport Boulevard f Newport Beach / Califernia 92063 (714) 073.0300 
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C:TY OF LOS ANGEL. 'S 
CALIFORNIA 

CITE PUNNING 
COMMISSION 

DANIEL P. GARCIA 
PRESIDENT 

J. S. KRUEGER 
VICE-FREstoENT 

STEVE HARRINGTON 
CARL MASTON 

SUZETTE NEIMAN 

RAYMOND I. NORMAN 
StCPICTARY 

DEPARTMENT OF 
CITY PLANNING 

551 CITY HALL 
Los ANaLus, CA 90011 

CALVIN S. HAMILTON 
DIRECTOR 

TOM BRADLEY 
MAYOR 

 

April 18, 1984 

The Blurock Partnership 
Alan E. Smith 
2300 Newport Boulevard 
Newport Beach, CA 92663 

RE: MND11.3-84,i-CUC 
PARKING STRUCTURE FOR MOUNT ST. MARY'S COLLEGE 

The Environmental Review Committee on April 18, 1984, granted 
the subject project a Mitigated Negative Declaration with four 
impacts that will be mitigated through the approval process. 
In addition to those four concerns, the Committee is concerned 
about the view/aesthetics impacts and recommends that a site 
line analysis be done for the project and its impact on 
surrounding single-family uses. This should be done by the 
time the Hearing Examiner holds a public hearing on the 
Conditional Use application. 

Kei Uyeda 
Acting Director 

BOB ROGERS 
Senior City Planner 
Chairman of Environmental Review Committee 

BR:AMS:gk 

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY —AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER 



       

       

CITY OF LOS ANGELES • 
OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

ROOM 5S5. CITY NALL 
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 50012 

CAUFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY- ACT 

CITY CLERICS USE 

  

        

MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION 
(Article V — City CEQA Guidelines) 

LEAD CITY AGENCY - 
Los Angeles City Planning Department 

COUNCIL DISTRICT 
11 

PROJECT TITLE • 

MND-113-84.CUC 

CASE NO, 

PROJECT LOCATION 
12001 Chalon Road between Chalon Road and Bundy Drive/ Brentwood-
Pacific Palisades. 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION; 
ConditionalHgefor.a,4-story, 00.000.sq". parking structure for 244 cars 
16Cated on the-MOUnt St. Mary'l College campus on 45.5 net'aerei, zoned 
RE40-3A1.  

NAME AND ADDRESS OF APPLICANT IF OTHER THAN CITY AGENCY 
Mount St. Mary's College • 
12001 Chalon Road  

Los Angeles, CA 90049 A 

FINDING: 

b.The City Planning Department Environmental Review Committee  onhaCMy 
of Los Angeles has determined that this project will not have a significant effect on the environment for 
the following reasons: 

The ERC initial..study prepared for theproposal. indicates that possible 
environmental impacts could occur dUe to major landforms on the site. 
However, the potential grading and subsidence impacts will be dealt with 
and mitigated by administrative procedures required by the Municipal Code. 

The ERC initial study also indicates that the property is potentially 
subject to flood hazards. Any flood hazard that exists will be mitigated 
to a level of insignificance if the requirements of the Flood Hazard 
Management Specific Plan Ordinance are complied with. (This MND does not 
apply should a waiver be given under provisions of the Flood Hazard 
Management Specific Plan). 

(continued on page 2) 

O. SEE ATTACHED SHEET(S) FOR ANY MITIGATION MEASURES IMPOSED. 

"Any written objections received during the public review period are attached together with,  the responses of 
the Lead City Agency." 

THE INITIAL STUDY PREPARED FOR THIS PROJECT IS ATTACHED. 

"MME OF PERSON PREPARING THIS FORM 

Alta Shigeta 

TITLE 

City Planner 

TELEPHONE NUMBER 

(213) 485.5776 
ADDRESS ' DATE 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 655 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

SIGNATURE Official) 
Chairmen ERC 

04-18-84 

foram Pima IVO ira .At •• 



MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION PAGE 2 
(mND-113-84-00C) 

The ERC initial study prepared for the proposal also indicates that 
possible environmental impacts could occur due to the potential loss 
of significant trees on the site. However, these impacts can be 
mitigated to a level of insignificance by requiring the preservation 
of as many trees as possible on the site; and by replacement of other 
desirable trees in the parkway area on a 1.11 basis to the satisfaction 
of the Street Tree Division of the Bureau of Street Maintenance. 

The ERC initial study prepared for the proposal also indicates possible 
environmental impacts due to its location in an area likely to yield 
unrecorded archaeological sites. However, previous surveys conducted 
in the area, plus field inspection, revealed that the area immediately 
surrounding the subject property does not appear to contain significant 
cultural resources. Yet it is possible that some archaeological 
materials may have been buried by modern activity. 

As a safety factor, UCLA Archaeological Research Center should be 
notified when the project is started. If any archaeological materials 
are encountered during the course of the project development, the 
project should be halted and the Research Center contacted at once for 
a proper assessment of resource and evaluation of the impact. (See 
letter dated April 11, 1984 from the UCLA Archaeological Research Center 
on file). 

The conditions imposed in the mitigated negative declaration shall be 
fulfilled as a condition of the decision-making body. 

Therefore, it is concluded that no significant impacts are apparent 
which might result from this project's implementation. 

This action is based on the project description on the preceding page. 



.. 

. 
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INITIAL STUDY 
TRAFFIC  ANALYSIS 
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CITY PLANNING 
cOmAnsimoN 

OANIEL P. GARCIA 
►segment 

ARL MASTON 
ViCe•MESIOINT 

VE HARRINGTON 
J. 5. MIVEGER 

SUZETTE NEIMAN 

RAYMOND L NORMAN 
siesermqy 

CITY OF Los .ANGELES 
CALIFORNIA 

TOM BRADLEY 
MAYOR 

DEPARTMENT OF 
CITY PLANNING 

561 Crry HALL 
Los ANon.zs. CA 915012 

CALVIN 5. HAMILTON 
oiReCio. 

KEI IJYEDA 
ogpvl, olik£Clan 

• 

Mt. St. Mary's College 
1201 Chalon Road 
Los Angeles, CA 90049 

Alan E. Smith 
The Blurock Corporation 
2300 Newport Boulevard 
Newport Beach, CA 92663 

Department of Building & Safety 
Zoning - Room 423, City Hall 

JUL 2 7 1984 

CITY PLAN CASE NO. 4072 CU COUNCIL DISTRICT NO. 11 

Please be advised that the City Planning Commission on July 12, 1984 
conditionally approved the plans (Exhibit ZP-2 and ZP-3, attached to the file) 
for a multi-level parking structure on the Mt. St. Mary's College site, located 
at 12001 Chalon Road, east Of Bundy Drive. 

This action was taken by the following vote: 

Moved: Harrington 
Seconded: Maston 
Ayes: Krueger, Neiman, Garcia 

Attached a copy of the Staff Report adopted by the Commission, including the 
Conditions of Approval that were imposed (Condition No. 4 revised to permit 268 
spaces). 

CALVIN S. HAMILTON 
Director of Planning 

Raymond 1. orman, Secretary 
City Planning Commission 

RIN:ct 

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY — AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER 



DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING 
Room 561-I, City Hall 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
485-350 (Please make appointments 

CITY PLAN CASE NO. 4072-CU 

DECISION DATE: $7.ui- S 4JE . 

Time: 9:30 a.m. 
Location: 351)L   City Hall  

To:
Los Angeles, CA 

City Planning 

by phone) 

Council . District No. 11 
Brentwood-Pacific Palisades District 
District Map No. 7235, 7297 

and 144-141 
Book 2, Page 490, Grid AZ-37 
Envli File No. MND-113-84-CUC 

Commtssion 

From: Zoning Plans.Section 

Requested by: Mount St, Mary's College 

Subject: APPROVAL OF PLANS - TWO- TO FOUR-LEVEL 
PARKING STRUCTURE FOR 244 AUTOMOBILES 

Property Involved: 12001 Chalon Road, east of Bundy Drive 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 
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ZP- 5: Site-line Study (file copy only) 
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,CITY.PLAN CASE NO. 4072 Page 2 

RECOMMENDATION 

ACTION RECOMMENDED BY THE STAFF: That the Commission 

• Consider the Staff Report 

Approve the plot-  plan and elevation plans as shown on Exhibits ZP-2 and 
ZP-3, subject to the following conditions: 

1. That the property be developed substantially in accordance with the plot 
plan and elevation• plans, Exhibit Nos. ZP-2 and ZP-3 attached to the 
subject file, City Plan Case No. 4072. 

2. That along the south and east sides of the parking structure, landscaping 
be provided to further screen the structure from the view of adjacent 
residential properties. 

3. That the , ratio of parking to students. shall not be less than if parking 
spaces for each student enrolled at Mount St. Marys College. 

That not more than -.26.6 automobile parking spaces be constructed on 
the subject sits. 

5. That open areas adjoining the parking structure and which areas are not 
used for buildings, driveways, parking areas, or walks, shalt be 
attractively landscaped In accordance with a landscape. development plan 
prepared by a licensed landscape architect, or licensed architect or 
landscape contractor to the satisfaction of the Planning Department. 
Approved copies of such plans shall be submitted to• the Department of 
Building and Safety before issuance of a building permit.. 

6. All lighting shall be directed onto the site, and no floOdlighting shall be 
located. as to be seen directly by the adjacent residential areas. This 
condition shall not preclude the installation -of low-level security lighting. 

7, That the University -  of California at Los Angeles Research Center be 
notified when the project is started and, if any archaeological materials 
are encountered during the course. of the project development, that the 
project.  be  halted and the Research Center contacted at .once for a proper 
assessment of .the resource and en evaluation of the impact. 

8. If the subject plan approval privileges • are not utilized or construction 
work not begun and carried on diligently to completion of at least one 
usable unit within two years after the effective date of any plan approval 
authorization, the plan approval authorization shall become void. 

Prepared by: Approved by: 
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STAFF REPORT 

The  Request: 

Approve plans and elevations for a 244-space parking structure, as is shown 
on the location map, Exhibit ZP- 3 and 4 attached. 

Proposed Project: 

The applicant proposes to develop the property with a 244-space parking 
structure to replace the existing 56-space parking lot on the site; e.g. to 
add 188 new parking spaces. 

The applicant states that the plans should be approved because: 

On January 26, 198.4 the City Planning Commission approved the plans and 
staff report concerning the construction of a Faculty Residence facility on the 
Mt. St. Mary's Chalon Campus. In the approved staff report and on the plan, 
there was a reference to the construction of the proposed parking garage. 

"It should also be noted that, at the southern end of the campus, there 
is a proposed future parking structure. While no new parking is needed 
at the present time, future changes In enrollment could create a demand 
for more parking. The future parking structure will be constructed if 
and when the need for It becomes apparent." 

.4t this time, the Mt. St. Mary's College would like to begin construction of 
this proposed parking structure. If the current ratio of students to parking 
available is used, the enrollment on campus could increase to 1037 from 750 
with the additiorial 188 spaces (244-56 existing). The parking garage is being 
constructed over an existing parking lot at the southern entrance to the 
campus which will better facilitate "commuter" studenti traffic from the 
sourrounding area, 

The current siting and configuration of the parking garage is the result of 
recommendations made at a meeting with City Geology Specialists of the Los 
Angeles Grading Department of the Department of 'Building and Safety. 

This site is located at the closest possible position to the Academic Center of 
Campus and isny other location would unnecessarily increase traffic to the 
northern residential end of campus. 

General Plan Designation: 

The subject property Is located within the Brentwood-Pacific Palisades District 
Plan which designates the property for "Quasi-Public" (private School) use. 
No zoning designation is indicated on the plan. 

Existing Zoning and Land Use: 

subject property is zoned RE40-1-H and improved with Mount St. Mary's 
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Adjoining property is zoned RE15-1-H and improved with single-family 
dwellings or is vacant. 

Environmental Clearance:. 

In accordance with the Environmental Quality Act of 1970, the subject property 
was granted a Conditional Negative Declaration. 

The environmental review determined that potential impacts could occur from 
the project's implementation. However, changes and alterations have been 
required, or incorporated into the conditions of approval or procedural 
requirements for this project which mitigate or avoid the environmental effects 
Identified in the environmental clearance, including the following plan approval 
conditions: 

1. Preservation or replacement of desirable trees. 

2. Protection of any archaeological materials encountered during the course 
of project development. 

Prior Relevant Cases:  

The college has existed since 1929 under a zone variance (Zoning 
Administration Case 'No. 3066) grant by the City Council. It is considered a 
"deemed to be approved" conditional use. Subsequent plan approvals 

---'-eerrnitted expansion of the campus facilities beginning in 1952. The most 
recent grant was on January 26, 1984 to permit the construction of a faculty 
residence hail in anticipation of enlargement of the student enrollment. The 
Planning Commisilon stipulated in' the grant that the college enrollment could 
not be expanded until adequate parking facilities had been constructed. 

Conclusion: 

The subject plans should be approved as shown on Exhibits ZP-3 and 4 with 
conditions as recommended because: 

1. The project will enable the college to increase its enrollment consistent 
with the Commission's action of January 21, 1984 relative to its approval 
of a :faculty -residence hall.. The Commission required that no Increase In 
enrollment would be permitted until parking facilities had been provided. 
From the "Site-Line Study" (Exhibit ZP-5) 

2. It does not appear that the project will have a visual impact on 
surrounding developments outside the subject ownership provided that 
additional trees are planted to' screen the parking structure from view of 
residential properties to the south. 

3. The project appears consistent with prior plan approval actions relative to 
the subject ownership. 

The proposed parking facility will result in a student-parking ratio of 
approximately .23 spaces per student. 
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DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING 
Room 561-I, City Hall 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
485-3505 (Please make appointments by phone) 

CPC $40 7)- 

   

CITY PLAN CASE NO. 4072-CU Council District No. 11 
JUL 1 2 1984 Brentwood-Pacific Palisades District 

DECISION DATE: duly. 5, 1941 District Map No. 7235, 7297 
and 144-141 

Time: 9:30 a.m. Book 2, Page 490, Grid AZ-37 
Location: P.m. 350, City Hall Env'l File No. MND-113-84-CUC 

Los Angeles, CA 
To: City Planning CommiSsion 

•From: Zoning' Plans Section 

Requested by:. Mount St. Mary's College 

Subject: APPROVAL OF PLANS - TWO- TO FOUR-LEVEL 
PARKING STRUCTURE FOR 244 AUTOMOBILES 

Property Involved: 12001 Chalon Road, east of BUndy Drive.  
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RECOMMENDATION  

ACTION RECOMMENDED BY THE STAFF: That the Commission 

Consider the Staff Report 

Approve the plot plan and elevation plans as shown on Exhibits ZP-2 and 
ZP-3, subject to the following conditions: 

1. That the property be developed substantially in accordance with the plot 
plan and elevation plans, Exhibit Nos. ZP-2 and ZP-3 attached to the 
subject file, City Plan Case No. 4072. 

2. That along the south and east sides of the parking structure, landscaping 
be provided to further screen the structure from the view of adjacent 
residential properties. 

3. That the ratio of parking to students shall not be less than A. parking 
"spaces-for each student enrolled at Mount St. Mary's College. 

4. That not more than 244 automobile parking spaces be constructed on 
the subject site. 

5. That open areas adjoining the parking structure and which areas are not 
used for buildings, driveways, parking areas, or walks, shall be 
attractively landscaped in accordance with a landscape development plan 
prepared by a licensed landscape architect, or licensed architect or 
landscape contractor to the satisfaction" of the Planning Department. 
Approved copies of such plans shall be submitted to the Department of 
Building and Safety before issuance of a building permit. 

6. All lighting shall be directed onto the site, and no floodlighting shall be 
located as to be seen directly by the adjacent residential areas. This 
condition shall not preclude the installation of low-level security lighting. 

7. That the University of California at Los Angeles Research Center be 
notified when the project is started and, if any archaeological materials 
are encountered during the course of the project development, that the 
project be halted and the Research Center .contacted at once for a proper 
assessment of the resource and an evaluation of the impact. 

8. I.f the-subject plan approval privileges are• not utilized or construction 
work not begun and carried on diligently to completion of at least one 
usable unit within two years after the effective date of any plan approval 
authorization, the plan approval authorization shall become void. 

Prepared by: Approved by: 

14CA)C-J&( 
Anne V. Howell Bo Rogers 
City Planner Senior City Plandsc-- 
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STAFF REPORT 

The Request: 

Approve plans and elevations for a 244-space parking structure, as is shown 
on the location map, Exhibit ZP- 3 and 4 attached. 

Proposed  Project: 

The applicant proposes to develop the property with a 244-space parking 
structure to replace the existing 56-space parking lot on the site; e.g. to 
add 188•new parking spaces. 

The applicant states that the plans should be approved because: 

On January 26, 1984 the City Planning Commission approved the plans and 
staff report concerning the construction of a Faculty Residence facility on the.  
Mt. St. Mary's Chalon Campus. In th.e approved staff report and on the plan, 

- there was a reference to the construction of the proposed parking garage. 

"It should also be noted that, at the southern end of the campus, there 
is a proposed future parking. structure. While no new parking is needed 
at the present time, future changes in enrollment. could create a demand 
for more parking. The future parking structure will be constructed if 
and when the need for it becomes apparent." 

At this time, the Mt. St. Mary's College would like to begin construction of 

..4_g_ 

 this proposed parking structure. If the current ratio of student to parking 
available is used, the enrollment on campus could increase to 03 from 750 
with the additional 188 spaces (244-56 existing). The parking ga is being 
constructed over an existing parking lot at the southern entrance to the 
campus which will better facilitate "commuter" students traffic from the 
sourrounding area. 

The current siting and configuration of the parking garage is the result of 
recommendations made at a meeting with City -Geology Specialists of the Los 
Angeles Grading Department of the Department of Building and Safety. 

This site is located at the closest possible position to the Academic Center of 
Campus and any other location would unnecessarily increase traffic to the 
northern residential end of campus 

General. Plan Desicnation: 

The subject property is located within the Brentwood-Pacific Palisades District 
Plan which designates the property for "Quas-i-Public" (private School) use .  
No zoning designation is indicated on the plan 

-Existing Zoning and Land Use: 

The subject property is zoned RE40-1 -H and improved with Mount St. Mary's 
College. 
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Adjoining property is zoned RE15-1-H and improved with single-family 
dwellings or is vacant. 

Environmental Clearance:  

In accordance with the, Environmental Quality Act of 1970, the subject property 
was granted a Conditional Negative Declaration. 

The environmental review determined that potential impacts could occur from 
the project's implementation. • However, changes and alterations have .been 
required, or incorporated into the conditions of approval or procedural 
requirements for this project which mitigate or avoid the environmental effects 
identified in the environmental clearance, .including the following plan approval 
Conditions: 

1. Preservation or replacement of desirable trees. 

2. Protection of• any archaeological materials encountered during the course 
of project development. 

Prior Relevant Cases:  

The college has existed since 1929 under a zone variance (Zoning 
Administration Case No. 3066) grant by the City Council. It is considered a 
"deemed to be approved" conditional use. Subsequent plan approvals 
permitted expansion of the campus facilities beginning in 1952. The most-
recent grant was on January 26, 1984 to permit the construction of .a faculty 
residence hall' in anticipation of enlargement of the student enrollment. The 
Planning Commission stipulated in the grant that the college e'n'rollment could 
not be expanded until adequate parking facilities had been constructed. 

Conclusion: 

The subject plans should be approved as shown on Exhibits ZP-3 and 4 with 
conditions as recommended because: 

1. The project will enable the college to increase its enrollment consistent 
with the Commission's action of January 21,. 1984 relative to its approval 
of a faculty residence hall. The Commission required that no increase- in 
enrollment would be permitted until parking facilities had been provided. 
From the "Site-Line Study" (Exhibit ZP-5) 

2. It does not appear that the project will have a visual impact on 
surrounding developments outside the subject ownership provided that 
additional trees are planted to screen the parking structure from view of 
residential properties to the south. 

3. The project appears consistent with prior plan approval actions relative to 
the subject ownership. 

4. The proposed pa-rking facility will result in a student-parking ratio of 

approximately ;23 spaces per student. 
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JAMES J. CRISP, M.S 
3692 LOWRYROAD, LOS ANGELES, CA 90027-1436 

(213) 661-3312 FA (213) 667-2930 

August 29, 1995 

Honorable Marvin Braude 
Councilman, Eleventh District 
Room 275, Los Angeles City. Hall__.. 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012-4801 

RE: Revocation - Conditional Use Authority - Case No. CPC 4072 -
Mount St. Mary's College 

RE: Conditional Use Authority - Carondelet Center - Skilled Nursing Facility 
(Hospital) in the RE40-1-H Zone 

On behalf of the Brentwood Homeowners Association, hereafter referred to as "BHA'', 
and the Bundy/Norman Place Committee, hereafter referred to as "BNPC", I hereby 
request that formal revocation action be initiated in accordance with the provisions of 
Section 12.24-J of the Los Angeles Municipal Code to revoke the current conditional 
use authority for Mount Saint Mary's College on the basis that it has been operated 
and maintained in such a manner that it: 

(a) Adversely affects the health, peace and safety of persons residing and 
working in the surrounding area; 

(b) Jeopardizes or endangers the public health and safety of persons residing 
and working in the surrounding area: 

(c) Constitutes a public nuisance; 

(d) Results in repeated nuisance activities including but not limited to 
disturbances of the peace, loitering, littering, illegal parking, excessive 
loud noise and traffic violations; and, 

(e) Violates provisions of Article 2 of Chapter 1 of the Los Angeles Municipal 
Code and other city, state or federal regulations, ordinances or statutes. 
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I further request on behalf of the aforementioned community groups that the operation 
of the Carondelet Center as a skilled nursing facility (i.e., hospital) on a RE40-1-H 
zoned site be suspended unless and until a "Reduction in Site" has been issued and, 
conditional use authority approved for this purpose, all in accordance with the 
provisions of Section 12.24 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code. 

Evidence to sustain the subject revocation request and need for conditional use 
authority for the Carondelet Center is offered as follows: 

Background - Mount Saint Mary's College 

On December 5,1928, the City Council denied a report and recommendation from the 
Planning Commission under Case No. 3066 recommending that a 33 1/3 acre site be 
classified in the "B" zone thereby permitting the establishment of Mount Saint Mary's 
College by right. In lieu hereof, said City Council adopted a report from their City 
Planning Committee partially stating that "...in view of the special circumstances that 
attach to the property, and in order to protect the adjoining property to the fullest 
extent, that the action of said Board (i.e., Board of City Planning Commissioner's) in 
recommending that the property be placed in the "B" zone be not concurred in and 
that the City Attorney be instructed to prepare an ordinance under the terms of 
Section 4 of the Zoning Ordinance, allowing the establishment of said college on the 
property therein described..." subject to the following condition: 

"...that the plans for the buildings and the location of same be approved by this 
Council prior to the issuance of building permits..." 

On January 3, 1929 the City Council approved Ordinance No. 62642 granting an 
exception (i.e., variance) from the provisions of Ordinance No 42,666 that became 
effective on October 19,1921 which classified the City of Los Angeles into five zones 
("A", "B", "C", "D", and "E"), with the subject property placed in the "A° zone by the 
adoption of Ordinance No. 58283 which became effective on September 2, 1927. 
It is important to note that the "A" Zone only permitted single family dwellings by 
right. 

In concert with the adoption of the Comprehensive Zoning Plan for the City of Los 
Angeles on June 1, 1946 under Ordinance No. 90,500, said property was classified 
in the R1 One Family Zone being subsequently changed to the RE40-1-H Zone. 
Further, Ordinance No. 90,500 placed "Educational Institutions" under the authority 
of the Planning Commission as a Conditional Use (i.e., see Section 12.24); and, 
provided that "...any of the uses enumerated in this Section (i.e., Section 12.24) 
which are legally existing at the time it became effective, shall be deemed to have 
been approved by the Commission and nothing in this Section shall be construed to 
prevent the enlargement of existing buildings for such uses if all other regulations of 
this article are complied with, including the conditions of any special district ordinance, 
exception or variance heretofore granted authorizing said use." 
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It is noted that in zoning language this provision granted "deemed-to-be approved" 
status to legally created land uses which subsequently came under Conditional Use 
authority at a later date, with this privilege continuing to the present day under current 
provisions of the Los Angeles Municipal Code (i.e., see Section 12.24-F on Page 369). 

On March 7, 1950, Ordinance No. 96,222 was approved by the City Council 
substantiallyamending the Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance by permitting expansions 
and enlargements of existing conditional use sites by plan approval. These provisions 
remain in effect to the present time (i.e., see Section 12.24-F of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code). Said ordinance also permitted hospitals or "special care facilities" 
by right in the R5 Zone and split conditional use authority for "Hospitals or 
Sanitariums" between the Planning Commission (over 100 beds) and Office of Zoning 
Administration (under 100 beds if located in the R1, R2, R3, R4, or Cl Zones). 

On May 23, 1952, plans were approved for a 17 acre addition to the existing school 
site for future expansion and the construction of athletic facilities with City Plan Case 
No. 4072 issued for this purpose. Of particular importance is Condition No. 3 which 
partially states that: 

3. This grant shall only apply to school use involving educational subjects 
which are in conformance with the State Educational Code, religious 
services, or religious educational activities. 

Between this date and 1960 plans for said athletic facilities were approved, a Tract 
Map was recorded, and plans were approved for an addition to the chapel. 

Ordinance No. 117,450, which became effective on December 18, 1960, removed 
any conditional use authority for hospitals from the jurisdiction of the Planning 
Commission with the Zoning Administrator retaining conditional use authority for 
hospitals or "special care facilities" with no limitation on number of beds. This 
authority is maintained to the present time under the provisions of Section 12.24C-49 
of the Los Angeles Municipal Code. 

Ordinance No. 128,417 became effective on October 26, 1964 requiring a "reduction 
of site" if any portion of a conditional use site is "...severed therefrom or utilized for 
other purposes...". This provision is still in effect at the present time. 

Finally, on January 26, 1984, the Planning Commission approved plans for a faculty 
residence hall with a maximum of three dwelling units or 33 bedrooms, the relocation 
of 39 existing parking spaces and the construction of a 11 space parking garage with 
enrollment limited to 750 students; and, on July 12, 1984, plans were approved for 
a multi-level parking garage for 244 automobiles requiring 1/4 parking space for each 
student with on-site parking limited to 268 automobile parking spaces. This provision, 
in effect, limited enrollment to a maximum of 1072 students. 

No further actions of record have been undertaken to the present time. 
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Background - Carondelet Center 

As stated previously, on March 7, 1950, Ordinance No. 96,222 was approved by the 
City Council substantially amending the Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance by 
permitting expansions and enlargements of existing conditional use sites by plan 
approval. These provisions remain in effect to the present time (i.e., see Section 
12.24-F of the Los Angeles Municipal Code). Said ordinance also permitted hospitals 
or "special care facilities" by right in the R5 Zone and split conditional use authority 
for "Hospitals or Sanitariums" between the Planning Commission (over 100 beds) and 
Office of Zoning Administration (under 100 beds if located in the R1, R2, R3, R4, or 
Cl Zones). 

Further, Ordinance No. 117,450, which became effective on December 18, 1960, 
removed any conditional use authority for hospitals from the jurisdiction of the 
Planning Commission with the Zoning Administrator retaining conditional use authority 
for hospitals or "special care facilities" with no limitation on number of beds. This 
authority is maintained to the present time under the provisions of Section 12.24C-49 
of the Los Angeles Municipal Code. 

Finally, Ordinance No. 128,417 became effective on October 26, 1964 requiring a 
"reduction of site" if any portion of a conditional use site is "...severed therefrom or 
utilized for other purposes...". This provision is still in effect at the present time. 

In direct violation of the aforementioned provisions of the Los Angeles Municipal Code 
as contained in said ordinances, a 7+ acre parcel of land was removed from the 
existing school site and transferred to the Sisters of Saint Joseph in California on 
October 1, 1981 changing a former novitiate to a skilled nursing facility (i.e., hospital) 
with approximately 40 residents. As a independent entity under separate ownership, 
this skilled nursing facility (i.e., hospital) is in operation at the present time being 
identified as the Carondelet Center. While a Parcel Map was approved for said 7+ 
acre parcel of land being identified as Parcel A of PMLA 4304, said Carondelet Center 
has no legal right to exist under current provisions of the Los Angeles Municipal Code 
nor is there any evidence that any authority was ever requested. 

Being under separate ownership, a "Reduction in Site" would have to have been 
approved thereby modifying existing conditional use authority for the college (i.e., see 
Section 112.24G-2 of the Code on Page 370) before  said center was ever established. 
Following the approval of said "Reduction in Site" a conditional use for said center 
would have to have been approved by the Zoning Administrator since it is classified 
as a hospital (i.e., skilled nursing facility, special care facility, etc.). In addition, no 
assessment of required parking for said Carondelet Center has ever been made as a 
entity distinct from the college (i.e., see Section 12.24A-4(d) of the Code on Page 
242). Finally, parking for the college and Carondelet Center cannot be shared being 
distinct land uses and separate ownerships (i.e., see Section 12.21A-4 of the Code 
on Page 239). 
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Existing Conditions 

Mount Saint Mary's College occupies a 45+ acre site of the northerly terminus of 
Bundy Drive, Chalon Road and Norman Place with the adjacent Carondelet Center 
occupying an adjacent 7+ acre site being classified in the RE40-1-H Zone. The sites 
are located approximately 2 miles north of Sunset Boulevard with access restricted to 
substandard local hillside streets and similar roads such as Barrington and Saltair 
Avenues. The use and nature of the Carondelet Center has been previously described. 
At the present time, Mount Saint Mary's College has approximately 576 on-site 
parking spaces at this location, the Carondelet Center has 103 on-site parking spaces, 
approximately 1935 students are currently enrolled at the college, over 100 faculty 
members and administrators are employed and the number of maintenance/service 
employees are unknown. Classes are taught seven days per week between 7:00a.m. 
and 9:30p.m. and campus facilities are rented/leased for all types of commercial 
activities ranging from conferences and seminars to workshops lasting in some 
instances, until midnight. Finally, large busses are routinely used to bring tours, 
faculty and visitors to and from the site on a regular basis. 

Traffic Generation 

The local street system is critically deficient serving hillside residential areas being 
substandard in terms of dedication and alignment. No major or secondary highways 
serve the subject site and no street is even improved to collector status (i.e., 60 feet 
of dedication with 40 feet of improved roadway width). In another vein, a conference 
or seminar with 150 persons attending generates approximately 150 trips with a ratio 
of two persons per car; and, a four year educational institution such as the college in 
question generates approximately 2.37 trips per student per day (i.e., consult trip 
generation factors as issued by the Department of Transportation of the City of Los 
Angeles). At a student enrollment of approximately 1935 students, Mount Saint 
Mary's College would generate 4585 trips per day not counting those trips generated 
by seminars, conference, etc. This amount of traffic impact on a deficient street 
system raises the potential for accident or injury to an unacceptable level of risk; and, 
has direct traffic related impacts of accident, injury, .noise, lighting and general 
disturbance on residential properties. While not removing all potential risk and 
disturbance, it has been suggested that the college voluntarily limit student instruction 
to day time hours Monday through Friday and terminate all commercial activities, 
including bus tours, thereby substantially mitigatirig the problem. However, these 
suggestions have been routinely dismissed. 

Commercial Use of the Site 

A review of all the records and evidence in this case indicate that no authority has 
ever been issued permitting use of the involved site for anything other than a 
"...school use involving educational subjects which are in conformance with the State 
Educational Code, religious services or religious education activities..." (i.e., see Plan 
Approval dated May 23, 1952 as previously discussed). Further, there is no evidence 
that any variance authority has ever been requested for this purpose. 
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Yet the college's advertising and publications demonstrate that its facilities are 
regularly used for such commercial purposes as: 

an 11-day "symphony orchestra camp" for children 
an adult weekend featuring a trip to the Hollywood Bowl and sessions on 
stress management, nutrition, and exercise habits (cost: $165) 
a 3-day AFL-CIO Institute 

• 5-day Yoga seminars which attract up to 500 devotees each day 
• local musical theater performances 

10-day Industrial Areas Foundation conventions 
a 3-day Hugh O'Brian Youth Foundation conference for 200 Central 
California high-school sophomores 

The aforementioned activities and similar use of the property stand in violation of 
previous grants and authority and would never be permitted by right in this location 
being classified in the RE40-1-H Zone. 

Further, use of the site for commercial use stands in direct violation of past and 
current provisions of the Los Angeles Municipal Code and there is no indication that 
any effort to reduce or eliminate these activities is being voluntarily undertaken at the 
present time. To the contrary, these commercial activities have been consistently 
promoted and expanded. 

Attention to Citizen Concerns  

Records and information received from the "BHA" and "BNPC" indicate that individuals 
and groups from the community have consistently tried to reach some degree of 
compromise or problem recognition from college representatives since at least 1989. 
All these efforts have failed with the college representatives taking no initiative to 
resolve concerns or mitigate potential and very real problems. Further, college 
representatives continue to ignore physical constraints imposed upon the use by 
location and the physical capacity of capital improvements to serve it; and continue 
to avoid any responsibility for conformance with past authority issued for school 
purposes as well as the legal dictates of the provisions of the Los Angeles Municipal 
Code which, in theory, equally apply to everyone. As an outstanding example of 
current management practices, a "Weekend College" program was began 
approximately 3 years ago offering classes exclusively on Saturday and Sunday. 
Therefore, revocation action is both needed and necessary with no other form of 
reasonable dialogue or solution available or acceptable to the parties involved. 
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Conclusion 

In view of the aforementioned evidence, it can only be concluded that revocation 
action should be undertaken in the subject case since the operation and management 
practices of Mount Saint Mary's College are: 

(a) Adversely affecting the health, peace and safety of persons residing and 
working in the subject residential area by creating on-street congestion, noise, 
and disturbance of the peace, early and late night operation and the generation 
of traffic related impacts raising to the level of an actual invasion of privacy; 
and 

(b) Jeopardizing and endangering the public health and safety of persons residing 
and working in the subject residential area by increasing the risk of accident or 
injury to an unacceptable and unreasonable level of risk by generating 
unwarranted traffic levels on substandard local hillside streets; by use of the 
property for commercial purposes; and by conducting classes and staging 
events in the evenings and on weekends; and, 

(c) Creating a public nuisance which is having a detrimental economic effect on 
adjacent residential properties as well as disturbing the normally accepted 
principle of the right for a peaceful enjoyment of ones property; and, 

(d) Resulting in repeated nuisance activities as previously described with no 
evidence of concern or voluntary efforts of mitigation; and, 

(e) Violating past authority and current provisions of the Los Angeles Municipal 
Code by: 

(1) Separating the Carondelet Center site from the Mount Saint Mary's College 
site without approval of the required "Reduction in Site"; and, 

(2) Sharing parking between the Carondelet Center and Mount Saint Mary's 
College site without authorization being distinct and separate land uses 
under different ownerships; and, 

(3) Utilizing the Mount Saint Mary's College site for commercial purposes such 
as conferences, seminars, workshops etc. with no variance authority 
issued for this purpose; and, 

(4) Potentially and knowingly violating the Conditions of Operation imposed 
under a Plan Approval dated July 12, ..1.9.94-which limited parking on the 
site to 268 automobile parking spaces a enrollment to a maximum of 
1072 students. 
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Further that any maintenance and operation of the Carondelet Center be suspended 
unless and until a proper "Reduction in Site" has been approved and a conditional use 
has been granted by a Zoning Administrator for use of a RE40-1-H zoned site for 
hospital purposes. 

If you have V  questions or concerns in this matter, please contact me at any time. 

Jame Cris• M.S. 

cc: Brentw9 Homeowners Association 
Bundy/Nor n Place Committee 

Attn: David H. Breier, Attorney at Law 
Planning Commission, City of Los Angeles 
Office of Zoning Administration 
Honorable Richard Riordan, Mayor, City of Los Angeles 
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r"" 
BRENTWOOD 
HOMEOWNERS 
ASSOCIATION 

"Serving three thousand homes in Brentwood" 

November 2, 1995 

The Honorable Marvin Braude 
Councilman, 11th District 
1645 Corinth Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90025 

RE Mount St. Mary's College and Carondelet Center 

Dear Councilman Braude: 

On behalf of the Bundy/Norman Place Committee ("BNPC") as well as 
Brentwood Homeowners Association ("BHA"), I transmit herewith the 
recently received results of a private traffic study commissioned and funded 
by the residents of the North Bundy/Norman Place area. Both BNPC and 
BHA believe the results are highly pertinent to your and the City's 
determination regarding the previously submitted request for revocation of 
the CUP of Mount St. Mary's College and, further, buttress our contentions, 
made so often over the years, that the College, in conjunction with the 
Carondelet Center, are the source of traffic volumes far in excess of what 
the canyon can bear. 

Although the Los Angeles Department of Transportation has done 
limited studies on occasion, local residents felt that a more extensive study 
would better reflect the true scope and impact on the neighborhood of 
traffic being generated by the College and Center. 

The results were impressive (or appalling, depending on your point of 
view!). Between 2,500 and 2,700 vehicle trips through the canyon take 
place on weekdays as a result of the College and Center's operations. Even 
on an unremarkable Saturday or Sunday, 1,700 vehicles pour through the 
neighborhood each day. The volumes mean residents must put up with, on 
average, one car going by each and every minute of every waking hour and, 
for many of those hours, well over two cars per minute. 

One of the reasons residents felt commissioning a private study was 
important is that DOT studies, besides being exceedingly limited In the 
length of the time period sampled, indiscriminately mix College/Center traffic 
and local traffic so that the amount generated by each source cannot be 
determined. The counters used in our study were intentionally positioned as 
close as possible to the College and Center joint entrance so as to avoid 
inclusion of traffic related to neighborhood residences. This fact makes the 
data obtained much more meaningful and useful. 

The enclosures are (1) the actual 60-page study received from our 
traffic consultant and (2) a two-page summary of the actual data, 
accompanied by four tables and a one-page appendix (for which I am 
responsible). 

Post Office Box 49427 • Los Angeles, CA 9 0 0 4 9 - 4 2 7 • Telephone 310 8 2 0,4 8 0 0 



cerely, 

..diftx., 

Marvin Braude 
November 2, 1995 
page two 

I would be happy to answer any questions you may have. I can be 
reached at 310/476 - 5219. 

ve yn Stem 
Director, BHA 

cc: Bob Rogers, Los Angeles Planning Commission [Wend.) 
Bob Janovici, Office of Zoning Administration [w/o encl.) 
BNPC: Robert Barnett, David Breier, Esq., Bernard Krakower, Hugh 
Snow, Esq., Alan Wertheimer, Esq. [w/o encl.] 



BRIEF SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF AUTOMATED TRAFFIC COUNT 

OF BUNDY/NORMAN TRAFFIC GENERATED BY 

MOUNT ST. MARY'S COLLEGE AND CARONDELET CENTER 

METHODOLOGY:• 

Automatic traffic counters were placed on Chalon Road on either side 
of the shared Mount St. Mary's College/Carondelet Center entrances, so 
that all vehicles entering and exiting these institutions would be counted. 
Data was gathered for five consecutive 24-hour periods, beginning 
midnight, Saturday, October 7, 1995, and ending midnight, Wednesday, 
October 11, 1995. 

As far as is known, Monday, October 9 through Wednesday, October 
11 were normal college days. The weekend of October 7-8 was chosen 
because some seemingly significant events were scheduled for those days. 
On Saturday, there were to be alumnae reunions on the college campus and 
on Sunday the celebration of the 70th anniversary of the college's founding. 
No Weekend College classes were scheduled for that weekend. 

North Bundy Drive runs north for approximately one mile from Sunset 
Boulevard until it splits, the easterly part of the "Y" being Norman Place. 
Thus counters had to be placed on both the Norman side and Bundy side of 
the Chalon entrance, and the number of vehicles traversing Norman 
[denominated "East of Chalon" in the study] were counted separately from 
those using Bundy [demonimated "West of Chalon" in the study]. 

However, residences south of the Bundy/Norman "Y" are of course 
impacted by the total number of vehicle trips; data presented separately for 
Bundy and Norman do not apply to those residences. 

To obtain an estimate of how much of the total automated count is 
attributable to non-college related traffic, such as local homeowners and 
their visitors, observers sat near the entrances on different days at times 
shown to be peak traffic hours by a previous count, manually counting the 
number of vehicles which did not either enter or exit the college or Center. 
The amount of this "local" traffic is minor, ranging from 10% on the 
weekend to 2-5% on regular school days. [See Appendix A.] 

This study reviewed here only "caught" vehicle trips related to the 
college and Center, the few homes in the immediate vicinity of their 
entrance, and some sightseers and other strays. It does NOT encompass 
traffic connected with all other residences in the canyon. 

RESULTS: 

As Table I shows, normal college days result in 2,500-2,700 vehicle 
trips per day through the canyon. The expectation that the college's 70th 



anniversary would be marked by large gatherings turned out to be incorrect. 
Neighborhood residents reported that it was one of the less disturbing 
weekends of the year. Despite this, over 1,700 vehicles trips were 
generated by the college and the Center on Saturday and again on Sunday. 

The peak hour analyses (summarized in Table 2) show a general 
consistency from day to day; obviously peak hours are heavily influenced by 
the manner in which events or classes are scheduled. 

Much more revealing of the way in which the neighborhood is 
impacted is to look at the minute-to-minute intensity of the traffic passing 
by each house by analyzing the number of hours during the day when the 
trip count exceeds a specific volume. For instance, a count of the number 
of hours each day when more than 60 vehicles pass by, that is, one every 
minute, reveals that this condition exists throughout the day, every day, 
even on the weekend, and for an astounding 17 hours a day during the 
week. (See Table 3.) 

If one car every 60 seconds for 17 hours a day does not seem 
excessive, the same analysis can be done for hours during which one car 
passes by every 40 seconds (i.e., 90 trips per hour) or every 30 seconds 
(120 per hour). All those whose address is North Bundy suffer having one 
car go by at least every 40 seconds all afternoon on Sundays and some 
evenings as late as 9:00 p.m. (See Table 4.) 
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Office of the President 

November 7, 1995 

Mr. Bob Rogers 
Chief Hearing Examiner 
City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
221 So. Figueroa 
3rd Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2601 

Dear Mr. Rogers: 
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I received your request that we provide you with information regarding a complaint letter sent 
by James Crisp to Councilman Marvin Braude, relative to Mount St. Mary's College 
(MSMC). We were surprised to see the requests and claims made in the letter, especially 
given the many steps that MSMC has taken to address neighborhood concerns. 

The College is very appreciative of the special challenges of operating in a residential area. 
We do our best to minimize the disturbance college-related traffic can cause for a 
neighborhood, and try to be as responsibe as possible when specific problems are brought to 
our attention. 

A clarification is necessary before addressing the college-related complaints which are noted 
in the letter sent recently to your office. Carondelet Center and Mount St. Mary's College are 
two separately incorporated organizations. Issues with the Center need to be addressed 
separately. I understand that the Center has responded to you concerning issues involving 
that organization. I might just add here that there is no shared parking between the College 
and the Center. 

College-related comments in the letter are also in need of basic clarifications, beginning with 
the "Existing Conditions" section. MSMC actually consists of two campuses operating 
different degree programs. Our second campus, the Doheny Campus, is located downtown 
near Adams and Figueroa, just down the street from the University of Southern California. 
Mr. Crisp's failure to note this fact led him to base much of his complaint on erroneous 
enrollment data. The total enrollment of the College was 1,935 students in the fall of 1994, 
but students attended different programs split between the two campuses. 

Chalon Campus 12001 Chalon Hood Lo, Angeleb. California 90049-1599 telephone (310) 471-9500 • fax (310) 471-9028 



Mr. Bob Rogers 2 November 7, 1995 

On the Chalon Campus, the College enrolled 790 students in the weekday B.A. program, 744 
of whom were full time. Our Weekend College program enrolled an average of 235 students 
for the 1994-1995 academic year. The remaining students were enrolled at our Doheny 
Campus. There is also a misconception concerning class times at the Chalon Campus: 
classes are taught only five days a week, with a few nursing classes starting at 7:00 a.m. and 
a few aft classes ending at 9:00 p.m. The few evening classes are not held on Friday 
evenings for obvious reasons. The Weekend College meets only every third weekend when 
in session. 

With regard to rentals, the College rents its facilities, mainly in the summer months, to 
selected outside groups which have educational purposes. The sole rentals not strictly for 
educational uses are for weddings and receptions held in our chapel. Normally only alumnae 
and current employees use our Chapel for weddings. During 1994 we accommodated some 
additional weddings owing to earthquake damage at St. Monica's church. However, that 
church has now been repaired and the usage is again restricted to alumnae and employees. 

As I read the traffic analysis presented in the letter, I was concerned that the analysis appears 
to have been completed using an incorrect enrollment figure. As I noted above, the actual 
enrollment at the Chalon Campus is considerably lower than that of the entire College. 

In the interests of good communication, I would like to draw your attention to some of the 
past and recent actions the College has undertaken in an effort to be a good neighbor and to 
address citizen concerns. The College: 

1. Makes its facilities available, for the nei boyhood to vote for all elections. 

2. Worked with the City of Los Angeles in June of 1995 to add speed bumps 
along local roads to help control traffic. 

3. Worked with the City of Los Angeles in July of 1995 to add a stop sign at the 
corner of Bundy and Norman Place to help control traffic. 

4. Maintains an open campus for all neighbors, which allows access to trails 
behind the campus as well as the campus itself. In addition, MSMC allows neighbors 
the use of our athletic facilities, which has resulted in upwards of forty people using 
our swimming pool and tennis courts on a regular basis. 

5. Committed $17,500 of institutional funds to help construct left turn lanes off 
Sunset onto Saltair and Bundy. MSMC made this contribution in a spirit of support 
for the local community. 



Mr. Bob Rogers 3 November 7, 1995 

6. Attempted to hire off-duty police to patrol the local streets and to enforce the 
traffic laws. Regrettably, we were informed that off-duty police officers could not 
enforce traffic law when off duty. 

7. Implemented this past summer a comprehensive plan to address various issues 
raised by our neighbors. A copy of this plan was submitted to at least two 
neighborhood representatives, and included: 

A. Installation of speed hump-type barriers at the entrance/exit of the 
college to help move the flow of traffic to the right when exiting the College, 
in keeping with a traffic flow agreement made with neighborhood groups. 

B. Installation of signs and warnings in the parking garage reminding all 
employees and students to respect the speed limits in the neighborhood and to 
leave the College via Bundy. 

C. Having a member of the LAPD address all new and returning students 
during orientation concerning the seriousness of driving safely and within speed 
limits while approaching or leaving the College. The message of that talk is 
also being reinforced through staff meetings. 

D. Increasing the incentives in our AQMD plan to encourage more faculty 
and staff to ride share or use public transportation. The monetary incentives 
for the current academic year were increased by 20% over last year. We have 
added.monthiy prize drawings as an additional incentive for those who partake 
in the plan. 

E. Regular follow-up on calls from neighbors who report unsafe driving to 
the College. The College cannot legally punish either students or staff who are 
observed driving =safely, but we do counsel them on the potential dangers of 
such behavior. If a College van is reported as driving =safely, with enough 
information to identify the driver, i.e., time of day, direction, location, we take 
immediate action with that employee. We do not tolerate unsafe driving by 
College employees while on College business. 

I hope that this brief outline of our action plan implemented at the beginning of the current 
academic year illustrates the seriousness with which MSMC takes its relationship with the 
local neighbors. It has always been the intention and practice of the College to abide by both 
the letter and the spirit of the municipal code. 



Sincerely,  

Karen M. Kennelly, CSI 
President 

Mr. Bob Rogers 4 November 7, 1995 

We are grateful to have our College surrounded by this wonderful neighborhood and 
appreciate the concerns of those with whom our students share their home away from home 
and with whom our employees share their workplace. 

If there is any further information which would be helpful to you please do not hesitate to 
ask 

KMK:ss 

cc: Honorable Councilman Marvin Braude 
Eleventh District 
Room 275, Los Angeles City Hall 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012-4801 
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January 25,1996 

Honorable Marvin Braude 
Councilman, Eleventh District 
Room 275, Los Angeles City Hall 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012-4801 

RE: Requested Revocation of use permits - Mount Saint Mary's College and Carondolet 
Center 

Dear Councilman Braude: 

This communication is in response to your request to review a letter from Mr. Jim Crisp 
concerning revocation of the conditional use permit for Mt. St. Mary's College and the 
Carondolet Center. Mr. Crisp's letter discussed a number of issues and asserted a number of 
contentions. I have researched the issues and the regulatory history of the site. I have met with 
staff, the Chief Zoning Administrator and with staff of Mt. St. Mary's College, and have reviewed 
documents submitted on behalf of the Brentwood Homeowners Association, including most 
notably a comprehensive traffic study. I have outlined my analysis of the specific contentions and 
attached them to this letter for your review. Based on my research, there is insufficient evidence 
to support the initiation of a revocation action. 

PUBLIC COUNTER & CONSTRUCTION SERVICES CENTER 
CITY HALL - 200 N. SPRING STREET RM. 460$ - 1213; 485-7926 

VAN NUYS - 6251 VAN NUYS BLVD. 1ST FLOOR, VAN NUYS 91401 - 18181756.9596 

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY — AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER Rms.:We ana Mgt Inm =Wed 



However, it is recommended that the school meet with residents to try and resolve long 
simmering traffic issues. Should additional evidence be submitted regarding uses not permitted by 
the conditional use grants or excessive traffic, this office will give further consideration to 
initiation of revocation proceedings. 

If I can be of further assistance, please contact me at (213) 847-3672. 

Very truly yours, 

Bob nob Rogers 
Principal City anner 

BR:jj 

Attachment 

cc: Mt. St. Mary's College 
James J. Crisp 
Con Howe 
Robert Janovici 



ATTACHMENT  
CONTENTIONS 

In his letter of August 29, 1995, Mr. Crisp raised the following issues concerning the operation 
of the two uses: 

(a) The uses adversely affect the health, peace and safety of persons residing and working in 
the surrounding area; 

(b) The uses jeopardize or endanger the public health and safety of persons residing or 
worldng in the area; 

(c) The ties constitutes a public nuisance; 

(d) The uses results in repeated nuisance activities including but not limited to disturbances of 
the peace, loitering, littering, illegal parking, excessive loud noise and traffic violatiohs; 
and 

(e) Violate provisions of Article 2 of Chapter 1 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code and other 
city, state or federal regulations, ordinances or statutes. 

The letter also states that the Carondolet Center at the southern tip of the campus operates 
illegally as a "skilled nursing facility (i.e., Hospital) and should be suspended until a "Reduction in 
Site" has been approved per Section 12.24 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code. • 

Further information was submitted in the Crisp letter as evidence to support the recommended 
actions relative to the following considerations: 

(a) The college has permitted activities not consistent with its conditional use permit 
authorizations; specifically: 

(1) Commercial use of the campus 

(2) Exceeding of enrollment and parking requirements 

(3) Use of the Carondolet Center portion of the subject property as a "skilled nursing 
facility" 

(b) Failure to file for a "Reduction in Site" on the southern tip of the campus to separate the 
Carondolet Center from the conditional use site. 

(c) Increasing the risk of accident or injury to an unacceptable and unreasonable level of risk 
by generating unwarranted traffic levels on substandard local hillside streets. 



ANALYSIS 

A. Commercial Use of the Site 

The request for revocation initiation asserts that a variety of classes offered at night and 
on weekends constituted a commercial use of the subject site, inconsistent with 'a 1952 
conditional use approval for a 17 acre addition to the campus "for athletic purposes and 
figure buildings. (NB: the original conditional use permit dates back to 1928 with•another 
conditional use permit issued in 1984 for a faculty residence and parking garage);  The 
action allows for the expansion with a limitation that the grant is for "school use involving 
educational subjects". 

The request for revocation proceedings cites numerous classes such as a symphony 
orchestra camp, a three day AFL-CIO Institute and a five day Yoga seminar (see page 6 of 
James J. Crisp letter attached) as commercial uses Of the campus and the frequent use of 
the school's chapel for weddings. 

The educational content Of classes at universities and colleges has historically and 
consistently been broadly defined to not limit intellectual curiosity and inquiry. The fact 
that a few of the classes cited obviously would not have been intended for undergraduates 
of the school is not contrary to the fact that such classes are routinely offered at other 
colleges in the area. 

Representatives of the Mt. St. Mary's administration did admit that there were numerous 
weddings in the chapel for a short period following the Northridge earthquake, pending 
repairs to a Saint Monica Church. They indicate that weddings are now limited to 
registered students enrolled in the school's B.A. program or alumni of the institution. 

B. - Exceeding Enrollment Limits and Parking Requirements 

As indicated previously, there have been three conditional use permits granted on the 
property and numerous plan approvals for compliance with those three permits. 

City Plan Case No. 3066 was the original grant in 1928 for a college "subject to plans for 
buildings and the location of buildings." In 1952, City Plan Case No. 4072 was approved 
for a 17 acre expansion. In neither case was there a limit imposed on enrollment. Note 
1: '1 195 the enrollment for the school was 650. 

In 1984, the City Planning Commission approved a conditional use permit to allow for a 
three unit residence hall with a total of 33 bedrooms and a parking garage. The 
Commission did not specifically limit enrollment in its approval, but in approving the plans 
for the parking structure, they imposed a condition requiring 1/4 parking space per 
student. In a Plan Approval, dated July 12, 1984, enrollment was limited to 1, 072, based 

8 parking spaces. 



In the letter from Mr. Crisp, it is stated that Mt. St. Mary's College has an enrollment of 
1,935 students. This number is accurate but only for the combined enrollments of the 
Brentwood and Doherty (Downtown) campuses. School administrators state that the 
Brentwood campus has an enrollment of 790 students in the weekday B.A. program of 
whom 744 are full time with and an average of 235 students enrolled in the Weekend 
College Program. 

A visit to the campus clearly established that there is no problem with overflow parking 
from the school using Bundy Drive to pa& Because of very steep terrain in the area any 
off campus on-street parking would be at an elevation well below the campus and would 
require a very substantial uphill hike to the school. 

C. Use of the Carondolet Center as a "Skilled Nursing Facility" 

One of the contentions regarding the Carohdolet Center is that it is used as a "skilled 
nursing facility". Such facilities require approval of the Zoning Administrator. No such 
permission has ever been granted. 

Our investigation reveals that the facility is not a skilled nursing facility, but rather a 
convent housing elderly nuns. A letter from the State Department of Social Services, 
which has jurisdiction in such matters, cites that a convent does not need a community 
care license to care for nuns of the order as long as the care givers do not provide care for 
financial gain or bring individuals in from outside the Order to receive bare. No evidence 
has been submitted that such circumstances exist. 

D. Reduction in Site 

The request for revocation asserts that the transfer of the Carondolet Center to the Sisters 
of St. Joseph in 1981 required a "reduction in site" from the conditional use permit. The 
Zoning Code in Section 12.24.G.2 states: 

Reduction is Site. So long as the conditional use is continued, the entire approved 
site shall be retained for such conditional use, and no portion thereof shall be 
severed therefrom or utilized for other purposes unless the plans for the reduced 
site are first submitted to and approved by the Commission or by a Zoning 
Administrator, whichever has jurisdiction at the time." 

Staff research indicates the existing convent housing elderly nuns replaced a noviate 
(training for nuns) in the late 1970's. Then as now, the convent and the noviate would 
have been considered as incidental to a Catholic college, such as Mt. St. Mary's. 



While it is true that the Carondolet Center became separate in ownership, it maintained its 
use as a convent. The legal separation of the Center and Mt. St. Mary's sites was 
accomplished in 1981 with approval of Parcel Map LA No. 4304 presided over by the 
Deputy Advisory Agency, and a Zoning Administrator. This amounted to a reduction of 
the site. 

E. Unwarranted Traffic Generation. 

The request for revocation stated that unwarranted traffic generated by the college 
"increases the risk of accident or injury to an unacceptable and unreasonable level" for 
residents along the narrow, two mile segment of Bundy Drive; between Sunset Boulevard 
and the college. The letter states that the school's enrollment of 1,935 is estimated to 
generate 4,585 vehicular trips per day, not counting seminars, conferences, etc. Based on 
this, residents are asking that the college limit student instruction to daytime hours and 
terminate all commercial activity. 

As previously indicated, the actual enrollment on the Brentwood campus is currently at 
790 during the week and1,15 for weekend students. Based on estimates in the Crisp letter 
of 2.37 trips per student, traffic would be calculated at 1,872, not 4,585 daily trips. 
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Associate degrees 
by field of study 

Degree Programs — 
1982-83: 

In May 1983. the college 
awarded 80 Associate in 
Arts degrees. 191 bac-
calaureate degrees, and hit 

graduate degrees and 
teaching credentiAls. 

Dusiness 5.1.41,1 
Liberal Arts 10.5 
Nui sing 39.7 
l'hysit al Tlictaw Assistant 5.0 
Prc-scht Teaching 13.4 
(»het 13; 

F S C A f A P 1 8 8 3 

Mount Mary:c at a Glance 

Program 
Enrollment 

Student Body 
Academic Year 1982-83: 
Enrollment at Mount St. 
Marys during the 1o8 -
83 academic year totaled 
1.009 in the fall semester, 
1,162 in the spring. and 
incteased to 1.252 hi Sep--
teutlJer 1983. 

Ninety-six percent of the 
1982-83 student body was 
female and 94 percent 
resided in Calitnrnia. 

Most ',litchi-graduate 
students (68 percent) were 
of traditional college age (18-
22), while 17 percent were 
between 23 and 29 and 15 
percent were 30 and over. 

Associate in Arts degree programs 
— Baccalaureate degree programs  

Masters/Credential/Enrichment 
Prow atm 

Off-campus programs 
Total 

Ethnic/Racial 
Composition 

American Indian JAN 
flack 10.7 
Ilispanic 17.7 
Oriental/ Asian 

- White 58.2 
Other 3.3 

Faculty-1982-83: Faculty members totaled 132 in 1982-83, 
compared with 142 in the previous aca-
demii year. Forty-seven percent of the to-
tal racnItv taught 1011 time. 1.i.0 teachers 

comprised approximately 79 percent of 
the total !acuity. and 69 percent of the 
tearhers ».ere female, 

Baccalaureate 
degrees by field 
of study Filisinuss 9.9(1 

P.(Incatit in 5.8 
9.9 

Nursing 47.0 
Physical Thc't 8.9 
Social Sciem es 14.2 
( ltlicr  3.7 

M S M 
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I think of the Sisters as a living endowment to the 

college. Without their contribution, it would be very 

difficult for us to afford the high quality of instruction for 

which Mount St. Mary's is known. 

Branch 'Ile percentage of operating 
income attributed to 'private gifts and 
grants" was smaller in 1082-83 than it 
was in the previous year. Does that mean 
these declined? 
Becker No. As a matter of fact, they in-
creased, but not all of them were applied 
to the operating budget. A considerable 
portion went into the endowment and 
scholarships for qualified students. 
Branch The Resource Development Pro-
gram Smnirguy (please see page 10) shows 
the sources for the various types of private 
gifts. I notice that the alumnae fionTri. • 
bunion is only about four percent of the 
total gills. Isn't that a rather low figure? 
Becker Yes. but it's also a misleading figure 
because it only represents the amounts 
raised through the atittual Alumnae fool 
drive and the spring Fashion Show, 
Branch Where do other alumnae contri-
butions appear, then? 
Becker The answer is under "Friends," 
but the system has been changed in the 
current fiscal year. In nest year's annual 
report, alumnae contributions to the 
annual Ittnd and special gifts will be 
included in the "Alumnae" category. 
Branch FA en without the breakdown. you 
must have a general feel for the level of 
alumnae participation. 
Becker Certainly, and it's improving all 
the time. There was a 15 percent increase 
in the number of donors who participated 
in the hind drive, and 28 percent increased 
the size or their gift compared with the 
previous year. The amount donated by 
individuals i xct•eded the 1981-82 total 
bv 27 percent. 
Sranctil 4' ;here other categories of 
doom-% that could use a little clarification? 
Becker Probable This can be a complicated 
business at times. You may have noticed 
that the regents contribution for 1982-83 
is less than half of the 1981-82 gift. This 
is because. from time to time, we ask 
:t-genis to support special projects. 'Me 
rt.-1111 is that the sive of their contribution 
nee liar)  l rom rear to year. 

Branch The sum received from Indepen-
dent Colleges of Southern California went 
up last yearn but. as a percentage of' total 
gifts, this contribution was down slightly. 
Wir4 was that? 
Becker As you know, the ICSC fund sup-
ports 15 local liberal arts colleges and uni-
versities through contributions from the 
business community. The size of the gift 
allocated to an individual college is related 
to the sire of the enrollment. 

The ICSC gifts are very important to 
us. That's why we list all of the corpora-
tions and individuals who participate in 
ICSC in our annual reports even though 
most of them probably weren't thinking 
specifically of Mount Sr. Mary's when they 
wrote their checks. 
Branch What kinds of things are included 
in "Gifts in Kind?" 
Becker it varies from year to year. In this 
past year, someone gave us a collection of 
Stain S and someone else, a collection of 
paintings. We also received a substantial 
gift of property, which is why this figure 
is considerably pore titan double the 
1981-82 amount, 
Branch The other item that has more 
than doubled is the value of the endow-
ment. Is this due to astute investing? 
Becker Well, of course. we like to think 
tyre eitdowtneitt is well-managed, but 
there were other factors, too. I already.  
mentioned the fact that we reinvested all 
actual endowment income. Also. there 
were some major gifts to the endowment, 
surf' as the use Di mlis-Biada charitable 
leadiamutitv trust that was dest iihed in 
detail in the Fall 1183 issue of this maga-
zine. Also, the invest uncut c Innate im- 
proved diti anti to.cal 
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Student Body by 
Ethnic-Racial Group 

Atuericatt Indian .9% 
Black 12.6 
flispanir 1811 

Ii ientaltAsitut 8.8 
White 57.3 
Odle' 2.4 

'111ta1 100.0% 

%Ism has the highest percentage 
0110;11)in iie Withins of :tot 
tiltiel/Ctittellt t caliege in 
Galata ttia-at trailing to the 
Chronicle of Highe: Education. 
fterember 5,1981, 

Enrollment-Academic Year 1984-85 
Official eurament lOt the cut rent academie .s ear .ts 1.222 940- 
dents, of irbirli 1,044 are full-time to (carrying12 or 
more units pet semester). 'total enrollment is slightly (2.341) 
'owe, than in the previous rear due to the dis«mrinuation of a 
two year nursing prt)grant at the rhihene campus, 

Students cun-ently enrolled in laccalattreate degree pro-
grams at the Chalon campus total 833, til'whunt 354 are in 
residence. The total Doheny campus student population of 
325 includes 185 students in the Associate in Arts degree pro-
grams and 140 students pursuing various professional creden-
tials and Nlaster's degrees. Completion of die Nit hityre 
residence hail in 1984 has increased the total number of stu-
dents living on the Dulicoy campus to 125. 

The median age of the student body in the current aca-
demic year is 21. Twenty-five pei min of the student body is 
oter the ago of 25. 

Mount St. MaJy:s College 

AT A GL A N C E 

Faculty-Academic Year 1984-85 
The !scull t for au. curt eta Academic Veal' (tfilSiSIS id 1.11 unit k In!Ir year). Lay teachers al cannot lot approximaielv 7874 
members. 11811 of the faculty teach on a full-time basis (24 of the faculty: and 70%. of the lay teachers are women. 

Degree Programs 

Program Enrollment /9.14-85 19M3-8 

Associate in Arts 
programs 185 25;5 

Barr ala ti reale ptngram% 831 8.19 
Master's. credential and 

enrichment programs 117 136 
Off-campus itrograms 64 

"Pond enrollment 1.222 1.232 

Associate Degrees Awarded: Alert N4 .1 I I 

Business log 5 
Liberal arts 
Nairsing 
Physical theriipy 

assistant Li a 

Ptc-sclIcol retailing 
t.trbct 4 

11 

Final A.A. De7.trees ti 1 51.1 

Baccalaureate 
Degrees Awarded: Mal Um/ Alen /MT 

Rusitle.v. In 
11A'111(':1/14 In tl II -18.2 
Iltintanitte,  
\losing 

211 
9;1 

Iii 

Pln cher:tip; 19 17 - 11.7 
Si II. jai "A. jei 24 27 -11.1 
Other 7 -''8.6 

Ti nal Baccalaureate tlegree raft 191 + 3.7% 

Associate in At to 
ptogiatins 15(.1 

Bacc'alaureate programs 68 
Master's, (a edemial and 

entichnient Nog] ants 12 
(111-campos ogt 5 

'Iota] 100% 

984 

Liberal arts 
Norsiog 

11101'1)Y 

Pre-m. hull tea. lung 
(hltet 

total 1011.1N 

11.14:.4 
7.1 

59.N 

7.1 

4.9 

litt,ior_•%•• 
Eritaration 
limo UMW it'S 

Ntitsittp 
Pin siva) I he, .tpV 
Sin tal iein 

Total tN 

1!).S',1  
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continued from page 3 

Oracle: Do students ever get to participate in any 
of the shows? 

LM: No, the union laws prohibit tt; they have to 
be union members. The production companies 
bnng in their own union extras through a casting 
agency. The only time it ever happened that 
students were used was when "O.C." filmed 
here, and for a couple of days they used students 
as "walk-through" background atmosphere for 
the high school scenes. 

Oracle: What do you like 
best about your job? 

LM: The job itself is 
really fun because l 
meet so many different 
people. I market our 
college in order to bring 
in different resources 
during the summer. The 
summertime for me is 
entirely different We 
have groups that come 
in and hold conferences 
and workshops, and stay 
in residence the dorms. 
From mid-May to the 
first week of August. 
I become the campus 
dorm mother. I have 
Skimmer Contereme 
_Assistants, students 
who work and stay on as 
group concier-1,7es during the summer: they live 
on campus and help care for the guests 2417. 
coordinate the i L ;10_ am her, during 
the day, and the students take care of our guests 
in tilt e\ eritoz,- 

:11 tilt -will:nor 

LM: It is, It's intense; there's no break. hut that's 
when I have the opportunity to meet  

different people. We have a really interesting 
group of scientists coming next summer for a 
geneticists' conference on and Y Chromosome 
Variations. %%re should have over 200 in residence 
and I'm really looking forward to meeting this 
group. Then there's a woe. - -- • • • • •• • ''• 200 
whose ,,1 '.1 help hind a ret:ItiCal Oti^A' 

rich and complk third -4...1.- tor-  - 
the sector • voluntan• institutions that includes 
religious congregations. homeosvner grour-- 

rec.-oven: 4roup*. parent 
is•-ociatikwis„ school. and 

7711r..• IT! 10,11,1unt e at, 

t WI -Mated, tho, re 

not the' sort of groups we 
)11 host durir2, the ',(11001 

ear, since all require 
residency 

Lisa can't always be in 
two places at once, so 

J1.‘ a-- :71 assistant, 
. TithE ‘1. ' •;‘4.1UeZ, WhO 

It Cn .rdinator at 
Iton ere, fl,“ !Tim 

. . prot,iernatic 
thai •i- no,  

must 11.-4 tzlk4  t 

Eur Appfilp kaki -.-
production companies 
must submit the proposed 
lice netts and background 

stories for approval. which 
process alone lose.; more business than it ,aims. 
Then there are the logistics of parking that puts 
further sd ...1.:"aq;. Pius, lokation 
bookings overall are a little- down this :.'ear not so 
much fwm the t . LOnl.Vri 1141ralbt- r the tentative 
SAC walk-out that never happened last fall As 
a result. Ile.... • • • Ilut that 
doesn't mean Lis,). - -;1-1e - .5 still 
hard at work, coining up %. ith new ways to keep 
Mount Mary's in the spotlight 

5 





An Interview with Lisa Melou 
By: Rio Hibler 

You've all probably seen Lisa, with her signature 
long blonde hair capped with a jaunty hat, but 
how many knew she had the best job at the 
Mount? At least that's what Lisa thinks, and 1 
think you'll agree. As her title states, it's Lisa's 
job to manage all the events at both Dohenv and 
Chalon, but "events" means more than receiving 
visitors and setting up AV and tables. One of 
the ways that Mount St. Mary's College raises 
money is by renting its campuses as a location 
for movies, television and commercials - the 
Mansion at Dohenv is a particular favorite of 
movie location scouts .\s a result, Lisa has had 
the chance to participate in the making of a 
number of movies, including "The Curious Case 
of Benjamin Button," "The Princess Diaries," and 
"Catch Me if You Can," and television shows, 
such as - I louse. M.D.," "Chuck," "Mad Men," 
and " I he Mentalist." As you might imagine, 
she's also had the chance to meet some stars in 
the process: 

tk hat are some of your most memorable 
-tings with the stars of the movies MSMC has 

ho-tc 

Lisa Melou 1 remember may initial meeting of 
Brad Pitt. the guard called me on the radio to 
say that someone had gone past Security on a 
motorcycle, headed tow and the Mansion. I was 
near ILt: Mansion. so I went to investigate the 
mot. ,  t t de was stopped in one of the sisters' 

-• ind I approached the perLon getting 
hike. ti' ask him to leave I zot as far 

as. " s.iuse me .. " w hen he turned around 
and smiled and sa:d Lh-oh Aril 1 in trouble 

firms tilt "-hay where no was, with 
.e•tcr ,.• nerrni,,ion 11‘ the vaa. the baby 

l la curious Case 
of Benwinin Bo! w as Brad's n child 
Another great memi.ry tor me is id a music video 
done in the Mansion with t ,arth Brooks and 

)e.irwood Iwo -1,ters and 1 v. cre 
the i ,teat borine: to get a 1:iiillose of Garth 

Iir'1%.111,..4'd 0. ,ilting 

on a couch and said. 'I.:kJ hi' Are you the  

welcoming committeelanswered 'Not 
only do we welcome you, we're Your backii:,  
singers for the day." "Well. , orne I,r, ?her 
said. "let's get going'" He took us to meet trisha 
in the Pompeian Room and let u- -:.iv the ti, hole 
afternoon while they filmed. eNpla Ening how 
things were done and what the final would look 
like. Although the song was absolutely beautiful, 
unfortunately 11, y. as ne‘er released. But 
we had a pm ate stun, mg and a marvelous time. 
Fortunate) Pt.' never asked us to sing. 

Oracle: I'm surprised, knowing how stressful 
filming can be arid also how. nowadays, most sets 
are tighter than Fort Knox. to hear of that kind of 
gene:.• t:om the actors. 

LM: The 
majority 
of actors 
who come 
to Dohenv 
or Chalon 
really 
enjtw our 
campuses. 
They love 
the special 
ambiance 
and respond to that feeling a, ht lhov come 
here. They really are, in general. :i'nerous 
with their time and understand that filming is an 
interruption tt ..Lie regular business. 

1\. J. h ye beautiful campuses. 

L NI. I he :-erson who was ahsolutely the nicest 
Shalall.PLi4 ht, lihlkvd Louriu 

Episodes of -Monk" here at Chalon. He was 
a kid, just charming, lit actually asked some 
students to join him during a break and they had 
a little film - hok% to get 
into the busine--,• VsA-..b-_-r actor who was 
really gracious was I lugh Laurie from "House, 

During the !liming or illuee 
Martin Short not only hunselt 11 

12.erybody but dad Ll..:.; .41 th, t.ip t h, 
•••• , !h I'. ' 

6110;n:it'd on pacv. 
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Mount Orchestra Festival — Mount Saint Mary's University, Los Angeles 

Mount Orchestra Festival 

Maud Saint Marti UativersitA Axpeks 
Me4ic Department 

&arida 

Masterdass Extravaganza 
for high school and college transfer students 

Sunday, November 20, 2016 
9:00am- 4:00pm 
Chalon Campus 

with the applied music faculty at Mount Saint Mary University 

 

Andrew Leonard, clarinet 
Ala yTatum, flute 

LeifiYoodwud 
Chill*, violin 

Matthew Ennis, saxophone 
Malt Grgic, guitar 

taus Reder Carlson, guitar 
Ysri Mlyoshi, percussine 
Therese Fasonadst, voice 
Janelle Damao, Yoke 
Chet Swiatkowskl, plano 

HA Sow Swlatkowsid, piano 

 

as, .2, am 'All 
—"I6 

 

   

     

      

• Meet the music faculty and observe how they wash with students and ensembles 
• Perform in muter dasses and receive coaddng 
• Partidpate in dminber ensemble coaching 
• Learn more shoat the musk department at MSMU 
• Espesiesce our beautiful campus with scenic views of the ocean and Les Angeles 

REGISTER BEFORE NOV 1I 
$10 registration fee 

Mount j	 Register online and view the schedule for the day: https://www.msmu.eda/ 

Saint Mary's  Undcrgradate-Bachelor-Programs/ 
Musicifilaster-Class-for-Highschool-Students.aspi 

University  To learn more about the department and our applied faculty visit: 
https://www.msmu.eduittndergraduate-bachelor-programsimusict- 

What is your participation status? 

High School Participant • 

hftps://www.msmu.edu/undergraduate-bachelor-programs/music/masterclass-for-high-school-and-college-students/ 2/5 



High School Choral Festival — Mount Saint Mary's University, Los Angeles 
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HIGH  Ifit  
SCHOOL 
CHORAL S--.j 
FESTIVAL 
3.2.18 

The High School Choral Festival is an annual event at MSMU. Each year hundreds of 
high school choristers from the Los Angeles area convene for a day of rehearsal and 
performance. Emphasis is placed on camaraderie and sharing the love the choral art. Our 
chorus this year is under the direction of Dr. 
Sebastien Vallee. Dr. Sebastien Vallee is the Director of Choral Studies at the Schulich 
School of Music of McGill University in 
Montreal, Canada. This year's event will take place Friday, March 2, 2018 from 9 a.m. -
9 p.m. 

https://www.msmu.edu/undergraduate-bachelor-programs/music/high-school-choral-festival/ 1/6 
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High School Choral Festival — Mount Saint Marys University, Los Angeles 

In addition to rehearsals and performance, students will have the opportunity to attend the 
following workshops: 

The Alexander Technique 
• Vocal Yoga 

A professional audio/video recording of each individual choir performance will be 
provided by the film and media department at MSMU. 

The festival is designed with the intent to promote high standards in choral singing and 
repertoire. Selected repertoire is expected to have been reviewed by participating choirs 
beforehand. Further coaching will be take place during rehearsals on the day of the event 
with the festival choral director. A formal concert is held in the evening where combined 
choirs perform the prepared repertoire. 

Additionally, each school is invited to perform selections from its own repertoire, thus 
enabling a real sharing of the choral art. This year's concert will take place in the Mary 
Chapel at our beautiful Chalon Campus at 7pm. 

Please note the norms relative to individual choir performances: 

1. Please send timed repertoire for each group (beginning as well as evening groups) no 
later than Friday, February 15, 2018. Please list the name of choir(s), soloists, 
accompanist, director, and other pertinent information. Groups from whom this is 
lacking will have to be excluded from performing singly at the afternoon showcase 
or evening concert. 

2. Time allocated to each school is (6) six minutes and a total of (10) ten minutes for 
schools with more than one group. This time limitation must be attended to and must 
be so indicated at the time the program is received at the determined deadline 
(February 15, 2018). Compliance with this time limitation is essential. 

A registration fee of $15.00 should be sent for each student in your ensemble. Checks 
should be made out to Mount St. Mary's Music Department. If you plan to participate this 
year, please fill out the registration form below and mail check to the Music Department 
by Friday, February 15, 2018. You may also submit the completed form by mail to the 
following address: 

Mount Saint Mary's University 
Department of Music 
12001 Chalon Road 
Los Angeles, CA 90049 

https://www.msmu.edu/undergraduate-bachelor-prograrns/music/high-school-choral-festival/ 2/6 



Music Department Concert Series — Mount Saint Mary's University, Los Angeles 

Music Department Concert Series 
Scholarship Auditions 
January 27 & February 3, 9:00am - 2:00pm 
Chalon Campus 

High School Choral Festival 
Friday, March 2, Concert at 7:00pm 
Mary Chapel 

Women & Music Festival, with Rhiannon Giddens 

Sunday, March 25 
Performances and Presentations: Doheny Campus, 12:00pm — 6:15pm, 
Evening Concert with Rhiannon Giddens: First AME Zion Church, 
7:00pm — 8:15pm 

Mount Chorus & Singers Spring Sing 
Friday, April 20, 7:30pm 
Doheny Mansion 

Parking 

For events at the Chalon campus, attendees may park in the Parking Structure. We 
recommended parking on levels 5 and 6. 

Parking is available on Chester Place and in various parking lots for concerts held at the 
Doheny Mansion. 

Handicap parking spaces are available in the Circle, as well as the parking lot directly 
behind Mary Chapel. 

Tickets 

Unless otherwise noted, all Music Department concerts have the following tickets prices: 
FREE for seniors, students, faculty and staff 
$10 general admission 

https://www.msmu.edu/undergraduate-bachelor-programs/music/music-department-concert-series/ 2/3 



Music Department Concert Series — Mount Saint Mary's University, Los Angeles 

Tickets are available at the door 30 minutes before the start of each event. 

Chalon Campus 

12001 Chalon Road 
Los Angeles, CA 90049 
310.954.4000 

Doheny Campus 

10 Chester Place 
Los Angeles, CA 90007 
213.477.2500 

• Contact MSMU  
• Emergogy Notification  
• femagyment 
• Institution Complaint Process 
• Maps 4Y4 Directions  
• Efiagy_ialicy. 
• Site Map 
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Concerto Competition for High School Students — Mount Saint Marys University, Los Angeles 

Concerto Competition for High School 
Students 

Mount Saint Mary's University Concerto Competition 
For High School Students 

The Mount Saint Mary's University 6th Annual Concerto Competition is open to high 
school pianists, instrumentalists, and vocalists grades 9-12. 

First place winners in each category will perform with the Mount Orchestra under the 
direction of Chet Swiatkowski on Saturday, November 4, 2017 at 3pm. One GRAND 
PRIZE winner will be selected as the recipient of $500. 

Repertoire 

Solos must be performed from memory. Applicants will provide their own accompanist. 
All students are required to attend rehearsals and concerts as arranged with the Mount 
Orchestra music director. 

https://www.msmu.edu/undergraduate-bachelor-programs/music/mount-orchestra-competition/ 2/4 

Alnsic Deparonent in Ale2unt Saint Marys University presents 

MOUNT ORCHESTRA 
7TH ANNUAL CONCERTO COMPETITION 

finr high school students 

1 inonon 112,,,atre, Chalon  Campu s. 

SEPTEMBER 23, 2017 



5/16/2018 Concerto Competition for High School Students — Mount Saint Marys University, Los Angeles 

Pianists/Instrumentalists: One movement from a standard concerto or concert piece with 
orchestral accompaniment from the late Baroque or Classical periods (circa 1700-1820). 
Vocalists: Any aria from a standard opera or oratorio from the late Baroque or Classical 
periods (circa 1700-1820). 

APPLICATION DEADLINE: September 15, 2017 

Participants will be notified of their audition by September 19, 2017 

Register: www.msmu.edu/concerto-competitionkegiste• 

To register, complete the online form and mail your $45 registration fee to: 

Music Department, Mount Saint Mary's University 
12001 Chalon Road, 
Los Angeles, CA 90049 
Please make checks payable to "MSMU Music Department" 
Direct inquiries to Dr. Therese Fassnacht, tfassnacht@msmu.edtt / 310.954.4265 

Chalon Campus 

12001 Chalon Road 
Los Angeles, CA 90049 
310.954.4000 

Doheny Campus 

10 Chester Place 
Los Angeles, CA 90007 
213.477.2500 

• Contact MSMU  
• EnErggagy Notification  
• Emplumfat 
• Institution Complaint Process 
• Maps & Directions  
• Privacy Policy 
• Site MaR 
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Inaugural Mt. St. Mary's University Invitational Youth Chess Tournament Tickets, Sat, Feb 28.2015 at 12:30 PM I Eventbrite 

Eventbrite Q. Search for events BROWSE EVENTS HELP SIGN LOG CREATE 

UP IN EVENT 

Inaugural Mt. St. Mary's University 
Invitational Youth Chess Tournament 
Ben Eubanks, Tournament Director, REALTOR®, Aloha Royal Hawaiian 
Realty, Inc. (310) 968-4459 
Saturday, February 28, 2015 from 12:30 PM to 4:00 PM (PST) 
Brentwood, CA 

     

ficket Information 

  

'•  1 Where 

     

TYPE END QUANTITY .111111Clasty, 1.1.1a MI .yelea 
0 

  

RSVP - Inaugural Mt. St. Mary's Ended Free NIA 
University Invitational Youth 
Chess Tournament 

Thank you for your interest. The event is sold out. We hope you can join us next time! 

Who's joiii9 

Connect to see which of your Facebook friends are going to Inaugural Mt. St. Mary's 
University Invitational Youth Chess Tournament. 

Connect with Facebook 

Share  Inaugural Mt. St. Mary's University Invitational Youth Chess Tournament 

0 

The Getty 

Go  gle n.„.„  .Map data 0201reGFoeogle 

Mt. St. Mary's University 
12001 Chalon Road 
Campus Center. Humanities Building 
Brentwood, CA 90049 

Saturday, February 28. 2015 from 12:30 
PM to 4:00 PM (PST) 

Share Tweet 

 

Be the first of your friends to Ike this. 
Add to my calendar 

   

Inaugural 

MT. ST. MARY'S 

UNIVERSITY 

INVITATIONAL YOUTH 
CHESS TOURNAMENT 

Ben Eubanks, Tournament 
Director, REALTOR®, Aloha 
Royal Hawaiian Realty, Inc. (310) 
968-4459 

Contact the Organizer 

View organizer  profile 

13 past events on Eventbrite 

Inaugural Mt. St. Mary's University 

Invitational Youth Chess Tournament 

Things To Do In Brentwood, CA 

Tournament Hobbies 

https://www.eventbrite.comfeinaugural-mt-st-marys-university-invitational-youth-chess-tournament-tIckets-14892026452?aftelbnen# 1/3 



Inaugural Mt. St. Mary's University Invitational Youth Chess Tournament Tickets, Sat, Feb 28, 2015 at 12:30 PM I Eventbrite 

"Building Champions One Move at a Time" 

Ages 5-16 

Mt. St. Mary's University 
12001 Chalon Road 

Campus Center, Humanities Building 

Brentwood, CA. 90049 
(Parking Fee for visitors: $5) 

Saturday, February 28, 2015 
12:30-4:00 pm(Please arrive promptly at 12:30 for 

check-in) 

Swiss Tourney Format  

Play 5 Fully timed rounds, play 5 different opponents 

Rated and Non-rated 

$300.00 IN TOTAL 
CASH AWARDS! 

PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED, NO 
EXCEPTIONS!  

Contact Ben Eubanks, REALTOR®, Tournament Director 

(310) 968-4459, beeubanks@yahoo.com, (310) 437-6690 Fax 

The decision of the Tournament Director is final regarding any and all disputes. 

Proudly sponsored by Aloha Royal Hawaiian 
Realty, Inc. 

http://aloharoyalhawailan.industryaccess.com  

Have questions about Inaugural Mt. St. Marys University Invitational Youth Chess 

Tournament? Contact Ben Eubanks. Tournament Director. REALTORS. Aloha Royal Hawaiian 
Realty. Inc. (310) 968-4459 

https://www.eventbrite.com/elinaugural-mt-st-marys-university-invitational-youth-chess-tournament-tickets-14892026452?aff=elbnen# 2/3 



Raise a glass! 

Alums and friends who attended the "Taste at the Mount" event on 
June 7 raised nearly $10,000 for the alum-founded Emergency Book 

Fund. All proceeds from the event will help current Mount students pay for 
their textbooks. 

alum community 

class notes 

'74 
Henry A. Alviani has been appointed 
associate professor of music and 
director of choral studies at Kutztown 
University of Pennsylvania. The 
appointment follows his 11 years as 
director of choral and vocal music 
studies at Clarion University of 
Pennsylvania. 

Margaret Avila celebrated her 44th 
anniversary as a registered nurse and 
nurse practitioner by completing her 
doctoral degree at the University of 
San Diego in 2014. Her dissertation 
was titled, "Social Justice & Public 
Health Nursing in California." She 
continues to practice as a nurse 
practitioner serving the underserved 
and uninsured in downtown Los 
Angeles while teaching in the 
Accelerated B5N program at the 
Mount. She was recently elected 
Los Angeles chapter president for 
the National Association of Hispanic 
Nurses. 

'82 
Lisa (Kimble) Edmonston, Emmy 
Award-winning broadcast journalist, 
has been named producer and 
contributor of The Bakersfield 
Californian's weekly digital lifestyle 
show, "Live Well." Edmonston also 
writes monthly columns for Bakersfield 
Life Magazine and is the author of the 
social graces blog, "It Manners a Lot" 

'89 
Monica (Espinoza) Little is a 
graduate of the nursing program and 
has been living in Massachusetts since 
1996. Last summer, she attended the 
Roy Adaptation Model conference 
held at Boston College. She was able 
to chat with Sister Calista Roy, CSJ, 
who presented at the conference. 
Her niece, Sarah Espinoza, is now a 
freshman at the Mount. 

24 7/, Mount www.ansinc.k.edu  

'96 
Kristina (Dam) Chadwick was 
recently promoted to associate 
director in toxicology and to 
therapeutic area head in metabolic 
diseases and fibrosis for drug safety 
evaluation at Bristol-Myers Squibb 
Company. 

'97 
Krisianna (Trager-Straw) Bock was 
honored as a Rising Star by the San 
Fernando Valley Business Journal at its 
Women in Business Awards in April. 

'01 
Kathleen (Kavanaugh) Murdy 
was honored by the Catholic Press 
Association, finishing in third place 
in novels for her book "Song of the 
Dove," a story of Mary of Nazareth, 
published by ACTA Publications. She 
earned a master's in religious studies 
from Mount St. Mary's in 2000. 

'02 
Natalia Mattan-Hung now works as 
a patent agent for a law firm in the 
area of life science/biotechnology. 

'05 
Nancy Lorenz-Vega published 
a young adult novel, "The Strength of 
Ballerinas," in September with Cedar 
Fort Publishing & Media. 

'06 
Erica Huntzinger published her 
first children's book, "Cosmo Finds 
His Forever Home," in May with Tate 
Publishing. 

'07 
Claudia Preza joined the Mount's 
institutional advancement team as a 
gift planning officer, engaging alums 
around our alma mater's mission. She 
graduated from the Weekend College 
in 2007 with a bachelor's degree 



calendar 

JOIN US 

The wonders of ancient Pompeii 
Journey through the ages to 

the ashes of Pompeii on Nov. 1 

through a special "Expand Your 

Mind" program. Begin the day with 

a champagne brunch inside the 

Doheny Mansion's Pompeian Room 
as Jane Crawford, instructor of 

history and political science, delights 

you with the history of this ancient 
Roman city. Then head to the 

nearby California Science Center for 

a self-guided tour of "Pompeii: The 
Exhibition." Tickets for the brunch 

and exhibition are $40. To make 
reservations, visit msmcalums.la.edu/ 

expand2014, or contact Jeanne Ruiz 

'63, director of engagement and 

donor relations, at 213.477.2512 or 
at jaruiz@msmc.la.edu. 

Music Department fall events 
The musk department is holding 

several concerts this fall. The Nov. 

2 concert will feature Tesserae, an 

instrumental ensemble specializing 

in music from the early 17th century. 

Music instructor Ian Pritchard is a 
founding member of this group. 

On Nov. 5, instructor Matt Ennis 
will be joined by student Alexis 
Fillingames for an evening of 

classical saxophone music. Then on 
Dec. 5, the Mount Chorus & Singers 
will perform carols at their annual 
Christmas concert. 

For more information, contact 
Therese Fassnacht, chair of the 

music department, at tfassnacht@ 
msmc.la.edu. 

28 The Mount invw.mstricletedu 

Travel to the top of the world — the Swiss Alps and 
the Italian Lakes 

ext summer, join President Ann McElaney-Johnson and Mount alums to 
I NI experience the timeless magic of alpine vistas and glacial lakes. From July 

5-14, 2015, the Alumnae Association's annual trip will take travelers to the 

"top of the world" — St. Moritz, Switzerland. At an elevation of 6,089 feet, 
this pristine destination has beautiful wooden chalets, lush valleys and snow-
capped peaks. Spend time exploring Switzerland by rail, cable car and boat 

before moving on to the southern side of the mountains to enjoy the lovely 

lakes of Italy—Lake Como, Lake Maggiore and Lake Orta. The group will take 

the Bernina Express to Tirano, then visit several sites in Milan: the Santa Maria 

Delle Grazie church, which holds Da Vinci's masterpiece, "The Last Supper;" 

the museum at the La Scala opera house; and the opulent Duomo cathedral. 

Finally, the group will cruise Lake Como, visit the Bellagio resort located on its 

shore, and explore the Borromean Islands on Lake Maggiore. 

These are just a few of the highlights. For a day-by-day look at the itinerary, 
visit http://mtsmar.ahitravel.com/promolisting.aspx. This program is $3,295 if 

booked before Dec. 2, 2014. Plane fare is not included. For more information, 

contact Jeanne Ruiz '63, director of engagement and donor relations, at 

213.477.2512 or at jaruizemsmc.la.edu. 

upcoming events 
Oct. 11 Homecoming 2014 (Chalon Campus) 
Oct. 12 White Mass: Celebrating Healthcare Professionals (Cathedral of Our 

Lady of the Angels, Los Angeles) 
Oct. 25 Mount Orchestra Fall Concert (Chalon Campus) 
Nov. 11 Filmfest: A Night of Cinema and Conversation (Chalon Campus) 

Dec. 5 Mount Chorus & Singers Carol Concert (Chalon Campus) 
Dec. 7 Christmas Magic at the Mansion (Doheny Campus) 

March 19 Fourth annual release of the Report on the Status of Women and Girls 
in California® (Doheny Campus) 

This calendar represents only some of the events at Mount St. Mary's College. vor 
up-to-date listings, visit msmc.la.edu. For alum events, visit msmcalums.la.edu. 



Jose Drudis-Biada Art Gallery - Mount Saint Mary's University, Los Angeles 

menu 
Resources & Culture • Directory • 
Contact & Visit • myMSMU 

Mount 
Saint Mary's 
University 

Search MSMU 

Select Language 

Powered by Translate 

• About 
• Academics  
• Admission 
• Student Life 
• Alums 

Jose Drudis-Biada Art Gallery 

The Bridge at the End of the Road 

The Bridge at the End of the Road 

Current Exhibit 
Map of the Art Gallery  

The Jose Drudis-Biada Art Gallery is located on the Chalon campus, set in the foothills of 
the Santa Monica Mountains, overlooking the LA basin and the Santa Monica shoreline. 
The exhibition program, was started under the guidance of Sister Ingatia Cordis in 1974. 

https://www.msmu.eduiresources-culturelart-gallery/ 1/4 



Jose ❑rudis-Biada Art Gallery - Mount Saint Mary's University, Los Angeles 

The Gallery program reflects the current cultural issues faced by artists, collectors, 
museum curators, students of the college, and the general public. Although the Gallery is 
located within the college grounds, much of its active audience participation and support 
is from the outside community. 

Jose Drudis-Biada's artistic contributions and personal generosity have touched many, 
especially those of us affiliated with Mount Saint Mary's University. His paintings enrich 
the viewers' eye and remain an inspiration to artists and students alike. When a little boy, 
his father sent him to study with a local art teacher, Ruiz Picasso, the father of Pablo 
Picasso. His life has been rich with achievements and is a treasured friend of Mount Saint 
Mary's University. 

Jose-Drudis Hall, an edifice to excellence in education, will continue to facilitate the 
students' quest for learning and serve as a center for the appreciation of fine art. 

The College Collection consists of 92 works, including oil paintings, watercolors and 
drawings spanning the long and prolific career of Jose Drudis-Biada. 

Jose Drudis-Biada Gallery 
12001 Chalon Rd 
Los Angeles, CA 90049-1599 
310.954.4360 

InVisit us on Facebook. 

menu 
o Apply Online  
o Request Information  

Resources & Culture  
o Jose Drudis-Biada Art Gallery 

■ About Jose Drudis-Biada  
■ Exhibits  
• Hours and Directions 
■ Mailing List 

https://www.msmu.edu/resources-culture/art-gallery/ 2/4 



Sponsorship Packages 

About Ready to Run 

2018 Event Schedule 

2018 Speakers 

Sponsorship Packages 

2018 Event Recap 

Registration 

Sponsorship Packages — Mount Saint Mary's University, Los Angeles 

Skip to Main Content 
menu 
Resources & Culture Directory  
Contact MSMU myMSMU  

Mount gi 
Saint Mary's 
University 

Q 
Search MSMU 

• About  
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• Qjyjng 

menu 
Ready to Run 

Sponsorship Packages 

* **************** 
A Nonpartisan 

Campaign Training for Women 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Mount Saint Mary's University, Los Angeles, is the exclusive Southern California partner of Ready to Run® with the Center for 
American Women and Politics at Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey. At Ready to Run, prominent political leaders and 
campaign professionals provide education, training and mentoring for women interested in running for political office, working on 
a campaign or getting involved in public service. As a sponsor, you will receive excellent exposure and benefits, including 
branding, media placement and access to a diverse audience of community leaders, corporate executives, public officials and 
more. 

Sponsor 

Click here to view the PDF, 

$10,000 • An opportunity to be featured in the event video 
Suffragette • Verbal recognition by MSMU President at main event and President's Reception 
Sponsor* • Premier recognition on event signagc and collateral and the MSMU event website (with hyperlink to sponsor's 

website) 

https://www.msmu.eduiready-to-runisponsorship-packages/ 1/3 
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2018  WOMF 
1_1 An1:1V-,11. 

READY TO RUN®  
Saturday, April 28, 2018 
Mount Saint Mary's 
University, Chalon Campus 
12001 Chalon Rd., Los Angeles 
msmu.edu/R2R   

WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP 
CONFERENCE 
Saturday, Sept.15, 2018 
Mount Saint Mary's 
University, Chalon Campus 
12001 Chalon Rd., Los Angeles 
msmu.edu/WLC  

5/16/2018 Sponsorship Packages — Mount Saint Mary's University, Los Angeles 

• Ten (10) event tickets, reserved seating and preferred parking 
• Optional: Premier Event Expo space (1 table) 
• A 25% discount on tickets for additional guests 

$5,000 • Verbal recognition by MSMU President at main event 
Senate • Recognition on event signage and collateral and the MSMU event website (with hyperlink to sponsor's website) 
Chamber • Eight (8) event tickets, reserved seating and preferred parking 
Sponsor* • Optional: Event Expo space (I table) 
$2,500 
Assembly • Six (6) event tickets and reserved seating 
Chamber • Recognition on event signagc and collateral and MSMU event website (with hyperlink to sponsor's website) 
Sponsor* 
Starting at 
$30,000 As an Unstoppable Sponsor your company will get three (3) times the exposure to the MSMU community and 2,000 
(Annually) event attendees each year. Starting at S30,000, this sponsorship includes Suffragrette-level benefits for each event 
Unstoppable (including additional perks) or can be customized to suit your needs. The Unstoppable sponsorship covers your 
Sponsor* support throughout the year at these high-impact events: 

The 
Report 

ON TPE  Status 
,Women 

and Girls 

For more 
information 

THE REPORT ON THE 
STATUS OF WOMEN AND 
GIRLS IN CALIFORNIA' 
Thursday, March 22,2018 
Skirball Cultural Center 
Los Angeles 
msmu.edu/statusofwomen  
Heather Schraeder 
Director of Special Events and Public Programs 
Mount Saint Mary's University 

213.477.2761 or hschraeder@msmu.edu  

Dr. Jackie Filla 
Associate Professor of Political Science 
Mount Saint Mary's University 
310.954.4419 / 412.551.8496 or jfi 1 la@msmu.edu  

*A portion of your sponsorship will be tax-deductible 

Chalon Campus 

12001 Chalon Road 
Los Angeles, CA 90049 
310.954.4000 

Doheny Campus 

hrips://www.msmu.edu/ready-to-ninisponsorship-packages/ 2/3 
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PRESENTATIONS & PROCLAMATIONS 

LOS ANGELES CITY COUNCIL 3, ,'5•1'.) CC sik? 

University President Ann McElaney-Johnson with 
Councilmembers Bonin, Cedillo and MSMU students. 

chaIO 
 NEIGHBOR NEWSLETTER 

Mount 11 
Saint Mary's 
University 
LOS ANGELES 

Mount Saint Mary's University 
Honored by City Council 
for 90th Anniversary 
On August 28, Mount Saint Mary's University 

was honored by Councilmember Mike Bonin on 

its 90th anniversary and for the work that the 

University does for women and girls in the City 

of Los Angeles. Councilmember Gil Cedillo, 

who represents the Doheny Campus of the 

University, also participated in the presentation 

at the Los Angeles City Council meeting. 

Update on Weliness Pavilion 

The Chalon Wellness Pavilion will be a two-story, multi-
use facility located at the northern part of the Chalon 
Campus. It will sit on the existing footprint of the 
pool, fitness center, student affairs housing, facilities 
department and security offices. It will incorporate the 
current parking area into a two-story parking facility. 

Currently, due to the small size, only about 150 students 
a day can take advantage of the fitness facilities. 
The new facility will provide our students, faculty and 
staff space for fitness and wellness activities, as well as 
provide students with an area in which they can socialize 
and study. By providing these facilities on campus, 
it will encourage students to stay on campus for their 
fitness and recreation needs. 

The University is preparing for the entitlement process, 
which will include a full Environmental Impact Report 
(EIR). As part of this process, there will be several 
opportunities for public input. Once all entitlements 
have been received, construction is tentatively planned 
to begin in the summer of 2017. 

MSMU to be Part of Councilmember's 
Transportation Collaborative 
Mount Saint Mary's is proud to be a member of 
Councilmember Mike Bonin's recently-announced 
Transportation Collaborative. Councilmember Bonin 
will host the first meeting in early 2016. 

Classes at Mount Saint Mary's 
Begin on January 11 
Mount Saint Mary's educates its students on an 
ongoing basis about safe and respectful driving in the 
neighborhood through emails, in-person trainings by 
student affairs and enforcement of University policies. 
These efforts have been aided by the hiring of a 
new Community Relations Officer, Tiffany Hall, in the 
Campus Security Department. She has been actively 
patrolling at the entrance to the campus, and has 
been assigned to observe university activity in the 

CON'T 



neighborhood to assist in identifying students, faculty 
or staff who are driving in an unsafe manner. If you 
see Officer Hall in the neighborhood, please be sure 
to stop and say hello! 

Ready to Run' Campaign Training for Women 
The Ready to Run' program, which provides nonpartisan 
campaign training for women interested in serving 
in public office, will be held on Saturday, April 9. 
Historically held at the Chalon Campus, the event has 
been moved to the Doheny Campus in downtown 
Los Angeles in order to help alleviate neighborhood 
traffic from the event. If you are interested in 
attending the event, please contact Debbie Ream 
at dream@msmu.edu. 

Report on the Status 
of Women and Girls Event 
to be Held at Skirball 
The 5th annual release of the 
Report on the Status of Women 
and Girls in Californiae will be 

held on Wednesday, March 30, at the Skirball Cultural 
Center. This year the event will honor female pioneers 
of change. The event, which in past years was held at 
the downtown Doheny Campus, will sell out fast, and 
registration is free. To access past reports or to RSVP, 
please visit msmu.edu/statusofwomen.  

Chalon Campus Events 
The following events are scheduled to be held at the 
Chalon Campus during the Spring 2016 semester. 

Monday, Jan. 11,2016: Classes begin 

Sunday, Jan. 17: C.G. Jung Retreat 
(approx. 50 outside guests) 

Wednesday, Jan. 27: Cokie Roberts event 
(approx. 200 outside guests) 

Wednesday, Feb. 4: Live at the Mount Admission Event. 
Annual event held for high school students to introduce 
them to the college experience. (approx. 280 outside 
guests, and about five school buses). 

Friday, Feb.19: High School Choral Festival (approx. 200) 

Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 27-28: Music Teachers 
Association of California open house/student 
evaluations (approx. 600 over two full days, with parents) 

Sunday, April 10: Admitted Students Day (approx. 800) 

Sunday, April 24: National Coalition of Girls Schools 
(approx. 150) 

Saturday, April 30: Expanding Your Horizons 
conference (approx. 250) 

Thursday, May 4: Last day of classes 

CHALON CAMPUS CLOSURES 

MONDAY, JAN. 18 
Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday 

Campus closed 

MONDAY, FEB.15 
President's Day Holiday 

Campus closed 

FEB. 29- MARCH 4 
Spring Break 

No classes 

FRIDAY, MARCH 25 
Good Friday Holiday 

Campus closed 

QUESTIONS? 

FOR QUESTIONS ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY, OR TO REPORT 

A CONCERN, PLEASE CALL OUR COMMUNITY RELATIONS 

HOTLINE AT 310.954.4490 OR EMAIL DEBBIE REAM, 

DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS AND MARKETING, 

AT DREAM@MSMU.EDU. 

if  _The  ----- 
CTINTiltE Status 

OF Women 
and Girls 
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Adrian McDonald <AMcDonald@filmla.com>
4/7/ 

17 

to me, Danielle 

Attached is a list of activity at 12001 Chalon going back to 2008. Please let me know if you have any 
questions. 

Adrian McDonald 
Research Analyst 
FilmL.A., Inc. 
6255 W. Sunset Blvd., 12th Floor 
Hollywood, CA 90028 
Office (213) 977-8636 



perrnitif iprocluction title jlocation„,address  Alm start  !production company ape of production 

F00017715-A 190210  
1-- 

 12001 CHALON RD 16/30/2009 CBS CORPORATION TV DRAMA 

F00018089 190210 EPISODE 202  12001 CHALON RD 7/13/2009 CBS CORPORATION TV DRAMA  

F00018585-A 190210  .12001 CHALON RD  7/30/2009 CBS CORPORATION  TV DRAMA 

F00022273 190210  12001 CHALON RD 11123/2009 CBS CORPORATION  TV DRAMA 

F00023359 90210 EPISODE 219  12001 CHALON RD 1/8/2010  CBS CORPORATION TV DRAMA 

F00024362 190210 EPISODE 222  12001 CHALON RD  2/1012010  CBS CORPORATION  TV DRAMA 

F00024362-A 90210 EPISODE 222 12001 CHALON RD 2110/2010 CBS CORPORATION TV DRAMA 
'THE MENTALIST EPISODE WARNER BROTHERS 

F00026644-A  223 12001 CHALON RD 411312010  ENTERTAINMENT INC. TV DRAMA  

F00029540  90210 EPISODE 301 4.12001 CHALON RD 7/14/2010  CBS CORPORATION  TV DRAMA  

F00036402  )0210 EPISODE 320  12001 CHALON RD 12/4/2011 CBS CORPORATION TV DRAMA 

F00037184  90210 EPISODE 322  12001 CHALON RD ,2/2812011  BS CORPORATION TV DRAMA  
GAY ROSENTHAL 

F00038576-A 4MONIOUE  12001  CHALON RD   4/9/2011  PRODUCTIONS  TV REALITY 

F00040038  THE PROTECTOR EP103  12001 CHALON RD 5/17/2011 FTP PRODUCTIONS LLC TV DRAMA  

F00040038-A  THE PROTECTOR EP103  12001 CHALON RD  5/23/2011  FTP PRODUCTIONS LLC  TV DRAMA  

F00055705 90210.#508  12001 CHALON RD  912412012  BS EYE PRODUCTIONS  TV DRAMA  

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX 
F00060949 MODERN FAMILY 12001 CHALON RD 2/5/2013 TELEVISION MODERN FAMILY TV SITCOM 
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i 

F00116278-B JJHE LAST SHIP 412001 CHALON RD 

IARTISTS 
`6/2812016 !ENTERTAINMENT 
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112J1412016 !PRODUCTIONS 
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I TV DRAMA 

F00116278.0 JHE LAST SHIP 112001 CHALON RD 
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1-  
TV DRAMA 

S00094332 
BEST BUY BACK TO 1—  
SCHOOL 112001 CHALON RD 

--t— ISLE SULLIVAN WILSON & 
512812015 ESW PRODUCTIONS 61XL PHOTO 
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IMDb: Most Popular Titles With Filming Locations Matching "12001 chalon road' 

IFind Movies, TV shows, Celebrities and more... All Pro I 

NJ" 

Most Popular Titles With Filming Locations Matching "12001 Chalon road" 
17 titles. 

1. Modern Family (2009 TV Series) 
Episode: The Future Dunphys (2013) 
Mount St. Mary's College - 12001 Chalon Road, Bel Air, Los Angeles, California, USA 

2. The O.C. (2003 TV Series) 
Mount St. Mary's College - 12001 Chalon Road, Bel Air, Los Angeles, California, USA 

3. 90210 (2008 TV Series) 
Mount St. Mary's College - 12001 Chalon Road, Bel Air, Los Angeles, California, USA 

4. Monk (2002 TV Series) 
Episode: Mr. Monk Goes Back to School (2003) 
Mount St. Mary's College - 12001 Chalon Road, Bel Air, Los Angeles, California, USA 

5. Less Than Zero (1987) 
Mount St. Mary's College - 12001 Chalon Road, Bel Air, Los Angeles, California, USA 

6, Mission: Impossible (1966 TV Series) 
Episode: Operation 'Heart' (1967) 
Mount St. Mary's College - 12001 Chalon Road, Bel Air, Los Angeles, California, USA 

7. Mission: Impossible (1966 TV Series) 
Episode: The Cardinal (1968) 
Mount St. Mary's College - 12001 Chalon Road, Bel Air, Los Angeles, California, USA 

8. Mission: Impossible (1966 TV Series) 
Episode: Pilot (1966) 
Mount St. Mary's College - 12001 Chalon Road, Bel Air, Los Angeles, California, USA 

9. Death Becomes Her (1992) 
Mount St. Mary's College - 12001 Chalon Road, Bel Air, Los Angeles, California, USA 

10. Falcon Crest (1981 TV Series) 
Episode: For Better, for Worse (1984) 
Mount St, Mary's College - 12001 Chalon Road, Bel Air, Los Angeles, California, USA 

11. Falcon Crest (1981 TV Series) 
Episode: The Odyssey (1983) 
Mount St. Mary's College - 12001 Chalon Road, Bel Air, Los Angeles, California, USA 

12. The Glass House (2001) 
Mount St. Mary's College - 12001 Chalon Road, Bel Air, Los Angeles, California, USA 

13. High Anxiety (1977) 
Mount St. Mary's College - 12001 Chalon Road, Bel Air, Los Angeles, California, USA 

14. The Winds of War (1983 Mini-Series) 
Mount St. Mary's College - 12001 Chalon Road, Bel Air, Los Angeles, California, USA 
Sandstone Horse Sales - 1666 Hidden Valley Road, Thousand Oaks, California, USA 

15. Alex & Emma (2003) 
MoJnt St. Mary's College - 12001 Chalon Road, Bel Air, Los Angeles, California, USA 

16. Some Kind of Hero (1982) 
Mount St. Mary's College - 12001 Chalon Road, Bel Air, Los Angeles, California, USA 

17. Elephant Skin (2012 Short Film) 
Mount St. Mary's College - 12001 Chalon Road, Bel Air, Los Angeles, California, USA 

http://www.imdb.com/search/text?realm=litle&field=locations&q=12001+chalon+road  1/2 
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Form 990 (2015) Page 9 

Part VIII Statement of Revenue 

   

 

Check if Schedule 0 contains a response or note to an me in this Part VIII 

  

   

(A) 
Total revenue 

(B) 
Related or 

exempt 
function 
revenue 

(C) 
Unrelated 
business 
revenue 

(D) 
Revenue 

excluded from 
tax under 
sections 
51 2-5 14 

= - 
RI = 

= 

... lc 
0 E 
a CX 
= " 
i rik— 0:1 
,..." •.. 

c 
ri; 
C .(79) 
CD .... 

C1)  ,.., .0 
-"' 1-' 
.ter O .0 
= 
0 = C 

(..) PO 

la Federated campaigns . . la 

. . b Membership dues . lb 

c Fundraising events . . . . 1C 

d Related organizations . . . id 

e Government grants (contnbubons) le 

f All other contnbubons, gifts, grants, and if 
similar amounts not included above 

g
Noncash contributions included in lines 
la-lf $ 

h Total. Add lines la-1f  11,542,054 

80,000 

3,565,704 

7,896,350 

296,637 

L 
E.  

CI  
I+ 

CI 

..., 

E 
ca 
86' 
0 
it 

2a TUITION AND FEES 

Business Code 

96,565,418 96,565,418 611710 

b FOOD SERVICE 721310 4,507,329 4,507,329 

c HOUSING 721310 4,151,709 4,151,709 

d DA CAMERA SOCIETY 611710 689,547 689,547 

e FILM INCOME 611710 100,517 100,517 

f All other program service revenue 

g Total. Add lines 2a-2f . . . . 

23,617 23,617 

. . . . II" 106,038,137 

O
th

e
r  

R
e

v
e
n

u
e

  

3 Investment income 
other similar 

4 income from investment 

5 Royalties  

6a Gross rents 

b Less rental 
expenses 

c Rental income 
or (loss) 

d Net rental income 

7e Gross amount 
from sales of 
assets other 
than inventory 

b Less cost or 
other basis and 
sales expenses 

c Gain or (loss) 

8a Gross income from 
events (not including 

$ 

and 2,004,330 
(including dividends, interest, 

amounts)  R 

of tax-exempt bond proceeds , , Pg,  

P. 

-297,036 2,301,366  

(i) Real (ii) Personal 

116,693 116,693 

388,264 

271,571 

116,693 

or (loss)  R 

(i) Securities (ii) Other 

 1,069,582 1,069,582 

24,275,292 

23,205,710 

1,069,582 

d Net gain or (loss)  

fundraising 

11. 

of contributions reported on line 1c) 
See Part IV, line 18 . . 

a 

b Less direct expenses . . . b 

c Net income or (loss) from fundraising 

9a Gross income from gaming activities 
See Part IV, line 19 . . . 

a 

b Less direct expenses . . . b 

events . . p. 
I 





Form 990 (2014) MOUNT SAINT MARY'S UNIVERSITY 95-1641455 page9 
Partlall I Statement of Revenue 

Ie O Contains a responseor note to any line in this Part VIII 

1 

49 
W 
0 9  

g ,2,  
011 

8 
m "' 

.6 0  c  , 
(5 

(A) 
Total revenue 

(BF 
Related or 

exempt function 
revenue 

(C) 
Unrelated 
business 
revenue 

(D) 
Rcvenue excluded 

mom lax under 
55011ni5

4 
 

.0  

1 a Federated campaigns 
b Membership dues 
e Fundraising events 
d Related organizations 
e Government grants (contributions) 
f M other contributions, gifts, grants, 

similar amounts not included above 
g Noncash coninbuhans inducted in tines la 

h Total. Add lines la-1f 

and 

-11 $ 

la 

. ' 

lb 
le 
Id 245,000. 

le 4,347,571. 

if 15,407,178. 

24,941.  

ilf• 19,999,749, 

s 

1.4 
EA 

'64. o 
et 

2 a TUITION AND FEES 

business Codel — . 
90 853 038, 

_ ___ 
90,853,038. 

. _ 
611710 

b FOOD SERVICE 721310 3,971,798. 3,971,798,  

c HOUSING 721310 3,862,681, 3,862,681. 

d DA CAMERA SOCIETY 611710 674,461. 674,461. 

e FILM INCOME 611710 93,387. 93,387. 

f All other program service revenue 
q Total. Add hnes 2a-2f 

611710 23,505. 23,505. 

IF- 99,478,870. 1 

O
th

er
  R

ev
en

ue
  

I 

Investment income (including 
other similar amounts) 

4 Income from investment of tax-exempt 

5 Royalties 

6 a Gross rents 
b Less rental expenses 
c Rental income or (loss) 
d Net rental income or (loss) 

7 a Gross amount from sales of 
assets other than inventory 

b Less cost or other basis 
and sales expenses 

c Gain or (loss) 
d Net gam or (loss) 

8 a Gross income from fundraising 
including $ _ 

dividends, interest, and 
lla. 

bond proceeds ili• 

2,027,137. -125,911. 2,153,048. 

lla• 
 

(n Real On Personal 

, - 
. ....i. 

__.1 

235,210, 

309,331, 

-74,121 . 

III■ -74,121. -74 121 , . 

() Securities fn]. Other  s  
. 

, . 11 , 

i• , • 

 — 

, 

• 

-- _ 
2,760,859. 

25 , 624 , 7 59. 

22,863,900. 

2,760,859. 

events 
of 
(not 

a 
b 

a 
b 

a 
b 

IP 2,760,859. 

_ .. _ _ _ 

contributions reported on line lc) See 
Part IV, line 18 

b Less direct expenses 
c Net income or (loss) from fundraising events 

9 a Gross income from gaming activities See 
Part IV, line 19 

b Less direct expenses 
c Net income or (loss) from gaming activities 

10 a	 Gross sales of inventory, less returns 
and allowances 

b Less cost of goods sold 
c Net income or Ooss) from sales of inventory 

ill• 

ii  

_ ..  ._ _ 
IP .., 

IIP. 
Miscellaneous Revenue Busmess Code i 

519,470. 11 a  MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 611710 519,470. 

b ADMIN RECOVERY 611710 96,789. 96,789. 

c 
d All other revenue 
e Total. Add lines lla-lld 

12 Total revenue. See instructions. 
llo 
I. 

616,259.  

124,808,753, 99,478,870. -125,911. 5,456,045. 
432009 
11-07-14 

08300225 144198 52737 
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Form 990 (2012) Page 9 

Part VIII 

 

Statement of Revenue 

 

  

Check if Schedule 0 contains a response to any uestion in this Part VIII 

 

   

(A) 
Total revenue 

(B) 
Related or 

exempt 
function 
revenue 

(C) 
Unrelated 
business 
revenue 

(D) 
Revenue 

excluded from 
tax under 
sections 

512, 513, or 
514 

C
o

n
tr

ib
u t

io
n

s,
  G

if
ts

,  
G

ra
n

ts
  

a
n
d

 O
th

e
r  

S
im

il
a
r  

A
m

o
u

n
ts

  la Federated campaigns . . is 

b Membership dues . . . . lb 

c Fundraising events . . . . is 

d Related organizations . . . ld 

e Government grants (contnbutions) le 

f All other contnbutions, gifts, grants, and if 
similar amounts not included above 

g Noncash contnbutions included in lines 
la-if $ 

h Total. Add lines la-1f  10,486,231 

85,450 

4,819,822 

5,580,959 

122,468 

E 

ca 
5 

E 
2? 
0 
& 

2a TUITION AND FEES 

Code Business Code 

79,754,931 79,754,931 611710 

b HOUSING 721310 4,184,766 4,184,766 

c FOOD SERVICE 721310 4,004,841 4,004,841 

d 

e 

f A ll other program service revenue 

g Total. Add lines 2a-21 . . . . . . . . IP- 87,944,538 

O
th

e
r  

R
e
v
e
n

u
e

  

3 Investment income 
and other similar 

4 Income from Investment 

5 Royalties  

6a Gross rents 

b Less rental 
expenses 

c Rental income 
or (loss) 

d Net rental income 

7a Gross amount 
from sales of 
assets other 
than inventory 

b Less cost or 
other basis and 
sales expenses 

c Gain or (loss) 

8a Gross income from 
events (not including 

$ _ 
of contributions 
See Part IV, line 

b Less direct expenses 

c Net income or (loss) 

9a Gross income from 
See Part IV, line 

b Less direct expenses 

c Net income or (loss) 

10a Gross sales of 
returns and allowances 

b Less cost of goods 

c Net income or (loss) 

(including dividends, interest, 
amounts)  11.- 

of tax-exempt bond proceeds . , 0- 

IP- 

1,609,015 -47,110 1,656,125  

(i) Real (ii) Personal 

- 5,792 5,792 

269,813 

264,021 

5,792 

or (loss)  11.- 

(I) Secunties (ii) Other 

3,497,327 3,497,327 

17,584,919 

14,087,592 

3,497,327 

d Net gain or (loss)  

fundraising 

reported on line 1c) 
18 . . 

a 

. . . b 

from fundraising 

gaming activities 
1 9 . . . 

a 

. . . b 

from gaming activities 

inventory, less 
. 

a 

sold . . b 

from sales of inventory 

II.- 

events . . ii... 

. . .0. 

. . 11,- 

M iscellaneous Revenue 1 Business Code 
535 cern sls.s41) 611711) 





Form 990 (2011) Page 9 

   

Part VIII 

 

Statement of Revenue 

(A) 
Total revenue 

(B) 
Related or 

exempt 
function 
revenue 

(C) 
Unrelated 
business 
revenue 

(D) 
Revenue 

excluded from 
tax under 
sections 

512, 513, or 
514 

C
on

tr
ib

ut
io

n
s,

  g
if

ts
,  g

ra
nt

s  
a
n

d
 o

th
er

  s
im

ila
r  

am
ou

nt
s  la Federated campaigns . . la 

b Membership dues . . . . lb 

c Fundraising events . . . 1C 

d Related organizations . . . Id 

e Government grants (contributions) le 

f All other contnbutions, gifts, grants, and if 
similar amounts not included above 

g Noncash contnbutions included in 

lines la-lf $ 1,288,041  
8,316,926 

318,300 

3,708,331 

4,290,295 

IP- h Total. Add lines la-1f  

P
ro

g
ra

m
  S

er
vi

ce
  R

ev
en

u
e  

2a TUITION AND FEES 

Business Code 

71,892,119 71,892,119 611710 

b HOUSING 721310 3,761,087 3,761,087 

c FOOD SERVICE 721310 3,607,752 3,607,752 

d 

e 

f All other program service revenue 

g Total. Add lines 2a-2f  I" 79,260,958 

O
th

er
  R

ev
en

u
e
  

3 Investment income 

and other similar 

4 Income from investment 

S Royalties  

6e Gross rents 

b Less rental 
expenses 

C Rental income 
or (loss) 

d Net rental income 

7a Gross amount 
from sales of 
assets other 
than inventory 

b Less cost or 
other hams and 
sales expenses 

c Gain or (loss) 

8a Gross income from 
events (not including 

$ 

(including dividends, interest 

amounts)  10- 

of tax-exempt bond proceeds . . 11. 

II. 

1,248,300 45,053 1,293,353 

(I) Real (u) Personal 

-58,660 1,393 -60,053 

102,778 

161,438 

-58,660 

or (loss)  P. 

(i) Securities (ii) Other 

2,012,680 2,012,680 

8,844,703 

6,832,023 

2,012,680 

d Net gain or (loss)  

fundraising 

. . . 

of contributions reported on line lc) 
See Part IV, line 18 . . . 

a 

b Less direct expenses . . . b 

c Net income or (loss) from fundraising 

9a Gross income from gaming activities 
See Part IV, line 19 . . . 

a 

b Less direct expenses . . . b 

c Net income or (loss) from gaming activities 

10a Gross sales of inventory, less 
returns and allowances . 

a 

b Less cost of goods sold . . b 

c Net income or (loss) from sales of inventory 

events . . 

. . .0' 

. 

Miscellaneous Revenue Business Code 

758,722 758,722 
110 DA CAMERA SOCIETY 611710 

b rAtcr=r I erurrilic trurnmp 611710 416,468 416,468 





Form 990 (2010) Page 9 

 

Statement of Revenue Part VW 
(A) 

Total revenue 
(B) 

Related 
or 

exempt 
function 
revenue 

(C) 
Unrelated 
business 
revenue 

(0) 
Revenue 

excluded 
from 
tax 

Under 
sections 

512, 
513, or 

514 

C
on

tr
ib

u tio
ns

,  g
ilt

s,  
g

ra
nt

s  
an

d 
ot

he
r  s

im
ila

r  a
m

ou
n t

s  la Federated campaigns . . la 

b Membership dues .. . . . lb 

c Fundraising events . . . . lc 

d Related organizations . . . Id 

e Government grants (contnbutions) le 

f All other contributions, gifts, giants, and if 
similar amounts not included above 

g Noncash contnbutions included in lines la-lf $ 

h Total.Add lines la-1f . 11. 9,041,816 

336,510 

276,451 

3,653,336 

4,775,519 

197,080 

Pr
og

ra
m

  S
er

vi
ce

  R
ev

en
ue

  

2a 
TUITION AND FEES 

Business Code 

67,989,520 67,989,520 611710 

b HOUSING 721310 4,052,499 4,052,499 
e FOOD SERVICE 721310 3,581,070 3,581,070 
d 

e 

f All other program service revenue 

a Total. Add lines 2a-2f ►  75,623,089 

O
th

er
  R

ev
en

u
e  

3 Investment income (including 

and other similar amounts)  

4 Income from investment of tax-exempt 

S Royalties  

6a Gross Rents 

b Less rental 
expenses 

c Rental income 
or (loss) 

d Net rental income or (loss)  

dividends, interest 

110- 

bond proceeds , , PI- 

1,361,760 -1,407 1,363,167 

(i) Real Real (n) Personal 

-60,494 10,453 -70,947 

101,945 

162,439 

-60,494 

11. 

7a Gross amount 
from sales of 
assets other 
than inventory 

b Less cost or 
other basis and 
sales expenses 

c Gain or (loss) 

d Net gain or (loss)  

(i) Securities (n) Other 

4,004,236 4,004,236 

20,139,768 

16,135,532 

4,004,236 

I►  

8a Gross income from fundraising 
(not including 

$ 336,510 

events 

line 1c) 
. 

a 

. . b 

events . . 11.-  

33,790 

-200,956 -200,956 

of contributions reported on 
See Part IV, line 1 8 . . 

b Less direct expenses . 

c Net income or (loss) from fundraising 

234,746 

9a Gross income from gaming activities See Part IV, line 19 . a 

b Less direct expenses  b. 

e Net income or (loss) from gaming activities . . .0' 

10a Gross sales of inventory, less 
returns and allowances . 

a 

b Less cost of goods sold . . b 

c Net income or (loss) from sales of inventory . . II' 

Miscellaneous Revenue Business Code 
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Solitude Lost in 
Campus Transformation? 

Vic dell with our share of hassles living on a campus this far out 

n the middle of nowhere. on a mountain. alone to eiminutrie with the 

howling coyotes. 

And I don't mean iss romplain or sound ungrateful lot the owns 

iron s] obstacle% to my solitude and quiet interludes in between classes 

These things arc to be expixted, or at least I t,tiw grown used to the 

lawnmowers and vacuum cleaners going off it eight to the morning. 

Maybe Vie been spoiled i Wit at wh.er I can walk outside 0}C result:rise. 

halls and look out at the Pacific Ocean and we Catalina island and how 

the wind works with the waves on a clear day But on Sunday morning, 

March O. 1 walked outside Re toiler and found myself confronted widt 

o deeoustrueted flume [II a ford Taurus, cut to hall. A mores prop I was 

told Oh. great_ ....... CM rap 

Human Rights Advocacy 
Kcunt Students Host Film Festival 

THE ORACLE 
Mount St. Mary's College 

"Keeping the Mount informed...from campus to campus" 

12001 Chalon Ro.td. Lou Angeles. CA 90049 

10 Chester Place. Los Angeles, CA 90007 April 2!. 20W 

Caucus Diversify Surrey Resulla 

Core Up Ssonty 

arm Cana, Netts Edam 

the tenths art so town We college-
wage %indent thacessey riseast Smiley 
Wen NCI1TIMPE1 at fail year Loons 
Mande high phase (or ale Moi#11-6 MM. 
011111114111 isf *utility ist rtrll as e near ton-
moo dot materamstem was Wadents of 

fleCliJ VAIN OD CAEMINLI sic gro• 
amity positive t9VW aged t While Ow 

ieugsnia 11110{1Aliri ii wine - 
shay Iona itan mint jamas 'kr... Or *AU-
denti teaponitellt. tht dttinhatitm 
ttopemdmiti timely motors the %octal! 
thetobtittati at sentient.. rnakirir the 
rends stannisady %milk Inieresititints 
RI% of thaw who responded bare hem ea 
the Moos 2 re Tenet years 

The rase) ins loikd a smut, sadism-r-
ya) Mated questions-mid thin a vane} et 
rowan. Neu. Pm. of reiviveltruti Fell that 
amenity oat insperesni iii them. 
ripreselte smile-no horn moirprtniv hark - 

groom& The Fins stt of queitions 
rmulical whom students thutighl th4-
Mom mies welcoming to Overall, 9r. 
of seteikirn "tt-cingh-  armor the hilnIC 
is wekiwninr• t.. frrnalr students 0.2% full 
the same shout students of cake. SAI.: felt 
dui Moe *bang! lit VVOIdAIITX Jr: 
atkini unadmit of dost-iiin.. fell 041 
Itshsaa. fp), apd bises.ual ansJcsas on* 
...1.1v4wilr. sod 2 vts speed-  Mai 

sisaioiti. art 1.40...iat FKtt....111, 

Multi-Cultural 

Night 
A Tradition of 

Diversity Celebration 

When MC-i. Laws Hermit ar.f trua 
C Amon Ina Oar Marc ea the Link Theater 

rl • the vv.wst s. al-radt 
. 2,-54 

44.5i.oharl.. Tl, wtr U.-. 
dye* mule [IWO lieu park eit 

hilt, Ate 
Ball ASSOClinfil relignicti a bitumens sten-

stseloos The-0-.•  not- •.,ng"T 
End aeon; and whom all the wet: This  

off ist or. ft that Ortahlrif and say Mu. 
iftits arc texesaragod now pane dm mg-
getts wealsoms el Ike college ilow.crer, 
the ray high mute in other smsegaries 
4ourils. that Morail "rodt-nit are quite tot 
itfird with the ulhoor:. sArlriirrunir of a 

watt rings Of tarta and eat:Meow 
The Paco 541 of gus•unua, dean ..u), LW. 

only 34% felt that 
lesbian. gay, and 

bisexual students arc 
v..elcome 

This point suggest% an area 

of weaknctc in the college. 

drro-  carrion lest; on campus Au rr - 
whrtrritsig 10.% at respondents ittl 
steered by moans faculty, ma 'WI 
wtuwc SOCIIVIA111d n ififferreit from then 
(Mr Students use icei set; eninfonabk 
with fella* aeutirots rep/Mims ul Once 
ethnical, gamier, sous! tonentation. Ws-
Arise,. sows, arc and refiposit affiliation 
Sus fiptxr 51 When it COMM CO &I-
CU's-ling Mit soul teumte?. rArrall au-
drnla are "monk-rawly si,mfon.shit.-  boo - 
en-t, itutrrAingly. %obi% usnicrus art sig• 
niftesoits osktreu. 
of rolui 

Contimeti ors pair 

Pi Theta Mu took 

home , -e Gold
27 

uaa Warn Uti hr-  the 
$11124 cep eUmts1)" flotprtlaloatt.1 from 
s.4,..t.%14. Nig: Lt. 
rairenbres K.ama Delta t ns rea-ersEcts ion 

MVIVI Wilier .117 Tr stab prb- 
alitxrd first hod then handed t e stage OJT 
to their frotrixtxrmed pm:rammer who 
danced bopped. sof Amer Then war  
ustosio use test the tea 

-runs  

By (-rimer, Ferguson 

4. In  April Is And :2 the M.nut1 husi- 

crl itrit flue fesiisal The Lotus 

social muter rhe first everung went 

off at well th.o the Link Theme was 

pas Isest its Mak than its safority 

ht turnout was a plemon ttlnafut 
to sociology 1) I , the Chas that had 

lirwano:,-.1 the even' Wall the hie• 

-r-sotri- 11.1-1,1 ft• 

many students us attetuliuwc 
Although mans came fen e ons credit 

and because frstricin to the rhos had 

poked and rintlacti them inns anew-
nip. the post.sererrung ern;-mot 

atrrwbelmuag 

Alter the film Afthitortoin Tear 
Oki, students became concerned 

about the pastern of %nal MIOC1 

Pinot:rig ft merry One of 1Lr Soc  

Volume 9 

Issue 5 

eriul film, there arm many who said 

that ri was rust th.si a posvetful rem 
Th..: • , 

shuw 0`c ti•Ins wit- • ni--ort,1 51 of 

dieprewing Ally asoliviste. 51 it tier 

goal of the class to educate those in 
anew:liner 

"Through education 

comes awzreness. and 

ilirs..ugh 

ad%ocacy." 
!:,,,Tirme Wit r 64.4.41 me "Wirt 

(-WV UL1, h7 Ws not as if one person 

can really change very much 

1 dan't sec a that way Latish like 
the name:now hiShIC i.therts, I tali 

we are "In The -ctorld err rhanzr the 

world" to toe one person ova tieing 

able to effect change. change slant 
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Grnail - Weekend Update 12.09.2016 

Gmail 

Weekend Update 12.09.2016 
1 message 

Brentwood Homeowners Association 
<info@brentwoodhomeowners.org> 
Reply-To: info@brentwoodhomeowners.org  
To: 

Sat, Dec 10, 2016 at 6:04 
AM 

BRENTWOOD 
HOMEOWNERS 
ASSOCIATION 

Mansionization 

The LA City Council voted this week to hold the line on large 
scale homes on R1 Zoned lots. While the revised, more 
restrictive ordinance will not take effect until early next year, 
the vote affirms their commitment to stopping the tide of 
"McMansions." 



Gmail - Weekend Update 12.09.2016 

Further to our warning from last week, online retailers are 
now asking shoppers to beware. If you have a vacation 
planned, please remind everyone in the household to note 
when packages are set to arrive, and ask friends or 
neighbors to clear the porch daily! 

MSMU Filming 

Next Wednesday and Thursday (Sept 14 & 15), there may 
be simulated gunfire associated with filming taking place on 
the campus of Mount St Marys University. This is not 
associated with last week's report of gunfire in the Kenter 
Canyon area, which we understand may have been 
fireworks. 
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Mount Saint Mary's University 
Student Handbook 

Chalon Campus 
12001 Chalon Road 

Los Angeles, CA 90049 

Doheny Campus 
10 Chester Place 

Los Angeles, CA 90007 

This student handbook belongs to: 
Name:  
Telephone:  
Email: 

You may search this handbook electronically by enterin2 keyNN ords:  
On a PC: use "Ctrl+F" and enter the term you wish to search in the search bar. 

On a MAC: Use "Command+F" and enter the term you wish to search in the search bar.  



OFF-CAMPUS BEHAVIOR 
MSMU students have a responsibility as members of both the Mount community and as keepers of 
the CSJ tradition of caring for "the dear neighbor" to demonstrate respectful and civil behavior 
both on and off campus. This means that MSMU obliges all students, both resident and non-
resident, to demonstrate responsible citizenship in the local community. 

Therefore, MSMU reserves the right to refer any student involved in disruptive, disorderly, or 
destructive behavior, or any behavior that is illegal or in opposition to generally accepted 
standards as expressed in the Athenian Promise, to the Student Conduct Board. 

PARKING ON CAMPUS 
Parking on campus is a privilege. For the safe control of traffic and parking on Mount Saint 
Mary's University (MSMU) Chalon and Doheny campuses, the following parking regulations 
apply to all students, faculty, staff, and visitors, and are subject to change. 

Adherence to Expectations, Rules, and Regulations 
All members of the community are expected to drive in a safe, quiet, and courteous manner, in 
strict compliance with applicable traffic guidelines, regulations, and traffic laws, throughout the 
University campuses, and in neighborhoods adjacent to the campuses. Unsafe, loud, and/or 
discourteous driving may result in fines and/or loss of on-campus parking privileges. As members 
of the University community, we must drive in a manner that is both responsible to and respectful 
of the neighborhoods in which we live. 

The registration of a vehicle on campus and purchase of a parking permit does not guarantee a 
parking place, but affords the registrant the opportunity to park in designated parking areas when 
space is available. Parking on campus throughout the year, including break periods, is by permit 
only. Parking permits are non-transferable and can result in loss of your parking permit. 

The University is not responsible for losses due to theft and/or damage(s) to vehicles while on, 
traveling to or from University property. 

Everyone pays for parking There is no free parking — everyone Is required to pay to park on 
MSMU campuses. This rule applies and may be enforced seven days a week, 24 hours a day, 
nights, weekends, and even holidays. Vehicles must display a current and valid permit at all times. 

Reserved spaces Unless otherwise noted or specifically marked on the space itself — parking lots 
and spaces marked "Reserved" or with an individual's name are reserved at all times: 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week, 365 days a year. Do not park there at any time, for any duration of time, 
for any reason. 
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Parking Permits 
A University issued parking permit entitles the registered permit holder(s) to park in any legal 
space designated for that permit type is: a) space is available, b) the permit is displayed properly, 
and c) the vehicle is parked in accordance with the guidelines and regulations. Information 
regarding purchasing of permit and permit prices are available on the Transportation and Parking 
Portal. 

All vehicles operated and parked on University property by students, faculty, and staff must be 
registered with Business Office and/or Transportation Department (University-owned vehicles are 
exempt). Vehicles are registered by obtaining a parking permit and are valid for the period 
specified thereon. 

Abuse of privilege Persons who provide false vehicle information or uses a lost, stolen, forged, 
altered, photocopied, or counterfeit parking permit is subject to parking citation(s), 
immobilization, loss of the right to hold a permit in the future, and/or referral to Student Affairs 
for conduct review — daily parking permits included. Refunds will not be issued. 

Chalon Loop 
In agreement with the neighboring community, all members of the University community 
(students, faculty, staff, guests) must comply with the official established traffic-flow pattern when 
entering and exiting the Chalon Campus. 

Established traffic-flow When approaching the Chalon campus, drivers must go North on Bundy, 
and then North on Norman Place to Chalon Road (making a right turn into campus). When exiting 
the Chalon campus, drivers must take Chalon Road to South Bundy, so as to avoid going South on 
Norman Place (making a right turn out of campus). 

Chalon Campus 

Chalon Rd. 

Norman Mace 

No left turns. Left turns entering and exiting Chalon are not permitted at any time for any reason, 
and will result in a parking citation. Failure to comply with the official traffic-flow pattern will 
result in $75 citation(s) and/or loss of parking permit privileges. 

Neighboring communities. In addition, we ask that students not bring cars to campus with the 
expectation that they can be parked on the streets or public areas of our neighboring communities 
within a two mile radius of the Chalon campus only. Mount Saint Mary's University requests that 
Chalon commuter students refrain from parking in the neighborhood, including along Chalon 
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Road, Norman Place and Bundy Drive for the safety of the community. MSMU works with its 
neighbors to reduce traffic flow and parking in nearby neighborhoods. As a member of MSMU's 
community, students are expected to be active participants in the University's good neighbor 
policies. 

Overnight Resident Student Parking. Chalon resident students and their guests are not 
permitted to park their vehicles overnight on any public street surrounding the campus — including 
Chalon Road, Norman Place and Bundy Drive. Resident students are required to purchase a 
parking permit and park their vehicle on campus in spaces designated for resident students. 

Parking Permits and Allocation of Parking Lots 
Parking on Chalon and Doheny campuses are required to have a valid parking permit displayed 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week (holidays and weekends included). 

Handicap parking spots. Parking in designated spaces reserved for disabled vehicles must have 
a state-issued disabled license plate/placard, or temporary permit distributed by Campus Events. 
Those who do not have the appropriate identification will incur a parking fine. 

Where to park All permits allow the permit holder to park at both campuses 
Chalon Doheny 
Campus Campus  

General Parking AAA Lot 
structure A 
Lot J 

Ken Skinner 
Parking 
Pavilion (must 
obtain access) 
Fi2ueroa Lot 

Resident Lot I 
Student  
Faculty/ Lot B 
staff Lot D 

Lot E 
Lot F 

Chester Place 
St. James 
Ken Skinner 
Parking 
Pavilion (must 
obtain access)  
Behind B7 
Behind 
Building 745 
(designated 
parking) 

Reserve 
d 

Lot C 
(reservation 
and 
handicapped 
parking only) 
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Subject: RE: From Stef Michaels 

Date: Wednesday, September 26, 2012 at 10:12:43 AM Pacific Daylight Time 

From: Adventure Girl Query 

To: 'Debbie Ream' 

Thank you Debbie for the update. 

Stef 

From: Debbie Ream [rnailto:DReam@msmc.la.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 2:01 PM 
To: Adventure Girl Query 
Subject: RE: From Stef Michaels 

Hi, Stefanie, I just wanted to get back to you and let you know we were successful in identifying two of the 
three vehicles you noted below, and the students have been referred to Student Affairs. 

Thanks again! 

Debbie Ream 

From: Adventure Girl Quer 
Sent: Friday, September 21, Luiz ,4:1b PM 
To: Debbie Ream 
Subject: From Stef Michaels 

Hi Debbie, 

Hope this finds you well. 

I have a few cars to report coming down Norman. Two today- the other a couple of days ago. 

Here goes. 
5K41. are first few on the license plate- I believe it was a Black (Toyota)- not sure on the make- was going a 
bit fast- but it was a male driving. 

Today- 4:15 pm. Two Toyotas- both with MSM tags 

1 Red — first few numbers/letters on plate: 6BZA 
1 Silver following- 6UWK is the start on the plate. 

Hope you have a nice weekend, 

Stef 
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Subject: Re: Out of Office: Car turned onto Norman 

Date: Friday, April 12, 2013 at 8:19:26 AM Pacific Daylight Time 

From: Stefanie Michaels 

To: Debbie Ream 

Hi Debbie- 
Two more this morning. 

6tk was all I could grab as the black car blew through one of the Norman stop signs on the way up the hill 

And 6mq silver small car who almost hot me as she turned down Norman and I was turning back into my driveway. 

What more can be done to stop this Debbie? These are dangerous situations- especially since I was almost body 
injured a couple of months ago and now turning into my own drive way- my vehicle was at risk. 

We're being patient, we're working with you all, but at the same time- feeling frustrated. 
Also- no security vehicle from MSM has been spotted lately- what is happening with this? 
Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 26, 2013, at 1:15 PM, Debbie Ream <DReamPmsmcia.edu> wrote: 

I will be out of the office the week of March 25, returning to the office April 1. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Pia 
Orense at porenseromsmcia.edu. Thank you, 
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Subject: Accident on Norman 

Date: Thursday, October 31, 2013 at 6:45:41 PM Pacific Daylight Time 

From: Stefanie Michaels 

To: Debbie Ream 

Hi Debbie, 
Hope this finds you doing good. 

This morning at 6:30 am, we heard a crunch. Sure enough two students, one coming down Norman, one going up, 
Crashed Into each other, 
Phil went out to make sure everyone was ok, and it seemed so and amicable as they exchanged information. 

Just thought I'd give you the heads up. It's dark and poorly lit up here now at that time in the a.m. 

Not sure how you can make these kids understand why they shouldn't speed, or turn down Norman????? 

Thanks Debbie. 
Stef 
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Subject: RE: Bundy Residents 

Date: Thursday, February 4, 2010 at 2:04:34 PM Pacific Standard Time 

From: Debbie Ream 

To: 'Stefanie Michaels' 

I've checked with Security, and there were about 4 trucks that left our campus about that time. Do you recall what 
type of truck it was, so we can follow up with the appropriate vendors. Any additional information you can provide 
will help us as we talk to them. 

Thanks so much for your help. 

Debbie Ream 

--Original Message-- 
From: Stefanie Michae.  
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2010 10:35 AM 
To: Debbie Ream; 'Robin Stevens' 
Cc: 'Ellen King'; 'Julian Keeling';'.1esiyca Avelos'; 'Nancy Gettelman'; 'Raymond Klein' 
Subject: RE: Bundy Residents 

Debbie, 

I just caught the HUGE Semi-truck heading down Norman right now. It seems 
nothing has changed and the disrespect to our neighborhood continues. 

Whether it came from MSM or Carondolet- it needs to stop. The truck is too 
massive, the hill too steep for it to come down on Norman. 

AGAIN, please handle this. 

Stefanie 
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----Original Message-- 
From: David Diaan [mailto 
Sent: Saturday, July 25, 2015 1:09 PM 
To: 'dream©msmu.edu' <dream@msmu > 
Subject: MSM special Olympics event !!! 

Dear Debbie, 
Please look at the photo attached. 
This bus driver going through Saltair today had no idea he had to take 
Bundy. 
He then told me... " Many more buses are scheduled to go through to MSM 
today!" 
You should inform the homeowners of such events and you should make sure 
these buses do not come through streets like Saltair. 
This is careless behavior especially now that you are fully aware of our 
complaints about these issues with MSM. 

Sincerely, 
David Diaan 

-----Original Message--- 
From: David Davoodian [mailto: . 
Sent: Saturday, July 25, 2015 1:00 PM 
To: David 
Subject: 



From: Debbie Ream <dream@msmu.edu> 
Date: February 26, 2016 at 2:22:19 PM PST 
To: 'Stefanie Michaels' 
Subject: RE: Can you tell me why 

Stefanie, just wanted to follow up. I received this information from our Campus 
Security. A Sysco truck broke down on campus in the early afternoon on Monday. At 
around 3:30pm, a tow truck from Sysco brought up another truck to connect to the 
trailer that had broken down earlier. Then, it turned out that the second truck Sysco 
brought would not start. So two Sysco trucks were broken down. One at the 
entrance, blocking the roadway and facing the wrong direction, and the other 
towards the upper end of the campus. A third Sysco truck had to be sent from 
Ventura, where the company was based, to assist. The first truck was able to be 
towed down Bundy Drive, but the third tow truck that had to take the second tow 
truck and the first broken down truck and trailer couldn't turn around, and went down 
Norman. It was a calamity of errors, and Sysco is well aware of the problems this 
caused for the neighbors. The university regrets the problem, I believe Sysco will be 
issuing their own apology to the neighbors, and I will pass it along when I receive it. 

Hope that you have a pleasant weekend. 

Debbie Ream 

Original Message 
From: Stefanie Michaels 
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 11:20 PM 
To: Debbie Ream <dream@msmu.edu> 
Cc: Joanne Solov <: •>; Mary Burton 
David Diaan < 
Subject: Can you tell me why 

At 11:15 pm at night waking us up, was one of your Sysco delivery trucks was being 
towed down Norman Place, complete with flashing emergency lights from another 
18 wheeler truck that was towing it, again DOWN Norman? They barely made the 
turn and past our cars parked on the street. 

Ridiculous. 
How much more can our neighborhood take? 

Stef 

Sent from my iPhone 



David Diaan 4/10 
/16 

to Adventure, Debbie, Joanne, me 

Last week a large FOOD SUPPLIER truck came through Sunset and the next day a 
huge bus was unable to get through! 

Sincerely, 
David Diaan 

Original Message--- 
From: Adventure Girl [mailto 
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2016 2:13 PM 
To: Debbie Ream <cre.amciimsmu.eL  >; Joanne Solov 
Diaan 

>; Wright Zofia 
Subject: MSM buss 

It's Sunday at 2:08. 8c94 first on the plate of a MSM truck going 50 miles 
an hour on Bundy past us just now, so it's not just the students speeding, 
although a truck of that size can't stop easy at those speeds making it a 
very very dangerous co diction speeding on our streets. 

Stef 

Sent from my iPhone 

>; David 
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MOUNT ST. MARY'S COLLEGE 

Attention Wanted-- 
All Mount Drivers 

ill$1.0' • Ar. : , ,Ii:• Ito. . ;• )••.. - ..• • 1,.. . Li :.., - 11 ••,-,-• 11 0,,.. t ...a u 

IL'- ttAV..,-. L. t) 11 .(1111.  " .trirlid A logl. ;itch a. floc- be- beoetyrisl 
Oh North Ili..Wd • 5ivouidi i hi' ],form! ,drtt ,tA bred ill' 11 •01.111.1 1:15.11 

Derr) to judr$ng from re, slit 0,..i u.1 tent es. 
Mount students fall to realize the responaibility of sate driving 111.11 

hag come upon them in the last few years. They do not regard Buri:ry 
Drive as a hazard, but merely as an obstacle course. Bundy is not an 
open Country road. 

Today students drive a road bordered with residences: they dodge 
children who spring from behind bushes at the shoulder of the road 
and dogs that dash in front of cars. 

Isn't It about time for the Militia driver to shake that air of ;oda-
!ciente! Talking to posncvne to the back seat or studs trig letTitle driving 
only results in serious accident.. posaibly death Disterarding countess-
Or charity completely. It arenald sesta that eten reillsh rnottseo dictate 
oh:err:tare of rename precepts Tar safety, With tbe reader's perrai 
I will mention bat two of thane preclude 

11

611	

Voiotia otherwise Indicated, on a curse •a-here you cannot 
urn the tnis4iway errs. turadred !Pet ahead_ the sptvt limit Is 
fifteen milts per bout 

You may not erase to the left aide of the highway cad 'tau 
another car If you are approaching a blind Curer-. an Inter:ire 
iron, or the Inv of a hill 
Mount drlyrfa with 'rod feet Witt! take these ricriple ruler fo hr-art 

=4 at the, tame time do a little reateaseh on bow Pine it take to atop 
a car, elets ander ideal tornittuatio, 'rout reaction tilde Iniebt be ono 
liOrful. but bow air pour brakes! Or tire versa' 

Safety in driving cannot be too strongly emphasized: we can't at• 
Ord to cusregord It. An accident might til$11, result in an injury or in 
death. Don't play games: the road is no bowling alley. 

MOO t-1.,,i.tully,  , IL.. 'i .,,it:......!j. wc:It need rating 
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'Mis weirs n1 rernrerts is lee- also sswairre. filtration. totem-tally ra el.t.W of 
in;; aponioroel with no hoe., it'onlioried on raze 21 the "v-fit 4.1•1",""1,111.11' of 

• rummunotir or tivities IKeur- 
rtn,+, in s ntim,.er of the- rd. 
li.•=es and unirrraiura sonnet 

rountry, 
the leetime oUl be cairn at 

ll to facilitate +tears( at. 
treilanir, Freda) claav'e w ill 
f r  Ita lalfah • 

!SAO period 
0:10 period „t

a 
.1
1 i
!
r
. I
I
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Itt In 

1.0aelitl ie ttolee.'  L",- 
••I• /Seism inien Imo% loi I '1411 

Careless 
Drivers 

Censured 

L.'s Pcbeeti 

As We Go to Press 
Sealer Mall John, • %skirt the oest of tam 

nl Mo. Slot, f 11111114, wtl I. 5.11,1t ..ill le published th1 
n. all wanks std mos 

adoring • etas, emery Weil- Items must hr to the Pula]. 
/or...10o ut lilt In the 1 e• - esllwt (Visit h1 3:00) Oil 
tura I1id1 am tlw COOlratet 
ally of eftti•loul Ilactrito•

. 1'r:we Olt* of 
• 

Austria- 
All girls wisliMe la earn • . 

The Eumbi‘ii, !I, •,,, 

a &hate with Loyola'. IRC oat 

Octr..b..e 12. The I 
'Should There Be A Change in 

i-tatea Forc:gn Pol') 

Mount participial* will 
Diane liewlem aIA Judi Mr- "nett )our gra.+ shirts. ore- 
Hugh; 1.0)14•• dehater• will lelea, and ',tenant shells troth 
be Irate bloberti and Jobs ; lor lb. Imam Oct. 1l,  mai 

the debate will br held in ,leorothr alrifOrmaw, Junior 
the I.e./tore Mall at 7:30 p m.: ; pretiole-ill. The ferride,  
reihree.turmints w i I I be %./.1•%ed Boom of the Penneille Club in 
afterward. All students srelSaata Monica will prowl& Hy 
hoisted to attend. '-'11+r suture! milli, ntnoomoherr Irmo P.m! ir-a nod to mane large ani`ef• 
*horrid he oat of interest ta I to 1 a.in I The Music Dept as sponaor• 

e.evinne,'" nave, Colleen Wil-
e.... V.Ilarbiaft-llt(' president. 

Thr 1-..u.r.etnana arc MAO plan- 

Luau Time 
Looms Near 

1113-ifirni Farber CIV.111r1 S . lit. extetob-i ,o melt rtutA 
to Mount littolent• to attend a lecture na Gel. T, given by Chief Inspector William C•  Soul 
of the Federal Moreau of Investigation, Chief imps-  ter from th-- National Off i  
in Washington. f's C, has been whet/0NA by 1hr natal bureau of the F it I. to give a !refute 

CAtege Students". 
It-IKEMOST 

Chief In-pro tat Shill. am. • i•o•rail of 1,1  aro*,  on lb. had now  ta thattc of 
t reseorrli and inset .4. to-

laloic to Ireennranirt 

Colleges to Hear Lecture 
On Communist Challenge 

Music Department 

...len, on the Eastern mar 
• 

The fliciaistry Deparinient at Its.. Mutant has brim glom 
a grant of 610.900 b) the Pubis IletIth Pitiable!' of Ihr Be- 
prrlweat Health, EAlioriition and Wrlfase fur trae•reto 

Grant v..51 be- lord for a study on tea f• 
ro•rieof The pre.t.lem which will Ir irris 

pert. 
It was stipulated that the money should be sin r. 
irouniment and supplim - - 
• •• • • ." srr) -Not thus pre., ' 

Of' the helot in a 1,o• 
r•gram of @Sully e•' 

•-• • ereiro-. 
I.. I I Abe I' Mond, u. .. 

L••••••... • ••• rrOf al 111.-.- 
rtor,,,,-.1.‘ In the re•pna...1.1• 

117 :.he 14. a Ito • 

yr al MI. St. MA/4 
Sawa& ni I tri; sad hat. airs; 

re...Mare her Matter. sod Itor.l 
tom Itr.;:r.cs Nom lb. Uniset. 

rite of vorerabene California. Mr. 
Guard.) has prriones1) taught al.' 
MI al 14,4t,'• soil lima • pail-
Ohne arar•he-r in Mc t brnsrates- 
lreparsiocor noel ria. 
• Ikom a for NWT Ilse.htet the 

it-k• 0..11 

See Inside: 

Mount's Own Nixon-

Kennedy Debate 

What an Ex-President 

Does 

What the College Seal, 

Means 
A &USW 6tiALLAY/1 flrawkes 

entierly. St. don't want to tirr!! 

Mount  Receives 
Chemistry Grant 

IIn . • 
Leo Long of the 5.• • 
vie* Wail', Orr, !! 'PLO 
UP It. the Mount to OA Wirt [be 
atiollgliVirTIMOn- m a II 
lattaplatatt• ',moat T•ov4•vol at 
the whet Me., Lee CUM*" Tei•do, and Gloii• 
the e+►«Mtir scot rapi+! dr,„.4„,1 real .4 the oeo Vvedneselm. Contact Whys 

Of the f4Jtalt 1110O: 
Blade. Chelan, Hoehn Croton.  I 
wad horniorn - 
nr the arra bare nisserred the 
students aporattrig aroati 
school henna in the inerrant 
and in ten afternoon. Parts ul 
any heavy are the romhlainte 
[rem the Norman flare arra 
gybere the rhIldren piny nn ih-
ro re- , fur I v.; of b.i ky.itd 

1-M14W i.osig farther Atated; 
"Tkr parents are incensed riser 
the drivian the student.. 
Them 1.1.111aW Ihr &Aiwa girls 

dents the 
etrett a pans .1••• 

fOr intoming freshmen drone 
loner, S i! 

laveitto-ttl, .lesion to all 
tin ; s • and II pc. o htlir 
Ohio. mkt aptliag info„ niA I r et is 
•ho:J., on the 111.0.4 S,sleor 
quo, t, r-tt .•," Nr 
y
,f

tudrnl PrOCIY Me, ni .5 

IntiM if. 1'1 F 116F: 

Honor System 
Progresses 

• l's . S In 
• • I • , • • 

.1 I., 4 •• 
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'80 Anna loth works in Uganda With 
InterAid, a private development pro-
gram in basic agriculture. gardening. 
special education and health. 
'81 Barbara Kuala received an m.5. in 
library science from csc San joss and is 
working at Apple Computer, Inc. in 
Cupertino. She enjoys Silicon Valley life. 
style and occasional skiing. 
'81 Corinne Using Dodge lives in 
England where her husband is teaching. 
'81 Melissa Hayes works in the coronary 
intensive care unit at Daniel Freeman 
and just enjoyed a month of travel in the 
British Isles. 
'81 Julie Taguchi is an intern in internal 
medicine at Kaiser Hospital in L.A. 
'81 Diana Rivas Vasquez is a public 
health nurse for the health department 
in Valencia. 
'82 Lo,13ine Ramos House is nursing in 
pediatrics at Kaiser Hospital in Walnut 
Greek since she and her husband have 
moved to northern CA. 
'82 Eroston Price attends the University 
of Pittsburgh School of Medicine. 
'82D Susan Van Buren is teaching kin-
dergarten in Lomita, C.A. 
'82 Susan Veroda was accepted as med-
ical educator for Torrance Memorial 
Hospital. 
'82 Dorothy Bimber Worley was named 
director of children's ministry and 
parish visitors at her chum)]. 
'83 Ann Albertoni is stationed at the 
Naval Hospital in Okinawa. 
'83 Klm Vanden() enjoyed a 2 month 
nip to the Far East, Australia and New 
Zealand. 
'850 Irma Balderrama was named to the 
National Talent Koster which recognizes 
outstanding community college 
graduates. 
'85 Aftel successfully passing her state 
hoards_ Patricia Cribbs works ac a staff 
nurse at L.A. County Medical Center on 
a pulmonary medicine ward. 
'85 Karen T. Graves is in the tu,5, in 
nursing program at UCLA and is spe-
cializing in podianics. 
'85 Lenor Ramirez accepted a full schol-
arship at George Washington U nis ct - 
sity's National Law Center in 
Washington. D.C. She speaks Spanish 
and French and plans to become an in-
ternational lawyer. 

Three Years of Challenge 
- - 

What a jr,v to think Ann coy veins al the 
Mania! I transferred in as a paha awl that 
spent senior year and one mote la receive my 
teaching credentials. 

We rated: the times we stayed caw& all 
night quizzing eath Whet jot teas; lhr 
ion, op Milo,' Road On Sol anchiN Wight so 
our date8 tenth/ gel as in Wore lac h.tonl; the 
(limy skits; Mfliatholt bridge game% in the 
mokers; the phone ringing' and hoping he was 

calling, 
We were challenged; to to Imo a, to 

twice well (ph, those Blue Bunks!!, In INPOli 
ern e new thoughts, awl map tire} 70,01* Mis- 

ter ed t:1 base inVitrialn:V frit In 
e.dhrl rune 

Linda OiNoto '67  

Tea Dances Etcetera 

teliryttenis: rifling the school bus Ira a 
&nu Irmo old Si. May\ Aradriny tin 
Slansun,all unet Genital L.A. ritroale to the 

and attiring alwu.'t awake for the 
8:30 that. &W in) philosophy ( lnss Fuld 
trips lard excellent leaning in the %ono, ird-
jure depaiintrat with the capable lit, Alan 
Uri titan. The brilliant «ad arily-rsed Sisk? 
1 huteinoa, who (1,1114 ot, 
7 ferns bat fair Sblet Uwe de bunt. a dean 
awn.% 'Ho  ,monitati,n, am! fifIrhr. 
!'ether Vaughan\ .‘trui 'dating rxdtuu, in 

lognal thinking. that we did not fah Jo 
Ifiale at the time. De ..i.liopnry an ,ibrini 

Ngani:". and verbal-, ,n , fift 
pearman Englivri (111%S. h.o,•1 1e41nacr es 
unlh f.oyala and 17 t. t, .s4; rad:toad but 
needed. 1:;:giertarg a great pent in the 4 f  hop/ 

'dot etahtig Walt 1,,Ir e' ,trite 
- sods. Ginahing up ths 4')1111e step en for old 
Bowl 1,, $1.14 10.' an, dego, es pow, the then 
All hinshop hat:, , Ind Ihr ;Pa 'mar 14 In, - 
torigfiliz .eh, u 1 re bars 1,, 

)ratA. 

fetal Bogie, Henzgen 

nt S ti 21 
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Two States of Life 
Thrre are two odor. 

must 'nuke about the •• ...i.•.i• 
r,omrlr, that creation is geod,and that t • • 
is 'ante. Because creation is goon, 
must live gladly in it. He anus! Iearn fron, 
it to Lnow Goa, he rr•VS•t M040 DUI Of it some- 

beauty, he must hove hopes enddrearnS 
!Ur Pl. Because creation is fallen, mon must 
draw bisti from it. He must weep over it, 
he met,' suffer with it, he must pray over ;I, 
he must hope; that if not altogether by 
rt,cons 01  itr, own power -- grar• too is 
ne.dod yet not wiri.tw t its collaboration, 
creation mos. One day find its perfect a wl-
surornatiart. 

The two admissions pre not COnlradiCfOry, 
but they ore, in (a Mt-at:I/rt. contrary. The 
tome people cannot fully embody bath ad-
miss-ions in a single nay of life. Sonic must 
adopt a way of life !hot more fully admits the 
goodness of creotian. Others must °deist a 

way of  life that more fully proclaims the 
helplessness of creation, Between them they 
void the whole truth. 

One way of life isestes in the -lay" state 
in which the rule is that one engage in human 
enterprise, seek human love and parenthood, 
elute-rise independence and freedom. The other 
way of life Issues in the "religious" stole 
where the rule is that one renounce trade 
and industry, forego partnership and parent-
hood, renounce liberty. The two Ways of life, 
united in worship and prayer before God, pro-
claim the crossed chnrocter of the present 
time in which the wonder of creation is in-
tereected by the tragedy of the Fen_ Hos- 
tility betweer Ike TwO Stales of life moles 
taboo as little sense ns does she hatsle of 
Ilse sitteeS. Each has ire 

FATHER O'REILLY 

SQUARE 
/1;acmtuoalliCqul'arn".  not asking loo mush -_ 0„t  

a little understanding. 

You see, I hove this problem ...modern 
sac irly. 

I don't like the rat-rote, pre-fob E.,iltence 
being forced stoon college people today. 

I don't like the roh-eoh, frofer.,t, party, 
eKistence Currently  

raftele ouctlenti. 

I'm tired of seeing people their 
beuutlful personeiliaies ...su.t" 
bottled oblivion. I wont escape top -- but 
why into something so irs'rgt.ifiCa^t. 

1.17; ICtC • 

trot man,- 

I rinse fa r.:! c•• " 
pcitty•rt,-. to tipsirr t ei•, r.,•• - 

340; PO .LiiefiCe This in d 

en ion. 

I want to be able —• 
• unt;•.•sd f•-o/-rs t!, tt .•• f • 

of • 4  

I n''',; I Fr ',day •••••fi it in the con-. 
, I 

• 

. • F:7-3 

w.rrt-r0c1 wt•c-, to,• •  "Klo, 
n9 le} peeres s touter oiiiia,•••oukiy 

•r •••••• • -(•••,•-• ••1• F• • 

Toil Yaw 

GUEST EDITORIAL 

Rationalize 
One of the character jell. Iroffs tti;n9s the! for 

,•••tter Vr war's.] lhay tend Ic. ilOntirOlVit. V./ v•-. Ihry sae a dtliriguen,  
!manager !hey asSurriV ''all faiinitVar'i JP. del;,Lqi.per, l.“ V.'her% the y  
see a ft.gitt) keernen • the )  a.s.t.urtic women driller: 
are flighty . " 

So too when people sec one, girl or boy  ft Mount Si. Mory's 
College deliberotel)  disol,ey and disreoat d the ps.r sonol appeal mode 
by Sister Rose Cer;lia concerning  the s;ired and the ironic, 
conditions peculair to t-treiels loading to the college — they rend 
to ge,sralize. the resident. .7,F area, generoli:e 
in three different • 

1. ALL the :Auden?: 
Tr oilio reguleilianti 
2. That the students of Mount Si. Mary's have ri0 reseect 

authority; 
3. That Colholics ate rig?' ebedicet Ia iheie 
Vlitther i•••••.? lifiinL Ihg1 these 9enorialitoliOri!. art fo•i- ar logical 

does nut molter. What dots Mallet is that Ike, do et.ist. They 
U'.COLI-e tiler. ore .entough disobedient, selfish and inconsiderate 

stedeets of this .college to feed this Opinion to the people who ore 
resident; on Bund y , Chows, Normandy and Barrington. 

I wanly say 1401 the situation is pretty serious when the peopte 
who !i.e. Or. these streets have to rOg;tior formal complaints to 
the college. Formal comploints because the students persist in 
speeding, Persist in Turning left where a sign esplicitly says right, 
persist in disregordieg constituted authority. tied I would Soy that 
the situation is a lot worse when parents have to organize mothers 
to stand by groups of children to protect Thorn from the drivers who 
ore t' -ling to the college in pursuit of higher education. 

I am toting this :toad not only as a student of the Mount, and 
as a •.tedent who used to speed up these streets, but as a student 
who finoecially cannot afford to pay S4150 a semester tp o college 
whi c h, if this situation i eeps up, will hove no reputation worth 
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PARKING LOT READY FOR 1969 
Regent Ponty Aids College 
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Council 11, the religious life was also deeply involved in the process of 
renewal and adaptation. The change to contemporary dress by some 
members of the religious faculty provided interesting and controversial 
discussions on campus. At first a few, then gradually more of the sisters 
changed from the traditional habit of the Sisters of St. Joseph of Ca- 
rondelet to a simple black or navy-blue dress or suit with a short veil. 
As the change was optional, some sisters decided to retain the tradi- 
tional habit. According to a small survey conducted by The View, the 
majority of students approved the modernization as more practical. 
They felt that religious should, however, wear some type of distinctive 
dress in order to communicate the meaning of the religious life to the 
world. 

Excavation on the hill behind the swimming pool commenced in 
April, 1968. For some time, the parking situation had been critical; 
even the tennis courts in front of the swimming pool as well as behind 
the garages had become temporary parking areas when college events 
brought numbers of visitors on campus. The new parking area with 
space for approximately 200 cars on a three-level lot was ready for use 
in January, 1969. Access roads were provided on the east and west side 
of the lot, with a one-way circular traffic direction. Cars entered the 
lot by the east road and exited on two levels on the west. Money for 
the parking facility was included in the 1968-1969 annual budget as 
an operational and improvement expenditure. The cost would have 
been greater had not Mr. Geoige Ponty, one of the regents, been able 
to use the excavated soil for ground leveling and foundation material 
on a tract of twenty-eight new homes his company was planning on 
Bundy Drive. This relieved the college of the expense of the disposal 
of tons of earth. '9  

SPEC, the Mount's Special Events Council, consisted this year of 
a fifteen-student committee with Janet Wolff as chairman. This com-
mittee, which worked closely with the dean of students, sponsored Mrs. 
Miriam Fox of California State College at Fullerton as their first fall 
lecturer. Mrs. Fox, the author of two books and several magazine ar-
ticles, spoke to the students on "Myth for Discovery and Delight." The 
fall-term film series opened October 28 with Nothing But a Man, and 
The Detached American was shown in November. Each film was fol-
lowed by coffee and discussion on whatever theme or social message 
the film emphasized. 

The Alpha-Omega Players, a unique repertory group, presented 
George Bernard Shaw's Saint Joan in the Little Theater on January 
24, 1968. This play by Shaw, considered by many to be the finest of 
several dramas about Joan of Arc, was also sponsored by SPEC. 

Criticism stemming from the changes in the Church—the liturgy, 
importance of the laity, new studies in theology, and ecumenism—formed 
the subject of a lecture to the Mount students by Frank Sheed, the 
Australian-born theologian and publisher, on February 6. Mr. Sheed 
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Holiday Inn 
Becomes Temporary 
Residence 

At the beginning of this 1977.78 school 
year, Sister Rose Adrian, Director of Resi-
dence, was laced with the problem of 
lack of Stitilf.ieril dorm tacilittes at the 
Mount. The residence halls have been full 
in previous years. however, three was rari-
ty a problem of eventually getting a flNIM. 
This year however, there are not nearly 
enough rooms 10 meet the demands of 
the number of students who desire resi-
dence at the Mount, and consequently a 
number 01 Mount students were hared to 
temporarily reside At ilic Holiday hut of 
West wurid. 

The problem occur( err h, ..no.e mo.re 
students air rittY: iemainine in Ili. ,lorros 
donne. their RUM.' Mid i i. , tra, , tallier 
than moving to arm IrrIvnis La: LaMPUS 
Another tc.35.4.11 the 

ntillitler I ritti other 
ASO 141131 ti) 111C In the (11, 01, 

P.:chaps scant; that th!. otatatkoi cm$:141 
develop in Septerriher, 
bre,in i.t mato. plans II Ow (111,1 ..1 

-.I., -.so' 

s ,s.• 
 

Is 

• r. 

 

dr1111,1,11 Or ay rum , . td, fit • ••., 
1 . 

IIII II 55 
km. \X5 It 's• I 

Coming Events 
• 1, (lit tothCi 6 

S1.111 I int- -  .c tu,ns. T 311 pm..  bide 

I Haas Criiroher 7 

THE VIEW 
Mount St Mary's collrKe - Los Angeles, tubturnis. 

Vc.t1tinte XXVIII, N'' 1 , ' 
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Mount Welcomes New Faculty and Staff 

In addition to the over 160 new riestiman students this 1977-78 school year, Mount 
St. Mary's College also has the privilege of welcoming a number of new staff and (atolls' 
members to the Mount community. 

The Psychology Department has added two new full•time faculty members• Dwight 
Riskev. Instructor in Psychology and Lawrence Ryan, Associate Professor vii Psychology 

The Philosophy Department has twi• ni•wLomers Cruphen .1f1(1 

Sister Ruth Stukel, Associate Professor 
Other In* faculty members include Paolgo win; th, • arO.1  as Aysuia 

ate Profescor of Business and Consumer studics -r 

Biological Science and Nancy Taylor, Instructor or tiursine. 
New staff MentherS are Sister toyer Maio: CiAspaido itt Cinipus Vi.11 

L.' and lobe `stiit,hol. Dacct "t 

New Equipment 
for Biology Dept. 

Th, I, I) r tr tment 
St. N1..liv's L ,  •Ile'ge is the 

ipient of A 59901i 
el Sticnu f 
.ic ,nternts year 1:- 
Iht iciii .1- - 

norm! it 

tht- proV 

-% .1111•r• I 

"A CHORUS LINE" RETURNS 
"A Choros • ot the 197 7  Nlinint Set trio 

rcfurit !tat uric Fatal toi ori Thursday. Oitobest• 6. 1977. The original "Ch,. 
Line' east, L•saspss sd M•runt anti ditcctrd try Moont 
awns, bren buss 

1hrr, t, r,•,1 

pLiiksmatiLe The Ifi N,ti , [.. • 
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FESTIVAL PLANS UNDERWAY 
Get ready fur the Mount Festival, November 13-20. Though ri is An annual event, 

this year's I estival will be a little dilferent. 
In the past the f'estiv'al has been a throe day event. Thts year it has been es tended to 

seven days The events have been planned so that people may attend at lheii 
The theme of this year's Festrval is "the Creative Mind7 from King Tut in 2002." 

Sunday, November 13, is Kick-oft Day with a special Mass to be celebrated. 
Monday is Career Day, sponsored by Sophomore Leadership Representative's oil Jry • 

icurs .crarpotations will he on campus to answer questions abort e,mplos men! Informa-
tion on Graduate Schools will also be available. 

A special guest wall  lie here luesday. Speaker Day_ A literature and art panel will des 
cuss "What Makes a Work a Classic?•" Panel members include Steven Daniels, Philosophs 
Department: Dr. Maryanne Bonino, Music Department; Leonard 1 shensen, An Depart• 
merit; Sister Lloise Thiii-se, Foreign Language Department and Dr Mariette Sawchuk, 
English Department. 

Creative Games Throughout the Ages is Wednesday's title_ There will be competition 
between different departments in tug of war, frisbee throwing and the building of a 
human pyramid. A group bs the name of Off the Walt will provide an Improvisational 
Workshop. Here students may participate in role playing. 

lhursday is Contest Day. Awards and honorable mentions will he given in photo-
graphs, short stories, poetry and other subrects. Anyone Interested in entering is encour-
aged.ro sea Katie Fogel A Theatre Party is being planned for Thursday night. 

I ridas 's big event will br a dance. 
Art and Musk Day is set for Saturday from 10 . 00 until 2.00. The Art Department 

will exhibit student's weirL An ryhibit ion by professional artists will he in the Ar I  

Gallery the week of the Festival. There will also be a competition dealing with living•art 
which svi!! involve members of the Art Department who will be given a limited amount 
of space to pow Concerts will be given all day Saturday. A luncheon is also planned. 

Sunday is the Big Day. It will begin with Mass, followed by a reception hoween 
Brady Hall and the Chapel. An stocrdepartmental presentation of "Could t Ever Escape 
fount the Woild of Eloirrks'" will Aso be a major event. Dinner is the last item on the 
agenda and will be to/lowed entertainment, 

Keep an rye OW for the estovrI Banner which will he hung on the steeply of Mari 's 
€ ha pel Ii There a'' any questirins or suggestions, see Katie Car raga or. Cornelia 1. iseliews 
in die ANfi. r A4erirntstratean. 

louse of Studies Guard Kidnapped 
On Chlithic: 1977 1h4 until the guard at the OF• $!L 

!‘"1 began to wonder ss•tu, 
lege sulftred a disturbing e%perienee while had not reported oft duty At a ill 
ill . hotium the guard At post I sserit 

of the hill, only to m.ett 
I hoc rriproashord by two Angeles Polite Department lino- ssi, 4.• 

armed with a Wired-01 scribed what had happened. 
.whir were aiternptrrrgt.ienter the campus If these ti,...) individuals had been sue 
Upon. encountering the cuald, the two cecisful in gaining a“.esi, to the 
freer I 110- into Firs .and to the 1i,rm,, it I Ti 
Hunt d 4“rli;,ifit I 1. li :1. 1 the ...mint what might hart. been tio- 
t . . , ‘Ei - :• Up to the present, most •-.! ad: , • 
undesignated los.itil in a ILIA rstileS off taken the Mclean seturit).• pfeZAuttons with 
campus. a grain of salt Perhaps nnw the student- 

The kidnapping LN1 the flouse of Stu- wilt realtze that security is indeed ever, - 
dies or post 1 guard was not discovered one's responsibility_ 

First Floor Brady 
Goes Double 
1: - .r. : Olan 

nothing.-  Tiro, wa5 one • to.• i1 

rnents made when the rut, • .1 

Floor Brady were interviewed about their 
room situation. 

Because irf a shortage of dorm tacrh-
ties to accommodate this year's 325 resi-

dent students, Sister Rose Adrian, Direc-
tor cif Residence, was forced to convert 
single rooms on lust Hoot Brady to 
double rooms, giving cacti inhabitant hail 
as much space as .brforr_ 

Some ol the other comments made by 
the residents of the rooms were, "It's.The 
pits," and "Whitt a r ip-of f ; nut worth oin 
'none+, al all. 011"vr" were 105.  nefOli,.e. 
"It's all r •Thi, I guess. You see, I'm never 
iii rriv room that often anyway_" Another 
resident commented, "My roommate and 
I get along well, and we try not to let the 
sniallness.of the room bother us." 

Some of the residents.also gave some 
conitructise suggestions. More shrlses in. 
•side the closets were suggested As an alter-. 
native to the bulky portable closets that 
were added. Also mentioned was the 
twin or book sheivev on the walls., similar 
to thus in Caiundelet faltfir:kigh the 
Brady residents are willing to settle for 
smaller, simpler ones), It the shelves were 
adequate to accommodate some books 
and a lew knack-knacks, the room could 
lie eisen nicire of look of home. 

Thy. residents of hitt Flour Brady say 
Stir they should pay the 

since Witt fl.ki their menus as them • 
..i.,roNo the 11.4.:1 who hate ty. 

7 1.6./ 47711.6.110n1 is and Iwo initial 41• 
cirficyl.. in viwur 
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AN INVITATION 
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A Pledge's Day 
Its L 1.411,1 pe=ople ..n r ampus rest:nth 

seem to be the Purple ssith the- re....5T tit; 

usual names Mans neoph with name 

such a. Thumper, Sad Sat{„ o, Skuttle 

I3utt .1r:. .111% I 

4414.'4 dinner teas: (*.light c..rne11411 t IgAr  
city to .Offer sioneone 1 ptete tit gum 

These art' ust wrote sit the things girl. 

around tannus seem to he doing late Is as 
part initiation fiat kappa Delt.. Chi the 

Loth sotia Limpu? I he' tali 

that the Kappa's ate the' tont\ it • 

tly tin campus has iecruited mans t'witt'ed 

pledges 

Rumors of fantastic eychaligey with 
•laternitrey, a sense III sisterhood and 

prestige ale Ceanm.rt in the ,.lining roo.tret 

However tine question scvnis tr. be goo, 

around "Is ot really l44444 nh o ins 

girls who Are uneritain Is. whoa Pled)! 

Ing feelleR. tmt tit e ,  .1 is pital 

day on the lilt' oda pledge may be helpful 

A pledge's day stalls as a, she 

Stet ! ilihldr lieu d,.os Het tamlrai pledge 

pin with tier nledg.. name in large lett, 

alia as s intact on her ',IA caul I i.rm 

theirs she :41,.i d& to Meat last where on 

the was she sees two, at tivt K, spas, whom 

she gi Pets. pod morning. 'slis- olino+ 

mosining„ Miss Vtodugo., Is theft am 

;tong I i an ol.• tiii sou.'" It . v iso anout 

this time Met she remenihei• thei -hr has 

1.41-....tten her pledge hoot. .stn, h 41, 1, 

,UPP.".:t1 b. tarts with h, r it .• I onto-, 
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t., hi, it • ....I .  01/ 

She casually attempts to go e,•1 them ail, 
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next class Related, she sits down to 

not seam she is decers. .1 • V- 01,  I /Hs 01i • 
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New Class 
at Mount 
By Beryl Cotrnan 

Tht-it y a new slobs being uttered at 

tht Mount, Beginning Hill Climbing. You 

gel .rero units. and many student,. ale 

finding themselves unwillingly.  enrolled. 

This new class is needed because of the 

parking situation, 

II vou Arrive on campus after 11.1 30 jM 

on Monday, Wednesday or Friday the 

chances are good that you will heist to 

park by the tunnel at the House of Studies 

This is where the class beeins From your 

cal vuu will learn now to toms; a Yerti 

Steil' hill h•rldinc 20 pounds 4_41 /.,1• s .  

1 here mi.:1 I be pm king spates available- 

behind the Lhapcl, ift the bite,. where 

the yawls park, but this would down 

tin the enrollment in the new class, and se 

is out of the question. Al ter four years at 

the Milin, two as a commuter student, I 

Irate learned how to avoid this miserable 

t Lys 

sou tan mike at school after 

lu 10 moo likei1 miss the girl .main. 

part w I' • I; r'' 

C4 4.1 41 It is nett t54. at SO. oot 

belie IU 30, YOU (An allow yuUtsell to 

get one ticket and plate it on your wind,  

shield our the next few days. This method 

is becoming obsolete because the ticket 
,„ it t'il4ft.  On it • II 

th.:1 01444 6.1.1!4 6̀  Jt4 :4.114 •7.4 

• • • 

Still ror, es ,r, tNtlyint` si.l $141C An co oral 

thane s to learn ilk: art ot hill ehmbing 

the solution to the parking situation 

hut something must be 
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Where Have All the Parking Spaces Gone? 
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Jennifer Tellers 
Comtrtaiter Rep 
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parked &yob Or Ciihico 
Iliad retione Ins,rwurri.tot1 
trrnq Woe thin I haw to 
he Ina at iht hinase iltorr I 
Slxr bi rem fern last 
etas, ench at 4 :a. and l loll 
hair m walk hccl auttrrt . ihr 
hill ti um car after elan 

Ai Cvmmuttt 
fte-peesninuee. I wish t. 
indite 2 . trnes at mon/Wm 
num tilt  corm/ lm The 
fins n ths or do no 
undersea/1d win. the !mire 
puking too we enirs.nrei 
to Kutarnsgen tas the- fox 
riser There ne leorr 
poking specs in !hoe IOU 
than m thr upper ones and 
then. Nor mote STNIIMInT11. 
thin dine are irsultnt 
so/drugs 

Second's lcrl as 
1.1h:SIgn Caln001.177 art being 
detargarthit and arc fled 
hisind dealt onth as rains as 
the reildent. studeno are in 
regard In perking Wisner 
Var.oui -ohrrasctong 
signs posted errand campus 
dealing with parktor 
Frew lesions Ind WV Ind 
pare rdt.em contributed to 
our lechng d dtiplecomern 
it Ced11411111Y11 

Uaa !hod complaint 11 
lilt she -hunk bias 
whe:Iiiir was pi.asiir 
rubl.crer,l .0 the s on, 
muter!, 
The hi, ask runs 1.. the 
teititath d the hill et i 45, 
3.1t. and 5 1►  pm the 
wile cnta-rwern .a.rh 
iusancrit urge err 1G. Mali 

A It wait,. rehrt 
1•45, hewn  

.shautted 10 the. Mo..nt 
pia'arag tomalarksr. ben le* 
.hisit been reef Wen 

/4111S. 
G11111011/1 

0e ant, 4 1, 1.cd 1.01GIKSISS 
I1SLNI• pastime 1101,111o5 

..."rtis inn^ edn-t In tie slaw 
hrlrur 

Mr. Phillippi 

Park ing Comm, 

Member 
1wtnildlllr to 1441 out by 

table chit i appretnue the 
argot turrets to comment 
herr in "nir yin% - oe 
the corking sourtios at the 
Chalon Carrapvs. 

Pinking at the Mount it a 
..disuse "awn= -II an the 
kin one en admit ibis -len 

can tit haidni raffiralle 
t upprfatei Chafing the 
-opting and :marrow" the 
Peeking (atomiser went 
consider able Ilene to 
resiesing this puking won 
on campus and then 
deddmgne4 and trdrognesed 
areas fix this merpree Thew 
acucen were then newly 
nattiest Arrangements error 
trii& fir paskaig Spat eh SI 
the parkmg lei of the 
Unttvnetr Synegiigue 
Omani-A and habstiel and s 
shuttle bus semen vat 
diamitursiol un a situ 11111d1 
at the begriming cd the 
current semester Thrtr 
plans acre err lived *olds 
in Alhelnilt war dl the 
current forking rnogritnu. 
1. promote thrice:ding and to 
he4p with ahr getohne 
situation • 

Dunne tilt- kn. herb or 
classes 1r reality./ stun 
parting seas still ens al 
l.cutt lair commutes 
Ku4a-nto. lieu's). end tub , 
eitstninlle • hlnyydart, 
wrdneadais and f-ridois To 
holes east- the MI11111100, als 
Wiled &nett rig cars It perk 
aketee Chaim on e  their 
tSryw and 1111/brIed a .41h*  

•,•.....11-rr. e 00 1111 
Jed 10 III SAIL io baits' 
po* use die Min 10 Or 
Cock. 

1 sail sumo of ihro 
measure. an detail $. wider r 
1.21. the PlaInG C.C1.111.011.1e 
11.1S toed /oust tilt pi tumt 
situation in Me hen.*esiNir 
Otarolef k n emforsulr•Phil 
1 reversion Ices. the din, 
canteen *I .  stir Ad. 
mintatranen with the' die 
fn dtworallawd Oat 
nerdaterre of the UN:Wiley 
<Often bnals a1 led] at 
vogues an/ who hew 
.antsion to cone in the 

The Administiattag 
Gamed it ache:lading a 
norm' rooming In diktat 
pan.dilc vAutaarn to dm 
parking fookkans Thre 
might include the 
drieksprnerit of p0smible 
sikitiond spin* en such 
arms as. the %Want MS on 
the corner id Chaim end 
ilrlradl sad rmaneing the 
claw. IchnJedcadka the hot 
Am/mg iris in order Its 
effect a n1.1d C.111.11 
distribution pawns met 
the Campus, al mimic tone 

As this noir Imam, ihr 
rotary coenntairs aoll 
tonsidrtabls cased .1 
a-meiotic wilt Ant. Their 
taint coneratian to Ili 
established parking 
re:utilisers" Three aver 
eistriburrd donna Smarm 
OnentatIon end 10 eicryone 
oho has tratriterni 
Fmttruotnle ,A.etipea.i. 

Again. 1 raft errThiq.er 
Ike the thrum. ttttt ind 
Isar Perkunt Lontrouter • if; 
ski re-et:thing fentifile 
unreels" the parkule 
siturnms.. 111/1 1.11. .1101.1 
hair orersmur's lull 
GIfee111011 In :Ota,arnelf 

auakisheil teplanorui Ii is 
to mote tau 
trogrowns ;nub' be imicrrni 
left she hreskt d dtt 

Id r aprecaser $414 hire 
And circa:sonnet 
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Americans Running to Stay Fit 

Answer lea 

fr f thee .ti Puzzle 

• I :oar :ogeri nos.. +mem b n Sae . 11ersilt alma& 4bniarir 
weremane ewe., Oboe& ify Sot litirao• 

it is ream:tad that KU Philirppi. Oltrflor of 
can behaving ea Mount Simians And Finance, 
St Mart's College /repaired • narking "" 
341.1421113 1.1/1 he beard to miner which consisted of 
park ..along Chalon read liculty, students. and as 
every Monday and miniftraines hoping to 
WednendifS• of the schoril combine etkirts to radiate 
sear The problem u on poking ',ruble-an on pun 
pie — ■ lack of sufficient put with realscue anluesrttlt 
parking +pore rin campus Avecirding in a 
The solution is (Many Animal lark of rnthiniksrn 
Min complex. but the tin led to this group t 
um paying student body dissolution by 1.9W1 and 
ik-,ette-s heeler efinris thin during the pot lear the 
the mmtkni nun action that poking e iimmotec L 
Ll IFILL-4 on the Animalism *eft nonriiktrnt 
that the college is siring Ile 
la-o it tan 

The shunk hoc Mans 
Chaho Road FL an ap 
propoite elisn to being 
csirnmarn students cloier 
le, the tisisnYams Without 
the uphill hike Thew 
same student+, however, 
hair no guararticed pork 
IN space on simple. 

Other attempts to noel 
around she parking nine An issperoally grimy-me 
have been urourcrolul In metes of this parking pro 
1979, Mr Dieter If tilem Is that ii is nothing 

MOUNT FACES CRISIS 

Ft DVMAir Trquit 
They come by the 

misses, in ill shaves And 
situ. young and ix1d, men 
and women eusheing a new 
breed of fridividuali These 
people have made ihe den 
sion en gen nut sod sun 
shaping up bx berm 
more healthy lilt 
Americans Are finally 
mak/mg than their poor 
dam and ramose habits 
need mei-once Man, gea 
pk are now tw itching to a 
program of running m stay 
fit. and thit ContalpFoni 
trend is capturing 
everyone's uniginarices 

Bunning u oar of thr 
oldest spots% Around 
Howraa, nommng u. ran 
Inner it the Ira whose 
teriousness classifam them 

curnyesiturs A new 
Minch of running hat 
Istomeimad tor all The 
thicasetion a those who 
CONTIFett, 3111‘. aiid thIYA.  

030 43 it ior fun jog 
Pourer haw • 

trio rd Remind In the bleat 
rros„ our art:eitor. r• 
OA 11 111111 LIMY A31 31,  .14 
l'untem man  

Inn% triuntrf rimier in 
order to feed himself and to 
comm./nu:1m with &tam 

0+ es the yrirs not • 
lung herarne mar 1.1ruf 
rilf.X1 The bra loot roan 
tool place n thr ()brume 
Game, of Omer Thr 
races were riivubed by 
durance iIY sprints ur 
dashes. e i midriff-distance 
recta, an d[ 3i lung drainer 
race- Team cialoilications 
Mill hold 1..r inxiak's rolrl 
rentn, runnct 

Dunne:live Iron+ ihe 
competitive runner u the 
logger 11401 WM*,  
Thant) Nowise anodes when 
administered correctly 
Hemmer there are mans 
argornents as ear whit it thr 
correct way to jug The 
moo benefit-isl results 
cone from runnane long. 
slow inseam Thr norsce 
should move at the most 
mminetable geed 'Asthma 
causing discomfort The 
surhorities tin running 
ague that .4r.urung &rl 
mane damage thin goad 

what 11••• hAlleflt 

at the u.! 
!h err 11 Tin 

evidence eat gib en these 
it:devalues The "slim and 
trim" +tote Moamar+ a 
Mail, wish proper dieting 
And ramming. welt 
running or ing.tatig 

There are also thin,. in 
iiimaluals who Arc runmng 
lor thew hfr They have 
Men winks! by their des 
toe that that 1de vial stake 
doe in obefity Finally tier 
tight thaws duough• shor-
ter After a change in diet 
and a ant rien-ise fan 
gram and moderate lam 
lays - the midis honeys 

h ha) he,., 
true runtime loacr+ the 
• - , . . . - 
erns. 6n, th... WA 11 y.  lee 
N.• rrLia, shell better, fun( 
non better at nark old pro 
clueing tester retuhi. The 
running mikes one feel 
Mr I new person 

took Around. runners 
and logger reerywhere. in 
Southern California line 
Lin Fox them on San 
VatTnte. in the earls morn 
Mg, on any &mkt pis ihr 
fide +were+ and along thr 
park 1.14) 3. A salt nalloolL 
of parks hire coeurrtuted 
-.4w, tat I.* mine"; to Se 
...mniffdatt eke mine 

miriri1V-1 n1 flamers  

aitre.i Kt. 
A raindrop. the ocean 

wear. the rustling FA tear-L. 
the sound of music, hinds 
tinging Rtna ohm do sir 
Skip to wonder what it is 
like to he unable art hew 
these brautsiul s.outskis? Tar 
communities- with others 
without thy sue of our 
ran? What o iF like an hit 
deal or hearing Moaned) 

Ilk in the hcanng world 

er"n  al challenger'''. I  ngigic  krk-manj.1..-rj  
been them. I am there. A 
hewring Imystired q.f drat 
pence can he 11117thirlA, do 
anytkung. nut lilts anynew 
the. perhaps better A 
branne imperred wearies 
learns to hear through 
hisaver eves-or by the SCOW 
of tooth Bus what akeput 
the hawing 0.113X1 
dies bribe taanmunic ate 
with the hearine 
imparted res.leitt0 
sign, raisin sonde ewers. 

.And 
h • .1 J:2Enn1 

wok! iv., them I,* 1)1114 

*al work.. art Owl are in 

int 4. • - •• 
off. 4.4.1•. 

11 Pte " if, 
wax actEd I hit • 
bane In scy hello t an 

Sv• o-Arrseif e...!  en, 
r• t•. 

Lr!priz IA nee 11231111•.!.. 

The Administratis, 
Coma also urn "the 
need to do something" 
and agreed to try to wire 
taste itheinik clasks in ■ 
way that would redact. the 
Monday, liVedritaday, arid 
Friday load. This hp 
proarh. though it rertamb. 
has its EDEOLL. has Ma hrrn 
tretplut to distr.  

• • r LOne ULL.t sign 
language, sirs like OK 
and Hello .lwaret, And 
Pkrased to miry you ISIOFFe 
and a Isualshikel Sign 
language is used 

ersw here. The deal 
hearing imported. and 
hearing people have shown 
a deep merest in learning 
ihe American Sign 
Language or F%act English 
as Seen 

The asurrm 13 filerli here 
At horny A1 111.E Mount 
A II i re 31,1433i 11311, it ■ 
IX1411.1 we and entrlrlded 
mg:owe to the Akernsion 
'Thursday Liturgy Lift May 
which included the high 
pantt of the Lituegi in 
SIGN accompanied by 
musk. I decided to en 
smear! people to think 
;!rut taking a 
sign tanguir offered SI 
111.1.1 4ni L. 
iarjieli SRO sign Fan.40610. 

0.41 orp,Thillal V and skill  

rte. to rho carer 
The ha Of milkman 

puling spate rtn carOpio 
wdL no doubt iroparditr 
commuter enrollment. 
The only 'mai ;chaise:in is 
ro create additional spar 
hoe- parking oat (ameba 

According to Philltpri. 
the Administrative Cum 
cal is revirwsng the 
modality 

 
of adding a mar 

parking kit or 3h-wrier to 
the Chalon Campus Thss 
idea. liceeirer, mailers 
fuseiscial and legal MOO 
plicatioro who'll the ad 
minntriton teem hriiWtt 
to muck at this point 

Amity. no the pet of 
the College. appears to be 
the execturnouni snook 
where parking is reinvent 
ed Although a IrOCw patt 
nig +mature would in 
wive the handling of rim 
pleated coning restrictions 
the merits of such an in 
sistment molt be %.eriren 
if. and cheigetiodly in 
veaigued by the College 

that should he learned ter • 
mem mirk- of most prolea 
nuns. loch AF eisedwilie. 
education. husineis. 
pilaus. and an 

This spring wancom, a 
sign languor this lath 
Dr Geier Moon of Si 
Bernard's plush us Glen 
dale will he odenal an cum 
pus Iii the hiss tune The 
course will br offered ine 
OM Linn. on a creditnii 
credit bun. laswtg ahRtu 
lettermen souks It a An op• 
porturia} to think ahait 
Turksy. do teVrielt a kesor 
and my to "try-  i.oUnr.h, 
plug your ran with .ionnet, 
and ft; no communicate 
with your Jaen& without 
irons your ears Grad 
Lock 

Fur Theaskuoving, lie 
tratflul nos only for the 
'hasp ecai kiwi has fa-
gruchil bar paUT senses. 
you trwoish. and few 
Lore Or all nt Us (;.%l WM% 

Ti IF 

It's A Different World for the Deaf 
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it 'am /44  

1 ..-ms/2111111111r3 a 

OLE' L.A. 
TTk :chorus) Se. nlary A•46.0466C ei:616.6-1111014 Witt be 

hostinp its Nuaricenth Annual Scholarship Lornncurs 
and fa.hror. Sher/ ..n Soraortos Areal 2S. 1481 1-tv,  
Nave .• Sof F 19 teletexts- • • - 
Molina a—man...ten x,  tnc rdlicistinnJI and tun. 
egowth of in.. Angrte" in Om hsomiennal year. 

Ter ,aro le 4.1. Fr- ^eh W"C:hefe If ' 
will •••• • • - r • ,• 1.- hi•ge!"- TInia "mt• a 

recrptrrin .!•e• . 1,..Juses at i 2.30 p m 
The is), 4.oatrioiVia .win iv I. fel WIWI, and 
III km ?doom sen4a-nu. hi:runs and Storrs tit St jeweph 

Careadeks. Frihsern pane hs joarph Marlin 
Cniting Cos and 6 rani sad,  highiatu taw themoon 
hashes 

The lolfPlut via snonhres nit the Manna narrawands 
metaled as .4tiri that 1,4•6,66,i• 11.6T,  117,1% birchen noel  

canine omen wits  tar urine women Rr.wrva 
Inns 44,0,* it na..ines- t$ 
Muammar inks* enamor ••••• • ,,(0,v- n"*" :13e. 
tilbark Ig WAX a )maul moan or teltglitelet. talons earl 
an ad to the program. rat donatint a Mat Imre 

THE VIEW I rrhire, 
31 41(.: 

Mount St. Mary'h College - Los Angrien. California 
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Parking Problem Confronted 

I he s 6: 1 a +yr trord Aid l a C. etafel praiser a.: . ;6'4 .11,, . .t. 
441.4masi 44 our i.atalra', c.tralrark..1 ri.r.s. (.5.-1.,u rat • 

.1" ,  P.413 t 441 41,1 hei ,11•1 'he itifttal <eau r 
111,4 .•,'r 6: a ati j• rw.i,J•.* 17r !de- la IMO 0,11,t1 

11.1111..', THEFTS 

ramput abet hours At 
present. the threat ca then 
end sarattlorn 'home taw 
Air rill rti511. 

rirr ST. 

Alma! St Mary .s ail 
Inktrunnon. ate t titlet meal 

tatenpus In the 
pot se-t.ril entombs, mans 
then teen maned 
T h• A S Ei 
tsprk /the k u.sl.r. e.  
the offer, an.) 
norm/ trot% 4/4/Jag that 
ebr [huh arcuated dorm) 
thr vi•xtd., =had tiny. 
The Broingl Driumnent 
ha, rtartart/J troonaare 
ewer/!nu and madam 
air yeaerna won teal 
plum . met omen iamliar 
marmots. and wakes. 

That are in /tin. It the 
Carer has canard weal 
olicob to n• estuary the 
Want's worm Arent 

ri10,3hitli Mum". 
and 

Viliande.liinlaitiaw 'avian 
1Y ion. wilPlahterfaro,  
art ate* 'stash la. in-

koune.-11.seettiadi 
Or arnen ernput settatty, 
a aniebotor dye teltOril. 
althaentapinn sande run 
Mlilitsay 

to a promo; 
prubk-m at the Chaim 
Campus Director at 
Business and Fir's:sir 
theses R Phaappi counts 
as mans c 151, tats park ,  
rd along Onion Road the. 
leglar/Itt Harrier, the 
situation has been tun 
bunted 

During the toting 
geninter Weak. the pork 
in spaces lithlrid the An 
Building and Chapel wrrr 
nratripest manna an add. 
tonal 34 spurs Thu-pork 
ine arm IrchindEhr Oupcl. 
designated lam FataiIt 
Suit Adtnintstretire pad, 
dye. ha, an earenenento 
ti.n to progrei. 
Assignments haw Bern 
anarto 10 people working 
within the come whir kit 
the spaces that Lilian got 
be-hand the rain This it 
dettgraNI st.. that • hen rat 
larceny wants it. haw, he 
knows wham owns the 

lane oat l'h 'lire% 
believes that this arrenat 
coma will saw people-
valuabk time on owing the 
owner ol a %etude 

Mr Phtleppe it cortinior 
ins the, arrangement for 
the whoa unienon an 
horn al the library. tot,  He 

Ill. CA. .Sit'DE.N TS 
NEAR Dit.PARTVRE 
FOR NFU YORK 

The tare is neer — nest 
moth Mount 51 Mary's 
delegation to the Model 
United Nations will leave 
for New York Not only 
her the de•lreare• turn 
busy researehine Bahrain 
(a WW1 Maikk Eaterelt 
CObbt .n the Punier 

they will 
represent this year. but 
fundraising has also been a 
nadir COVICt/71 

The M.11 N deleeption 
laced with dm task of 

tinny/ all the funcla 
immune" to mold who 
corderence Odom unately, 
thy o • reelinsins problem 
Ultra ht.LIN is spattered 
by another sourer, the 
ddegaus mutt nit ..pews 
union SopOcatt d thole 
nindratter• 

Everyone 13 ashen ter,  For 
brow in and support 
throe fund-raisitv it  

know) taut no one ban to 
park in the Irons spurs km 
tear al testa Narked an 
Wadi spare &sue/mama 
umilie to dame behind the 
Owe!. pro* can realty 
cancan the cal.! Olallef. In 
addition. tin aril allow-
more tars to park an the 
rank- area 

Ptnhpap n still awailatka 
blueprints lenrn 
and construction *oaken 
tancenting ineeentrd park 
me space tehteal the ea• 
✓uing and ernarnird three 
kith behind the mil am  

The aka as to COI the slope 
existing between each 
trarl Then. retaining wall 
would le built. and a ICW 
MOM spars would le ono 
eel It Ow %loge Is trimmed. 
Philipps estimitrs shout TO 
additional puking spars 
will muds lie n dill 
awaiting the .ant ligoas 
kit that prom" 

An theenanss would Is 
to lin. the-  doer keels 
mimed. Philippi behests 
this nos Ira (hi Vet 'MAC 
ter 

AltMarh tin sat not 
alk-•tate thr pailierts, at 
ran divert would Fr 
lawkraber,  Jo Er from 

STUDENT LIQUOR Pi nil.) 

PROPOSAL AWAITS APPHI lk 11 
Pi aroma instate' 

1. Rit toe cry  It !MAO oba. h r. nit. .a Ile 
krasJ•at. • Halls a, roe " 

Mauna So AL‘ry Hutt,  Cerriao 

Srl1001 neavollatanTO clearly Mae Otto uink-nts en- no, 
allowed to have aleahola A-straw-I in Omit person wit 
rink attending Mount Si &Ian Coitarr Slew 
stosirnes, bonnet, hel that this rimy intrupert opus 
them rights aril this. alrx Ord to praipme a nag altufial 

lam  
The Student Paul Paeosial, warming to 

Mari Seismic. Student tile l'uLa." Represaitedse. is 
awaiting a/vernal That polm" alkws thou uadrou 21 
year!, oil arid oiler to Time akutki in thrit aurus Ratio 
in that the frlatafirl d de- Ultliefte. (*ma klialls 
posers or piorham alcohol's leserages, a dare was am 
nrred tai the PrOrKt61/ 1I+OCh state that I dr oho' n found 
in the rooms with mows, th-ne over 2/ wad hr taiga 
crunch 

Thin prnprnal might eremaally haw its dranharks, 
unless nerving is amended to dant" the sdualirdt Thus 
could mote antic. the lays anal the (or re.ol earaadd ham de4 
fituhip gulag 40Fu..t: 

One rrutaltm that may afar is whet mania will he 
taken tan •lettlefte,  nM,  are nro .4 
A N. to aknholy hrtrear... ynookl 
headset Alan what rrtesti rJ  she re-Term/QM will he 
Oared on air I we... 441,',  11,. ...,repe, oftttcpwo. 
hkin as a Log ,. 11111 kW I..) 4 p..644 ettut conecett lb 
those rho lair rtv fimet 5.2 J. to w Arther to accept or n-
yet she pirripnul 

Amariee ' • • ill 

allowynt lulu,' he  •rolol 
rngatairancau ILA) Naiad 1.44.ni,411. When •..irrly and 
Jrniand are on the nproar. vu are the wan. Al inahlY 
.y.antaNi whrol Easonotn. prapir an rntart ro pis 
air a dank enrourostie alenhri other nun plan pooch 

Se..-lent, Met •tlete a a need In irpliti the rusting 

• end "Mr. ! 71' a:4 ..;.,1 

It OW , • If ass lir,. 0 16iit on Ir IN' end ot the 
laic priapaal It ./11<s hail tat the atswaar Itositt 

la the•Mena ocean // oh. 4  t.. Mtn! tot 
OWN' 
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The Bumpy Road of Commuter Life 
Its Iliaste IL. 1., 

A ssig_ant 
('-omustirL'I s 0L ,1t L 

p 1. insiig pastier in Ilia hIssuist's siu• 
▪ ht.Pdy 
dads Frail's. hank- !he hress•Jy. 
ul 1.-os Mgeles and then ,irug_ele I.. 

find Tillie alki 1,0 Make a 

plass,  on campus that Is their own 
La]rrn 1_,ampa sts.onsi yr-sr 

Ntit•arip student said. " li IN tiring 
dealing ss rib indite ail the rime N'ou 
hair Its lease Ishme malty, really 
early. :Ind lease Lur " 11ns 
makes foe long day,. and shun nights 
and once home, there 7' idler' unity 
iisoilk TO tie dolic A5 Stephaitte 
Nguyen_ ec utd >ellt 
ckPni stated "When you get hoax._ 
yriu re so wed that von nuns to take 
• nap. hut that nap tuny inn,  rnorn• 

Ing 

While on sampu, their is 
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Da Camera Society 
Brings Quality Music 
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Students Educated Through 
Alcohol Awareness Week 
by &IMMO Ceisatilez 

Staff Witter 

Adund all thr other drags 

that Crirraium X has deemed 4,  

trendy. there is gill dur old lanai 

1:1} - alcohol Populai among 

high ohend. college. and an 
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Academic Advisement and Career Services would 

like to Welcome you back! 

In order to better serve you, please note our (=Ace 

Drop-in hours. 

CENTER HOURS 
MONDAY - FRIDAY 
8:00AM TO 4:30PM 

DROP IN HOURS: 

Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 

9am-12pm, 2pm-4pm,10am-12pm 
2pm-4pm 
10arn-12prn, 2pm-4pm,10am-12pm 
10am-12pm, 2pm-4pm, 9am-11am 

IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO VISIT US DURING DROP-IN 
HOURS PLEASE MAKE AN APPOINTMENT. 

Transfer Students 
Please be sure to pick up your Transfer Evaluation Forms. 

Want to Explore the World? 
For those interested in studying abroad forthe Fall 2006, 

Academic Advisement will be holding a Study Abroad 

Information session on Februa iy 2", from 1-2pm. Location 
TBA 

To the Mount Community, 

In a continuing effort to improve our campus environment and 
provide adequate parking for Students, Faculty, and Staff, the 
following changes have been made to the Chalon campus: 

Additional parking spaces have been added along the Fitness 
Center and behind Carondelet residence hall. 

The road along the tennis courts, leading up to the Fitness 
Center is now a ONE-WAY route going north. 

This work has been completed and the change in traffic pattern 
is effective immediately. Please be aware of the changes and 
excemise caution when travelling through these areas. Please 
do not exit downhill along the Fitness Center. 

Please do not hesitate to call the Facilities Management 
Department at extension 4340 with questions or concerns. 

Thank you, 

Mount St. Mary's College 
Safety Committee and Parking Committee 

fi= 
f! s•imen.  

1-1,4 

Student Activitie s 

Welcome Commuten Open lounge 
hunc h 
Welcome Back, Commuters! rs a new year 
and a new lookforthe 
Commuterlounge. Join us 
'firmed ay, January 19 from 
8:00am-10:00am in the 
Commuterlounge to celebrate. klikk, 

Breakfast served. 

Pining Sewester Stic keis 
Spring 2006 semesters are now here. Stop 
by the SACS Offic e to update yourID cards. 

gign Up forthe Calpool Program 
fyou commute to c amp us, you can SAVE 
Registertodayforthe CarpoolProgram. 
latm great rewanis fiD CASHto free food. 
Sting yourp arking permit and yourc arpo ol 
buddy to the SACSOffic e to complete the 
registration form. lfyou do n't have a match, 
we c an help you fmd one. Registration ends 

bruary 3, 2006. 

Ila.ndbook CoverDe sign Contest 
Calling allartists! Leave a legacy at the 
Mount 'Me 2006-2007 College Handbook 
CoverDesign Contestisundetway. Stop by 
Student Activities and C o rnmute r /vie es 
Office to pickup an application packet. 
You can be the lucky winnerof $100. 
Submission deadline is Match 3, 2006. 

Submit your activities, events or 
announcements to the Chalon Student News 

and keep the campus informed! 
cnews@msmc.la.edu  

Chalon Student News 2 January 20, 2006 
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Allyn D. Rifkin, PE 
RTPG — the Rifkin Transportation Planning Group 

Los Feliz Towers E-mail allynrifkin@gmail.com  
4455 Los Feliz Boulevard Suite 1403 Telephone and fax -- (323) 664-2805 
Los Angeles, CA 90027 Mobile phone — (323) 697-1594 

June 12, 2018 

David Wright, Sunset Coalition 
Wendy-Sue Rosen, Brentwood Residents Coalition 
11845 Chaparal Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90049 

Via email: zofia.wright@gmail.com  

COMMENTS ON TRAFFIC IMPACTS FOR THE PROPOSED MOUNT SAINT MARY'S 
UNIVERSITY WELLNESS PAVILION PROJECT AT 12001 WEST CHALON ROAD 
ENV-2016 -2319-EIR 

Mount Saint Mary's University is proposing the construction of a 38,000 square foot Wellness 
Pavilion on a site currently containing 226 parking spaces. The new facility would include 281 
parking spaces, an addition of 55 parking spaces to the campus. 

On behalf of the Sunset Coalition and Brentwood Residents Coalition, I have reviewed the draft 
traffic study of the proposed project dated January 2018 which was prepared by the consulting 
firm of Fehr and Peers. This traffic study is the basis for the traffic impact analysis for the 
subject DEIR dated April 2018. I am qualified to conduct such a review based upon my 34 years 
of experience working for the Los Angeles Department of Transportation, culminating with the 
supervision of the Transportation Planning Bureau of that department (see Exhibit 1 for a 
summary of my experience). 

The traffic study is flawed for several reasons resulting in the under-estimation of the project 
impacts: 

1. The trip generation for the proposed project is based upon the consultant's un-
substantiated assumptions of the attendance to the Wellness Pavilion and the assumed 
occupancy of visitors to the center. Further, it does not include ride-sharing drop-off and 
pick- ups, valet employees to staff the events, other service, staff and maintenance 
vehicles, food supplies and other deliveries, Traffic surveys of similar projects need to 
be added into the record to evaluate the reasonableness of the assumptions. 

RTPG Page 1 of 7 DRAFT June 9, 2018 



COMMENTS ON TRAFFIC IMPACTS - PROPOSED MOUNT SAINT MARY'S 
UNIVERSITY WELLNESS PAVILION PROJECT 

2. The baseline traffic conditions (existing without project) are inconsistent with recently 
completed traffic studies of other proximate school expansion projects, painting a more 
optimistic scenario for the starting point of the analysis. Rather than relying on the 
standard CMA analysis for level of service analysis, more detailed operations 
analysis should be completed to gain a more pragmatic assessment of traffic 
impacts. The study must also document the amount of peak hour spreading to 
assure the assessment of so-called "off-peak" events at the Wellness Center can be 
accommodated. 

3. The assessment of neighborhood traffic impacts fails to consider the unique and 
constrained conditions of the sub-standard hillside streets leading to the University from 
Sunset Boulevard. There are a number of locations where the constrained topography 
limits the roadway making it difficult for two-way traffic at the traffic volumes projected 
and unsafe for existing bus shuttle programs necessary to mitigate the existing enrollment 
levels for the project. Certainly, it is not clear if proposals to mitigate construction 
impacts by use of further bus shuttles would be feasible. The traffic analysis should 
evaluate peak hour traffic flows on the local streets to determine if the practical 
capacity limited width roadways may be exceeded. 

4. The proposed mitigation of traffic congestion impacts is of concern. There are cumulative 
construction impacts with currently approved construction under-way at Archer School 
and at Brentwood School that were not considered. The proposed measures involving the 
use of alternative access through the Getty Museum property and Mountaingate fire roads 
has not been demonstrated as being feasible for a number of reasons. Further, the use of 
remote parking and shuttle buses to the campus to mitigate the temporary elimination of 
on-site parking is not feasible. The traffic analysis of construction impact and 
emergency access mitigation needs to be further detailed in light of comments 
received. 

5. There is a basic mis-understanding regarding the baseline conditions and the University's 
entitlement for student enrollment. In a separate, May 29, 2018 communication to the 
Planning Director, the Sunset Coalition and Brentwood Residents Coalition (BRC) 
summarized my findings related to the LADOT review of a previous 1984 Conditional 
Use Permit (CUP) to build the existing parking facility. At that time, I was supervisor of 
the LADOT's Transportation Planning Bureau and agreed with LADOT conclusion at 
that time that no traffic study was necessary for the then new parking facility, 
"...provided that there was no increase in student enrollment."  The enrollment prior 
to that time was capped at 750 students. Mount Saint Mary's 1984 CUP involved only an 
approval to build a parking structure and there has not been a request since then to 
increase enrollment. The Fehr and Peers traffic study does not assume additional 
enrollment at the University as a result of the new facility, thus it must be more clearh  
stated that the permit for this new facility would not entitle additional enrollment 
above what has been permitted for the University or the Draft EIR must evaluate 
that increase. 

RTPG Page 2 of 7 June 12, 2018 



COMMENTS ON TRAFFIC IMPACTS - PROPOSED MOUNT SAINT MARY'S 
UNIVERSITY WELLNESS PAVILION PROJECT 

DISCUSSION 

1. TRIP GENERATION 

In Chapter 3 of the Traffic Study, Fehr and Peers estimates the peak hour traffic to be: 

AM 180 vehicles per hour (180 in and 0 out) 
PM 200 vehicles per hour (90 in and 126 out) 

This estimate is based upon presumed event types and attendance figures without any citations 
for precedence from similar facilities. Rather than unsubstantiated assumptions, the best practice 
would have been to survey a similar facility. In particular, it does not appear reasonable that 
there would be no out-bound trips in the AM peak hour as it is stated that the facility would be 
open to Doheny students and other visitors. The Wellness Pavilion may attract existing students 
to come to the campus earlier, in the AM peak hour, to take advantage of the new facilities. Also, 
under current conditions, some college students are shuttled to school by friends, roommates, 
siblings, parents, or Uber/Lyft services with resultant outbound trips as those vehicles continue 
on to work or other destinations from the campus. This phenomenon would also be extended to 
the Wellness Pavilion. 

2. BASELINE TRAFFIC COUNTS 

This community has reviewed traffic conditions for two other academic campuses in recent 
years. Many of the same intersections studied in this traffic study were also evaluated for those 
projects as well. Below is a summary comparing existing conditions from this traffic study and 
the Brentwood and Archer School EIR's at, for example, Church Lane at Sunset Boulevard, a 
key intersection adjacent to the 1-405 Freeway. 

PM PEAK HOUR at Sunset Blvd/Church Lane 
CMA value LOS 

Mt. St. Mary University 0.701 C (2016 baseline) 

Brentwood School 0.789 C (2014 baseline) 

Archer School 0.821 D (2013 baseline) 

From the above summary, one would have to conclude that, based upon existing counts, traffic 
conditions have gotten better in the three years since the Archer School data were collected. 
Given that Brentwood School and Archer School have expanded during these intervening years, 
the conclusion that traffic conditions have improved is not apparent and needs to be re-examined. 
A more detailed operational analyses of level of service should be performed to clear this 
anomaly. 

RTPG Page 3 of 7 June 12, 2018 



COMMENTS ON TRAFFIC IMPACTS - PROPOSED MOUNT SAINT MARY'S 
UNIVERSITY WELLNESS PAVILION PROJECT 

On page 23 of the Mount Saint Mary's Traffic Study, the consultant acknowledges that 

"...three intersections along Sunset Boulevard were observed to experience acute 
congestion during the afternoon peak traffic period...resulting in a reduced number of 
vehicles traversing the intersection." 

In the traffic studies for the previous Sunset Corridor school projects, there was substantial 
comment regarding the peak hour spreading of traffic. In other words, because of the severe 
traffic conditions (i.e.: Level of Service F) along the Sunset corridor, commuter peak traffic 
demands extend over more than one hour. This is a concern over the assertion that the new 
facility may schedule additional events in the "off-peak" hours. The traffic study must better 
discuss the amount of peak hour spreading and document how those schedules would not affect 
the peak traffic demands outside the so-called "peak hour." 

3. NEIGHBORHOOD TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

The assessment of neighborhood traffic impacts is based upon an LADOT criterion using daily 
traffic volumes which was developed to assess whether residential residents could notice changes 
in traffic conditions. This assessment does not consider the restrictions of hillside local streets, 
which have limited roadway width and site distance that could further limit the amount of traffic 
feasible for those streets. Attached, as Exhibit 2 is a May 23, 2018 letter documenting my field 
review of the local hillside streets serving access to the Mount Saint Mary's campus. The major 
conclusion is that there are sections of the roadway that limit the ability of the access road to 
handle two-way traffic over and above the existing levels. The addition of the peak hour traffic 
volumes expected to be added from the new facility may exceed those limits. To evaluate this 
concern, there should be a peak hour analysis of the local streets to assure the residents that the 
practical capacity of those streets is not exceeded. 

4. MITIGATION OF CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS 

Chapter 8 (page 61) of the traffic study provides a discussion of construction impacts. 

The Archer School and Brentwood School have been under construction during the past year. 
The community is very much aware of construction impacts involving truck movements 
necessary to remove soil from the site and the delivery of construction materials to the site. The 
traffic study for Mount Saint Mary's University Wellness Pavilion does not acknowledge those 
activities as cumulative construction impacts which also impact traffic flow through the Sunset 
Corridor. 

The proposed haul route (Figure 9A, page 63) faces the same limitations of topography described 
above under Neighborhood Traffic Impacts and there is no discussion of the feasibility of trucks 
travelling up and down the narrow hillside streets. An alternative haul route (see Alternative 3, 
Figure 10, page 85) was proposed using access through the use of fire roads on the Getty 
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COMMENTS ON TRAFFIC IMPACTS - PROPOSED MOUNT SAINT MARY'S 
UNIVERSITY WELLNESS PAVILION PROJECT 

Museum property. There is no demonstration of the necessary permissions and approvals of the 
Getty Museum for that alternative. 

There were recent serious of brush fires in this area surrounding the campus site. Emergency 
evacuation routes have been designated, which include Chalon Road to Bundy Drive; Norman 
Place to Bundy Drive; and a third route through the Mountaingate community (with undeveloped 
fire roads over private property). The designation of these emergency routes and possible 
conflicts with construction access plans should be addressed in the construction impacts analysis. 

Additionally, the construction involves the temporary elimination of 226 existing parking spaces 
for faculty and students. Mitigation of this parking impact is offered through a combination of 
valet parking and additional shuttle bus to the campus. As described above under Neighborhood 
Traffic Impacts, additional shuttle bus operations would be problematic because of the limited 
roadway widths on the access route to the campus. 

5. BASELINE ASSUMPTIONS FOR ATTENDANCE 

In a separate, May 29, 2018 communication to the Planning Director, the Sunset Coalition and 
Brentwood Residents Coalition (BRC) made the case for revocation of the University's current 
entitlements based upon the errant expansion of enrollment without traffic analysis and 
evaluation. To briefly summarize, the applicant has previously argued that the provision of 
additional parking at the required one parking space per four students would entitle the campus 
to additional expansion. In 1984, when a previous conditional use permit was processed for a 
parking structure of approximately 268 parking spaces, LADOT concluded that no traffic study 
was needed as long as there was no increase in the campus enrollment --- 750 students at that 
time. In the baseline conditions, the campus enrollment is stated as approximately 1,500 
students (according to the applicant). The DEIR and hence the traffic study needs to evaluate the 
impact of increasing the enrollment beyond the 750-student limitation. Certainly, it needs to be 
re-stated again that the clearance of this proposed Wellness Center project does not involve any 
approvals for increases in enrollment or the Draft EIR must evaluate that increase. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this traffic study and Draft Environmental Impact 
Report. 

Sincerely, 

Allyn . Riflcin, PE 

RTPG — telephone 323-664-2805 
4455 Los Feliz Blvd 
Los Angeles, CA 90027 
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COMMENTS ON TRAFFIC IMPACTS - PROPOSED MOUNT SAINT MARY'S 
UNIVERSITY WELLNESS PAVILION PROJECT 

Exhibit 1 

Allyn Rifkin, P.E. 
Experience and Qualifications 

Mr. Rifkin has over 40 years of experience in the field of transportation engineering and planning. 
Included in that experience are assignments in both the private and public sectors, ranging from 
consultant for developers to research for the Automobile Club of Southern California. Until recently, 
he was the Chief of the Los Angeles Department of Transportation's Bureau of Planning and Land 
Use Development, responsible for managing a staff of 38 professionals and serving as the key 
department liaison between the development community and City Council on traffic mitigation and 
transportation planning issues. He supervised the completion of numerous project EIRs for the City 
of Los Angeles. His latest projects focused on transit-oriented development along various rail 
alignments in the Los Angeles area. As a private consultant, Mr. Rifkin has worked closely with 
residential neighborhood associations and developers to negotiate consensus on traffic mitigation 
measures in association with proposed development projects. Other consultant efforts of interest 
include assistance to the Eagle Rock neighborhood in the formation of the Colorado Boulevard Pilot 
Community Parking program and to County Supervisor Yaroslaysky in the initial proposal to convert 
Olympic and Pico Boulevards into a one-way pair. On the Westside of Los Angeles, Rifkin has 
worked with the Brentwood Homeowners and other neighborhood groups seeking traffic mitigation 
of expanding private schools along the Sunset Boulevard corridor. 

Professionally, Allyn is active in the Urban Land Institute (ULI) and the Institute of Transportation 
Engineers (ITE), and he has served as the president of the ITE'S largest Chapter of ITE, the Southern 
California Chapter, with over 1,100 members. In addition to serving on the ITE National Transit and 
Transportation Planning committees, he has been instrumental on national steering committees for 
the ITE Trip Generation Committee and the Urban Goods Movement Committee. He has lectured 
extensively on the topics of traffic impact mitigation and on neighborhood traffic controls. 

His college education began with a B.S. in Systems Engineering at UCLA and led to an M.S. in 
Transportation Engineering at Northwestern University. Rifkin is nationally recognized for his 
expertise in travel demand forecasting. His more recent work has involved traffic plans to relieve 
congestion in various hot spots of development in Southern California including the South Coast 
Plaza area of Orange County, Downtown Los Angeles, Westwood, the LAX Transportation Corridor 
(the initial area in Los Angeles to adopt a traffic impact mitigation fee), and Warner Center. 
He was involved in the creation of five transportation trust funds with current balances exceeding 
$23 million for transportation improvements. In his role as mediator of development traffic impact 
Mr. Rifkin launched a neighborhood traffic safety program currently exceeding $1.5 million in 
neighborhood traffic controls and negotiated pedestrian safety mitigations from the Los Angeles 
Unified School District. 
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Exhibit 2 

RTPG MAY 23 LETTER TO SUNSET COALITION 
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Allyn D. Rifkin, PE 
Rifkin Transportation Planning Group 

4455 Los Feliz Boulevard, Suite 1403 
Los Angeles, CA 90027 

(323) 664-2805 [t] 
(323) 697-1594 [c] 

May 23, 2018 

David Wright, Sunset Coalition 
Wendy-Sue Rosen, Brentwood Residents Coalition 
11845 Chaparal Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90049 

Via email: zofia.wright@gmail.com  

Traffic and Circulation Issues — Regarding the proposed Mount Saint Mary's University 
Expansion 

Dear Mr. Wright and Ms. Rosen: 

This is a summary of my review of traffic issues and impacts related to the current operations 
of Mount Saint Mary's University (MSMU) and the proposed expansion of the Chalon campus 
at 12001 Chalon Road in Brentwood. I have 30 years of experience in the field of 
transportation engineering and planning and until recently I held the position of Chief of the Los 
Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) Bureau of Planning and Land Use 
Development. In that role, I was responsible for managing a staff of 38 professionals and 
serving as the key department liaison between the development community and City Council 
on traffic mitigation and transportation planning issues, including supervision of the completion 
of numerous project EIRs for the City of Los Angeles. I also have extensive 
experience working closely with residential neighborhood associations and developers to 
negotiate consensus on traffic mitigation measures in association with proposed development 
projects. Attached is EXHIBIT 1 with a complete summary of my credentials. 

As you know, having reviewed school traffic issues regarding the Archer School and the 
Brentwood School in concert with your neighbor homeowner associations, I have specialized 
knowledge of school expansion programs in Brentwood and related traffic congestion issues 
affecting the Sunset Boulevard Corridor west of the I- 405 Freeway. Further, I held the 
position of Transportation Planning Bureau Chief for the LADOT in 1984, when MSMU 
submitted their application for conditional use for a parking structure. The application was 
reviewed and commented on by my department. It is important to note that the review at 
that time was in no way intended to be a finding of entitlement for increased attendance 
of the campus.  

Page 1 of 16 



MSMU Expansion May 23, 2018 

Review of Prior Documents 

As mentioned above, I was Transportation Planning Bureau Chief at LADOT in 1984, when the 
Initial Study Traffic Analysis document (EXHIBIT 2) was signed by LADOT Traffic Engineer 
Charles King, and, at that time, I was his immediate supervisor. With direct knowledge of 
procedures in place at LADOT, I am especially qualified to interpret the findings of the Initial 
Traffic Study Analysis and the associated approval for the parking structure. 

In an effort to evaluate the background for MSMU's current operational conditions, I have 
reviewed a number of historical documents that have been submitted to or issued by the City 
in reference to past entitlements and the current application for expansion (ENV-2016-2319-
EIR). The Initial Study Traffic Analysis report by LADOT from March 28, 1984, was issued in 
response to an application to build a 244-space parking structure on top of an existing parking 
lot (EIR Case No: 113-84-CUZ). The important note on that document is that LADOT, 
pursuant to CEQA, did not require a traffic analysis of the requested permit and recommended 
a finding of NOT SIGNIFICANT impact for traffic "Provided that no enrollment increase is 
allowed." During that time, MSMU's enrollment was approximately 750 students (see the 
January 1984 CUP for the Faculty Residence Building). From the project description it is clear 
that the request was to build a parking structure and not for an enrollment increase. That is 
how the City should have processed the entitlement. If the City instead permitted an increase 
of enrollment to 1,072 students (a 43% increase without additional traffic analysis and new 
environmental review), that would be a critical error. 

Additionally, the July 1984 CUP approval was for a parking structure only --- with a condition 
that tied the ratio of students to the number of parking spaces in that structure. It did not 
address the remaining parking spaces on campus that were required by code. The current 
MSMU Draft EIR includes a misleading assumption which asserts that the ratio of 1 to 4 
parking spaces to students applies to all of the parking on campus. 

Contrary to what MSMU asserts, LADOT issued the "NOT SIGNIFCANT" traffic impact 
determination for the July 1984 CUP with the condition that enrollment would not increase. If 
the permit was to provide for increased student enrollment, LADOT would have required 
further assessment of the added vehicle trips to determine the need for a traffic study and 
ultimate assessment of traffic impacts. 

Parking Requirements for Universities 

As stated above, there are documents in the current application for expansion that stipulate the 
parking garage entitles the University to expand the number of students. In the field of 
transportation planning and engineering, as it applies to the City of Los Angeles, there is no 
documentation or guidelines that the provision of parking spaces generates additional traffic. 
Thus, the number of parking spaces is not considered a determination of the amount of traffic 
impact. Generally, the provision of adequate parking is a mitigation of neighborhood traffic 
impacts with regards to parking over-flow. 

EXHIBIT 3 is a summary of a national data base (Institute of Transportation Engineers) 
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regarding existing parking demands for universities. On average, the peak demand for parking 
at urban universities exceeded 0.22 parking spaces per student. A conservative practice 
would be to compare parking needs to the 85th percentile data (statistics which are exceeded 
only 15% of the time) implying a parking demand of 0.29 parking spaces per student. These 
data included all visitors to the surveyed universities — including students, staff and visitors. 

In comparison, the City parking requirements for learning institutions are not calculated upon 
the number of students, but rather, based upon an analysis of allocated square feet. 
Generally, the City requires only one space per 500 square feet with Auditoriums and 
administration office space treated separately (see EXHIBIT 4). There is no basis in City of 
Los Angeles entitlements to calculate student enrollment based upon the number of 
parking spaces provided. 

Existing Roadways Are Inadequate for Current Traffic 

EXHIBIT 5 shows the route to the campus from the Sunset Boulevard Corridor, namely Bundy 
Drive, Norman Place and Chalon Road. According to the Circulation maps from the latest 
adopted Brentwood-Pacific Palisades Community Plan and the Circulation Element of the 
Citywide Plan, all roads to the MSMU campus are designated as "local" roads (see EXHIBIT 
6). This appears to be in conflict with more recently adopted designations from the Baseline 
Hillside Ordinances (Ordinance No. 181,624 and Ordinance # 168,159), wherein these roads 
are designated as "Hillside Limited Streets." In both of these criteria, the intention of these 
roads is that they "are intended to accommodate lower volumes of vehicle traffic." 

The City standard for determining roadway width is based upon the street designation. 
documented in the recently adopted Complete Streets Design Guidelines. EXHIBIT 7 is a 
summary of what the City expects for "local" roadways pursuant to the recently adopted 
Complete Streets Design Guidelines in which the requirement is for 36-foot wide streets. 
EXHIBIT 8 shows that the requirement for Hillside Limited Streets is that the paved part of the 
street be at least 20-feet wide. 

During my field investigation, I measured these roads and found the roadway width to narrow 
from 30 feet wide (nearest to Sunset Boulevard) down to less than 19 feet wide on Norman 
Place in its approach to Chalon Road which is the entrance to the campus. As evidenced by 
pictures of the route which are attached in EXHIBIT 9, these roads are very narrow, windy, 
lacking sidewalks and with limited sight-line. Those sections of roadway below 20-feet are 
substandard by any of the City applicable standards and unsafe for two-way traffic. 

MSMU proposes to add shuttles and busses to accommodate increased student population 
and events. The addition of busses to the mix of existing traffic would necessitate wider 
roadway widths as well as engineering design accommodations such as pavement thickness 
and minimum sight-line requirements. As evidenced by pictures in EXHIBIT 10, large busses 
bringing visitors to the MSMU campus got stuck on Saltair Ave, a very narrow, substandard 
road. 
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Additionally, these substandard roads in a high fire area, are inadequate for the amount of 
current and future traffic generated by Mount St. Mary's University. 

Consideration of Other Major Projects in the Sunset Corridor 

There have been two major development project approvals with significant impacts on the 
Sunset Boulevard Corridor: Archer School and Brentwood School - both expansions of 
existing school sites. EXHIBIT 11 is a summary table of expected traffic impacts for these 
sites as reported in the Archer School Traffic Study. Traffic conditions projected to be Level of 
Service (LOS) E or F (unacceptable according to City Policies) at the following 6 intersections 
in the Sunset Corridor: 

- Bundy Drive 
- Saltair Avenue 

Barrington Avenue 
- Barrington Place 
- Church Lane/I-405 Freeway 
- Veteran Avenue 

All of these intersections are also expected to be traversed by MSMU students, faculty and 
visitors. The Draft EIR must take these cumulative impacts into consideration using the proper 
baseline of enrollment permitted. 

SUMMARY 

In conclusion, from the documents I have reviewed, the July 1984 CUP approval did not 
include any condition allowing an increase in enrollment and MSMU appears to be operating 
with an enrollment number in excess of any City approvals. 

The increased enrollment on MSMU's campus without the City's review and imposition of 
mitigation measures has added to the unacceptable traffic conditions in the Sunset Corridor. In 
my opinion, based on the current traffic and extent of substandard roadways serving access to 
the MSMU campus from Sunset Blvd, the proposed expansion of the University will be 
significantly impactful to the community. 

Please contact me if you have questions. 

Very truly yours, 

1 

Allyn D-Rirkin, PE 
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EXHIBIT 1 

Allyn Rifkin, P.E. 
Experience and Qualifications 

Mr. Rifkin has over 30 years experience in the field of transportation engineering and planning. 
Included in that experience are assignments in both the private and public sectors, ranging from 
consultant for developers to research for the Automobile Club of Southern California. Until 
recently, he was the Chief of the Los Angeles Department of Transportation's Bureau of Planning 
and Land Use Development, responsible for managing a staff of 38 professionals and serving as 
the key department liaison between the development community and City Council on traffic 
mitigation and transportation planning issues. He supervised the completion of numerous project 
EIRs for the City of Los Angeles. His latest projects focused on transit oriented development along 
various rail alignments in the Los Angeles area. As a private consultant, Mr. Rifkin has worked 
closely with residential neighborhood associations and developers to negotiate consensus on 
traffic mitigation measures in association with proposed development projects. Other consultant 
efforts of interest include assistance to the Eagle Rock neighborhood in the formation of the 
Colorado Boulevard Pilot Community Parking program and to County Supervisor Yaroslaysky in 
the initial proposal to convert Olympic and Pico Boulevards into a one-way pair. On the Westside 
of Los Angeles, Rifkin has worked with the Brentwood Homeowners and other neighborhood 
groups seeking traffic mitigation of expanding private schools along the Sunset Boulevard corridor. 

Professionally, Allyn is active in the Urban Land Institute (ULI) and the Institute of Transportation 
Engineers (ITE), and has served as the president of the ITE'S largest Chapter of ITE, the Southern 
California Chapter, with over 1,100 members. In addition to serving on the ITE National Transit 
and Transportation Planning committees, he has been instrumental on national steering 
committees for the ITE Trip Generation Committee and the Urban Goods Movement Committee. 
He has lectured extensively on the topics of traffic impact mitigation and on neighborhood traffic 
controls. 

His college education began with a B.S. in Systems Engineering at UCLA and led to an M.S. in 
Transportation Engineering at Northwestern University. Rifkin is nationally recognized for his 
expertise in travel demand forecasting. His more recent work has involved traffic plans to relieve 
congestion in various hot spots of development in Southern California including the South Coast 
Plaza area of Orange County, Downtown Los Angeles, Westwood, the LAX Transportation 
Corridor (the initial area in Los Angeles to adopt a traffic impact mitigation fee), and Warner 
Center. 

He was involved in the creation of five transportation trust funds with current balances exceeding 
$23 million for transportation improvements. In his role as mediator of development traffic impact 
Mr. Rifkin launched a neighborhood traffic safety program currently exceeding $1.5 million in 
neighborhood traffic controls and negotiated pedestrian safety mitigations from the Los Angeles 
Unified School District. 
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EXHIBIT 2 

INITIAL STUDY 
TRAFFIC ANALYSIS 

EIR CASE NO.:  4- C1/2  TRANSMITTAL DATE: 45'-21--.P.K  

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: a„,e,„„ q 9.• 
2A- Ac.a."(felfez, 0414<friAkri.  

PROJECT LOCATION: /0100 /-65C444-.A9?!:  

EXISTING ZONES: ??e-110-/-A/  PLANNED ZONES: 3.c9.--9e,"'"--/Y  

PROJECTED GENERATED TRIPS: 

O. ADT  
/Street) 

 

TPH  

  

   

     

ADT TPH  
(Street) 

CRITICAL INTERSECTIONS: 

AM Pf9 AM PM 

NB 

SB 

EB 

WB 

COMMENTS: 69740/AV AP.<12071,2(Zedtiyil fielfaeS. 

MAY BE TRAFFIC STUDY 
CUMULATIVE NEEDED 

Gate: 
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Statistic   Peak Period Demand  

Peak Period 10:00-11:00 a.m.  

Number of Stud/  Sites   5  

Average Size of Stud, Sites 10 500  
Average Peak Period Parkin]  Demand 0.22 vehicles :'.er schootpopulation  
Standard Deviation 0.07  
Coefficient of Variation 32%  

0 14-0 31 vehicles per school populates 
0.29 vehicles per school population 
0 18 vehicles per school_pdpulation 

Rance  
85th Percentile 
33rd Percentile 

Weekday Urban Peak Period 
Parking Demand 
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EXHIBIT 3 — NATIONAL PARKING DATA FOR UNIVERSITIES 

--.1\11111 

Land Use: 550 
University/College 

Average Peak Period Parking Demand vs. School Population 
On a: Weekday 

Location: Urban 

Institute 'f Transuenstion Et
• 
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EXHIBIT 4 

City of Los Angeles 
Summary of Parking Regulations 

R
eg

ul
ar

  P
ro

vi
si

on
s  

S
ec

.  1
2.

21
A

4 

Use of Building (or portions of) Commercial uses Ratio (spaces/sq. ft.) 

1. Health or Athletic Club, Bath House, Dance Hall/Studio, Gymnasium, or similar 
(e.g. amusement) 

1 per 100 

2. Restaurant, Café, Coffee Shop, Bar, Night Club, or similar 1 per 100 

3. Small Restaurant, Café, or Coffee Shop (1000sq. Ft. or less) 1 per 200 

4. Take-out Restaurant (no eating on the premises) 1 per 250 

5. Retail or Discount Wholesalers 1 per 250 

6. Retail Furniture, Major Appliances, or similar 1 per 500 

7. Auditoriums: Church, High School, College, Stadium, Theater, and similar assembly I per 35 or 
1 per 5 fixed seats 

8. Elementary School, Child Care I per classroom or 
minimum 1per 500 

9. Commercial School: Trade, Music, Professional, or similar IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

a) Classrooms and assembly areas I per 50 or 1 per 5 fixed seats 
whichever is greater 

b) Classrooms with heavy equipment 1 per 500 

10. Philanthropic Institution, Government Office, or similar 1 per 500 

11. Commercial or Business Office 1 per 500 

12. Medical Office, Clinic, or Medical Service Facility 1 per 200 

13. Hospital 2 per bed 

14. Sanitarium or Convalescent Home I per 500 or 
min 0.2 per bed 

15. Warehouse or Storage (for Household Goods) - first 10,000 sq. ft. 
- beyond 10,000 sq. ft. 

1 per 500 
(plus) 1 per 5000 

16. Other Business or Commercial (not listed above) I per 500 

S
pe

ci
al
 P
ro

vi
si

on
s  17. Auto Dismantling Yard, Junk Yard or Open Storage in the M2 or M3 zones [Sec. 

12.19A4 (bX4)] 
6 for the first acre, 1 per 

12,000 sq. ft. for the second 
acre and 1 for each acre over 

two. 

Zoning Section - Department of Building & Safely (LADBS) 
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EXHIBIT 5 — ACCESS ROUTE TO MSMU CAMPUS 
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EXHIBIT 6 - CIRCULATION ELEMENT for BRENTWOOD/PACIFIC 
PALISADES COMMUNITY PLAN 
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EXHIBIT 7- CITY OF LOS ANGELES STANDARD STREET CROSS SECTIONS 
for a LOCAL STREET 

2. STREET CLASSIFICATIONS Complete Complete Streets Design Guide 

    

Local Street Standard 

Local streets are intended to accommodate lower 

volumes of vehicle traffic. t oral streets have one lane 

in each direction and have parking on both sides of the 

street. 

Roadway Width: 36 ft. 

Right-of Way Width: 60 ft. 

Typical Number of Lanes 1 lane in each direction 

Typical Sidewalk/Border Width: 12 ft 

Target Operating Speed: 20 mph 

60' 
36' 12°  

18' -- 18' 

L. 

Local Street Limited 

  

   

These are local streets that lead to a dead-end rather than providing through traffic. 

Roadway Width. 30 ft. 

Right-of-Way Width: 50 ft. 

Typical Number of Lanes-  1 lane in each direction 

Typical Sidewalk/Border Width: 10 ft. 

Target Operating Speed 15 mph 

50• 
10 30 -- 10' . 

15' IF • 

L— -J 
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EXHIBIT 8 - CITY OF LOS ANGELES STANDARD STREET CROSS SECTION 
for a STANDARD HILLSIDE LIMITED STREET (example) 

S S 
DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY/ DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 

'PRELIMINARY REFERRAL FORM FOR 
0 BASELINE HILLSIDE ORDINANCE No. 181,624 
0 HILLSIDE ORDINANCE No. 168,159 

Date: V CPC-1952;422? omen  And Sar,.6 

Address; 12001 W CHALON ROAD 

District Meg 1448137 Tract P M 4304 

attic Lot A 

APt* 4420003027 

pu bli c  ww• 

App5zant 

Prefect Description:  

Phone: 

Fax 

PCtS 

Vehicular Access: 

1. Is the Continuous Paved Roadway (CPR)' at least 29ft wide from the driveway 
axon of the suited lot to the boundary of the Hiliakte Area? 

2.1s the CPR at Mast 20ft wide. from the driveway apron of the subject lot to the 
boundary of 

3.1e the street 
(NW al ONG 
areal haniges, such as s cow let or a &rough latj 

*CPR s Wyly thogirkvaus goon sod =I eactunoo aid .14hout poesensrd otalocksto boibilloi Rs MISS Ma 
ITT's/ '3 as Ts' CORKY VIM Hume ORD. IA Affleovot PI MOT FOTO 
'Tarr max Kens TO otnainotil FOR APPROM sat 12.z47m onizaode 

Street Type; 

kt. Yee 13•No 

Yes 0 No 

B Yes ❑ No 

  

 RAN width a Roadway width: Sr 

0 Docloodon required *ME F'kin Index now  
taproweent resubwl 

▪ Lett** en • simelied Walis Mead stoat 

 

Commer4s: 

2nd Street Name:    RAN width: Roedmay width 

O Lot trona co a manias NUS, flamed avers 0 Dedienecn coanibod r Plan Incte:c  
O Lot Arena on a sib Monde/el Mt& BMW west 0 improvement ratottee 

Comments  

Sewer Connection: 

Lot located less than 200 ft from weer madam): 
O Itoo inkling ono end penal 
W us• adsthig we, csibi. nom wok 

Lot located greeter than 200 ft from sewer 
0 Obtain LAMS ionaroval for an-otto WSW 

❑ Obtain raw connocian and now pin* 
0 MUM 13;Pornatt Own PNOBOE b ocisbuct now rosin/Ina 

0 Obtain &Porn* from PWJOOE lo construct ow aslioline 

PultloWorla Employs. cagier* ti. Corm 

&Eire 4,4..0_  Print Name:  81.4 ; kr9 L A-4 kw*   

Data - / 7 - al) l I phone:  3 ( - 8'3 831  Location:  W Z- 
arsofteailleribtrdlomentrawbrip gadl be moo Ow 
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EXHIBIT 9 - PHOTOS OF ACCESS ROUTE 

Bundy Drive 

Norman Lane 
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EXHIBIT 10 — MSMU BUS STUCK ON SALTAIR 

July, 2017 
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EXHIBIT 11 - SUNSET BLVD INTERSECTION LEVELS OF SERVICE 

IV.K Traffic, Access, and Parking 

Table IV.K-8 
Future (Horizon Year 2020) Base Conditions Intersection Level of Service-Non-Event Day 

ID 
N/S EM/ 

Street Name I Street Name 
Analyzed 
Periods 

Future (2020) 

LDS 
- 

V/C 

1 Cliffwood Ave. Sunset Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.535 A 
3-4 P.M. 0.485 A 
5-6 P.M. 0.370 A 

Kenter Ave. Sunset Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.746 C 
3-4 P.M. 0.781 C 
5-6 P.M. 0.571 A 

Bundy Dr Sunset Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.581 A 
3-4 P.M. 1.167 F 
5-6 P.M. 1.344 F 

4 Saltair Ave. Sunset Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.665 B 
3-4 P.M. 1.058 F 
5-6 P.M. 1.215 F 

Barrington Ave. Sunset Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.961 E 
3-4 P.M. 1.449 F 
5-6 P.M. 1.474 F 

6 Barrington Pl. Sunset Blvd.  7-8 A.M. 0.815 
3-4 P.M. 0.966 E 
5-6 P.M. 0.997 E 

Church Ln. 1-405 SB Ramps 7-8 A.M. 0.675 B 
3-4 P.M. 0.793 C 
5-6 P.M. 0.883 0 

8 Church Ln. Sunset Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.927 E 
3-4 P.M. 0.785 C 
5-6 P.M. 0.861 

9 1-405 NB Ramps Sunset Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.857 D 
3-4 P.M. 0.544 A 
5-6 P.M. 0.554 A 

10 Veteran Ave. Sunset Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.726 
3-4 P.M. 0.798 
5-6 P.M. 1.022 

11 Bundy Dr. (W) San Vicente Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.573 A 
3-4 P.M. 0.678 
5--6 P.M. 0.709 

12 San Vicente Blvd. Montana Ave. 7-8 A.M. 0.786 C 
3-4 P.M. 1.022 
5-6 P.M. 0.993 E 

13 Barrington Ave. Montana Ave. 7-8 A.M. 0.481 A 
3-4 P.M. 0.788 
5-6 P.M. 1.121 

14 Barrington Ave. San Vicente Blvd. 7-8 A.M. 0.671 
3-4 P.M. 0.725 
5-6 P.M. 0.453 A 

City of Los Angeles Archer Forward: Campus Preservation and Improvement Plan 
SCH. No. 2012011001 February 2014 
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